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The Mound Island Project:
An Archaeological Survey in the Mobile-Tensaw Delta

Richard S. Fuller and Ian W. Brown
Gulf Coast Survey
Alabama Museum of Natural History
Box 870340
The University of Alabama
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487

INTRODUCTION
Between September 11 and October 11, 1994, the Gulf
Coast Survey of the Alabama Museum of Natural History
conducted a survey in the Mound Island region of southwestern Alabama. The survey team consisted of Ian W.
Brown (principal investigator), Richard S. Fuller (field
director), andJames Ambrosino (a graduate student from
Southern Methodist University). The overall purpose of
this survey was to identify and record archaeological sites
in the vicinity of the Bottle Creek site (l Ba2), a Pensacola
culture mound center that the Gulf Coast Survey has
investigated since 1991 (Brown and Fuller 1993).
The Mound Island region comprises a large bottomland tract in Baldwin and Mobile counties (Figure 1).
Bounded by segments of Tensaw River and Middle River,
the project area encompasses approximately 26.5 square
miles (about 17,000 acres or 6,800 hectares) in the heart of
the Mobile-Tensaw delta (Figure 2). Much of this part of
the delta consists of very low, perpetually flooded swampland. Localized relief is represented by natural levees of
active and relict stream channe Is. The higher levees occur
in the northern portion of the project area where they
reach as much as 2.5 meters in elevation. Although dry
most of the year, even these surfaces periodically are inunBull. Alabama Mus. Nat. Hist. 19 :1-152
June 1, 1998

dated by spring flooding. East and west of the project area
are permanently dry Pleistocene terraces and rolling Tertiary uplands.
Despite the generally inhospitable nature of the terrain, the nutrient-rich environment made it worthwhile
for prehistoric hunters, fishers, and foragers to incorporate the Mobile-Tensaw delta into a broad-based settlement and subsistence system (Curren 1976). Farming
peoples also found the bottomlands to be very productive
(Knight and Adams 1981:42,44-46; McWilliams 1981:169;
Van Doren 1955:323-325). A subsistence incentive and, in
historic times, a commercial incentive resulted in numerous archaeological sites being located in this otherwise
formidable setting. Past surveys in the region (Brose et al.
1983; Fuller et al. 1984; Stowe 1981) have demonstrated
that such sites tend to be concentrated on the only topographic features representing relatively higher and drier
surfaces-the natural levees lining both active and inactive stream channels.
Located in the northern portion of the project area is
Mound Island, which supports the Bottle Creek mound
complex (Figure 3). This site, now a National Historic
Landmark, is believed to have been the political, social,
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Figure 1_ Map of southwest Alabama showing the Mound
Island region.
and ceremonial center of Pensacola culture (a variant of
the Mississippian tradition) for southwestern Alabama and
the north-central Gulf Coast. It has been the focus of two
recent archaeological mapping and test excavation
projects (Brown and Fuller 1991, 1993; Waselkov and
Mueller 1991). In addition, the Gulf Coast Survey conducted m~or excavations at Bottle Creek in 1993 and
1994, research that was supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities, the State of Alabama, the
Baldwin County Historic Development Commission, and
the University of Alabama. Because of the recent research
at Bottle Creek, the known area of the mound center was
excluded from the survey. However, the remainder of
Mound Island, including the relatively unknown terrain
immediately surrounding the mound group, was intensively examined. Also, materials from previous surface
collections at the site were analyzed and the results are
presented in this report. The survey project has contributed significantly to interpreting the Bottle Creek site in
the context of the region's geomorphology, cultural chronology, and settlement patterns.
As always, no archaeological project can be undertaken
successfully without the support oflocal people. We have
many friends in Baldwin and Mobile counties to whom we
are most grateful for their constant help and encouragement. The list goes on and on, but we would like to thank
the following individuals in particular. Kevin Dodd came
to our rescue with the loan of his personal boat and motor.
Boats continue to be a constant source of worry for us, so
we are indebted to both Gregory Waselkov and John
O'Hear for their efforts to get us water vehicles when we

Figure 2. Map of the Mound Island region shoWing the
reconnaissance and intensive survey areas.
were in need. Four personnel at the Scott Paper Company
were extremely helpful in our research. Tom Tomlinson,
Tony White, Mitch White, and Buddy Hastie not only
provided information whenever we asked, but they were
there for us when crises occurred. VVe are most grateful to
the Scott Paper Company overall for providing permission
to survey their lands and for helping us in all stages of our
projects over the last four years. We would be remiss not to
thank the locals who provided meals, coffee, and good
conversation in evenings and on rainy days. Clyde Carpenter, Davida Hastie, and Charles and Wyline Ebert are but a
few who fit into this category. Nancy Lambert-Brown is
responsible for the fine maps that accompany our text.
Last, but certainly not least, we want to acknowledge the
continued support of our own institution, the Alabama
Museum of Natural History. Douglas Jones, Executive
Director of the University of Alabama Museums at the time
of our work, recognized a need for a Gulf Coast Survey
many years ago and made it possible for our fledgling
program to get off the ground. To him we dedicate this
volume.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Despite several previous archaeological projects in the
Mobile-Tensaw delta, ranging from informal reconnais-
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Figure 3. Contour map of the Bottle Creek site (IBa2) made prior to the current survey (Waselkov 1993).
Figure 4. Current record of sites in the Mound Island
region.
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1 Middle-Tensaw Point (IBa272)
2 Low Water (IBa443)
3 Middle River (IMbl07)
4 Whip-a-Will (IBa274)
5 Carpenter (IMbI79)
6 Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95)
7 (IBa402)
8 (IBa431)
9 Tensaw River (IBa271)
10 Bottle Creek (IBa2)
11 Dominic Creek (IBa263)
12 BayouJessamine (IBa264)
13 River Cane (IBa247)
14 (lBa246)
15 Larry Island Branch (IBa269)
16 Briar Lake Slough (IBa270)
17 Fisher Island South (IBa273)
18 Farmar's Bluff (lBa275)
19 (lBa212)
20 Live Oak Landing (IBa438)
21 (IBa253)
22 (IBa214)
23 Squirrel Bayou (lBa262)
24 Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499)
25 Mifflin Lake #2 (IBa500)
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sances to formal surveys (Brose et al. 1983; Fuller et al.
1984; Stowe 1981), prior to our survey the Alabama State
Site File listed only 13 sites in or immediately adjacent to
the proposed survey area. vVe now know of 25 sites in the
region (Figure 4). The principal goal of the project was to
identify, record, and evaluate as many archaeological resources within the project area as possible within the
constraints imposed by the physical setting. In addition to
this primary goal, several specific research topics were
addressed by the project: site and component distributions
and settlement patterns in the immediate environs of
Mound Island; spatial and temporal relationships among
the various Late Woodland period phases in the MobileTensaw delta (Tensaw Lake, McLeod, Coden, Tate's Hammock); the nature and timing of the emergence of Mississippian culture in the region; and stream channel morphology and chronology in this part of the Mobile Basin.
The actual survey consisted of a non-random waterborne reconnaissance, pedestrian surface survey, and very
limited subsurface investigation. There were two levels of
survey intensity: a reconnaissance-level survey of the entire
tract of approximately 26.5 square miles; and an intensive
survey of a smaller area centering around Mound Island.
Generally, it is beyond the capabilities of most institutions and agencies to survey effectively for archaeological
sites in continuously flooded swamps. Fortunately, such
settings rarely contain in situ cultural deposits. Permanently inundated portions of the project area were excluded from the survey, although boat-accessible waterways in such locales were explored for potential site locations. Positioning in the field was maintained using USGS
topographic maps and low-altitude aerial photographs.
The latter were especially useful for delimiting areas of
high site potential as well as for identifYing the easiest
routes to those areas. This was particularly important for
reaching remote locations that required pedestrian access.
When archaeological sites were encountered they were
recorded as thoroughly as possible. A State site form was
filled out for each and submitted to the Alabama State Site
File repository at Moundville Archaeological Park. Important information secured on each site includes physiographic setting, vegetation, site dimensions, site integrity,
artifacts, and cultural components. Some information,
such as accurate assessments of components, site integrity,
and site dimensions, were limited by the nature of the
project: survey rather than data recovery. All site locations
were plotted on the appropriate USGS maps. Scaled
sketch maps were also drawn and photographs (slides,
color prints and black-and-white prints) were taken from a
number of angles.
Reconnaissance Survey
The reconnaissance consisted of boat survey supplemented by some pedestrian survey. Most sites were identified through natural exposures such as bankline erosion,
overturned trees, crawfish holes, and other natural distur-
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bances. Others were found in areas of human disturbance
such as logging roads, boat landings, camp clearings, pipelines, and game-food plots. No subsurface survey was attempted during the reconnaissance. However, locations
that were considered to have high site potential (based on
topography, elevation, etc.) but which yielded negative
results during the reconnaissance were noted for possible
future investigation.
In addition to identifYing new sites, one goal of the
reconnaissance was to revisit known site locations in order
to obtain collections and to update Alabama State Site File
information. When found, old sites were re-recorded and
site forms were updated. Also, we examined reported
locations of sites which had not been entered into the State
Site File system. Some of these newly located sites were
based on local informant leads; others were reported in
one form or another (e.g. several in the Mound Island area
were listed in Rushing 1976) but had not been listed in the
official records. When verified by our survey, all such sites
were recorded and site forms were filled out for each.
Intensive Survey
A sample area of about five square miles (about 3,200
acres or 1,300 hectares) in the northern part of the project
tract was the focus of our more in tensive survey (see Figure
2). This specific area was selected for two reasons. First, it
includes all of Mound Island and the Bottle Creek site and
so was expected to contain components related to the
mound center. Second, it encompasses a variety of physiographic features (creeks, sloughs, small lakes, relict channels, natural levees) and a range of topographic elevation
(from below water level to more than two meters above)
and, thus, could be considered representative of the entire
project area.
The primary goal of the intensive sample survey was to
locate and record as many sites as possible in a variety of
settings, not just those visible in the banks of major drainages. This entailed more pedestrian survey, as emphasis
was placed on investigating promising locales which were
not readily accessible by boat. The objective was to obtain
a more complete representation of past human habitation
and utilization of the sample area. It was hoped that this
would then serve as a model for settlement and use of the
entire project tract, helping to balance the picture provided by the reconnaissance survey.
Some of the sites (or, in the case of Bottle Creek,
extension of sites) in the intensive survey area were found
because of exposure by natural and human causes. Others
were found through subsurface examination of topographic features which lacked such exposures but which
were deemed to have good site potential. A variety of
methods and equipment were employed, including soil
probes but excluding formal excavation. Areas subjected
to such examination were selected largely based on factors
of topography (such as relative elevation) and geomorphology (such as channel associations). Other factors,
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including soil types, plant associations and proximity to
known sites, also were taken into account.

THE DAILY LOG
Contained in this section are our daily impressions, the
discoveries as they were happening, as well as all the trials
and tribulations involved. This kind of information seldom is found in official reports, yet it is extremely important. It not only serves as a history of this particular project,
but it also helps people who have never been in the field
learn something about the process. For those who have
been in the field, we suspect that some of that which
follows will sound familiar. The writings that comprise this
section are extracted from three different documents:
field notebooks (mostly RSF); fieldjournal (mostly IWB);
and personal journal (IWB). Entries have been freely
extracted and rearranged in order to reduce redundancy
and enhance the flow of the text, but there has been no
rewriting. We have preserved intact our daily impressions,
blemishes and all. Only spelling and grammatical errors
have been corrected for ease of reading. However, in
situations where we were ranting and raving about one
thing or another (usually boat motors or uncooperative
landowners), we have not hesitated to leave certain passages out. Such breaks in the narrative are indicated by
ellipses ( ... ).
September 11,1994 (Sunday)
IWB
The Mound Island Project began today. This project,
sponsored by the Alabama Historical Commission, is a
survey of the outer rim of Mound Island and the opposite
shore of the encompassing waterways. It also focuses on
the Bottle Creek site itself, in terms of determining its
outer limits. I am the official head of the project and also
serve as a crew member. Rick is running the actual
fieldwork as he will be involved in the survey everyday. I
have to miss a couple of days this first week and every
Monday thereafter I will be in Tuscaloosa to take care of
Department (office hours) and Museum business. Our
third crew member isJim Ambrosino, an advanced graduate student at SMU. I learned about him from Meghan
LaGraff, a first year graduate student. We were looking for
a third person and he was looking for work. So the combination matched. He comes to the project highly recommended, both in terms of his academic qualities and his
personal characteristics.
The main task of the day was moving equipment and
personal belongings to Mount Vernon so that we could
start survey on the morn. We are staying in the Cannon
residence again, so that is a blessing. All our equipment is
stored in the doctor's office, where it will be for the next
two years. We all met at the Museum at around 8 AM and
moved boxes of lab and office equipment into the van.
Rick and Jim drove the van south while I followed in my
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car. Stopping to eat at the Jackson Steakhouse was our only
significant break. We arrived in Mt. Vernon at around 1 PM
and the rest of the afternoon was spent unpacking, grocery
shopping and just generally getting settled in. Rick also
picked up the now-repaired U.S.A. motor, so we are back in
business.
RSF
We drove from Tuscaloosa to Mt. Vernon; checked into
our old field house at 1345 Old Military Rd. Everything
looked about the same, except it is much emptier without
the people, gear, and furniture that crowded the place the
last two summers.
Mter unpacking, I drove down to Dog River to pick up
the outboard motor which had been repaired after breaking clown lastJuly. Meanwhile, Ian andJim retrieved some
equipment from our storage in the old Dr.'s office next
door.
The rest of the afternoon was spent settling in and
getting organized.

September 12,1994 (Monday)
IWB
I looked forward to this day with some anticipation.
Whether or not we were going to have a successful survey
depended on the success of its first half hour. At a little
before 8 AM I drove over to the Scott Paper Company
office to visit with Tony White and Tom Tomlinson. I had
sent them a letter earlier requesting permission to survey
their land, but had not yet gotten a response. It was
affirmative, their only request being that I inform them if
I wanted to dig anywhere. They then gave me a map of all
their holdings as well as copies of a 1988 plat map showing
the various landowners in the Middle River/ Upper
Tensaw River area. I then paid a deposit at the Town Hall
fOl"water and returned home with the good news. Rick and
Jim were just getting ready to gas the boat up and take it to
the Landing, so I caught them and hitched a ride. I don't
particularly care for leaving my own car down by the river
all day. With the folks who hang around there, you just
never know.
We had the boat in the water by 9 AM. Once again, we
are using the Mississippi State Cobb Institute boat with the
U.S.A. motor. Our back-up motor, which we drag around
with us is the Cobb 6 hp, just in case. We decided to use
today as a general reconnaissance day. No surveying to
speak of,just a complete circuit of the area to be surveyed.
This would introduce Jim to the delta and reintroduce us
to areas we had not seen in awhile. It would also tell us if a
tank and a half of gas was going to be enough for an all day
survey. As it turned out, it was, but only just enough. I got
another 2 1/2 gallon capacity tank in the evening to be on
the safe side.
We started the day's trip traveling down the Mobile
River. Turned east on to the Tensaw and followed the loops
until we joined up with Middle River. Descended that river
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following the shore that was lit by the sun. Because of the
river's meandering, we kept moving back and forth from
side to side. Obviously, we also paid attention primarily to
the tall outer banks of each loop. As this trip was to
familiarize us, we did not stop at any location,just drove by,
making mental notes for the future as to what were going
to be prime spots to search.
The water was high because of the tide, so this would
not have been a good day to boat survey anyways. But it was
a pleasure floating down Middle River. I do love that wide,
mature body of water with its low vegetation along the
shores giving a fine open view of the horizon. But then I
love the Tensaw too, with its feeling of youth-a narrow,
winding river, always adventurous to travel along it.
We took a short break at the Little Lizard Creek site and
then headed north on the return trip, passing Mifflin Lake
(best fishing spot in the area, so told), Live Oak Landing,
and finally, coming to shore at Lower Bryant's Landing.
After having lunch upon its picturesque shore, we decided
to take the opportunity to resurvey the site and make a
map of it. The vegetation was down somewhat and we were
there, so it seemed a good time to do so. We found a couple
of potsherds, one of which was a fine sand-tempered plain
sherd, and Rick discovered two pieces offaience, undoubtedly relating to the French occupation that preceded Robert Farmar's Plantation. I also came upon a piece of olive
green bottle glass, so it's there, but finding a concentration
of it, enough to entice future exploration, would be a task.
Midway through Rick's map-making the owner... came
by to see what we were doing. He was not enamored with
archaeologists, especially as he saw how "they" shut down
the bridge construction at the old mill on Rt. 225, so he
politely asked us to leave. He wasn't mad or raging, he just
didn't want us doing anything on his land. He didn't have
an interest in the histOl), of the area at all. Anything that
got in the way of progress, future development, etc., was a
waste of time, and would not be tolerated on his land. We
respected his wishes and left. Even though we were not
trespassing on this public landing, there was no use our
pursuing our objectives. The map remained undrawn and
we failed at our first attempt to survey a site on this project.
That was not to dampen our spirits for the day, however.
We continued upriver on the Tensaw, passing Tensaw
Lake, a big Scott Paper barge (only the second barge I've
seen on the Tensaw) pushing a crane, past Devil's Bend, on
and around the mouth of Bottle Creek and back up the
Tensaw and Mobile. All the way we took in the warm
breeze, with just a hint of fall crispness to it. Egrets performed admirably along the banks, and "Big Blues," the
grande herons to the Cajuns, floated picturesquely above
our heads. All in all, it was a beautiful if unproductive
day...
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RSF
Morning-clear, pleasant.
Ian spent the first part of the morning paying utilities
deposits and meeting with Scott Paper Co. folks ... Meanwhile,Jim and I loaded equipment in the boat & got things
ready to go in the field. Today, the plan was to do just a boat
tour of the whole project area, to get a feel for the terrain
& the scope of the project.
We launched the boat around 9:00. The tide was up, so
we knew that most of the bankline midden sites would not
be exposed.
We headed down the Mobile R. from Mt. Vernon Landing then down the Tensaw R. [to] the head of Middle R.
The juncture of the Tensaw and Middle Rivers (i.e. the
northern tip of Mound Island) is the northern limit of our
survey area.
We motored on down Middle R., which is a mature river
of smooth bends and calm reaches. An open, somewhat
scenic river, it has attracted a number of additional camps
that weren't there when I surveyed with Read Stowe in the
late 70s.
Once again, I noted with interest the high, sandy banks
extending from the point back along the Middle and
Tensaw for many meters. By rights, there should be a
Mississippian or Historic period Indian site at this strategic
location. We'll take a close look when we get down to
serious surveying.
The first previously recorded site location we came to is
on the outside of the first bend of Middle R. below the
point. Site IBa443 was recently reported by Warren
Carruth (of the University of South Alabama) as a Rangia
shell midden buried beneath 2.4 m of alluvium. He also
states that it is exposed only during periods of low water
and that two sand tempered sherds were collected. Since
only about 1 1/2 m or so of bank was exposed today, we
weren't able to relocate the midden. We'll try again during
a period of low tide.
Continuing down the river, we next came to the location of IMbl07 (the Middle River site) on the west bank.
This is a site that Read Stowe and I tested back in 1978. It
has at least two distinct shell midden layers in most places:
a lower one dating to Weeden Island, and an upper one
containing Tensaw Lake, check stamped and shell tempered sherds ... At that time, midden strata continued for
over 100 meters in the river bank. Today, water obscured
the lower stratum. However, the upper stratum was obvious. Importantly, in some places it appears to split into two
separate strata, so it may be feasible to isolate the Terminal
"Voodland and Mississippian components in the future.
""e'll re-record the site later on in the survey.
Continued down Middle R., past the large, active Rangia
bed Irv Quitmyer and I collected back inJune of93 ... to
Little Lizard Creek site (lBaI95). This is another site that
Read and I recorded back in the late 70s ... Irv and I also
collected it in 93. It is an extensive bankline Rangia
midden along Little Lizard Creek and bending parallel to
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Middle R for some distance. In the past, surface collections have yielded Gulf Formational, Late Woodland and
Mississippian artifacts. Today, water obscured the lower
part of the bank midden, although a considerable amount
was still exposed. Again, we'll re-record 1Ba195 under
better tide conditions.
Continuing down Middle R. we came to its southern
confluence with the Tensaw, the southern end of our
survey area. vVe then headed back up the Tensaw, a somewhat narrower, more erratic, and (to me) more interesting
river than Middle R. We passed a small site that Ian and I
found and collected, but did not formally record, back in
1991 (Squirrel Bayou, 1Ba262) ... Some possible Weeden
Island and Tensaw Lake sherds were collected, and clumps
of Rrtngia shells noted. Today, we didn't stop there because
of the water levels and because this was just a quick boat
tour.
Continuing up the Tensaw, we passed the location of
two more Rangia middens, previously recorded by Stowe
(lBa214 & 1Ba212), again not taking the time to relocate
them.
Next, we had lunch at Lower Bryant's Landing, our old
launching place and field house location from 1991. While
there, we picked up a couple of more artifacts from the
Farmar's Bluff site (lBa275) which overlooks the Tensaw
at this location ... The site has produced a few sherds of
Historic period Indian pottery (Taensa?) and a Delftsherd
undoubtedly associated with the 18th c. plantation ofMajor Robert Farmar (colis. A24 & A26). Today, we found a
couple of tiny sherds and pieces of what look like faience
(coIl. D 12). So, we began to record and sketch-map the
site, when the landowner... stopped by and asked us to
desist, which we did. Apparently, he is aggravated with
Davida Hastie, all archaeologists, and anyone else who is
concerned with the history of the area. I think he fears loss
of control over his property rights. He was most definite,
though not nasty, about his opinions on this matter, which
I respect even if I don't agree. Regardless, I think we got
enough info to fill out a State site form .
Leaving Lower Bryant's Landing and the Farmar's Bluff
site we continued up the Tensaw, back to itsjuncture with
Middle R, on up to the Mobile R. and back to Mt. Vernon
Landing.
Mter returning home, we cleaned up and drove across
the delta to Stockton to visit Davida Hastie. Ian is enlisting
her help in trying to organize a dedication ceremony for
the Bottle Creek Landmark plaque presentation somewhere in Stockton. Knowing Davida, it'll get done.

September 13, 1994 (Tuesday)
IWB
...We left the house a little before 7:30 AM. That's a
pretty good time, because much earlier than that and it's
still relatively dark. Plus, it gives me time to write my
journals, which is definitely an early morning activity. I've
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Figure 5. Rick Fuller walks a gut south of the intersection of
the Middle River and the Tensaw River (GCS/94/N7 II).

never been able to do that successfully (or at least I'epeatedly) at other times of the day.
On Tuesday we started the land survey. Low tide wasn't
until evening and that would not change til next week, so
there was no sense following the shore looking for shell
and pottery, other than in the uppermost levels, that is.
Therefore, we started surveying by getting up on the
banks and following old channels trying to see if there
were mounds built on old natural levees. We're also looking for middens, of course, but these are hard to see under
such conditions, but the cutting of guts in numerous areas
does serve as useful transects across vast stretches of land
(Figure 5).
We concentrated our attention on the east shore of
Middle River, from where it begins at the Tensaw to a
couple of river miles to the south. We didn't find anything
cultural, but we did manage to exhaust ourselves. Rick had
on his brand new boots, which he immediately got wet, and
I had on my knee high rubber boots. This gave me some
security against snakes and kept my feet relatively dry, but
they were pretty hot (especially when we were in the boat
and exposed to the sun) so I had sufficient moisture buildup on the inside anyway. Mostly what we did today was
battle spiders. There were webs everywhere. You couldn't
walk five paces without catching one in the mouth, and
even when you determined yourself the winner you'd see
the monster dropping expertly from the brim of your hat.
They were so obnoxious a hazard thatJim and I carried a
stick before us constantly striking the air at what would
seem to any observer to be imaginary foes. Rick used the
map case as his sword, but decided he would change
weapons on the morn as the case is starting to change its
character.
Fortunately these creatures of the glistening webs are
not vindictive. Generally, unless frustrated by being
wrapped in their own web upon your body, they will scurry
off to safety without planting a stinger within you. Not so
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some of the other insects we came across. There were
mounds of fire ant nests in various places. Normally they
are built on a stick as a base and then rise up like a plum
pudding. The matrix is soft and beige, looking like a
harmless pile of sawdust. I gently tapped a stick on the top
of one and it descended deep into its interior. Instantly the
hive was in an uproar as it turned into a swarm of scurrying
ants hurrying to protect eggs and avenge their broken
home. The stick I held was covered with these furious
beasts within seconds and I had to pound it repeatedly to
knock them off. When I saw the same nest about half an
hour later, the large gaping hole I made though still clearly
visible, was starting to blend back into the contours of the
mound. The an ts were no longer visi ble and life had pretty
much returned to normal for them. I was tempted to
plunge my stick into the nest anew, but that would have
been unchristian, so I went about my business and they
pursued theirs.
Another interesting point of nature observed centered
on a series of white flowers. I know not what the plant is
called, but it consists ofa white ball of soft tufts with each
feathery filament emerging from a central core and forming a perfect spheroid when seen as a whole. While gazing
at one such complex, I noticed that two of the filaments
were slightly longer than the rest, which struck me as
somewhat odd. Taking my stick, that ever-protective tool, I
gently prodded the longer of the aberrant spikes and it
moved before my touch. Once more I prodded and this
time it advanced and about a third of the spider emerged
from the flower. It was white, almost albino in appearance,
a color that would have destined it to death in most
circumstances. But here it had found its perfect harbor in
a plant that looked much like him. And oh the poor bee
who should rest upon such plant with the intention of
drinking its nectar. It would soon be startled by the loss of
its own nectar through the agency of this mutant of nature.
vVe returned home around 2:30 PM, getting to the
landing at 3 PM. This is earlier than what will be usual, but
we were absolutely exhausted from all the walking and
fighting, and lacked stimulation from the discovery of
sites. It was time to come home ...

RSF
,,,leather clear; cool morning; warm afternoon.
Launched around 7:40.
Began our survey at the northern tip of the project area,
i.e. the point on the S. side of the juncture ofTensaw and
Middle Rivers (Figure 6). There is a high, sandy bank here
which continues for some distance along both rivers. The
water once again was too high to effectively survey any but
the upper portion of the bank, which we did examine
immediately around the point. Nothing was found. Next
week, when we start having low tides during the day, we will
do a more thorough bankline survey. Today, instead, we
concentrated our efforts on walking the natural levees and
crevasse channels ... on the E. side of Middle River... For
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Figure 6. Jim Ambrosino and Rick Fuller take notes and
plan the next area to survey (GCS/94/N7/3).
most of the area we covered the entire natural levee system
bordering this segment of the river.
The terrain is undulating natural levee, perpendicularly cut here and there by crevasse channels or "guts." The
latter, which carry water between fluvial channels and
interior floodbasins with the rise and fall of floodwaters,
provide the best potential visibility for buried archaeological deposits (except for the bankline faces during low
water). ""ithout them, we have to rely on the occasional
tree-throw, animal burrow, and so on. Therefore, we concentrated much of our time and effort to walking the guts
from the river to the edge of the cypress swamp which
characterizes the interior floodbasin. The levee/splay system supports a deciduous bottomland forest that ranges
from open and park-like to areas of somewhat dense briars, palmettos, etc. The latter thickets are most common
near the river edge.
'''Ie also examined segments of relict channel features
associated with the meandering river course. Although
these show fairly well on our aerial photo as arcuate areas
of different vegetation, the channels themselves are less
evident on the ground. They have been obscured in many
cases by sedimentation and splay deposits. ""e did manage
to follow a couple of relict channel segments for short
distances. I was hoping we might pick up some older site
locations along these older fluvial channels. However, despite our best efforts, we found not a single artifact, much
less a site, anywhere in the area surveyed today. Returned
around 3:00.
Tomorrow, we'll continue our levee, crevasse, and relict
channel survey on down the east side of Middle R. Perhaps
we'll have better luck. Low tide is still at night for the next
several days, so we'll have to put off our bankline surveys
until next week.
September 14,1994 (Wednesday)
1WB
There was a marked contrast in the day. ""e felt better,
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because we were prepared for the weeds, vines, and tangles
of webs, the day was cooler and drier, and the areas investigated were much more open. It made for a far more
enjoyable day.
"Ve continued our survey of the upper Middle River,
moving further south on the eastern shore (Figure 7). We
have now done about half of the walking part of the river
survey (for Middle River, that is), so we're making good
progress. But still no sites. It's curious how devoid of
occupation this bank is. If people were there, we would
have seen it. There are too many guts to have missed
occupation of some sort, had it existed. Current hunting
evidence is aplenty, however. I climbed to the top ofa deer
stand, and did my owl imitation. It took Rick in as he didn't
expect to see me in the tree. We use the owl calls as our
form of communication out here. ""alkie talkies would
have been ridiculous, because you still have to holler to let
your location be known. And it's not that we want or need
to get together. ""hat's comforting is that you know your
partners are within ear shot in case of discoveries or emergencies. So, what we have devised is one hoot to indicate
your existence and location. Periodically one of us will let
out a hoot and the other two will chime in. Then we just go
about our business. A long complete owl call means the
initiator has found something or wants to get together.
""ith these two calls we have long-distance communication
without having to call names or yell instructions. So aren't
we something? We've invented animal communication.
As is usually the case, I am the photographer on this
expedition. But, in lieu of sites, I am rapidly becoming the
nature photographer. Spent a lot of time documenting a
spiderweb,just for the record (Figure 8). While waiting for
my lenses to defrost, I watched the critter at work. They
really are amazing. This one was busily adding lines to the
central portion of the web. Round and round it went
spinning the line and tightening the cords with one leg. It
was totally oblivious to my existence until I let out a hoot
and terrified the poor thing in the process.

Figure 7. A typical scene of cypress stumps and knees on the
east bank of Middle River (GCS 94/N7 5).
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Figure 8. The spider webs on the east bank of the Middle
River were some of the greatest obstacles in the survey
(GCS/94/N7/4).

We ended the Middle River survey for the day at
"Brown's Camp" at the southwestern extremity of Section
3. We then journeyed down the river and up Bottle Creek
to Dominic Creek. From Dominic we traveled up the
slough which leads to Alligator Lake, docking our boat at
the tumulus which sits at the intersection of the slough
with the lake. We sat at this same spot three years ago with
my nephew, Trevor, and decided then that it was natural,
but this time we returned to test it. After eating our
lunches and sitting back to listen to silence for a short
while, we mapped and probed the mound on the west side
of the slough. There is another on the east side of roughly
similar shape and size, maybe a little shorter. I sketched the
map while Rick andJim ran the soil probe. As expected, all
they found were natural deposits all the way down. These
piles were either dredged up or, more likely, were sediment traps during flood times as the high waters of the
lake tried to force its way south through the slough.
From there we drove our boat to the west shore of
Alligator Lake, about midway up, where a small gut heads
[west] from the edge. We parked on the south shore of the
gut and proceeded west following the gut itself. We soon
realiLed our mistake in surveying here because it was all
swamp. We had hoped to connect up with the gut which
extended from Middle River, bllt we couldn't get over the
water and it just wasn't worth the effort. Also, as the tide
was going down, we had some fear Uustified as it turned
out) that Alligator Lake might be a bit too shallow for our
rellirn trip. A special treat was the discovery of a giant
cypres~ on the south shore of the gut a hundred meters or
so from the lake (Figure 9) . Although half the lower
section had broken off, the tree was still living. It really
gave me an appreciation of what it once must have been
like in these woods.
After inching our way out of Alligator Lake, we continuedup Dominic Creek until we arrived at the site of the
same name. It is located at the "Dog House" camp and
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Figure 9. There are still some enormous cypress trees in the
swamp. Rick Fuller stands next to one west of Alligator
Lake (GCS/94/N7/7).
consists of three patches of shell, two along the bank and
the third beneath and behind the back of the camp. While
Rick and Jim continued to probe test, I mapped the site,
took photos, and surface collected. While doing the latter
I upset some yellow jackets and one stung me on the top of
my right ear, which hurt like the dickens. And it still hurts!
As I sit here at home in the evening my ear, and consequently my head, is still pounding from the insensitivity of
this one irate insect. We called it quits around 3:30 PM and
headed home ...

RSF
Weather clear; cool morning, warm afternoon.
Launched around 7:45.
Continued our survey down the east side of Middle
River, again concentrating our efforts on the levee and
crevasse system between the river and the interior
swamp ...
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The area was different from that surveyed yesterday in
the following ways: the natural levees are not as high; most
of the crevasse channels are not as well-developed; there
were no obvious relict meander features. Also, the crevasse
and splay areas east of the levee crests were much more
open and park-like, making for pleasant walking conditions.
We continued southward, parallel to the river, until we
reached a well-developed crevasse which runs due east
toward Alligator Lake. The latter is the core of an interior
floodbasin between Middle River and Dominic Creek. I
walked it from Middle River (where a camp called
"Brown's Camp" is located) about 300 meters before being
stopped by impenetrable vegetation. I also examined the
cleared ground around the camp. Found nothing, zilch,
nada.
After a day and a half of fighting through spider webs,
green briars, etc. without positive results, we opted for a
change of pace for the rest of the day. We decided to ride
around to Alligator Lake to see if we might be able to pick
up the other end of the crevasse channels. Also, Ian and
Trevor (Hughes) and I had visited the lake back in '91 and
we remembered it as a quiet, scenic spot for lunch.
To reach Alligator Lake we continued down Middle
River to Bottle Creek; up Bottle Creek to Dominic Creek;
up Dominic Creek to a small, narrow creek which leads to
the lake ...
Relatively high spots on either side of the creek at its
juncture with Alligator Lake were reported by Spies &
Rushing as earthen mounds. However, my two visits here in
the past (once with Read Stowe & once with Ian) made me
believe they were natural features rather than artificial
mounds. The more mound-like one, on the SW bank, has
an eroded face. Never have I seen an artifact, evidence of
construction or occupation layers, nor any other indication of cultural origin. Today, we decided to record the
location anyway and put in a couple of soil probe tests ...
Two soil probe tests on the SW slope of the SW "mound"
revealed alluvial sands, silts & clays in the type of sequence
typical for natural levees in the region. Although the tests
went down about a meter, no charcoal, ecofacts, artifacts,
midden, compacted layers, or any other indication of
cultural activity or construction were encountered. I am
even more convinced now that these are natural alluvial
features, probably resulting from the constant in-flow and
out-flow of floodwaters year after year.
Next, we returned to Dominic Creek, headed up the
creek to the location of a site which Ian, Trevor and I had
found back in 1991-Dominic Creek (lBa263) ...
After recording this site, we headed home; slow going as
Dominic Creek is narrow, shallow and contains some
barely submerged prop-buster logs.
Got back to Mt. Vernon Landing around 4:15.
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September 15,1994 (Thursday)

RSF
Journal entry by Rick Fuller in Ian's absence. Weather:
Cloudy, later on-rain. Jim & I surveying.
Launched about 7:45. Continued down Middle R. Still
high tide during the day so we were to emphasize foot
surveyance again. However, I decided to alter strategy
somewhat. Experience the last few days has shown that
complete pedestrian coverage of the levees, etc. is taking
too long and is unproductive. Therefore, we'll concentrate
on the higher levee segments and larger crevasse channels, which hold the best promise ofpositive results. Everything else pretty much has been useless spiderjousting
and web-eating. We'll bypass the less promising areas by
boat, still looking closely at the banks as we putt along. The
latter has been made easier by the way I have now rigged
the boat. I moved the 25 hp. motor (which idles like a 25year old washing machine and is about as dependable at
low speeds) over on the transom, and mounted the 7 1/2
hp. motor (borrowed from MSU-Cobb) alongside. We'll
use the larger motor for getting to and from our survey
areas, switching to the smaller one for actual survey. Both
use the same tank and hose, so switching is easy. This seems
to be working great! The little motor cranks up virtually
with a flick of one wrist and runs along very smoothly &
quietly, a pleasure afterfightingwith the temperamental &
noisy 25. Also, it'll be much more gas-efficient.
We began putting down the E. side of Middle R. at the
Camp and crevasse where we stopped yesterday morning.
A light rain had begun to fall, but was tolerable. Almost
immediately we spotted a lens of Rangia shell in the
bank-the first new site of the project. Either the small
motor (which we had been using about 10 minutes) is
good luck, or Ian's presence up 'til now has been bad luck;
maybe a little of both.
The Whip-O-Will site (IBa274) is located at a camp of
the same name. It is a very small shell lens in the bank

Figure 10. The Whip-O-Will (lBa274) site midden (GCS/
94/N7/17).
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about a meter below the surface (Figure 10). Only a small
sandstone "nutting" stone was found; lower tide probably
will reveal some sherds during another visit. I'll bet it's
Late Woodland and/or Mississippian, based on its depth
and on the fact that it is located across the river and just
downstream from the Middle River midden (lMbl07).
The latter is an extensive bankline shell deposit dating to
L. Woodland & Miss. times.
We recorded the site, during which time the rain got a
bit heavier. We then continued motoring on down Middle
R. However, it soon was evident that the rain was setting in
for the day. So, we had to head back early (an uncomfortable, wet ride all the way), arriving back at the landing
around _ . Rest of the morning was spent drying off
equipment (and ourselves) .Jim washed our few artifacts &
I did notes.
September 16, 1994 (Friday)

RSF
Weather: Overcast, warm, humid, occasional light rain.
Jim and I surveying; Ian still in Tuscaloosa.
Launched around 7:45. Continued our modified boat
& foot survey along the E. side of Middle River, beginning
just below the Whip-O-Will site. Mostly boat surveyed the
bankline, even though the water is still too high during the
day for thorough bankline examination. Stopped & got
out to examine more closely the occasional large crevasse
channel, relict fluvial channel, or higher than usual levee
segment. Nothing found between Whip-O-Will and the
mouth of Bottle Creek.
Next we introduced ourselves to Mr. Clyde Carpenter,
who has a camp on the W. side of Middle R., immediately
opposite Bottle Creek. Kevin Dodd had suggested we introduce ourselves to him, as he leases & manages a large
tract of Scott Paper Co. land on the west side of Middle R.
from Little Lizard Creek northward almost to Bayou Tala.
I had not been able to get in touch with Mr. Carpenter as
he has an unlisted telephone #. Fortunately, he was present
at the camp today. He was very friendly, invited us ashore,
and offered us refreshments while we told him what we are
doing. He has had trouble with several of the other local
camp owners, whom he calls outlaws, and so was pleased, I
think, that we took the time to introduce alii-selves. He
seemed to like us immediately (& vice versa) and seems
not in the least worried or paranoid about our surveying
his lease land. In fact, he even offered us the use of his 4wheeler, which we declined.
A boon for us is the dirt-track vehicle trail which he has
cleared for several km along the river, beginning at his
camp & going southward to L. Lizard Cr. & northward,
past several camps, to a clear-cut just below Bayou Tala.
Also, he has cleared & planted a couple of deer food plots
& vegetable gardens along the way. Mr. Carpenter freely
gave his permission for us to survey these areas, which
represent the best surface & near-surface visibility we've
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yet had for the levee & splay areas bordering Middle R. We
began by walking north from his camp. The exposed soils
in the vehicle track mostly are fine sands & silts; topography includes levee & splay terrain, intermittent low swales,
and several crevasse channels (across which Mr. Carpenter
has constructed small wooden bridges). We made about a
km when threatening clouds & a rain shower turned us
back toward the camp. Nothing found. We'll return &
finish the foot survey of Mr. Carpenter's lease land in the
near future.
As we were leaving, Mr. Carpenter said we could come
back anytime, whether or not anyone was there, and have
free access to his lease land & camp.
With the threatening weather, we decided to boat survey back upriver, but on the W. side ofthe river. We did this
all the way to Bayou Tola, then putted up that bayou to take
a quick look (we don't have definite survey permission
between Mr. Carpenter's land & the Tensaw, an area we
think is controlled by the Meahers). Bayou Tola is a bit
difficult to navigate because of numerous barely submerged logs. Also, its banks are very low, so site potential
looks to be poor.
Again, threatening weather forced us on up the river, so
we got back to Mt. Vernon Landing a little early, around
3:00. After cleaning the boat & organizing equipment, we
broke for the weekend.
Once again, a negative day in terms of sites; however, a
very positive day in terms of area covered and friends
made.
September 19, 1994 (Monday)

RSF
Ian returns from Tuscaloosa tonight. Rick &Jim surveying (Rick's notes).
At last! A low-tide day, so we'll be able to do some
regular 01' bankline boat survey-a respite from spidereating foot surveys oflast week. Weather started off cool &
sunny, promising a good day's survey.
Decided to do low-water boat survey of as much of
Middle River as we could today. We've already covered a
goodly portion of its levees, crevasses & backswampsenough to last me awhile, anyway.
Started once again at the high point overlooking the S.
side of the Middle-Tensaw R.juncture, i.e., the N. tip of
our project area. I'm determined to find a site at this
prominent, geographically strategic location, although
previous visits have been negative. With low tide, even
more of the very high banks here are exposed, as well as
the "low-water shelves," which, in my experience, have
often yielded artifacts that have eroded from above.
However, we closely examined the exposed banks and
shelves around the point, and again found nothing. Once
again, we got out and did careful foot survey along the
high banks on both sides of the point; still nothing. Feeling
quite frustrated, I headed back to the boat and was about
to get on board, when I spotted a goodly sized sherdlying
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on the bank right near where we, twice now, first got out of
the boat-amazing. Still, after very carefully scrutinizing
the area around this find (Miss. Plain, cf. Va?: Pine Log) no
additional artifacts or any other evidence of a cultural
deposit were detected. This is even more frustrating than
finding nothing. Optimistically, we recorded the location
as Middle-Tensaw Point (1 Ba272), as I'm still convinced
more will be found here eventually.
Continuing down Middle R., we finally saw IBa443
(previously recorded by U.S.A.), a well-defined shell
midden barely exposed at low tide. It's located in the
outside cut-bank of the first major bend of Middle R. below
the Tensaw. It is about 16 M long and 2.5 M below the
surface of the bank. A nice little collection of Bayou La
Batre sherds was recovered (Seems like we're seeing most
every kind of component except Bottle Creek phase;
where the hell are they?). A poorly defined deposit just
above the main sheIl layer produced several plain sherds
which might be Middle Woodland, so it looks to be multicomponent & stratified. The site was un-named, so I've
called it Low Water; appropriate, I think.
Continuing down the E. side of Middle R., we saw
nothing until we came once again to Whip-O-Will
(lBa274), the shell lens now a meter or so above the water.
The mudflat below it produced a couple of sand tempered
plain sherds and a grog tempered plain sherd, indicating a
probable Middle or Late Woodland component.
Boat surveyed on down to the mouth of Bottle Creek.
Mostly very low bankline; nothing found. Crossed over to
W. side of Middle River; boat surveyed back upriver.
Banklines are higher here, so did much more thorough
examinations here and there. Still nothing found. I'm
beginning to believe that the low site density for this
stretch of Middle R., as indicated by existing site data, is
due to something other than just survey bias, which I
previously had thought. It's looking more & more like it's
a real function of the settlement pattern in the area.
On the way back up the W. side we stopped again at the
Middle River Site (lMbl07), the impressive, stratified Late
Woodland and Mississippian shell midden locale. It looks
to be even more extensive than Read & I had previously
recorded years ago. Also, several neat little midden-filled
pits look to be associated with the lower deposit (Weeden
Island component if! recall correctly) .Jim & I flagged the
site limits (in the bankline, at least) and the location of the
midden pits.
September 20, 1994 (Tuesday)
IWB

Despite the good weather, we had a late start. As our
U.S.A. motor was kaput, we either had to get a new motor
to go with our Mississippi State Boat, or a whole new set-up.
Kevin Dodd, the game warden and an Auburn graduate,
came to our rescue loaning us his rig. It consists ofa 35 hp
Mercury mounted on a smalljo boat. Fit us perfectly and
we are very appreciative. I gave Kevin a copy of the 1993
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preliminary report and we then left his house in Bay
Minette and launched the boat at Live Oak Landing. We
wanted to take some advantage of the low tide, although
the best time would have been between 8 and lOAM. We
were not in the water till 0:30 AM, so we had already failed
on that account, but we did have good survey conditions
and I believe we would have found the sites had they been
there.
For obvious reasons, we concentrated on the area
around Live Oak Landing. First we went up Hastie Lake,
and then followed the east shore of the Tensaw River in a
northerly direction as far as the Tensaw Bluffs area. Then
we hopped to the west shore and proceeded south going in
and out with the meanders until we reached the
powerlines just north of the 1-65 bridge. Still nothing,
even though we checked the high banks, whether or not
shell was exposed. The only site we did record was on the
east bank of the river, north of the powerlines and on the
other side of the loop. This is Squirrel Bayou (lBa262), a
small bankline midden that Rick, Trevor Hughes, and I
discovered in 1991. It is a bit more extensive than we
thought then, consisting of pockets of Rangia clams in a
dark gray matrix. All pottery from this stratum, located far
below the present bank surface, is of Middle Woodland
date. Above these sand tempered sherds were several grit
tempered ones. Most were cord marked (Mobile Cord
Marked) and ofthe Late Woodland Tensaw Lake phase. Of
importance, these sherds were not associated with shell or
visible midden and would have been missed if they were
there alone and our boat survey was only looking for shell.
Fortunately we are not. We are also checking everywhere
where there are high banks capable of being lived on.
As the tide was starting to rise significantly and we were
already approaching 3 PM, we decided to give "our" boat a
rest and move to the land. Tried once more to relocate the
Live Oak Landing mound, but with no success whatsoever.
We're going to need a native guide on that one. Got back
to the house around 5 PM and hosed down the boat,
getting it ready for the morn.

RSF
'Weather: clear cool morning, turning overcast &
warmer in afternoon.
Surveying: lan, Rick, &Jim.
Spent first part of the morning driving over to Bay
Minette to borrow a boat & motor from our good friend,
Officer Kevin Dodd. He hadn't used the boat in over a year,
so he had to spend part of his day off getting current
registration and decals, checking out the motor, etc. "Vhen
we arrived around 9:00 he was still working on the motor.
He soon got everything checked out and, after a nice visit
and tour of his new house, we hitched up and headed off
(after many, many thanks).
Since we were on the E. side of the delta, we launched at
Live Oak Landing (around 10:30) to do some low-water
survey of a piece of the Tensaw...
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We began by going northward along the E. bank. Passed
the location of 1Ba212, which is a Rangia midden in the
high bluff which parallels the river. However, we couldn't
see it from the boat. My recollection of this site is that it is
better locatable and recordable by foot survey. We'll come
back when daytime high tides force us to do more foot
survey.
We next went up Hastie Lake about 1.5 km. The banks
are extremely low and have very low site potential. Also,
most of Hastie Lake is outside our survey area. Nothing
found.
Returned to the Tensaw and continued boat survey up
the E. side, around the bend called Willow Point. Most of
the bank is low through here, since it is on the point bar
side. We did stop and closely inspect several somewhat
higher banks, with negative results.
Crossed over to the W. side of the river and worked our
way down. The outside of the bend, opposite Willows Bend
has some much higher banks and levee segments, most of
which we stopped & checked closely; still nothing.
Came on down around the inside bend of the loop
across from Live Oak Landing. Again, very low, point-bar
topography for about 3 km or so. At the next outside bend
the banks began to get slightly higher but still no sites or
artifacts apparent.
We stopped at a major powerline crossing; crossed over
to the other side of the river and began working our way
upriver around the inside of a bend. Unlike other bend
interiors, there are several fairly high, sandy banklines
along this bend. We did a lot of close-up look. Eventually
we came to a site lan, Trevor Hughes and I had located and
collected back in '91-Squirrel Bayou [lBa262] ...
It was getting late, so we headed directly back to Live
Oak Landing. After pulIing the boat out, we spent a couple
of hours trying to locate a small mound in the woods north
of the landing. Read Stowe and I recorded this mound,
which seems to be 18th century (Taensa?) back in 1979.
Since that time I have tried, unsuccessfulIy to relocate it.
Again, today, we could not find it in the thick woods. I
guess we'll have to get Davida Hastie to take us to it again.
Headed home feeling kind of frustrated by this failure.
Got back around 4:30.
September 21,1994 (Wednesday)
IWB
Had a slow start this morning. The boat was launched at
Mt. Vernon, but when Ijumped in to crank it up, I discovered it was without gas tank or hose. Rick and Jim went
back to the house to get it while I took in the sights and
sounds of the first day of fall. Eventually we were on our
way with the boat running smoothly. We were also blessed
with fine sunny weather, just a hint of cold to it, and a low
tide. Couldn't have asked for more for a boat survey.
I drove to Middle River and the first site we visited was
the Middle River site (lMb107) on the west shore about
midway on the course of the river. Here a bed of Rangia
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Figure 11. Rick Fuller and Ian Brown drawing profiles at the
Middle River (iMbI07) site (GCS/94/N7/23).

Figure 12. Rick Fuller bagging artifacts at the Little Lizard
Creek (IBaI95) site (GCS / 94/ N8/ 3).

clams lay about a meter below the surface. In some areas
two discrete layers can be seen and in one area there are a
series of clam-filled pits. We took samples of shell, charcoal, and other organic material from a couple of these
pits for future flotation. As I had the big boots, I was in the
water sampling the layers and measuring the walls. Rick
did the drawings (Figure 11) for this one and Jim furiously
made out the bags. Periodically snakes drop from trees
and bees zoom out of holes in the ground, so it is always an
enlivening experience.
We then did a quick stop at the Whip-O-Will (lBa274)
site so that I could get stuck in the mud for a camera shot,
and then proceeded on south. Stopped at Clyde
Carpenter's camp on Middle River opposite the mouth of
Bottle Creek. Rick andJim had met him last week, but this
was the first time for me. I was also introduced to his
crotch-sniffing, leg-humping dog Tipper. As Rick said
later, what that dog needs is another dog. We had lunch on
his grounds and, as we ate, Mr. Carpenter regaled us with
stories of Scott Paper and of his outlaw neighbors who
shine deer at night. We told him we'd pass the word on to
Kevin Dodd. Wednesdays and Thursdays are their favored
nights for poaching. Apparently, they sell the venison in
the Black parts of Mobile for fairly high prices.
After leaving Mr. Carpenter we proceeded to Little
Lizard Creek (lBaI95). We have been here numerous
times before, and Rick was the first to have mapped it, but
this was the first time I had been here when the collecting
conditions were so good (Figure 12). We surface collected
for about an hour and plucked artifacts from the walls,
recording whether or not they were high or low in the
strata. As might be expected, there was Mississippian
(Bottle Creek phase) on the top, Tensaw Lake below it,
followed by Weeden Island and, lowest of all, Bayou La
Batre. After Jim did a rapid sketch of the site, Rick filled
out the bag labels, and I made my photographs, we surveyed behind the camp. The ridge of shell goes on and on

to the south, with only Mississippian material being picked
up. What a site!
We finished up the day of survey by exploring the lower
reaches of Middle River, on both sides. We are now done
with this body of water, at least as regards the boat reconnaissance. Tomorrow we head for the Tensaw or Mifflin
Lake. We got back to the house a little before 4 PM so that
Rick could drop the U.S.A. motor off with Clyde
Carpenter's son Dale and I could call Greg Rhinehart
about the Bottle Creek Landmark situation ...

RSF
Weather: Clear; cool morning; warm afternoon.
Surveying: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched from Mt. Vernon Landing around 8:00.
Still have good low tide through most of the day, so we
continued our low-water boat survey. I wanted to finish off
Middle River for good. All we had left was to record the
Middle River site (IMbl07) and the Little Lizard Creek
site (lBaI95), plus survey the remaining short stretch of
Middle River between Bottle Creek and its southern
confluence with the Tensaw...
First we sped directly to the Middle River Site
(lMbl07), which we had passed several times before, and
which we had flagged on our last visit ... This time we
wanted to do some work there ...
Next, we sped on down Middle R. toward the Little
Lizard Creek site. Along the way we stopped at Clyde
Carpenter's camp to introduce Ian. Had lunch there and a
nice chat-beautiful spot. Arrived at Little Lizard Creek
site (lBaI95) around noon ...
Leaving 1BaI95, con tinued boat survey down W. side of
Middle River, below 1-65, to the Tensaw confluence (the
southern tip of our project area). Mostly low banklines.
Nothing found.
Next we putted back up the E. side of Middle River to
Bottle Creek. Again, mostly low banks. We tried to get to
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the location oflBa402, which was supposedly destroyed by
1-65. The area has silted in so badly, we couldn't get close.
We'll probably write this one off for the present survey.
Nothing more was found.
We headed back to Mt. Vernon, arriving around 3:30. I
spent the rest of the afternoon taking our other broken
motor to Dale Carpenter (son of Clyde) at Chickasaw
Marina for repair (again!), while james logged in the
collections from 1Mb107 and the huge collections from
1Ba195.

immeasurably with the rotwiler. just as I had them under
control and was making my way to the beach, around the
bend comes our boat. That set them off again, but I knew
that I would be able to at least get out ofthere, so that I did.
There were no other mishaps, other than a near connect with a gill net. We circumnavigated that and reported
it to Kevin Dodd a short time later (he met us on the last
stretch of the survey). I drove back on the Tensaw, we
examined the poin t of its juncture at Bottle Creek, and jim
then drove the remainder of the way home. We were back
at the house at 4 PM ...

September 22, 1994 (Thursday)
IWB
No mishaps this morning, and another fine weather
day. Tide was low in mid-morning to mid-afternoon, so we
could not have asked for more perfect conditions. vVe
concentrated on the Tensaw River, starting at the point
where Bottle Creek starts off, and we hugged its right bank
all the way down to Lower Bryant's Landing. The only
reason why we were able to accomplish this task in but one
day is that the area is almost devoid of occupation. There
was no shell to speak of, but we pulled in at every high bank
anyways and searched both shore and bank face. The only
finds were two sherds relating to the Bear Point phase at
the Fisher Island South site (lBa273). This and Whip-OWill are, as of yet, the only new sites we've been able to add
to our knowledge for the whole of Middle and Tensaw
rivers. Admittedly, we still have the left bank of the Tensaw
to do, but I do not expect any finds of great import there.
vVe had scanned the Tensaw so many times in the past in
our treks to and from Bottle Creek that it would be amazing if anything obvious, like a shell layer, managed to elude
us.
We ate our lunch at Fisher Lake South. This is a nice
cozy area with twin oaks stretching their branches far out
upon the Tensaw and forming a cap over the pool of water
beneath. The bank curves in half moon shape and is
protected by a line of picturesque cypress knees. The roots
of the oaks, both small and large, drape down from the
bank like hair. Pretty.
Only one other event worthy of note, because I almost
lost my lunch from experiencing it. When we got below the
Sandy Hook area we walked a long beach. I said I would
continue down to the next camp ... if Rick and jim would
then pick me up. As I approached the camp from the shore
all was peaceful and clearly deserted, but I thought I'd give
a call of hello just to be sure. And as I did, three dogs went
wild and came charging at me from the top of the bluff.
One was a labrador, one a rotwiler, and the third a nondescript variety. My mouth slacked, in anticipation of both it
and my throat being disconnected from the rest of my
body. The dogs were furious, but I showed no fear and
spoke to them in a kind voice. Fortunately the lab responded and eventually came in for petting. That helped

RSF
Weather: clear, cool morning; warm, cloudy afternoon.
Surveying: Ian, Rick,jim.
Launched around 7:45 at Mt. Vernon Ldg. Yesterday we
pretty much finished off the Middle River portion of the
reconnaissance-level survey segmen t of the project. Today,
we wanted to boat survey some more of the Tensaw River
portion, segments of which we had done last Monday &
Tuesday. We wanted to take advantage of the low-tide days
(which will end next week) by doing bankline boat survey
of a m~or portion of the downstream-right side of the
Tensaw. We started where we had left off Monday (at the
Tensaw-Bottle Creek Confluence) and surveyed that side
of the river downstream to just below Lower Bryant's
Landing ...
It took us all day to complete this stretch, because there
are numerous high banks and natural levees along this
part of the Tensaw. All have potential for sites, so we
stopped often for close scrutiny of the more promising
locations. These included: the high point of the TensawBottle Creek juncture (where we did both boat and foot
survey); several locations around Devils Bend; some very
impressive levees along the E. edge of Aikin and Fisher
Islands; and some high banks between Fisher Island and
Sandy Hook.
Despite close inspections of these many im pressive riverine landforms, and to our vel)' great surprise, the results
of this survey were negative. With one exception-Fisher
Island South (lBa273) ...
Finished up the survey segment and headed back
around 3:00. Stopped once more to give another close
look at the point on the E. side ofthe Tensaw-Bottle Creek
confluence, including foot survey of the high banks on
both sides of the point, as well as the top of the point.
Nothing found.
Got back to Mt. Vernon Landing around 4:00.

September 23, 1994 (Friday)
IWB
... Today looked bad to start out. The clouds were dark
and thick and could have exploded on us at anytime, but
they held off and we counted our blessings. The tide
increasingly lowered with the morning and by early after-
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Figure 13. Rick Fuller andJimAmbrosino at a hunting camp
dock on the left bank of the Tensaw River at Robinson
Island (GCS/94/N8/15).

noon there was much beach exposed. We surveyed the
en tire left bank of the Tensaw River from the area opposi te
Bottle Creek to the bluffs just north of Lower Bryant's
Landing (Figure 13). Nothing, period. It is fortunate that
Larry Island is in our survey area because we could at least
add the two sites that we found there in 1991 to our
sample. The density of sites in the Mound Island area is so
low that it's making us look like we're doing nothing. The
two sites surveyed by us today were Larry Island Branch
and Briar Lake Slough. Both have a thin band of Rangia
clams, containing Tensaw Lake phase material. Mississippian pottery occurs in the brown soil above the clam layers
so the later folk are using the same spots, but not using the
clams themselves. Curious. Other than snakes dropping
from trees, alligators, and the occasional owl and ferret,
there were no unusual events today. Our principal adventure was the paddling of our vessel down Briar Lake
slough. We could have motored after crossing the first
impediment, but we were eruoying the quiet so much that
we decided to keep on rowing. There was a tiny island righ t
in the middle of the slough which, for some reason, made
me think of Ponce de Leon's Fountain of Youth. I took
pictures of it and we then continued our survey up Briar
Lake to Tensaw Lake. vVithout success. V·le got back to Mt.
Vernon with only a quart or so of gas, cutting it a bit too
close for comfort.

RSF
""eather was overcast in the morning & it looked like we
would get rained out sometime during the day. But, the
rain held off and skies cleared by end of day.
Because this will be the last low-water day for awhile, we
wanted to get as much boat survey done as possible today.
The goal was to finish off the Tensaw River by surveying the
remaining east (downstream, left) bank, which we did. We
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also collected & recorded two sites that Ian, Trevor Hughes
and I located back in '91.
Part of this side of the Tensaw has low banks covered
with dense vines & brambles. Poor surveying conditions
but also low site potential. I believe there were enough
exposures here and there to indicate we didn't miss any
sites. Higher banks & natural levees exist along the east leg
of Devil's Bend, along Robinson Island, and between the
mouths ofTensaw Lake and Briar Lake. Boat survey coverage was good, and we got out for foot survey of especially
prominent and likely locations. Nothing found.
We very carefully surveyed Larry Island, which is located at the mouth of Tensaw Lake, to once again try to
relocate site IBa173. According to the site files the site was
recorded in 1935 by E. G. Nicar as "shell banks" on the west
side of Larry Island. We tried in 1991 to find 1Ba173 but
could not; instead, we identified two bankline shell
midden sites just east of there, on the E. side of the
entrance to Tensaw Lake, opposite the E. side of Larry
Island. Again, we were unable to find a site on the W. side
of the island where IBa173 was reported, so either it was
mis-located on [the] map and the middens we found are
Nicar's "shell banks," or else IBa173 no longer exists. We
did find a large chunk of sandstone on the W. side of the
island, at the N. end, and designated it I. F. (isolated find)
#1.

Larry Island Branch (lBa269) and Briar Lake Slough
(IBa270) are bankline Rangiamidden sites on the E. bank
of Tensaw Lake, just above its mouth, opposite Larry
Island. Larry Island Branch is located to the south, only a
100 m or so from the mouth of Tensaw Lake. Both are
represented by a single well-defined midden stratum,
each producing Mobile Cord Marked (Tensaw Lake
phase) sherds. The southernmost site (lBa269) also
yielded some shell tempered sherds from the non-shell
zone immediately above the shell layer. The northern
most site (lBa270), opposite the N. end of Lan]' Island
and just S. of a slough which connects Tensaw Lake wi th
Briar Lake, had a smidgen of shell midden (a few scattered plus one small pocket) above the primary shell
stratum. No artifacts were found with this sparse deposit,
but it may be contemporary with the shell-less Mississippian component identified at IBa269. Also, the primary
shell deposit at IBa270 is separated into two areas by a
shell-less break. However, both produced Tensaw Lake
sherds.
Just for fun, we paddled through the lovely little slough
from Tensaw Lake to Briar Lake, then motored up Briar
Lake to its confluence with Tensaw Lake. Although technically outside our survey area, I wan ted to look at some high
banks Ian had noted previously on Briar Lake. Nothing
found.
Returning to Tensaw River, we finished our bankline
survey to the N. end of the high Pleistocene bluffs above
Lower Bryant's Ldg. We noted numerous old pilings, aban-
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do ned large machine parts, and other modern/late historic items between Briar Lake. Walking up on the N. end
of the bluff, we noted what may be an old RR spur bed
extending in the direction of the abandoned wharf complex from the old lumber mill area. Although, technically,
this is an industrial archaeology site, we did not record it.
Headed back; got to the landing around 4:00.
September 26, 1994 (Monday)

RSF
Weather clear and beautiful; chilJy morning, pleasant
afternoon. Ian was in Tuscaloosa, so James & I surveyed
today.
No more low tides for a while, so started up foot survey
coverage again. Today we wanted to finish surveying Mr.
Clyde Carpenter's lease property on the right (downstream) side of Middle River, between Bayou Tola and
Little Lizard Creek ... Began at Tom Smith's camp about 1
km below Bayou Tola and surveyed northward along
Clyde's cleared vehicle trail, which ended just below the
Bayou. We then surveyed southward all the way to Clyde's
camp, which is located opposite the mouth of Bottle
Creek. The vehicle trail parallels Middle River, crossing a
series of sandy levees & splays separated by lower, muddy
swales. Pretty good surface visibility all the way, but nothing
found.
Stopped and chatted with Clyde for a bit (mainly to take
a break after the some 4-5 km hike). He told us that if we
continued S. of his camp toward Little Lizard Creek we will
come to a cleared field and then a series of ridges in the
swamp. This sounded like a good chance to see some
in terior settings so we headed off. Checked a cleared field,
w/nearly 100% surface visibility, in a powerline r.o.w.nothing found. The vehicle trail then folJowed what
looked to be a relict levee S. through the swamp as the river
curved farther away. About 300 M S. of the r.o.w. we
observed bits of shell in some vehicle ruts. Looking closely
we noted some small pottery fragments as well. We recorded the Carpenter site (lMbI79) based on the surface
scatter and a series of soil probes. The pottery indicated
Tensaw Lake phase.
About 100 M south of Carpenter we came to another
high spot on the old levee. Again, there were bits of shell in
some tire ruts; nearby, an animal burrow showed there was
abundant shell midden below surface here. Site IBaN (unnamed as yet) [later included with Carpenter, IMb179]
produced Late Woodland-looking sherds which are either
Tensaw Lake phase or Weeden Island-related. We didn't
finish recording the site and it was getting late. The
probing at Carpenter had taken a lot of time; additional
probing will be needed here to determine site limits,
midden depth, etc.
In summary, these two sites are located on an old levee
of an abandoned channel of Middle (?) River. There is
swamp on both sides (E. & W.) indicating former chan-
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nels. Another levee ridge forks offfrom this one, heading
to the SSW; we'll survey it tomorrow. I think the Late
Woodland components at the Little Lizard Creek site
(IBaI95), which is located less than 1 km due S. of these
two sites, may have been associated with the same channel/levee system as IMb179, perhaps dating a former
channel to around 700-1100 A.D. The aerial photo does
seem to show such a relict system connecting the sites. The
eastern arm of IBa195, which seems to be almost exclusively Mississippian, borders another old channel which is
located between the Carpenter channel and the modern
channel of Middle River. We may be starting to get some
data that will help geomorphologists do some sort of Fiskian study of the river channel chronology of the MobileTensaw delta.
Got back home around 3:45.
September 27, 1994 (Tuesday)
IWB
Rick told me horrible news about the U.S.A. motor. It is
beyond repair. I couldn't sleep all Monday nigh t worrying
about how I was to tell Greg. He was great about it though
realizing that it was its age, not our usage, that killed it.
Excellent weather provided a fine backdrop for today's
survey. As we continued to have high water in the morning,
land survey was still the order of the day. The main objective was to finish recording the Carpenter Site (IMbI79)
in the Little Lizard Creek area. Now that additional shell
was found between the two locales discovered yesterday, it
was decided to group everything under the same site. A
marker that one is coming to a site is the "Cliff tree"
(Figure 14). This moderate-sized tree has a burl (goiter,
gall, or whatever), the size of which I have never seen
before. It just comes shy of encompassing its entire girth.
The occupation at Carpenter seems to be exclusively Late
Woodland and, judging by its somewhat deviant sherds,
perhaps an early expression of the Tensaw Lake phase.
There is also some good stratigraphy. There is no Mississippian material though, so the channels clearly were inactive
and no longer supporting clam beds after eight or nine
hundred years ago. We also surveyed the natural levee to
the west but, despite the good survey conditions, we found
nothing. Curious.
We had lunch on Mr. Carpenter's dock. The scene was
perfect, but his neighbors across the river, on the point of
Bottle Creek, ruined our repast by their grass cutting. A
scythe would have done the job in less than half the time
and with far less effort, but the motorized equipment was
the chosen tool. The young man would cut down with the
long shaft of his grass trimmer, hold it still for about 10
seconds, and then scoop up the fallen grass and sweep it
above his head. He was performing the same motions that
he would with a scythe but with far less effectiveness, and
with much greater noise. We are the noise generation.
After lunch we headed up Bottle Creek and turned our
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occupation on the northern shore was some high land at
the juncture with Dominic Creek. I saw some traces of
recent occupation (a white ware sherd), but little else.
As the tide had dropped some, we were even more
careful descending Dominic Creek. But we made it. On
the way up Bottle Creek we stopped at the point opposite
the landing and explored the top and exposed banks.
Once again, our search proved futile, but we are gaining
information, negative information, but important. By the
time we had finished here it was 3:30 PM and time to call it
a day. ..
September 28, 1994 (Wednesday)
IWB
E,ery survey must have a clay like this. I'mjust glad it was
not the first day of the survey. Or it could very well have
been the last. As the water was high again, we decided to
I trate on the high land , the tal g t bing Bayou

Figure 14. Jim Ambrosmo stands beside the "Cliff Tree'
located north of the Carpenter (IMbI79) site (GCS/94/
N8/22).
boat into Dominic Creek. There we edged our way up this
tributary very gingerly, narrowly avoiding logs and other
impediments barely visible beneath the soiled waters. We
docked at the Dominic Creek site, donned our packs, and
headed west along the southern shore of a gut that empties
into the creek right at the site. This, too, was an old
channel and we walked along a natural levee which
formed its outer bend. We saw lots of water moccasins
along the way, but no evidence of human occupation,
despite some good conditions (lots of tree throws). At one
point we came upon a beautiful scene (Figure 15). The
bed of the old channel glistened with patches of water as
the sun struck down through the trees. The trees themselves had been cut earlier in the century and new trunks
(often bifurcated, some "trifurcated") sprouted out of the
stumps. It provides a useful example of the regeneration
that takes place after extensive lumbering (Figure 16). I
walked the north shore of the old channel while Rick and
Jim retraced their steps back to the boat. They then
hopped the gut to pick me up. The only possibility for

Figure 15. Rick Fuller enters into an old channel west of the
Dominic Creek (IBa263) site (GCS 94 N8 23).

Figure 16. Example of tree regeneration in an old channel
west of the Dominic Creek (IBa263) site (GCS/94/N8/
24).
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Jessamine which connects Bottle Creek with the Tensaw
River. We figured we would enter from Bottle Creek, walk
the south shore, cross over on a blockage somewhere, and
explore the north shore, as well as the area on and around
Fisher Island. This was not to be. We had never entered
BayouJessamine by boat and, so, assumed that because the
entrances were blocked, the rest of it must have been
stopped up too. We could not have been further from the
truth. The bayou is running. \Vater gets in and out, so it has
a current to keep it clean, and no log crosses it. Nor is its
width narrow enough anywhere to entice wading. Crossing
it was critical to us, because the last thing we wanted to do
was to walk the south shore twice. Scott Paper had cleared
it within the last two or three years and a growth of
brambles had grown up that would have brought Prince
Charming up short. The briars and the muscadine vines
were all but impenetrable in places. I liken our journey
through them to a maze. We would push forward til we
stop, search for an outlet, and when there was none,
retrace our steps until we could push out somewhere else.
An escape to the enjoining woods was only a slightly better
solution, because the vines really took over there. At one
point Rick and I found a way to cross Little BayouJessamine and so we waited at the spot for Jim. We shouted our
"hoot" and got a distant response from him. About five
minutes later we hooted again and he had come about half
the distance towards us. Then we waited for what was surely
enough time for him to reach us, but when that didn't
occur, we hooted again. This time he was twice the distance
away. We played this game for well over half an hour un til,
finally, Rick met him midway. He accused us of moving
around him and despite our insistence that we stayed in
one place, I still do not think he was convinced. This is why
each of us carries a compass on this survey. It is so easy to
get turned around and lost, and seeing you can't see the
sun, the heavens are oflittle help. Unless you wish to pray.
Despite the thickness of the area, we did cover it, and
had there been mounds along the levee, we would have
seen them. Admittedly, we did not see a few holes, as Rick
entered one that was almost a leg breaker. We would have
had to kill him though, because there was no way we would
have carried him back. Jim suggested we sew up his mouth
and float him to the other side as the grass certainly did
seem greener over there. What we needed is a raft, so I
decided to get one in the evening. It is ridiculous trying to
survey an area such as this, which is perfectly capable of
being investigated with a craft that can be portaged.
We finally got back to the boat around 2-2:30 PM. Rick
promptly slid down the bank into the water, busting his
butt in the process. Normally I would have laughed, but it
was best to internalize it on this day. We called forJim, but
he didn't give a hoot. We all were too tired to continue with
this game. He [Rick] got into the boat and, for the next
half hour, we picked "beggar lice" off pants and shirts.
Beyond a string of curses, very little else was said. Jim then
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got on to the bank, untied the rope, and slipped under the
boat along the same otter slide that Rick had created. This
time both Rick and I laughed asJim climbed ashore with a
new crop of beggar lice. Rick drove home while Jim and I
continued to pick. The breeze felt mighty good ...
RSF
V\leather: clear, cool morning; warm afternoon.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched around 7:45. High tide again today, so foot
survey in order. I wanted to cover BayouJessamine from
Bottle Creek to Fisher Island.
I figured a nice one-day hike would cover both sides of
the bayou. However, an overgrown, bramble-filled road
cut along the S. side of the bayou, combined with
green briars, cane brakes and other annoying, virtually
impenetrable thickets along the bayou edge, made for one
of the most miserable survey days I've ever experienced. At
the end of the day, we straggled back to the boat covered
head-to-foot with golden rod pollen, beggar lice, spider
webs, and bloody bramble scratches. We had managed
more or less thorough survey of the S. side of the bayou
between Bottle Cr. & Fisher Is., about 2 km of hell. I'm not
sure if we'll attempt foot survey of the N. bank. Ian's
looking into buying a rubber raft which we can float down
the bayou & do periodic checks of likely locations. This
stretch of BayouJessamine carries sufficient water for our
boat. However, a log jam at its entrance at Bottle Creek
currently prevents entry by boat. A raft or canoe, once
portaged beyond the jam would be ideal (and less injurious to our health than today's effort).
Anyway, I think we managed to see enough of the
southern bank and levee (which is fairly wide in places) to
know that no mounds or significant cultural deposits are
present along this stretch of the bayou.
We were in pretty sad shape when we got back to the
boat, so we headed on home to tend our wounds. Arrived
around 3:30.
The End (almost literally)
September 29, 1994 (Thursday)
IWB
Once again, we were blessed with good weather. Today
we focused on the Jessamines, starting off with Little and
moving on to Big. We were rather surprised to learn that
Little Bayou Jessamine was navigable into Fisher Lake.
Unlike the Big bayou, it was clean, and we found out why
when we discovered a couple of fly fishermen at the north
end of the lake. They were somewhat disgruntled to share
the body of water with some sight-seers. We were as quiet as
we could be as we circumnavigated the lake, but we still
must have been a pest to them. There was nothing there
site-wise, and there was little value in looking as the banks
were so low, but it sure is a pretty lake. The thick grass
along the shallow southern end of the lake must be loaded
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with gators. We did see one lazily making his way across the
water.
After returning to the bayou we took the branch of
Little Bayou Jessamine that heads due north. Here we
didn't have as much luck with our boat survey. We only
made it a few hundred meters before having to stop. First
we walked the east bank, but a swamp area soon blocked
us. "Ve double-backed to the boat which we had attached to
both sides of the bayou to use as a pontoon bridge. This
time we avoided tying up at low branches, as the last one
had a snake wrapped around it. It was harmless, as far as
venom is concerned, but it still is kind of disconcerting to
come eye-to-eye with one of the slithery beasts of the
swamp.
After walking the west bank in a northerly direction we
eventually came to a batch of thick brambles which, more
than likely, continued into the area we traversed yesterday.
Not wishing to revive that experience, we headed back to
the boat. Had lunch at the mouth of the bayou, tied up on
the northern bank so that we had both shade from the
trees as well as a nice breeze blowing down Bottle Creek.
Here we were amused by water spiders and by a snake
swimming across the creek.
After lunch we headed back to the logjam at the mouth
of BayouJessamine. We tried to launch our inflatable raft
on the north shore of the bayou, but the brambles were
impenetrable. Thus, we returned to our landing ofyesterday, much to the chagrin of Rick andJim. We unloaded the
raft from its carrybag a bit to the east so that we would not
be carrying it through the briars. That was a wise decision
because we saw how easy it was to be punctured by the
sharp green briars when a seat cushion was deflated at the
end of ourjourney.
Rick got into the craft first and wedged himself into the
stern. We then threw packs, maps, and miscellaneous
items on to him, followed by Jim who sat in the middle. I
was last on the boat and commanded the bow (Figure 17).
With all three of us securely in position I pushed offfrom
the shore and we merrily and uncon trollably wen t wi th the
slow current. It took awhile to learn how to control the raft
with our two paddles, and more often than not a string of
curses would be heard from the stern as the frustrated Rick
paddled madly from side to side as we spun in circles.
When Jim and I took the paddles and Rick sat back to
watch the shore, he was far happier. And there we sat,
moving our way downstream, dodging logs and branches,
and living in fear that we might find signs of prehistoric life
and have to get ourselves out of the boat. Finally, we
entered the slough which flows north to an unnamed lake
that borders Fisher Island. We tied on to the northern
shore and walked the natural levee. Rick put in a series of
probe holes in the high bank while Jim and I walked the
west shore of the lake as far as its bend. A boat passed us,
suggesting that the east end of Bayou Jessamine is navigable. That will be a relief for getting the rest of Fisher
Island.
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Figure 17. Rick Fuller and Ian Brown show how survey is
supposed to be done. The slough borders the western edge
of Fisher Island (GCS/94/N9/4).

It was late by the time we had floated back to the western
mouth of BayouJessamine. The water had dropped 5-10
cm so we actually had to portage in one spot. "Ve had
learned to negotiate the boat better, so the return trip did
not seem so impossible. Only once on our sojourn did a
moment of panic set in, and that's when a very loud "hiss"
was heard. One of our air chambers had been punctured
and I could see in the eyes of my comrades that it was to be
every man for himself.Just as I was contemplating knockingJim on the head with the paddle and using his back as
a launching pad for my jump to shore, we discovered that
it was only a valve that had popped loose. We all smiled,
somewhat relieved, expressed our concern for fellow man,
and continued on ourjourney.
We got back to Mt. Vernon as the sun was setting, dogtired, site-less, but satisfied that we had made good coverage ...

RSF
Weather: clear, cool morning; warm afternoon.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched from Mt. Vernon Landing around 7:45. Another high-water day. The goal today was to survey Little
BayouJessamine and Fisher Lake .. .
We began at the mouth of Little Bayou Jessamine at
Bottle Creek and putted slowly upstream by boat. Despite
occasional logs we managed to get a goodly ways up the
bayou . The banklines on both sides are fairly low and the
terrain is flat. The bayou is narrow, so we were able to
examine both sides quite well from the boat. At one point,
where the bank got slightly higher, we got out and walked
the not-too-prominent levee. Nothing found.
We turned into Fisher Lake and did a complete boat
survey. This is a beautiful, pristine lake, surrounded by
magnificent cypress trees; very tranquil. However, being a
typical floodbasin lake, the banks are very low, with no
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indications of human occupation. The sinuous nature of
Fisher Lake (as with the similar though larger Mifflin
Lake) suggests it occupies a former, probably quite ancient
fluvial channel segment. Any levees ofthat channel would
have subsided considerably over time and are deeply buried.
Reluctantly leaving Fisher Lake, we continued up Little
Bayou Jessamine. We walked both sides for about one
more km, whereupon the banks began to get very low and
swampy, the bayou became sluggish and marshy, and the
vegetation got thicker to the point of impenetrability. So,
we turned back after surveying about 1.5 km or so of Bayou
Jessamine and all of the W. side of Fisher Lake, with
negative results.
Ian wanted to test out a new toy he bought for surveying
blocked & loggy bayous-an inflatable rubber boat wi
paddles. So, we returned to Bayou Jessamine, dreaded
nemesis of yesterday's survey in Hell. The boat (raft) is
transported, deflated, in a large carrying bag, and is blown
up by means of a foot-bellows pump. We tied up at the
mouth of the bayou, outside of the logjam that blocks its
entrance, and unloaded our gear and the rubber boat.
Mter some trouble and about 30 min., we got it blown up
and in the water. Then the real trouble began-getting our
packs, paddles, etc., but especially ourselves down a slippery bank and safely into the thing. It turned out that the
best method seems to be a kind of controlled belly-flop
dive into the bottom, followed by much floundering
around on your knees until you get situated. However,
once we got the "Goodyear Gondola" loaded and underway, it turned out to be a pretty effective vehicle for
negotiating these narrow, log-filled bayous & guts. It is not
particularly maneuverable (tending to go sideways as
readily as bow-first), but its very shallow draft and flexibility allowed us to get through and over most logjams. Also,
it is a very peaceful, quiet to way to survey these often very
difficult streams, many of which are relict river channels.
Quicker than I would have thought, we traversed the
entire length of Bayou Jessamine from Bottle Creek to
Fisher Island, and back, with an excellent view of the
banklines along the way. However, we still saw no evidence
of a site on this part of the bayou.
At Fisher Island, we turned north from BayouJessamine
into an un-named bayou which turns into an un-named
oxbow lake that forms the west and north boundaries of
Fisher Lake ... We got out of the "S. S. Trojan" here
(almost as difficult as getting in) and began to walk the east
bank (i.e., the west side of Fisher Island. However, soon we
were cut offin all directions by muddy sloughs and guts, so
we were unable to circumnavigate Fisher Island that way.
We took "The Rubber Maiden" across to the west side,
where we had noticed a rather prominent natural levee
located inside the juncture of the un-named bayou and
BayouJessamine. From this ridge, an old logging road ran
northward, paralleling the un-named bayou and, ultimately, the oxbow lake into which it becomes.
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We surveyed the levee ridge, and then Ian and Jim
followed the road and lake to the north while I did some
soil probing on the highest part of the levee.
Thirteen soil probe tests yielded mostly tan, pure silts to
a depth of at least 70 cm, wi soils occasionally approaching
grayish clayey silt. Except for some natural organic staining near the surface, there were no deviations from this
sequence of alluvial deposits to suggest human occupation
or use; and certainly no artifacts. Similarly, Ian &Jim found
no artifacts or indication of sites in their northward trek,
even though they walked about a km before swamp and
dense vegetation turned them back. Somewhat discouraged by our lack of success, we returned to "Das (Rubber)
Boot" and made the trip back down Bayou Jessamine to
Bottle Creek.
The rubber boat was deflated (along with our hopes for
a site in today's survey area) and packed away. By this time
it was getting quite late. However, the water was now pretty
low in Bottle Creek, so we did a close, slow boat survey of its
east bank from Bayou Jessamine south to where I had
ended my foot survey on Tuesday ... In doing so, we
hoped to at least relocate site [lBa264] (BayouJessamine)
which we had found in 1991. .. At that time we had noted
a small clump of Rangia shells and a protohistoric/early
historic pottery sherd (coil. A15) that had eroded out of
the bank. Later that same season we found another sherd
in situ in the bank (coil. A25). It had a Bear Point rim,
confirming a protohistoric date. Subsequent visits have
turned up nothing in or below the bank at this location.
Today was no exception. Perhaps the site is gone for good.
Got back to the landing around 6:15.

September 30, 1994 (Friday)
IWB
The sites just are not out there. Today we surveyed the
rest of Fisher Island. We drove and paddled our motor
boat into the upper lake, we walked the banks of the
eastern halfofBayouJessamine, and we even surveyed the
clear-cut that Scott Paper is currently working on. That was
an experience. A helicopter would raise between two and
five logs at a single lift, fly them to the bank, and return, all
in the space of a minute or two. Then, on the bank, a
machine with a crab claw-like arm would take these same
logs and arrange them nearly perpendicular to the bank.
Eventually a barge would remove them from the scene.
Out in the "cutting grounds" the logs were aligned in
uniform rows, close to their sturn ps, but moved far enough
to ready them for the helicopter. The ground was rapidly
drying from the daily exposure to the sun, but it had been
swamp for so long it was hard-pressed to forget. And so, we
hopped from dry log to wet ground as we attempted to
survey the area. The exercise was futile and we eventually
abandoned our quest and headed back to the boat.
It was when we were on the last stretch of Bayou Jessamine that the truth finally dawned on me. We are not
finding sites. Never have I been involved in a survey which
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has produced so few sites. Yet it is not for want of trying.
We have examined all banks when water was low. vVe have
looked not only for shell, but every time the banks were
moderately high we would poke the bow of our vessel into
shore. We have also walked the levees, diligently examining every tree throw, every crevasse, and, in very choice
spots even soil probing. Repeatedly I have said that the
Indians must have preferred clam bed locations for their
sites, because that's the only place we find them, but today
I had a somewhat chilling thought. Where are the French,
the English, and the Americans? Where are the nineteenth
and twentieth-century farmsteads? They are supposed to
have been out here, but we sure do not see them. Can
everything be buried so deeply? Is it going to take major
development to uncover life in the delta? Right now we
rely on the action of the rivers, but even these are not
producing the sites. It is very frustrating, especially as the
thought also came to me that this might be the only survey
I have ever been on when I myself have not been a part of
the discovery of a new site. Thus far, all of our new sites
(both of them!) have been discovered on Mondays when I
have been in Tuscaloosa.
We got back to the house around 2 PM. The early
quitting time was to allow Rick and Jim to clean up and tow
Dolomedes back to Moundville. Thatwas not to be.Justas
we were preparing to pull Dolomedes from the shed, we
saw the lock on its hitch. In our mind's eye we could see the
key hanging on our office wall, four hours distant. Even a
hacksaw would not make an impression on the lock, so that
was that. Rick and Jim went north without Dolomedes,
th us ensuring that another long trip will have to be scheduled in the future. Curse Boats!. ..

RSF
Weather: Clear; cool morning; warm afternoon.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched at Mt. Vernon Landing around 7:45. Another
high-water day.
Today we wanted to finish our survey of the Little Bayou
Jessamine/Bayou Jessamine/Fisher Island/Fisher Lake
area, which we started on Wednesday. This time we would
attack from the Tensaw River side ...
Despite a few logs and some flotsam at its mouth, Bayou
Jessamine is boat accessible from the Tensaw. We alternated between dead-slow motor-propulsion to paddling,
here and there dodging some barely submerged logs. In
this manner, we did an almost complete circuit around
Fisher Island, passing the area where we had walked and
brown-water rafted yesterday... We went the entire length
of the un-named oxbow lake by boat and so got a good view
of both sides. Like Alligator Lake and Fisher Lake, this lake
is a beautiful, tranquil locale. Like these lakes, also, it has
very low, swampy banks with very poor site potential. We
certainly saw no evidence of sites on its shores.
Returning to BayouJessamine, we got out to foot-survey
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Figure 18. Jim Ambrosino and Rick Fuller stand within an
old channel bed of Bayou Jessamine southwest of juncture
of its two anus (GCS/94/N9/5).

a relatively high relict levee ridge opposite Fisher Island
(Figure 18) and south of the levee ridge we walked and
probe tested yesterday... The eastern edge of the southern ridge is partially separated from Bayou Jessamine,
itself a relict channel of the Tensaw, by another former
channel. The northern and southern ridge segments undoubtedly represent a single relict levee feature. Their
separation by present-day Bayou Jessamine probably resulted from a crevasse breach sometime after the channel
was abandoned, with BayouJessamine then re-occupying
the southern leg of the oxbow channel. I have seen this
elsewhere. For example, Swan Lake (an oxbow lake near
Hollandale, MS) is breached on its NE side by Steele
Bayou, which then flows southward through the old channel for some distance before exiting the southern end of
the oxbow.
Geomorphology aside, the high levee segment S. and
W. of Bayou Jessamine and opposite Fisher Island looked
ideal for a site location. So, we gave it a thorough foot
survey. Although we did no soil probes here, there were
plenty of tree-throws, animal burrows, and crawfish holes,
as well as eroded areas along the levee edge, to give good
indications of what's going on below the surface: apparently nothing. Not one artifact, shell, bit of charcoal, or
clump of dark middeny soil was detected; same goes for
the northern segment of the levee, which we surveyed and
probe tested yesterday. This is surprising to the point of
consternation. Either our perception of what makes a
good, habitable landform in the region is way off, or the
sites are so well hidden as to be undetectable without
systematic backhoe trenching-heaven forbid. Ai; Ian said,
the absence of 18th & 19th century remains is even more
puzzling, considering all the documentary evidence of
Historic period farming in the delta. There's something
about the geological and/ or settlement history of this part
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of the delta that is eluding us. To quote the last line of
many a report summary, "More work is needed."
Somewhat dejectedly, we boated on back toward the
Tensaw. Ian got out to walk the relatively high bank on the
SE side of the bayou, near its mouth, while Jim and I
paddled along slowly, closely inspecting this same bank
from the water. Again, nothing found. Ian says the feature
is a series of sandy splays. Thus, it probably represents
more recent flooding since the Bayou began to act as a
mcUor distributary.
Scott Paper Co. presently is loading logs from a large
clear-cut unit on Fisher Island, beginning east of the oxbow channel and extending to Tensaw River. I had gotten
permission from Mitch White to take a closer look at this
area, as long as we stayed clear of the active loading
operations. Vole tied up on the W. bank of the Tensaw,
about 50 M upriver from their loading area. This put us
just above a filled-in channel which apparently represents
the other end of the old channel now occupied by Bayou
Jessamine and the oxbow lake. We crossed the channel a
few meters W. of its juncture with the Tensaw, and entered
(with some difficulty) the timber unit. The unit consists of
thousands of stumps and felled trees, covering perhaps 1/
2 square km in area. The trees have been topped and delimbed, and are now logs. They are all oriented N-S and
are lined up in rows, waiting to be picked up by helicopter
and taken to the loading area on the river. There they are
deposited by crane onto barges for transportation to
Scott's Woodyard on David Lake.
The terrain is swampland which, now that it is exposed
to the sun, is beginning to dry up in places. However, the
logs, limbs, and remaining boggy spots, along with a bit of
paranoia, made for extremely difficult walking. In addition, we met two of Scott's people who were responsible for
hooking of the logs to the helicopter cable, and who said
the next batch to be so lifted were located where we were
standing. We had about 10 minutes to move off to a safer
distance. Using about 5 of those precious minutes, I asked
them if either had seen any mounds, shell, or high ridges
in this unit. The answer was no to the first two. Mter
checking with others in the unit by walkie-talkie, they
reported that there might be some low ridges just outside
the western edge of the unit. That would be on the inside
bend of the oxbow... , a very unlikely location for sites. So,
considering the difficulty of traversing the unit, we gave it
up as a poor investment of time (and life & limb). However, we did stick around for a close (but not too close)
view of the guys hooking up the logs to the helicopter, and
the latter's pilot very skillfully carrying the logs to the
loading area-very impressive, noisy, & intimidating. To
see the two guys wrestling with the cable & hook, and then
running across the logs, stumps, etc. to get clear as the load
was raised, gave me great respect for their skill, dexterity,
and courage-the working man as John Henry-esque
hero.
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We then headed home, somewhat early because of
yesterday's late finish, today's exhaustion, and to prepare
for our various weekend migrations out of Mt. Vernon.
October 3, 1994 (Monday)
RSF
Ian out-of-town;Jim and I surveyed. Weather cool, overcast with intermittent showers.
I thought we were going to have a low-water day, so we
headed to Mifflin Lake. We wanted to survey the entire
lake and also record Stowe's Mifflin Lake #1 and Mifflin
Lake #2 sites. However, water levels never got as low as
expected, so we didn't get as good a look at the lake's banks
as I had wished. Only the lower 1/2 or so of Mifflin Lake
has existing banklines of any height for potential sites.
Here the relict fluvial character of the lake still is evident.
The upper part serves as a floodbasin reservoir, with broad
tributaries such as 'The T" undoubtedly post-dating the
time the original channel was active. Like other floodbasin
lake features (e.g. Alligator Lake, Fisher Lake), any remnant levee features have totally subsided and are deeply
buried. The current banklines have little to no elevation
and no sites. Therefore, I didn 'tfeel too guilty when we got
chased out of Mifflin Lake by a rain storm after surveying
only its lower 1/2. However, I did feel bad about not being
able to locate Stowe's Mifflin Lake #2 site (lBa500), which
he reported as a shell midden (w / a Bayou La Batre component) at a cleared log-loading area in 1987. We saw the old
clearing, now completely overgrown, but saw no shell or
artifacts, even though we examined the area twice. I think
the site was hidden by the water; the area should be
resurveyed during dead low tide.
We did find Stowe's Mifflin Lake #1 site (lBa499) even
though it, too, was largely under water. Fortunately, two
tree-throws and an overturned clump of palmettos had
exposed masses of shell midden to plain view. We collected
pottery from all three locations (coil. nos. D49-D51). The
collections were dominated by Late Weeden Island (especially Wakulla Ch. St.) and Tensaw Lake phase (esp. Mobile C. M.) sherds. Shell tempered sherds, including possible Bear Point phase specimens, occurred in minor
amounts. Overall, the assemblage is strongly reminiscent
of the collections from Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95). We
also saw shells below water which had eroded out of an inplace midden layer somewhere in the bank. However, the
water level today was just a bit too high either to see the in
situ deposits or to collect the eroded scatter.
The rest of the day (between rain showers) was spent
boat surveying more of Mifflin Lake (including Squirrel
Bayou), boat and foot surveying the east bank of the
Tensaw opposite the mouth of Middle River, attempting to
relocate Stowe's site IBa246 on the W. bank of Bottle
Creek about 500 M N. of Middle River, and boat surveying
a small bayou (MoncreifSlough) which runs N. from Little
Lizard Creek-all without result. The paucity of sites in
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this region continues to surprise me. I wish I could be sure
it's entirely due to a real settlement pattern factor and not
some flaw in our survey methodology. All we can do is
continue surveying the area as thoroughly as possible and
hope for the best.
October 4, 1994 (Tuesday)
IWB
I wasn't sure we were going to be able to make it out
today as the sky was overcast when we got up. It stayed that
way until late morning when the clouds finally broke up.
We had low tide most of the day (neap tide), so we made
the best of it by concentrating on Bottle Creek, our last low
water drainage to survey. As we have come to expect, the
banks were bare. Only the already known site, River Cane,
yielded a midden. Shell occurs about a meter below the
present surface and continues for a depth of about a meter
and a half, most of which was still undenvater at the time of
our survey (Figure 19). It's going to take very low water
indeed to bring the base of this midden to light. We had to
stare at the bank at very close range in order to see
materials. They are there, but they certainly do not jump
out at you. Almost all of the pottery was plain, making it
very difficult to get a date on the midden, but for the
portion we looked at it looks to be very late Middle Woodland, on the order of Troyville in the Lower Mississippi
Valley. I still think in terms of my westerly roots. I suppose
I always will.
After leaving River Cane we continued on down the left
bank of Bottle Creek at a slow pace examining the shore
for midden. When we got to its mouth we decided to take
advantage of the low water and make another collection at
Mifflin Lake #1, a site Rick andJim had recorded yesterday.
This would also give us another chance to find Mifflin Lake
#2 and for me to see Mifflin Lake, as I had never been on
this body of water. It is a nice clear lake. No water is
draining through it, so the mud that is normally in suspension in these delta waters drops out. I suppose this is why
Mifflin Lake is widely known in these parts as an excellent
fishing location.
It was like Christmas at Mifflin Lake #1. As the water was
down, the beach was partially exposed. Because I had the
big boots, I had the collecting all to myself, until the other
two could not contain themselves. I collected three large
bags of pottery in less than half an hour, and there were
sizable sherds. Clearly, the site had not been collected in
years. Almost all of the material was Late Woodland check
stamped and cord marked, though some early material
was also in evidence. There is also a Bear Point phase
component, so the site is very similar in its occupational
history to Little Lizard Creek.
We tried to relocate Mifflin Lake #2, but without success, despite a very careful examination of the banks. This
was not supposed to be a tiny site, so it is curious where it
has gone. We decided we had better be gone too if we were

Figure 19. Using a soil probe, Rick Fuller searches for
midden at the River Cane (IBa247) site (GCS/94/N9 /11).
to be back at the Landing by night fall, so we headed back
to Bottle Creek and started up its right bank at a somewhat
quicker pace. Nothing was found, even though we got off
our craft at several high spots and diligently walked the
banks. Bottle Creek has some very high banks, and yet
there is nothing on them. The River Cane site itself has a
thick layer of sterile alluvium above its very thick midden.
Could these thick deposits, indicative of maJor flooding,
have killed the clam beds? Why was there so little accumulation of sediments for the hundreds of years represented
by the very thick midden? It would be interesting to know
just when this increase in drainage occurred in Bottle
Creek and how it relates to the history of the Bottle Creek
site. I tend to feel that it is a late 19th/20th century
phenomenon related to the heavy agricultural activities
and forest clearing in central Alabama and west Mississippi, but I don't know. If so, this would explain why we
don't see Anglo-American farmsteads along Bottle Creek,
the Tensaw River, BayouJessamine, etc. They are buried
beneath thick sediment. Bodies of water like Dominic
Creek, Little Lizard Creek, and Mifflin Lake have a higher
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potential for yielding artifacts of all periods because they
do not have the sediment dumps on their banks. Middle
River fits somewhere in between, I believe (as the name,
ironically, suggests). It is a mature body of water and does
not appear to carry quite as much flood water as the
Tensaw. Thus, the banks are not as high. The winding
Tensaw has had sand and silt dropped at every turn,
resulting in high banks and wide surfaces, the result of
sediment splaying out into the swamp.
We stopped our survey at the Bottle Creek Landing and
called it a day. We are now ready to spend our last two days
walking the environs of the Bottle Creek site, determining
the parameters of this site and finding out, once and for
all, if there are other mounds and related sites to the west
along the northern reaches of Dominic Creek ...
RSF
Weather: Cool, overcast in morning; sunny and mild in
afternoon.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched from Mt. Vernon Landing about 7:45.
A low tide day, most of the day, so it was time for boat
survey of Bottle Creek. We started at the Tensaw and
worked our way south along the east bank to the Middle
River end. Later in the day, we worked back northward
along the west side, thus completing the entire creek.
Although primarily a boat survey, we got out and walked a
number of bankline segments which appeared to have
greater site potential. However, despite the thorough survey in good conditions, we encountered one site, which
had been reported previously by Read Stowe and Diane
(Silvia) Fuller. Although it had a State site no. (lBa247) it
didn't have a name. Because of the numerous canes growing on top of the site, we called it River Cane (lBa247) ...
In addition to surveying Bottle Creek and recording
River Cane (lBa247), we re-visited Mifflin Lake. Ian had
not seen it yet; also, we wanted to make another attempt to
find Stowe's Mifflin Lake #2 site (lBa500) now that the
water level was down ... This time we paddled by the
reported location slowly, twice. Still, no evidence at all for
a site anywhere in the vicinity. Two explanations for this: 1)
the site is back from the bank edge and is completely
obscured (and made inaccessible) by the dense undergrowth which has taken over the former cleared log-loading area where it was found in the mid-80s; 2) it is now
gone, destroyed by the log-loading operation or other
causes since it was found by Stowe.
Ian wanted to see the Mifflin Lake #1 site (lBa499)
which Jim and I had recorded yesterday... Also, I thought
we would have better collecting conditions with the water
down . Boy, was that right! The now partially exposed beach
scatter was littered with pottery (a la Little Lizard Creek
site), especially south of Locale I and in the area of Locale
II ... In a short time, Ian filled 3 bags with large sherds
from the scatter S. of Locale I (coil. D56) ... ;Jim collected
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1/2 bag from below the tree-throw at Locale I (D57) ... ;
and I obtained a full bag from the beach scatter in the
vicinity of Locale III (D58) ...
Together the pottery in the collections verified the Late
Weeden Island and Tensaw Lake components, with
Weeden Island being the stronger ... Also, a minor Bear
Point phase component is indicated by the Pine Log &
Arnica in D56.
Leaving Mifflin Lake, we finished our survey of Bottle
Creek (no additional sites), then headed home. Got back
to Mt. Vernon Landing around 5:00.

October 5, 1994 (Wednesday)
IWB
We had a late morning as regards survey, because we
had an appointment to check in with Scott Paper personnel to discuss sites in the area. Met with Mitch White and
John Hastie. They were helpful, but unfortunately, did not
know of sites beyond the ones we have. They just have not
seen many shell deposits in the region. In a sense that is
good because we sure would have been embarrassed had
we missed them. What were very useful were the infrared
maps they showed us. When backlit on a lightbox they
revealed incredible detail. For Bottle Creek our canal
showed up beautifully, but there is no question that it is not
a canal. It stretches far to the south, winding through the
swamp before it finally enters into Dominic Creek just
south of the site by that name. The residents of Bottle
Creek probably made use of this body of water, but there is
no question to me now that it is an old channel bed. This
may have stopped flowing about the same time that Bottle
Creek took off. The sediments at the base of Md. A in unit
DlOO may relate to the flooding of this channel. Once it
was cut off, occupation on a permanent level might have
become possible, and still with dugout canoe access to
Dominic Creek and down Bottle Creek into Middle River.
From there it was either south into the Tensaw River or
west into Little Lizard Creek and, finally, into the Mobile.
To go north they would have gone to the end of the "canal"
into the Tensaw River. For east they would have loaded
their boats at the Bottle Creek Landing,jumped across the
creek to BayouJessamine and followed this body of water
to Briar Lake and Rice Creek. This would have gotten
them up into the hills and to land trails.
We left Scott Paper at about 9:30 AM and headed to
Bottle Creek for a late start surveying the site. However, we
accomplished a lot during the day. We started on Md. P,
making a detailed map of the mound and plotting collection areas. Had lunch there and proceeded to survey the
area west of the "canal" as it flows south to Dominic Creek.
We got turned around once and started following it north
on the east side, but I looked at my compass at about the
same timeJim stumbled upon a major mound. Quickly we
realized we had entered back on the site and the mound
we were seeingwas the south end of Md. B. We hopped the
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the northern-most mound, and water must have at one
time existed there, but they certainly were not collecting
clams. There is no shell whatsoever on the surface of the
mounds and corings in the top did not produce any sign of
sh 11 either. On Q, however, a clay cap was seen from about
10m below the surface to about 65 cm down. The cores in
Md. R showed thin layers of stratified soil, so there was
1 tainly a lot of activity on these mounds. The mounds
th m lves are just off the property line, so they are not
0\ n d by the State. Looks like we are going to have to
mak orne recommendations here.
V\ finished all our measurements, keying the two new
mounds into the rest of the site, and made it back to the
boat around 4:30 PM ...
Figure 20. Cypress knees along the "canal" channel south
of the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site;JimAmbrosino can be seen
in the background (GCS/94/N9/16).

"canal" once more and headed south, this time keeping
the water on our left and constantly in sight. We finally
came to a beaver dam and saw how we got turned around.
This time we kept on line and followed the channel for
several hundred meters through the swamp. Most of our
survey was amphibious, the highlight being the beautiful
fields of cypress knees, pretty enough to photograph,
which I did (Figure 20). We stopped our survey of the
"canal" when we came to a clear-cut and our path became
blocked by a field of briars. There was swamp on all sides
and we saw no reason to push ahead, so we turned back
north. Once we hit higher land again we spread out to the
west. The three of us continued to push north along widespaced transects. When I hit the swamp on the west I
followed it along high ground, a perfect park-like quality. I
met Rick along the route as he had hit the same swamp to
my right as it was bending to the east. It was around this
time that we heard a hoot from Jim. He had found a few
sherds of pottery in a tree fall and had been told to call if
anything of interest turned up. As we got closer, Rick
climbed a tumulus, looked down on Jim, and said, "that's
very interesting Jim, but what about these two mounds?"
We were all quite pleased, although one person will not be.
Greg Waselkov's ... map of Bottle Creek is going to be the
widest in creation. These two mounds, Q and R, follow the
same ridge line as Md. P and are about 220 meters to the
southwest ofP. They are very reminiscent of Mounds C and
D, with a low saddle between them. And whata picturesque
setting they are located in. The only difficulty is that of
access as there is no way to get to them easily. Loggers once
were able, however, as a skid track runs right between the
mounds. The mounds themselves are oriented roughly
northeast-southwest and range between .5 and 1 m in
height. Their diameter is about 20 m each, although its
hard to say where the mounds end and the ridge begins.
There is a sharp drop-off on the northwest flank of Md. Q,

RSF
V\eather: Sunny, cool all day.
Crew: Ian, RickJim.
Started the day by meeting with Mitch White and John
(Buddy) Hastie of Scott Paper's Woodland division here in
Mt. Vernon. These are good friends of ours who have
helped us numerous times in the past few projects in the
area, loaning boats and generally being very helpful. Also,
in years past, John (son of our long-time friend, Davida
Hastie) has been a valuable informant about archaeological sites in the delta.
The purpose of this morning's meeting was to pick their
brains, to see if they knew of any potential site locations in
the project area we might have missed. They told us about
a couple of sites just outside of our survey area, both of
which we had heard about from other sources: shell
mound(s) on Bayou Tallapoosa... , with a major Bottle
Creek phase component and human bone; and a mound
near the west end of Stiggins Lake ( ... Mr. A. C. Green had
told me about this site back in '93, said it was once a pretty
big mound but had been "knocked down" a bit). Neither
Mitch nor John could think of any other potential site
locations. More valuable, however, was what they told us
about topographic features in the delta which resulted
from "pull-boat" logging in the 19th and early 20th cen turies. It seems that logging crews would cut channels into
remote timber areas with pull-boats, which would dig a
section with a steam shovel, then pull itself along. The scars
of these canals are obvious on the aerial photos Mitch &
John showed us; often, a number radiate outward from a
single starting point. The canals not only provided access
to the timber, but also routes for floating the harvested
logs out to the closest river. Today, on the ground, some
still hold water (probably accounting for many of the
straight "guts" we've encountered). Others are dry &
partly filled in. I know I've seen these as well.
In addition to the pull-boat canals, early loggers also
opened and straightened a number of natural channels,
such as those leading to Fisher Lake, Alligator Lake, &
Lower Fisher Lake, as well as some bayous, such as Bayou
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Jessamine and Little Bayou Jessamine. Thus, explained
Mitch &John, many of the high "levees" we have observed
along these bayous are really all dredge spoil. Not only do
they not contain archaeological sites, they would have
covered any previously existing sites. This may partly explain our lack of success in the BJ/LBJ/FI expedition of
last week.
Even more fascinating are the excellent infrared aerial
photos they have for the entire delta. lan,Jim and I were all
but drooling over the ones for Mound Island. Unlike other
aerial photos I've seen for the area, you can readily see
Bottle Creek Mds. A & B, the borrow pits, and the "canal."
The latter, it now appears, is part of a natural channel
which, on those beautiful Scott photos, can easily be traced
from the W. end of 1Ba2 southward through the entire
length of Mound Island; all the way to Dominic Creek east
of the Dominic Creek Site. Also readily visible is the upper
end of the Dominic Creek channel where it circles around
1Ba2 and then goes northward to the Tensaw.
Mitch said he would like to get a set of more recent
photos (I believe these were 1985). I told him we would
like to make them an offer for their old set if that happens.
They would be invaluable to anyone doing archaeological
survey in the delta. Wish we'd had access to them at the
start of the present survey. Mitch also had some large
B & W aerial photos which we also were coveting. He said
prints could be obtained from Thigpin Photo in Mobile.
We might check it out.
Mter many thanks, we left our friends at Scott Paper
and headed to nearby Mt. Vernon Landing. We launched
around 9:30 and headed to Bottle Creek.
Today, we started our foot survey of the peripheries of
1Ba2. We tied up at our usual spot and hiked in the path
from Bottle Creek (the creek), past Md. A, past Mds. C &
D, and across the "Indian Canal" that wasn't, to explore the
western and northwestern suburbs of 1Ba2 ...
Leaving Md. P, we followed the "canal" channel southward from the vicinity of Mds. C & P. Because there are
several channel-like features in this area, most of which
trend generally southward, we initially had some trouble
following the specific one. Eventually, however, we were
able to follow it due south for some distance ... It starts off
being fairly well defined at the northern end, w/low natural levees. But, after some 200 M or so, the levees drop
away, and you're following a sluggish trickle only slightly
wetter than the surrounding cypress swamp. Even so, it is
obvious that you're following an old subsided channel.
About 1/2 a km. or so south of the Bottle Creek mound
group, the (by now) slough enters a 3-5 yr. old clear-cut
area. In addition to impenetrable vegetation, the cutting
had disrupted the channel to the extent that it was not
practical to continue.
So, we back-tracked to the north until the land dried up
enough to head west to the next relict channel & ridge
system. This channel, which also runs N-S, I have desig-
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nated the "Dog House Channel," after a camp which sits
on top of a site ... at the intersection of the channel with
Dominic Creek ... It begins west of Md. P, and runs about
midway between the Canal Channel and the upper channel of Dominic Creek. Immediately after crossing Dominic
Creek farther south, it bends sharply to the west toward
Middle River. We surveyed most of this latter leg last
week ... Today, we picked up the southern end ofthe more
prominentofits associated levee ridges, on the east side of
the channel, and followed it northward. Eventually, we
heard Jim yell "Pottery!" and, when I got close enough to
see him collecting amidst the palmettos, I found myself
standing on a small, previously unrecorded mound! Better
yet, I was looking at a second small mound right next door!
To this point,Jim, happily collecting sherds from a nearby
tree-throw, his view obscured by the tall, dense palmettos,
was unaware he was about 50 M away from two new Bottle
Creek mounds. My shouts of joy soon informed him and
Ian (who was still beating his way through the palmettos)
of the discovery. Thus were these two modest tumuli found
and formally designated Mounds Q & R...
Somewhat elated, we left the site and headed home,
arriving back at the landing around 5:30.
October 6,1994 (Thursday)
IWB
This was a rough day, psychologically as well as physically. The psychological part was probably the most trying.
Yesterday when we unloaded the boat we noticed the maps
were missing. They were not in the van and Rick didn't
remember having them with him. Usually he does carry
them and Jim swore that he saw Rick with them getting off
the boat at Bottle Creek Landing. I had no recollection,
but couldn't imagine Rick not carrying them with him as
he does so everywhere else. It was probable that the roll
was on or around Md. P, as that was the first area we
surveyed and he probably laid them down while surface
collecting a tree throw. We checked it thoroughly, but no
maps. They had to be on Mds. Qand R then, so we headed
over there, still with considerable confidence. They were
not to be found there either, and that's when depression
started to set in. Now we knew we had to retrace our steps
and that was not going to be easy in the vast stretch ofland
between the two mounds and the southern extension of
the "canal." Tempers started to stretch thin, and it wasn't
helped for me when a bee stung my arm. Once we got to
the canal words were exchanged and we decided to part
company-Rick to the south and Jim and I north to the
Md. B borrow pit area. I hugged the bank of the canal,
through the infernal thicket again, and Jim went to the
borrow pit where we had stopped the day previous to
reconnoiter. I told Jim to let me know when he came to the
mound, and soon after this I heard him yell what I thought
was "Mound." I yelled back "Okay" and told him to hop the
canal on the log and meet me on Md. P. I then circled,
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recircled, and circled the mound again in my search for
those damn maps. If we didn't find them we were in
trouble beyond belief. Jim was busily searching the mound
on the other side and, periodically, I would see him bent
over looking at the ground. Rick was probably on the other
end of Mound Island on his quest. Finally I gave up. With
tail between legs I limped to the top of the mound only to
find the maps. There the roll was, neatly placed between
my pack and Jim's. I couldn't believe my eyes. I rubbed
them a couple of times just to make sure I was not hallucinating. I wasn't. They were there, but how did they get
there? I called for Jim, who raised his head from a thicket
of brambles. In a remarkably calm voice I asked him how
the maps came to be next to our packs. He said that he had
found them in the Md. B borrow pit. I stared at him and
believe that I heard a click deep wi thin the recesses of my
brain. Then I asked, again quite calmly, "Why didn't you
tell me?" to which he said "I did. I yelled 'Maps' and you
responded with 'Okay.'" "Okay," I said (this is why assault
weapons should indeed be banned), "and what did you
think we were doing for the last half hour?" Still not quite
aware of my mood change, he said, "I thought we were
waiting for Rick and resurveying the mound." I instantly
hooted for Rick, put on a big smile and said, 'Jim, if I
wasn't so happy to see those maps, I do believe I would kill
you."
Rick finally joined up with us and the story was related.
Some more time is needed before it becomes a funny story
though. We loaded up our packs, Rick gave the maps toJim
to hold, and we headed west once more to survey the
ridges that feather into the two upper arms of Dominic
Creek. We followed the west bank of the west arm until we
got to the forks (Figure 21) ...
... There are plenty of high linear ridges out there , and
plenty of opportunities to confuse them as mounds, but

Figure 21. Jim Ambrosino and Rick Fuller contemplate the
beauty of the Mobile-Tensaw delta at the forks of Dominic
Creek (GCS/94/N9/21).

June I, 1998

Figure 22. A series of beaver dams blocks the upper
reaches of Dominic Creek west of the Bottle Creek (IBa2)
site (GCS/94/N9/20).

they are not. Almost all of them, if not all, are the product
of logging skids. What a massive industry must have been
out there at one time. It is also possible that the track which
cuts across Mounds Q and R might have bifurcated what
had once been one mound. Only excavation will tell. We
also saw lots of evidence for beaver activity, especially along
Dominic Creek. Here there were at least five or six "apartment complexes" where the beavers had built dams at
regularly-spaced intervals (Figure 22). Rick wondered if,
during the night, some beavers might have uprooted logs
from the dam above their home, but we decided that this
would be a very human thing to do, and not in the realm of
nature. One beaver near Md. Q must have been very
frustrated. He had chewed all the way through one trunk
only to have it fall right next to the stump and remain
vertical, its branches having been caught by adjacent trees.
Undaunted, the beaver plunged ahead with its task and
started chewing it again. This time he got only half way
through before realizing that it might happen once more.
On that note he realized he was not such an eager beaver
and retreated to his lodge .
. . .We crossed to the island between the two arms of
Dominic Creek, surveyed that area, and then turned
northeast trying to refind Mounds Q and R and get our
bearings. That was a real problem. We went over ridge after
ridge , mostly the product of 19th century logging enterprises, and we just couldn't seem to find the mounds. I
steered us east with my compass but we were still following
the ridges. That was very strange because we knew the
ridges were aligned north-south. Finally we noticed some
thick palmettos to our right and, as Rick edged toward
them, he noticed they were on a rise. All excited, he yelled
out that he had found a mound. But wisdom comes with
age. I noted that he did not say that he had found a "new"
mound. He recognized the wisdom of such refrain when
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he tripped on a wooden stake that we had placed on the
mound last year. He had rediscovered Md. E and, as we
descended its northern slope and faced the ramp of Md. B,
Jim wisely stated, "All roads lead to Md. B."
It was then that we decided to call it a day for the Bottle
Creek survey. We were tired, our surveying was going
down-hill fast, and our humor was about to give out. I
suggested a boat ride, to which both Rick andJim hastily
agreed. We drove to where Dominic Creek once left the
Tensaw River and walked along its deeply cut channel for a
distance of70 m. There on its left bank ata depth of about
1.5 m below the present surface was a moderate-sized lens
of clam shells which Clay Gentry and the Rodning brothers discovered in 1993. We recorded it formally as the
Tensaw River site, made collections and pictures, and
formally called it a day. Got back to Mt. Vernon Landing at
3:30 PM after what seemed a very long, tiring day of
survey...

RSF
Weather: clear, cool all day.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched from Mt. Vernon Landing around 7:45. Another low-water day, but our boat surveying is over; we have
to finish our foot survey of the peripheries oflBa2. It looks
as if Ian and I will have to continue into the first part of
next week to give thorough coverage of this most important part of the project area. Tomorrow will be Jim's last
day, however.
Today was spent walking the many N-S to NE-SW
trending channels & ridges in the NW part of Mound
Island ...
Despite the presence of numerous relict levee ridges
and relatively high, flat surfaces, all of which appeared to
have good site potential (a la Mds. P, Q. R), we found no
new sites. It was very interesting to follow the courses of the
three principal channel systems-"The Canal" channel on
the east; Dominic Creek to the west; and "The Dog House"
channel in-between-all of which generally run parallel.
Any and all of these, at one time or another, could have
provided active flow between Middle River on the S & W
and Tensaw River on the N & E. Even today, floodwater
drainage of Mound Island is aided by these channels,
especially Dominic Creek. I speculate that the Canal Channel may have been active during the Bottle Creek phase,
and that the Dog House channel was active during the
Bear Point phase. The upper part of Dominic Creek (now
largely retired from active duty) may have been active as
late as the 20th century. Numerous smaller channel and
levee segments between the three principal channels show
that there has been much switching back & forth of active
drainages through time. My feet and legs tell me that we
covered them all. Tomorrow, we will continue around the
NW & N side of Mound Island. As all of us were on our last
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legs, literally, we decided to do something else with the
remainder of the afternoon.
Went back to the boat and rode around to the spot
where the Dominic Creek channel terminates at Tensaw
River... The goal was to record the shell midden that was
found there by Chris Rodning's "Canal Expedition" back
in '93 ... Although the opening is partly obscured by
Tensaw R. alluvium, we found it fairly easily. The site was
not named in '93; we're calling it Tensaw River
(lBa271) ...
After recording the Tensaw River site, we headed home,
arriving at the landing around 3:45-4:00.

October 7,1994 (Friday)
IWB
The sun shone once more. Never, ever again will we
survey at any time but September and October. There is no
time which is better in the delta, in terms of creature
comforts. The bugs are low, the temperature is mild, the
visibility is as good as it's ever going to get, and you do not
have to contend with high powered rifles. The only negatives are the bees are still out, the snakes are pl'esent (but
not particularly abundant), and it's hard to get help. But
the advantages far outweigh any disadvantages ...
Originally we were to end today, but had we done so the
Bottle Creek site would have been given short-shrift. As a
result, I've added two more days to our survey. We'll have
one last go at the site on Monday, followed by a Tuesday
clean-up. Today we focused on the northwest and northern areas surrounding the site. vVe started on Md. P and
the "canal," walking due north. We only got 100 m or so
before we started to hit shell. Crawfish had brought it to
the surface in a number oflocations. Even a sherd (incised
to boot!) was brought up byone of the rascals. The midden
is quite extensive. It runs along a ridge which eventually
intersects with the "canal." The deposits are only about 10
m wide, but they stretch for about 50 m and are relatively
deep. This is the northwestern extent of the Bottle Creek
site we believe, just as Mds. Q and R are the western
boundary. By mid-morning we finished with that area. I
had done the map while Rick and Jim did the probe tests.
Then we headed north to find the channel of Dominic
Creek so that we could follow it to the Tensaw River. Rick
walked the west bank, I walked the east, and Jim surveyed
the deep channel by walking the west rim. We saw a very
impressive water moccasin in one of the beaver'produced
ponds. I was startled by its size; hadn't seen one so large
since my Louisiana survey days.
We ate lunch along the bank of the creek at a beaver
dam and then continued to the Tensaw River site once
more. Rick did some probe tests to determine how far the
shell extends into the bank. It is not extensive at all. One or
two more floods and there won't be much left to this si teo I
walked the Tensaw River a ways to the south and then
joined up with Rick and Jim. We walked back Dominic
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Creek to where it bends to the west and we then headed
due south. Ended by hitting the site at Md. I, and is that
mound impressive coming out of the swamp! We showed
Jim Mound L and then wrapped it up for the day...

June 1, 1998

4 weeks allotted for the fieldwork are up today. However,
with part of Mound Island yet to survey, Ian and I will
return for 1 or 2 more days next week. Meanwhile, I'm
returning "Dolomedes" (our dependable friend of the last
2 years, now ailing and unused during the present survey)
to Moundville.

RSF
Weather: Clear, cool all day.
Crew: Ian, Rick,Jim.
Launched at Mt. Vernon Landing around 7:45.
Today, we wanted to finish foot-surveying the NW & N
portions of Mound Island, and especially follow Dominic
Creek & the "canal" channel as far N & NE as possible. We
started by thoroughly covering the ridge between the
Canal channel and the upper end of the Dog House
channel. .. ; the rest of that ridge (ridges, actually) was
surveyed yesterday.
Beginning a few meters NNE of Md. P, I began to see
shell fragments in some crawfish chimneys. After flagging
these locations, we began a series of soil probe tests in and
around this area. The probe tests detected buried shell
midden in a long, narrow configuration oriented NE-

Sw. ..
After recording this new shell midden deposit, we continued surveying northeastward. Soon, traces of both the
Dog House channel and the Canal channel were lost
among a multitude of more recent sloughs, ridges, etc.
Everything dropped off to a generally swampy terrain that
is unlikely to have any readily detectable (i.e. near-surface)
archaeological remains. Therefore, we focused our efforts
on the still fairly prominent Dominic Creek channel. We
walked both sides of this channel NE and then eastward as
it bent around the NW corner of Mound Island, without
result. Finally, Dominic Creek turns abruptly to the north,
winding its way to the Tensaw River. We continued to
follow both sides of the channel, noting that its levees
became higher and more well-defined the farther north
we went. Also, the amount of water in the channel was
steadily decreased by a series of regularly spaced beaver
dams until it was only a trickle. Still, no sites were encountered until we reached the Tensaw River site (lBa271)
about 70 M from the Tensaw River... Ian and Jim surveyed
between the N. end of Dominic Creek and a recent clearcut about 200 M to the east. Meanwhile, I soil probed
around the shell midden lens at 1Ba271. The probing
showed that the midden extended only about 50 cm or so
back into the eroding bank projection here, and not at all
into the more substantial, intact bankline. This indicates
1Ba271 probably will be completely gone in a couple of
years.
Ian andJim returned from the clear-cut, having found
no artifacts or sites. We walked Dominic Creek all the way
back to 1Ba2, double checking for sites (again with negative results). We gave Jim a quick tour of Md. L, then
returned to the boat. We headed back early so we could
pack up for the weekend. Jim is leaving for good, since the

October 10,1994 (Monday)
IWB
We had intended to do our last day of survey at Bottle
Creek, but that was not to be. It was pouring down rain
when my alarm went off at 5:45 AM, so I just rolled over.
Got up at 7:30 AM and it didn't look any better. We decided
to spend the day packing and cleaning, using Tuesday
morning for survey, instead. I first put in about 21/2 hours
typing field notes into the computer so that I would have a
leg-up on that task before getting back to Tuscaloosa. I've
got about 27 pages typed up now, since last evening, so I'm
relatively satisfied with that. Rick had just about finished
packing lab materials and was ready for the computer, so I
closed up that operation and shifted to the kitchen where
I spent the rest of the morning packing pots, pans, and
dishes. Each utensil was wrapped in newspaper and
packed away tightly into large plastic tubs. They should all
be in good shape the next time we need them.
After lunch I packed some more and then helped Rick
cart boxes and furniture to the Doctor's Office, our storage facility. The big things were the beds, air conditioner,
and tables, especially the heavy oak table, which was murder to transport, and even greater pain to wedge into the
office. But we did it. We then swept the various floors,
rested awhile, and then ate. I cooked up some pork chops
that Rick wanted to use up and we had a rice dish and some
lima beans to go with it. Tasted mighty fine ...
October 11,1994 (Tuesday)
IWB
The pitter-patter of rain told me the project was over. I
walked outside after my alarm went off to confirm what I
already suspected. The sky was completely overcast with no
breaks in sight. I went back to bed and got up an hour or so
later. Rick and I spent the morning doing the last stage of
clean-up, which for me consisted of defrosting the fridge
and cleaning the bathroom. Rick, meanwhile, washed the
Cobb boat and got both boats in readiness for returning.
We both continued to fill up the Doctor's Office and
remove personal belongings to our various vehicles. He
finished his chores before me and took off with the van
and Kevin Dodd's boat. He'll pick up the Cobb boat
tomorrow to take to Mississippi State. I finished up around
noon and bid my adieu to this fine field house which had
nurtured us these past two years. I will miss it, but it is time
to move on. The fieldwork for both the Bottle Creek and
Mound Island projects is now done, but the major work is
yet to come. Iwonderifand when we will ever be returning
to this home to stay...
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RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
Site Summary
We discovered and/ or revisited seventeen sites during
our survey of the Mound Island region, including eleven
that were previously unrecorded (Table 1). They range
from single artifact finds from uncertain cultural contexts
to the large mound center at Bottle Creek (lBa2). However, the majority are bankline shell middens, ranging
from small shell lenses to extensive deposits with multiple
horizontal and vertical proveniences. Each site and its
collected artifacts are described in detail in a subsequent
section of this report (see p. 37).
In terms of cultural resources significance, at the top of
the list is the Bottle Creek site (lBa2), which is a National
Historic Landmark and which already is on the National
Register of Historic Places. Ten additional sites in the
project area are considered potentially eligible for the
National Register; five are not believed to be potentially
eligible; and one would need to be revisited and re-evaluated at a future date. These tentative assessments of potential eligibility are based on our observations of intact archaeological deposits plus an estimate of the site's potential for yielding important information relevant to the
history or prehistory of the region. Actual National Register eligibility recommendations for the these sites will
require Phase II-level evaluations beyond the scope of the
present project.
Nine sites were not relocated or revisited for various
reasons. One, 1Ba431, was assigned low survey priority
because it was outside of the project area. Other sites,
including IBa214, IBa253, and IBa402, were listed on the
State site forms as probably destroyed; they also were given
low survey priority. As it turned out, time limitations prevented our visiting these locations. Sites IBa173, IBa246,
and IBa500 were assigned high survey priorities but we
were unable to relocate them. At least one of these
(lBa173) probably has been misplaced on the Site File
map or has been completely destroyed by erosion. Site
IBa500 may have been destroyed by land-clearing or logloading activities. We still are uncertain as to why we could
not relocate site IBa246.
Artifact Analysis
Artifacts were collected from every site visited during
the survey. Collection sizes range from a single sherd to
several bags of materials. Artifact tables are presented in
the next section with the appropriate site discussions. They
are derived from classifications that were designed to identify the cultural components represented by the sites. The
goal is to obtain culture-history and settlement pattern
data for this part of the Mobile-Tensaw delta, especially as
these relate to the Bottle Creek site. Other types of analyses, such as might be used to address specific problems of
subsistence practices, social patterns, seasonality of occu-
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pation, and so on, were not feasible. This is because of the
limi ted variety of artifact/ ecofact data and absence of finescale provenience controls inherent in the type of project
involved: survey rather than excavation. Except for a few
unprocessed matrix samples from selected features, whose
analyses are not covered by the present project, recovery
was limited to the collection of readily visible artifacts on
the surface or in naturally exposed profiles.
As is typical of sites in the delta, lithic artifacts are rare
and formal stone tools almost non-existent. The vast majority of stone items observed in the project area are
fragments of tabular sandstone. Some of these appear to
have been burned, indicating they may have been associated with hearths. Stone tools were limited to several
quartz pebble hammerstones, a few pieces of ground sandstone, and a single fragment of a small, crude biface
(lBa499). In addition, a number of retouched, utilized
and unmodified flakes and bladelets plus a couple of small
cores were found on the surface at Bottle Creek. Most of
these appear to be related to a Coastal Plain Agate microlith industry which has been identified in recent excavations at the site. Other stone artifacts from that site
include a couple of polished pebbles and a flake from a
polished greenstone object. So, except for the specialized
microlith assemblage at IBa2, it seems that the Indians in
the Mound Island area were using very few formal stone
tools and were strictly curating or recycling what they did
have. Certainly, they are not turning up in the archaeological deposits.
Although Protohistoric and Early Historic period components are moderately well represented in the survey
area, the number of European artifacts in the collections is
limited. The best assemblage comprises several eighteenth-century items from the Farmar's Bluff site
(lBa275) . These were classified according to existing published typologies for ceramics, glass, etc. for that period.
Although the Bottle Creek site is known to have an eighteenth-century component and has produced a few European artifacts in excavations, we found only one unequivocal eighteenth-century European artifact on the surfacea piece of lead-glazed coarse earthenware. Nineteenthcentury artifacts were slightly more numerous at Bottle
Creek, although even these were quite scarce.
Because of the many shell middens with their excellent
preservation contexts, faunal remains are relatively abundant. However, due to limitations of curation and storage
space in the field, we collected only a sample of bone from
each location. Again, systematic recovery of plant and
animal remains from excavational contexts would yield a
tremendous amoun t of subsistence information. Our sampling showed that fish, turtle, deer, and several species of
small mammals are represented in many of the shell
middens.
By far, the dominan t artifact category in our collections
from the Mound Island region is Indian pottery. Sherds

Table 1. Mound Island Project-site summary.
Site No.

Site Name

Site Type

Periods

IBa262
IBa263
IBa264
1Ba269
IBa270

Squirrel Bayou
Dominic Creek
BayouJessamine
Larry Island Branch
Briar Lake Slough

Shell Midden
Shell Midden
Small Midden
Farmstead?; Shell Midden
Shell Midden Complex

New Sites
Late Woodland
Protohistoric
Protohistoric
Protohistoric; Late Woodland
Late Woodland

1Ba271
IBa272
1Ba273
IBa274
IBa275
IMb179

Tensaw River
Middle-Tensaw Point
Fisher Island South
Whip-O-Will
Farmar's Bluff
Carpenter

Shell Midden
Unknown
Unknown
Shell Midden
Plantation/Indian Village
Shell Midden Complex

Protohistoric
Protohistoric?
Protohistoric?
Late Woodland?
Early Historic
Late Woodland

Phases

Significance

Tensaw Lake; Coden
Bear Point
Bear Point
Bear Point; Tensaw Lake
Tensaw Lake; UID Weeden
Island-related
BearPoint
UID
Bear Point?
UID
Port Dauphin
Tensaw Lake; UID

Unknown; Partially Destroyed
Potentially Eligible for National Register
Probably Ineligible for National Register
Potentially Eligible for National Register
Potentially Eligible for National Register
Probably Ineligible for National Register
Probably Ineligible for National Register
Probably Ineligible for National Register
Probably Ineligible for National Register
Potentially Eligible for National Register
Potentially Eligible for National Register

Existing Sites Revisited/Updated
IBa2

Bottle Creek

Multi-mound Center

Late Historic; Early Historic;
Protohistoric; Mississippi;
Late Woodland

IBa195

Little Lizard Creek

Shell Midden Complex

Mississippi; Late Woodland;
Late Gulf Formational; Early/
Middle Gulf Formational

1Ba247

River Cane

Shell Midden

1Ba443

Low Water

Shell Midden

1Ba499

Mifflin Lake #1

Shell Midden

Late Woodland; Middle
Woodland
Middle Woodland?; Late Gulf
Formational
Protohistoric; Mississippi?;
Late Woodland

IMbl07

Middle River

Stratified Shell Midden

Mississippi; Late Woodland

IBa173
IBa212

Larry Island

Shell Midden
Shell Midden

Mississippi; Late Woodland
Mississippi?; Late Woodland?;
Late Gulf Formational
UID Woodland
Archaic? Modern
Mississippi; Late Woodland
Mississippi
UID
Early Historic; Late Woodland

IBa214
IBa246
1Ba253
1Ba402
1Ba431
1Ba438

Live Oak Landing

Shell Midden
Artifact Scatter
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Plantation/ Indian Village

1 Ba500

Mifflin Lake #2

Shell Midden

Late Woodland; Late Gulf
Formational

Port Dauphin; Bear Point;
Bottle Creek II; Bottle
Creek I; Andrews Place;
Coden; Tate's Hammock?
Bottle Creek II; Bottle
Creek I; Tensaw Lake;
Coden; Tate's Hammock;
Bryant's Landing?; UID
Fiber Tempered Complex
Tensaw Lake; Early Weeden
Island-related?; Porter
Porter?; Bryant's Landing
Bear Point; Bottle Creek II?;
Tensaw Lake; Coden;
Tate's Hammock?
Andrews Place?; Tensaw Lake
Tate's Hammock
UID; Tensaw Lake
UID; Tate's Hammock?;
Bryant's Landing?
UID
UID
UID; UID Weeden Island-related
UID
UID
Port Dauphin?; UID Weeden
Island-related
Tensaw Lake; Bryant's Landing

On National Register; National Landmark

Potentially Eligible for National Register

Potentially Eligible for National Register
Potentially Eligible for National Register
Poten tially Eligible for National Register

Potentially Eligible for National Register
Possibly Destroyed or Mislocated
Unknown
Unknown; Possibly Destroyed
Unknown
Site Destroyed
Site Destroyed
Unknown
Unknown; Partially Destroyed
Unknown; Possibly Destroyed
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were abundant at some sites, such as Bottle Creek, Little
Lizard Creek, and Mifflin Lake #1. This is fortunate, as
pottery classification is the single most important tool for
addressing the general culture-historical questions that
were the principal goals of the project. Classification followed a type-variety format which currently is in active use
for the region (Table 2). Research emphasis in recent
years has resulted in fine-scale resolution of Mississippi
and Early Historic period typologies. Unfortunately, the
Woodland and Gulf Formational period typologies lag far
behind. Because one important goal of the project was to
flesh out the chronological and settlement pattern databases for the region around the Bottle Creek site, and
because Mississippian and Early Historic components predominate at that site, this bias is not too serious. However,
our survey and others in this part of the delta have revealed
numerous pre-Mississippian components in the region,
with many dating to the Late Woodland period. These
components, along with poorly understood contemporary
occupations at Bottle Creek, make it critical that future
typological efforts be directed toward the earlier pottery
complexes.
Most of the shell tempered pottery in the collections
was sorted using type, variety, and mode classes initially
defined by Fuller and Stowe (1982). This typology has
been updated and refined considerably since that time as a
result of recent work at the Bottle Creek site (Fuller 1994;
Fuller and Brown 1993). Moundville-related ceramics
were sorted largely through reference to Steponaitis' typology (1983). Coles Creek and Plaquemine type-variety
classifications were based on definitions by Phillips (1970)
and Williams and Brain (1983). Willey's 1949 volume
came in handy when sorting Weeden Island types and the
rare Fort Walton sherd. Some miscellaneous Late Woodland and Mississippian pottery identifications were based
on the work of Jenkins (1981; 1983). Finally, most of the
remaining Woodland and Gulf Formational period
identifications were grounded in definitions by Wimberly
(1960). Space limitations prohibit reproduction of the
numerous definitions and sorting criteria in this report.
However, to attempt to deal with the large number of Late
Woodland period sherds in the collections, and lacking a
variety-level typology for that period, we established several new rim mode categories based on repetitive attribute
combinations observed during sorting. These new modes,
which have been given provisional designations, are
defined below.

lip. In cross-section, the broad flat lip surface forms the top
of an inverted wedge. The base of the rim is sharply
defined on the exterior, both by the sudden angle marking
the change from the rim to the vessel wall and by an incised
line. The exterior lip edge features neat, heavy notches.
Often, the wide lip contains one or two incisions which
encircle the vessel. The "Gulf Shores" rim is a rare marker
for the Bottle Creek I and/ or Bottle Creek II phase. To
date, it has been noted for cylindrical bowls or beakers of
Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified, Pensacola Incised,
var.Jessamine, and Bell Plain, var. Stockton.

"HUBBARD LANDING" RIM MODE-This is a vertical, gently
flared rim which is direct or slightly tapered in crosssection. It is characterized by a narrow exterior rim fold,
the outer surface of which has been smoothed but which
exhibits a ragged lower edge. It appears as if a small
amount of excess paste resulting from finishing the rim in
an upward motion was folded over at the lip. The resulting
round to pointed lip was carefully finished but the lower
edge of the short fold was not trimmed or molded back
into the vessel. This rim typically is associated with verticalsided jars of the Late Woodland period. It is especially
common in Tensaw Lake phase assemblages where it is a
frequent rim treatment for Mobile Cord Marked,
Hubbard Check Stamped, and Coon Neck Plain vessels.
Also, it has been noted for late FUlTS Cord Marked,
McLeod Simple Stamped, McLeod Check Stamped,
McLeod Linear Check Stamped, late versions of Wakulla
Check Stamped, and several other surface roughened
wares dating very late in the Woodland period. Curren tly,
the "Hubbard Landing" rim is considered one of the
better markers for the latter part of the Late Woodland
period in the region. During our classification of the
Mound Island project collections, it often helped in separating Tensaw Lake and McLeod phase pottery from Tate's
Hammock phase look-alikes such as early FUlTS (West
Florida) Cord Marked and early Wakulla Check Stamped.

"GULF SHORES" RIM MODE-This mode is characterized by
an exaggerated thickening of the rim and a very wide, flat

"WAKULLA" RIM MODE-This
rim is similar to the "Hubbard
Landing" rim except that the
lower edge of the narrow fold
is well finished, having been
smoothed off and neatly molded back into the vessel wall.
Again, the usual vessel form is a verticaljar, although those
with "Wakulla" rims sometimes flare outward a bit more.
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Table 2. Mound Island Project-named pottery classes.
Pottery Class

Period

Culture/Variant*

Phase/Complex**

Principal References

Decorated
Alabama River Painted
var. Cork

Anna Incised
Aucilla Incised
Autauga/Whiteoak Punctated
Barataria Incised
Basin Bayou Incised
Bayou La Batre Stamped
Carrabelle Incised
Carter Engraved
Carthage Incised
Chicot Reel
Coles Creek Incised
var. Hardy

Deas Pinched
D'Olive Engraved
D'Olive Incised
Amica
vm: Dominic
vm: l\tIm)' Ann
vm: Shell Banks

Val:

Fort Walton Incised
French Fork Incised
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Indian Pass Incised
Keith Incised
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
vm: Langston

Protohistoric
Mississippi
Early Historic
Late Woodland
Historic
Middle Woodland
Late Gulf Formational
Late Woodland
Mississippi
Mississippi
Early Historic

Moundville
Plaquemine
Fort Walton
?
Gulf Historic
Santa Rosa
Bayou La Batre
Weeden Island
Plaquemine
Moundville
Gulf Historic

Alabama River
Anna
Port Dauphin?
Autauga/Whiteoak
Port Dauphin
Porter
Bryant's Landing
Tate's Hammock
Andrews Place/Bottle Creek
Bottle Creek I?
Port Dauphin

Curren 1984
Williams and Brain 1983
Smith 1951
Chase 1969
Fuller n.d.a
Willey 1949
Wimberly 1960
Willey 1949
Williams and Brain 1983
Steponaitis 1983
Brain et al. n.d.

Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Mississippi

Coles Creek
Pensacola

Coden?
?
Bottle Creek I?

Phillips 1970
Wimberly 1960
Fuller 1994

ProtohistOlic
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Late Woodland

Bear Point
Bottle Creek 1/11
Bottle Creek 1/11
Bottle Creek I?
Bottle Creek II?
Coden?
Tate's Hammock?
Tensaw Lake
Late Porter/Tate's
Hammock
Tate's Hammock

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Willey 1949
Phillips 1970
Jenkins 1981
Fuller n.d.b
Willey 1949

Late Woodland

Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Fort Walton
Coles Creek
Miller?
Miller?
Santa Rosa/
Weeden Island
Weeden Island

Early Mississippi

Moundville

Andrews Place?

Jenkins 1981

Mississippi

Plaquemine

Bottle Creek I?

Phillips 1970

Coles Creek

Coden?
McLeod
McLeod?

Phillips 1970
Wim berly 1960
Wimberly 1960

Pensacola
Pensacola
Miller?

Bottle Creek I
Bottle Creek I
Tensaw Lake

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Jenkins 1983

Moundville
Pensacola
Pensacola

Bottle Creek I?
Bottle Creek I
Bottle Creek 1/11

Steponaitis 1983
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994

Moundville
Moundville
Moundville

Andrews Place
Bottle Creek 1/11
Bottle Creek I?

Steponaitis 1983
Steponaitis 1983
Steponaitis 1983

Pensacola
Pensacola
Moundville
Moundville
Moundville
Miller?

Bottle Creek 1/11
Bear Point
Bottle Creek I?
Andrews Place/Bottle Creek I
Bottle Creek I?
Late Porter/Tate's Hammock

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Steponaitis 1983
Steponaitis 1983
Steponaitis 1983
Phillips 1970

Willey 1949

Leland Incised
vm: Deep Bayou

Mazique Incised
vm: Nlanchac
Late Woodland
McLeod Linear Check Stamped Late Woodland
McVay Bmshed
Late Woodland
Middle River Incised
var. Middle River
Mississippi
vm: Hastie
Mississippi
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
Mound Place Incised
var. Allron
Mississippi
var. McMillan
Mississippi
var. Waltons Camp
Mississippi
Moundville Engraved
vm: Havana
Mississippi
vm: HemjJhill
Mississippi
var. Taylorville
Mississippi
Moundville Incised
Val: Bottle Creek
Mississippi
Protohistoric
Val: Douglas
vm: Canvllton
Mississippi
vm: i'v/oundvillP
Mississippi
vm: Snows Bend
Mississippi
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Late Woodland
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Table 2. continued
Pottery Class

Period

Old Town Red
Pensacola Incised

Mississippi

Bear Point
var. Gasque
var. Holmes
var.Jessamine
var. Pensacola
var. Perdido Bay

Val:

Culture/Variant*

Phase/ Complex**

Decorated (continued)
?
?

Principal References

Phillips 1970

Protohistoric
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Protohistoric
Protohistoric

Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola

Bear Point
Bottle Creek II
Bottle Creek 1/11
Bottle Creek I
Bear Point
Bear Point

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994

Mississippi
Late Woodland

Plaquemine
Coles Creek

Andrews Place?
Coden

Phillips 1970
Phillips 1970

Early Historic

Gulf Historic

Port Dauphin

Fuller 1994

Mississippi

Pensacola

Bottle Creek Ijll

Fuller 1994

Porter?
Porter/Tate's Hammock

Jenkins 1981
Willey 1949

Tate's Hammock/Coden
Tate's Hammock/Coden
Tate's Hammock/Coden
Tate's Hammock/Coden
Tate's Hammock

Willey 1949
Willey 1949
Willey 1949
Willey 1949
Sears 1956

Plaquemine Brushed
var. Plaquemine

Pontchartrain Check Stamped
Port Dauphin Incised
var. Port Dauphin

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
var. Salt Creek

Saltillo Fabric Marked
var. China Bluff

Swifl Creek Complicated St.
Tucker Ridge Pinched
Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Red
Yon Engraved

Miller?
Middle Woodland
Middle-Late Woodland Swift Creek/
Weeden Island
Late Woodland
Weeden Island
Late Woodland
Weeden Island
Late Woodland
Weeden Island
Late Woodland
Weeden Island
Late Woodland
Weeden Island
Mississippi

Fort Walton

Bottle Creek I/II?

Scarry 1985

Mississippi
Late Gulf Formational

Undecorated
Plaquemine
Bayou La Batre

Andrews Place/ Bottle Creek
Bryant's Landing

Brain et al. n.d.
Wimberly 1960

Late Woodland

Coles Creek

Tate's Hammock?

Phillips 1970

Protohistoric
Early Historic
Mississippi
Mississippi
Late Woodland

Pensacola
Gulf Historic
Moundville
Pensacola
Miller?

Bear Point
Port Dauphin
Andrews Place/Bottle Creek
Bottle Creek I/II
TensawLake

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Steponaitis 1983
Fuller 1994
Fuller n.d. b

Mississippi
Early Historic

Pensacola
Gulf Historic

Bottle Creek I?
Bear Poin t/Port Dauphin

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994

Mississippi
Protohistoric
Early Historic

Pensacola
Pensacola
Gulf Historic

Bottle Creek I?
Bear Point
Port Dauphin

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller n .d .a

Weeden Island Plain

Mississippi
Mississippi
Protohistoric
Protohistoric
Late Woodland

Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Weeden Island

Bottle Creek I?
Bottle Creek 1/11
Bear Point
Bear Point
Tate 's Hammock/ Coden

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller et al. 1984
Fuller 1994
Willey 1949

"Bear Point"
"Beckum"

Proto historic
Mississippi

Rim Modes
Pensacola
Pensacola

Bear Point
Bottle Creek 1/11

Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994

var. Woodruff

Addis Plain
Bayou La Batre Plain
Baytown Plain
var. Valley Park

Bell Plain
Boatyard
var. Ft. Conde
var. Hale
vm: Stockton

Val:

Coon Neck Plain
Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
var. Graveline

Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake
Val: Guillory

Lafitte Plain
Mississippi Plain
var. Beckum
vw: Devil's Bend
var. J\tJassacre
var.PineLog
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Table 2. continued
Pottery Class

Period

Culture/Variant*

Phase/Complex**

Principal References

"DeSha"
"D'Olive"
"Dominic"
"Gasque"
"Guillory"
"Gulf Shores"
"Hubbard Landing"
'J essam in e"
"vVakulla"
"Weeden Island A"
"Weeden Island B"
"Weeden Island C"
""Veeden Island D"

Middle Woodland
Mississippi
Mississippi
Mississippi
Protohistoric
Mississippi
Late Woodland
Mississippi
Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Late Woodland
Late Woodland

Marksville
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Pensacola
Miller?
Pensacola
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
vVeeden Island
Weeden Island

Late Porter?
Bottle Creek II
Bottle Creek I
Bottle Creek II
Bear Point
Bottle Creek I?
Tensaw Lake/McLeod
Bottle Creek I
Coden
Tate's Hammock
Tate's Hammock
Tate's Hammock
Coden?

Phillips 1970
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fuller 1994
Fllller1994
New
New
Fllller1994
New
New
New
New
New

*Where originally defined. *"'Most common association in the project area.

For southwest Alabama, this rim is more typical of early
Wakulla Check Stamped and Furrs Cord Marked (a.k.a.
West Florida Cord Marked) jars than for later Tensaw Lake
phase or McLeod phase vessels.

"WEEDEN ISlAND An RIM MODE-This is one of several neatly
formed rim styles characterizing so-called Weeden Island
rims in the region. It has a wide exterior strap which was
very neatly finished and which was carefully blended into
the wall of the vessel. In cross-section, this results in a
gently rounded exterior swelling which often is associated
with a rounded lip. Sometimes, the base of the rim is
marked by a single neatly incised line. The typical vessel
form associated with the "Weeden Island An rim is a
rounded bowl, ranging from slightly open-sided to
strongly constricting. In the Mound Island project collections it most often occurs with Weeden Island Plain bowls,
less commonly with Weeden Island Red and early Wakulla
Check Stamped bowls. In Florida, similar rims occur with
other Weeden Island decorated types such as Carrabelle
Incised and Weeden Island Punctated. In southwestern
Alabama, the "Weeden Island An rim is a good marker for
the Tate's Hammock phase.
"WEEDEN ISLAND Bn RIM MODEThis rim is similar to "Weeden
Island An except that the neat
exterior fold is shorter and the
vessel shape seems to be limited to open bowls. Observed
pottery types with this rim mode include Weeden Island
Plain, Weeden Island Punctated, early FUlTS (West

Florida) Cord Marked, early Wakulla Check Stamped, and
a fine, hard variant of Baytown Plain. Like the "Weeden
Island An rim, "Weeden Island B" probably is diagnostic of
the Tate's Hammock phase. After additional testing, the
two may be united under a single rim mode featuring wide
and narrow treatments.
"WEEDEN ISlAND cn RIM
MODE-In some ways this
!
.
rim is similar to "Weeden
. ..
~
Island An in that it features a
slight exterior thickening in
the form ofa neatly finished strap. Again, the strap usually
is underlined by a single incision. However, the following
attributes separate "Weeden Island C n from "Weeden Island An: it is wedge-shaped in cross-section, beginning with
a wide, flattened lip and steadily narrowing to the base of
the rim where it gradually merges with the vessel wall; it has
been noted only on shallow, open bowls; often, a narrow
puncta ted line,. executed in the classic Weeden Island
style, encircles the interior of the vessel below the rim. So
far, this rim mode has been recorded for vessels of Weeden
Island Plain and Weeden Island Red. It appears to be a
good marker for the Tate's Hammock phase.

B

.

"WEEDEN ISLAND D" RI~I
,. MODE-As with the "Weeden
.. . Island An rim described
above, the "Weeden Island D"
rim features an exterior incision
at
the
base
of
a neatly finished rim. However, rather than having an exterior strap, the rim shows
little or no thickening. Instead, the "Weeden Island Dn
rim tends to taper gently to a rounded or round-pointed
lip. Occasionally, it is slightly thickened by a neat exterior
fold. The incised line which defines the base of the rim
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usually is overhanging in cross-section. The typical vessel
shapes are open bowls and straight-sided bowls or beakers. The "Weeden Island D" rim has been noted for
Carrabelle Incised, Wakulla Check Stamped, Weeden Island Puncta ted, and Weeden Island Plain. The culturehistorical association is not certain but is believed to be
strongest with the Coden phase. The "Weeden Island D"
rim is very similar to the "Cane Ridge" rim which was
defined for the Morgan site (16Vm9) on the Louisiana
Coast (Fuller and Fuller 1987:138-139, Fig. 55). The
"Cane Ridge" rim is a marker for the Late Coles Creek
period in that area. Late Coles Creek would be roughly
contemporary with the Coden phase.

SITES AND COLLECTIONS
Middle-Tensaw Point (IBa272)
This site is located about 8 m south of the high point
that overlooks the confluence ofTensaw River and Middle
River (Figure 23). A single large sherd (Collection D15)
was found on an eroded clay shelf about 3 m below the top
of the bank and about 1 m above water level at low tide
(Table 3). Such low-water shelves are typical of river and

Middle-Tensaw Point (lBa272)

Collection.: 015
Map Drawn at Low TIde

®
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10m

Approximate Scale

Photo Direction

Figure 23. Sketch map of the Middle-Tensaw Point (IBa272)
site.

Table 3. Artifacts from the Middle-Tensaw Point site
(IBa272).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Eroded River Bank (Collection No. D15)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
I
Total Indian Pottery
1

stream banks in the area. They project more or less horizontally from the steeper bank faces and are exposed
during low water levels. When the bank contains an eroding site, artifacts often accumulate on the shelfbelow. The
majority of the artifacts recovered during the Mound Island Survey project were collected from redeposited
midden on low-water shelves.
Although the large sherd found at IBa272 almost certainly came from higher up in the bank, there was no
obvious cultural stratum or feature to account for its presence. This high poin t at the juncture of the two rivers is a
prime location for a site. Still, a close inspection of the
entire bankline on both sides of the point failed to produce any additional artifacts or any evidence of in situ
cultural deposits . However, future investigations of this
prominent location likely will turn up further evidence of
a site. Even though the sherd was found on the Middle
River side of the point, the Tensaw River side should be
included in this projected site area.
The sherd was classified as Mississippi Plain, var.
unspecified. Although badly weathered, it is most similar to
var. Pine Log. Therefore, it may date to the Protohistoric or
Early Historic period.
Low Water (IBa443)
The Low Water site is characterized by a very welldefined Rangia shell midden layer exposed in the southern (downstream, left) bank of Middle River (Figure 24).
It is located in the outside of a bend in the river, about 1.2
km below its confluence with Tensaw River. The bank is
being eroded back at this location, leaving an almost
vertical face which is devoid of vegetation. The top of the
bank is covered with bottomland forest and scrub growth.
The University of South Alabama Center for Archaeological Studies reported IBa443 in 1994. On their site
form they noted that the top ofthe shell layer was about 2.5
m below the surface. They also noted that this layer is
exposed only at very low water. The University of South
Alabama crew collected two sherds which they listed as
possible Bayou La Batre Plain.
During our survey, we observed the midden at IBa443
only at times of extreme low water levels. There was one
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Table 4. Artifacts from the Low Water site (IBa443).
N

Low Water (lBa443)

f
5m
AppmxirNte Scale

Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Bankline Midden (Collection No. DI6)
Indian Pottery
Late Gulf Formational
Basin Bayou Incised
vu/: 1/1l.\jJl,tijil!d
On Bayou La Batre
Plain ''''are
2 Mend
Bayou La Batre Stamped
3
Bayou La Batre Plain
3
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vm: 1Il1SjJl'rijil!ti

UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Collection•. 016,017
Aoo\'e Shell Layer 017
Shell Layer 016
Measurement A-B
16 m
Map Drawn at Low TIde

®

Photo Direction

. . . Shell Layer

9

Dark Soil Lens Above Shell Layer (Collection No. D 17)
Indian Pottery
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
3
Total Indian Pottery
3

Figure 24. Sketch map of the Low Water (IBa443) site.

principal layer of shell midden which undulated fromjust
above the water's surface to just below. At the time of our
visit, itwas about 16 m long and 10 to 20 cm thick, although
these dimensions probably will change as erosion continues. There may be two or more substrata comprising this
main deposit, since in one place a thin layer of midden
appeared to overlap another one. It will require additional
survey at even lower water levels to accurately assess the
vertical structure of the deposit.
For this site, the in situ midden stratum was below the
top of the low-water shelf, so available artifacts were not
abundan t. We collected several sherds from the upper part
of the main shell stratum (Collection 016). They included
Bayou La Batre Plain, Bayou La Batre Stamped, and an
early looking variant of Basin Bayou Incised on Bayou La
Batre Plain ware (Table 4; Figure 25a-c). This small but
diagnostic assemblage represents a good Bayou La Batre
component. The incised sherd indicates it probably dates
to the latter portion ofthe Bryant's Landing phase. Underlying portions of the midden stratum, of which there are at
least another 15 cm, may date even earlier. Again, the site
should be re-examined during extreme low water levels,
such as a period of low tide combined with a strong
northerly wind.
In addition to the principal shell layer, intermittent
patches of dark, midden-like soil containing few or no
shells were noted above the shell stratum at various locations. One of these, located 4 m from the northwestern
end of the site, produced several sand tempered plain
sherds (017). These more finely made sherds may repre-

c

b
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Figure 25. Artifacts from the Low Water (lBa443) and
Middle River (iMbI07) sites. (lBa443). a-b, Bayou La
Batre Stamped; c, Basin Bayou Incised, var. unspecified (on
Bayou La Batre ware). (iMbI07). d, Unidentified Coarse
Sand Tempered Plain (with "Weeden Island A" rim); e,
McVay Brushed; f-g, Mobile Cord Marked. Provenience:
a-c, DI6; d, D23; e, D26; f-g, D29 (GCS/95/NI/I6).
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sent a Middle Woodland period component, perhaps associated with the Blakeley phase or Porter phase.
Middle River (lMbl07)
This is a well-stratified Ra:ngia shell midden site in the
west (downstream, right) bank of Middle River. The
Middle River site is located about 2.5 km south-southeast
of Bayou Matche and about 2.5 k111 north-northeast of
Bayou Tola.
Site IMbl07 was first recorded and tested in 1978 by N.
R. Stowe of the University of South Alabama (Stowe 1981).
At that time it was reported to be about 110 111 long,
including intermittent midden deposits, and extended at
least 9 m back from the bank. Stowe noted two principal
shell midden strata separated by alluvial zones of silt and
clay. He put in a Ixl 111 test excavation which clearly
defined these strata and which produced wellprovenienced artifact collections from the principal
midden zones (Stowe 1981:Fig. 56, Table 47). The latter
were described by Stowe as follows: Zone B, beginning
about 70 cm below the surface, was about 20 cm thick.
Zone D, beginning about 115 em below the surface, was
about 15 cm thick at the bank face and thinned quickly to
the west in the unit. Both ofthese midden strata comprised
dense deposits of Rangia shell which contained pottery
fragments and animal bones.
Subsequent to Stowe's report, one of us (Fuller) re-
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analyzed the artifacts from his excavation (Table 5). Zone
B was characterized by Tensaw Lake phase and Mississippian sherds. The presence of V(II: Moundville suggests the
Mississippian assemblage is relatively early, dating either to
the pre-Pensacola Andrews Place phase or to the early
Pensacola Bottle Creek I phase. If it is the earlier of these
two phases, then the Tensaw Lake pottery might be
contemporary. However, it is more likely that two
components-Mississippian and Late Woodland-were
conflated within Zone B. Some time depth may be indicated within the zone by the increasing frequencies of
Mississippi Plain and Mobile Cord Marked at the top of the
midden and by a concomitant decrease in check stamped
and clay tempered sherds.
Zone D yielded sand tempered plain sherds almost
exclusively. The tempering and surface finish are most
similar to the type Weeden Island Plain. Four had possible
red filming on the interior and two of the five rims had
neat, wide exterior folds. Both of these attributes are
believed to be markers of the early Weeden Island-related
Tate's Hammock phase.
During our recent visit to the site, we observed intermittent shell midden deposits exposed for some 145 m along
the bank. As reported by Stowe, there were two vertically
separated midden strata near the center (Figure 26). Horizontal discontinuities in the deposits resulted in the designation of three separate locales.

Table 5. Middle River (IMbI07), U.S.A. test excavation-pottery classes by midden zone.

Pottery Class
Furl's Cord Marked
Hollyknowe Pinched
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
Moundville Incised
vm: lV/olllldvilfe

Moundville Engraved
va I: 'II Ilspecijied
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
UID Check Slamped, Fine Sand Tempered
UID Incised, Fine Sand Tempered
UID Engraved, Fine Sand Tempered
Bell Plain
V(U: unsjll·rijil'f/

Coon Neck Plain
Mississippi Plain
v({): '/l.llsjll'rijiN/

UID
UID
UID
UID

Plain, Clay Tempered
Plain, Shell Tempered
Plain, Fine Sand Tempered
Plain, Coarse Sand Tempered
TOlal

Top of Zone B
1 (4.0)

9 (36.0)

In Zone B
5 (6.1)
1 (1.2)
5 (6.1)
13 (15.9)

Zone D

Total

1 (2.7)

6
1
5
23

1 (4.0)
1 (1.2)
I (1.2)
4 (4.9)

4

11 (13.4)

12

8 (9.8)
18 (22.0)
7 (8.5)
7 (8.5)
1 (1.2)
82

15
18
7
46
1
144

1 (4.0)
1 (4.0)
1 (4.0)
I (4.0)
7 (28.0)

3 (12.0)
25

(% shown in parentheses)

36 (97.3)
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Middle River (lMbl07)
Stratified Midden Zones in Center of Locale II

I

• N

Approxima\1! Scal.

.....J"'!
.5m

Figure 26. Stratified midden zones in the center of Locale
II at the Middle River (lMbl07) site.

Locale I-This area began at the southern end of the site
and extended 45 m to the north. It featured a shell midden
stratum about 50 to 70 cm below the surface, roughly
corresponding in depth to Stowe's Zone B. The shell layer
is about 25 cm thick near the center and thins out at either
end. Several pottery sherds and a large piece of tabular
sandstone were collected from this midden zone in Locale
I (call. D29). The pottery was mostly Mobile Cord Marked
(Table 6; Figure 25f-g), substantiating a Tensaw Lake
phase component for the site.
Locale IJ-This area starts about 30 m north of the end
of Locale I and is about 40 m long. It starts out as a single
thick layer which is similar in thickness and relative depth
to the midden zone at Locale I. However, it divides into two
discrete shell midden strata about 10 m from the southern
end (Figure 26). Here, there is a recessed notch in the
bank face which probably is the former location of Stowe's
excavation. The upper shell layer, apparen tly Stowe's Zone
B, begins about 55 cm below the surface and is about 10 to
15 cm thick. We took a matrix sample (Collection D27)
from this upper zone for future analysis. It contained
Rangia shells and dark, organic silty soil. Pottery from this
zone (Collection D24) included plain Late Woodland and
Mississippian sherds (Table 6). An example of Mississippi
Plain, vm: Devil's Bend indicates a Bottle Creek I phase or
Bottle Creek II phase component. The Late Woodland
sherds could not be assigned to a specific phase.
The lower shell stratum, equivalent to Stowe's Zone D,

is about 100 cm or so below the surface and is about 10 cm
thick. Another soil/shell matrix sample (D28) was taken
from this zone; it was similar in composition to the sample
from Zone B. The small collection of pottery from the
lower midden (D25) is compatible with the Weeden Island-related component identification based on Stowe's
earlier collection.
Another small collection (D26) was made from the
general surface at the northern end of Locale II. A Mississippian sherd and a Late Woodland sherd were recovered
(Figure 25e).
Locale III-This part of the site begins north of Locale II
after a gap of about 5 m. The upper shell zone was not
observed in Locale III. Zone D was represented by a band
of midden only about 3 to 5 cm thick and beginning about
100 cm below the surface. Near the northern end of
Locale III, this band tapers out to a very thin, dark organic
layer which connects a series of small, well-defined,
midden-filled pits (Figures 27 and 28). At least five
pit features were noted, three of which are shown in
Figure 27.
Pit #1 was about 25 cm wide at the top and about 20 cm
deep. It contained shells and dark, organic silty clay soil.
No artifacts were noted.
Pit #2 was bell-shaped; it measured about 40 cm across
the top, 50 cm across the bottom and 35 cm deep. In
addition to containing numerous Rangia shells and organic soil, thin bands of an even darker organic soil were
observed within the pit fill. A matrix sample (D22) from

Middle River (lMblO7)
Typical Shell-Filled Pits in Northern Part of Locale IU

s

Homogenous Tan Silty Clay

1111
" 11111
Continuous
Dark Layer
with Scattered Shell

Contmtl of Pit t2-dark grJy silty c~y with
abundant shell and bands of d.1rk gray
organic material Both whole and pulver1z.ed sheUs. Many !lhell, conuin cNfCoal.
Canlenb of Pit t3-same. but shells are smaller.
two IherdS (mend) al"P W~en 1,land rhm.

CollKtions: 022, D2J
PH 2: 022

5m

Pi13: 023

Approximate Scale

Figure 27. Pit features in the northern part of Locale III at
the Middle River (lMbl07) site.
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Table 6. Artifacts from the Middle River site (lMbl07).

No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Locale I, Upper Shell Midden Layer (Collection No. D29)

Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Fragment

4
5

Large Slab, Sandstone
Locale II, Upper Shell Midden Layer (Collection No. D24)

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Mississippi Plain

s

uar. Devil Bend

Undetermined
Baytown Plain
uaT. unspecified

UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

2
1

Rim

4

Locale II, Lower Shell Midden Layer (Collection No. D25)

Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain

1

1

uaT. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

2

Locale II, General Surface, Redeposited Shell Midden (Collection No. D26)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
Ual:

unspecified

Late Woodland
McVay Brushed
Total Indian Pottery

1
1
2

Locale III, Pit Feature #3 (Collection No. D23)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

the pit consisted of shells and dark gray silty clay. No
artifacts were found in direct association with Pit # 2.
Pit #3 was about 85 cm wide at the top and about 25 cm
deep. A soil/shell sample from this pit (D23) indicated its
fill was similar to that of Pit #2, except that the shells
appeared to be smaller in average size. A sand tempered
plain sherd with a Weeden Island rim was recovered from
this pit (Figure 25d). Along with the relative depth, this
rim relates Pit #3, the associated stratum, and the other

On Weeden Island Plain Ware

Rim ("Weeden Island A")

pits to Stowe's Zone D as well as the lower shell zone in our
Locale II.
In summary, IMbl07 is a well-stratified multicomponent site dating to Late Woodland and Mississippian times.
Each of the principal midden strata appears to represent
accumulated debris from repeated use over a long period
of time, first during the earlier part of the Late Woodland
period and later during the terminal Late Woodland and
Mississippi periods. In addition, the thin cultural ZOne at
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Figure 28. Ian Brown points to one of the pit features at the
Middle River (IMbl07) site (GCS/94/N7/22).

Locale III may reflect a short-term, intensive occupation
by the earlier group. The top ofthis entire zone, including
the pit features, is very level, perhaps indicating a prepared
living surface. This is supported by the relatively low frequency of shell associated with the thin organic band.
Whip-O-Will (IBa274)
This is a small lens of Rangiashell midden in the eastern
bank of Middle River. It is located across the river and
slightly downstream from the Middle River site. Whip-OWill is about 700 m west of the northern tip of Alligator
Lake and about 1.4 km southwest of the Dominic Creek
site (IBa263). It is about 22 m southwest of the Whip-OWill Hunting and Fishing Club camphouse and about 17
m downstream from the edge of their dock (Figure 29).
During our visit, the most obvious part of the site was a
single lens of Rangia midden measuring only about 2.1 m
long by about 15 cm thick and buried under about 100 cm
of sterile alluvium (Figure 30). It is possible that a nonshell cultural layer continues in the bank beyond this shell
lens. No artifacts were found directly associated with the
shell. During low tide, a piece of ground sandstone (Collection DI4) plus several sherds and a bone fragment
(Collection DI8) were found on the beach nearby (Table
7). Although it is plain, the pottery indicates Late Woodland and Mississippi period components in the vicinity of
the shell feature. However, the small, well-defined shell
lens almost certainly represents a single short-term occupation. It might even have been the result of a single
Rangia collecting episode. The relative depth of the deposit plus its proximity to IMbI07 suggest it is culturally
related to one of the components at that site.
Carpenter (IMbI79)
This site complex comprises two separate shell midden
deposits which occupy a former natural levee of Middle
River. The site is located about 200 m west of the river,
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Figure 29. Sketch map of the Whip-O-Will (lBa274) site.
about 350 m south of a powerline right-or-way, and about
900 m north of Little Lizard Creek.
Carpenter is oriented north to south along the relict
le\ee. It measures about 170 m in total length. The width
varies from about 5 m to about 18 m. The overall setting is

Figure 30. The midden at the Whip-O-Will (IBa274) site
(GCS/94/N7/12).
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Table 7. Artifacts from the Whip-O-Will site (IBa274).
Artil~lCt

Class

No.

Com men ts

Bankline Shell Midden Lens (Collection No. DI4)
Lithics
Gro und Stone
Sandstone
General Surface, Beach (Collection No. DIS)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
vw: umjJl!rijil'ri

Undetermined
Baytown Plain
Val:

ullSjJerijil'd

UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID

1

1
3

a slightly elevated, generally north-south trending ridge
which is bounded on the east and west by low swamp
(Figure 31). The site area is covered by open bottomland
hardwood forest interspersed with palmettos and other
understory vegetation. The acljacent swamp is dominated
by cypress and Tupelo gum trees. A two-track vehicle trail
runs the length of the levee ridge, crossing the site. The
midden areas were first identified during our survey by the
presence of small sherds and shell fragmen ts in the deeper
ruts of the vehicle trail.
Site 1Mb179 consists of two primary shell midden deposits located about 110 m apart. They were designated
Locales I and II. In both areas, the cultural deposits are
buried by about 40 to 50 cm of alluvial soil, except where
exposed in wheel ruts, tree-falls, crawfish chimneys, and
animal burrows.
LamIe I-This is the northernmost of the two middens
(Figure 32). It is represented on the surface by Rangiashell
fragments and small sherds scattered over the vehicle trail
for some 20 m or so. A small surface collection (D44)
contained predominantly Mobile Cord Marked sherds,
indicating a Tensaw Lake phase component (Table 8).
Soil probe testing revealed a buried shell midden measuring about 9 m north to south by 6 m east to west. It
began approximately 50 cm below the surface and was
about 10 cm thick near the center. Sparse quantities of
shell occurred in a couple of probe tests south of this main
deposit, but the well-defined midden was confined to this
small area. Where the surface dips down to a small eastwest drainage which cuts through the ridge, the shell
stratum remains level in elevation, being only 20 cm or less
below the surface in some places. This suggests that the
small drainage probably represents a log-skid rut or a
crevasse break which post-dates the midden.

Figure 31. Rick Fuller and Jim Ambrosino probe test the
area between Locales I and II at the Carpenter (IMbI79)
site. The swamp can be seen to the east (GCS/94/N8/21).

Laral£' II-This part of the site begins about 110 m south
of Locale I (Figures 33 and 34). As with Locale I, it was
evident as a sparse scatter of shell fragments in the rutted
vehicle track. Two overturned trees and an animal burrow
revealed evidence of dense shell midden deposits cen-

Carpenter (lMb179)
Locale I

Drainage (Old Log Skid?)

N

t
Sm

Approximate Scale
Approximate
5mContour

Collection: D44
Measurements:
A-811m

C-O
E-F

o

6m
20m

Negative Shell Hit with Soil Probe

® Positive Shell Hit with Soil Probe
C1!> Photo Direction

~

~

Figure 32. Sketch map of Locale I at the Carpenter (1Mb 179)
site.
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Table 8. Artifacts from the Carpenter site (IMbI79).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale I, General Surface (Collection No. D44)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
7
UID Decorated on Coon Neck Plain
2
Coon Neck Plain
2
Weeden Island Plain
Total Indian Pottery
12
Locale II, Small Tree-fall and Animal Burrow (Collection No. D45)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
2
Total Indian Pottery
3
Locale II, Large Tree-fall and Animal Burrow (Collection No. D46)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Autauga/Whiteoak Punctated
Furrs Cord Marked
UID Brushed on Baytown Plain
Val: unsjJecijied
UID Roughened, Coarse Sand Tempered
2
Undetermined
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
7

Rim

Locale II, General Surface (Collection No. D47)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery

tered in the highest part of the ridge. Probe tests encountered a buried midden measuring about 40 m northwest to
southeast and about 18 m southwest to northeast at its
widest part. The latter occurred near the southern end of
the site, corresponding to the highest part of the rise. The
probe tests indicated a more diffuse shell scatter extending eastward from the edge of the levee a short way in to the
swamp. The latter may be a formerly active river channel,
with the diffuse spread of shells perhaps representing
erosional wash-outs along the bankline during or soon
after the site's occupation.
The soil probes near the central and highest part of
Locale II showed that the midden starts about 25 cm below
the surface and is about 30 cm thick. Probing also indicated that the midden thinned out and fell offin elevation
in all directions from the center. Thus, the buried deposit
has the shape of a low shell mound.

We made three collections at Locale II: 045, from a
small tree-fall and an associated animal burrow; 046, from
a larger tree-fall nearby; and 047, from the vehicle trail
(Table 8). Collections 045 and 047 comprise Mobile Cord
Marked and Hubbard Check Stamped sherds (Figure 35ce), indicating a Tensaw Lake phase component similar to
the one identified for Locale I. Collection 046 features
FUlTS Cord Marked plus surface roughened and finger
punctated sherds (Figure 35a-b). Again, a Late Woodland
period component is indicated. However, it is a different
kind of ceramic assemblage than usually is associated with
Tate's Hammock, Coden or Tensaw Lake phase sites in the
region. Rather, it is reminiscent of Late Woodland period
assemblages which are more at home in the central Alabama River Valley.
The materials from the vehicle ruts (047) probably
derived from the top of the deposit, while the tree-falls and
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About 25 m northwest of Locale II, a small amount of
shell was detected in a soil probe in the center of the levee
ridge. It appeared to be a very small, thin lens of shell; no
artifacts were found. Therefore, this location was not given
a separate locale designation.
In summary, Carpenter is a Rangia shell midden site
situated on an old levee of Middle River and separated
from the present river by a relict channel. The site comprises two discrete midden areas. Identified pottery indicates a Late Woodland period date for the site as a whole,
with an estimated overall date range of A.D. 600-1100. A
Tensaw Lake phase component and an earlier, possibly
non-local component are represented. At the time the site
was occupied, the presently relict channel feature may
have been an active stream, perhaps complete with a viable
Rangia bed. The same channel may have bordered the
Little Lizard Creek site (1Ba195), which is located a short
distance to the south. Little Lizard Creek has major Late
Woodland period components.

Little Lizard Creek (lBa195)
This is a large, multi-component shell midden site located on Little Lizard Creek near its confluence with
Middle River (Figures 36 and 37). The site is characterized
by dense refuse deposits containing numerous Rangia
shells, artifacts, and bones. These form a linear midden
\
'\

"
Figure 33. Sketch map of Locale II at the Carpenter
(lMb179) site.
animal burrow (D45, D46) brought up more deeply buried materials (note: the sherds in Collections D45 and D46
are much larger than those in D4 7). Th us, Locale II at the
Carpenter site may reflect some time-depth within the
Late Woodland period.

c
d

San

I

e

Figure 34. Jim Ambrosino surveys collection area D46 in
Locale II at the Carpenter (lMb179) site (GCS 94 N8/
20).

Figure 35. Artifacts from the Carpenter (lMb179) site. a,
Furrs Cord Marked; b, Autauga/Whiteoak Puncta ted (rim);
c, Hubbard Check Stamped; d-e, Mobile Cord Marked.
Provenience: c-e, D45; a-b, D46 (GCS/95/Nl/12).
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Figure 36. Sketch map of the Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95)
site.
which extends about 200 meters along the south side of
the creek. At the center of this portion of the site, cultural
materials begin at or just below the surface and continue
over a meter in depth. A camphouse is located just behind
this central part of the midden. The camp has an associated dock, the construction of which impacted some of the
thickest deposits. However, the greatest disturbance has
been, and continues to be, the steady erosion of the
bankline by Little Lizard Creek. One benefit of this erosion is that the site has produced some of the largest
pottery collections from anywhere in the delta. At low tide,
the beach area along Little Lizard Creek is covered with
redeposited shells and sherds. Interspersed among these
are animal bones and fragments of tabular sandstone;
many of the latter show evidence of having been burned
and so probably represent the remains of hearths.
The m~ority of artifacts collected at the site derived
from eroding areas on either side of the dock, where there
are almost con tinuous midden deposits over a meter deep.
Periodically, discrete lenses or strata are apparent within
these deposits. The bankline midden continues approximately 100 meters west of the dock, where it gradually dips
farther below the surface and tapers off in thickness and
density. Midden also continues eastward from the dock
about 90 meters or so toward Middle River. Although
remaining quite thick, this eastern part of the linear
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midden gradually moves away from the creek edge, forming a low ridge rather than an exposed bankline deposit.
About 40 meters from Middle River, the ridge bends
abruptly to the south, paralleling the river for another 200
meters or so. This southward projecting arm is separated
from the river by a linear slough which represen ts an older
channel. The midden deposits in this area form a low
north-to-south trending ridge which probably occupies
part of an old natural levee of the relict channel. Because
it has not been exposed to bankline erosion, this part of
the site is relatively intact. At the extreme southern end is
a low rise which appears to be a discrete midden pile. This
small, roughly circular rise is separated from the main
ridge by a low saddle which may represent a break in the
deposits.
Little Lizard Creek was first recorded in 1980 by N. R.
Stowe of the University of South Alabama (Stowe
1981:100-104). At that time, the beach areas along the
creek yielded abundant Weeden Island, Tensaw Lake
phase, and Pensacola pottery as well as several fiber tempered sherds (Stowe 1981:Table 20). These indicated the
presence of Gulf Formational, Late Woodland, and Mississippi period components, with the latter two predominating. Due to the lack of erosion, the eastern part of the site
produced much smaller collections. However, Stowe was
able to obtain some material from the roots ofa large tree
overturned by Hurricane Frederic in 1979 (Stowe
1981:Table 20). Pottery in this collection showed that a
Pensacola component was present in that part of the site.
Members of the Gulf Coast Survey of the Alabama
Museum of Natural History first visited the site in 1993
during excavations at the nearby Bottle Creek site. At that
time, we made a large artifact collection (C28) from the
eroding middenjust west of the dock. During our survey of
the Mound Island area in 1994, we obtained additional
collections from three locales. These are described below.
Locale J- This is part of the bankline midden extending

Figure 37. Rick Fuller and Jim Ambrosino at the Little
Lizard Creek (IBaI95) site (GCS 94 N8 1).
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Collection D30 contains a couple ofTensaw Lake phase
sherds but is dominated by shell tempered pottery, including several Bottle Creek phase markers (Figure 42). Collection D31 is nearly pure late Weeden Island, probably
dating to the Coden phase (Figure 43). It is characterized
by numerous Wakulla Check Stamped and Weeden Island
Plain pottery along with several of the distinctive Weeden
Island rims. Weeden Island Plain and Wakulla Check
Stamped also dominate Collection D32, although smaller
numbers of Tensaw Lake phase and Pensacola sherds are
present as well (Figures 44-46). The latter include several
Bottle Creek phase varieties. Also present in Collection
D32 are indicators of an earlier Weeden Island-related
component dating to the Tate's Hammock phase. The key
types include Indian Pass Incised, Weeden Island Red, and
a late variant of Swift Creek Complicated Stamped. Pottery
in Collection C28 is similar to Collection D32 but with an
even higher representation of Bottle Creek phase ceramics (Figure 47). C28 also includes a sherd of Bayou La

c
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Figure 38. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95)
site. a, Carrabelle Incised; b, Furrs Cord Marked (rim); c,
Indian Pass Incised; d, McLeod Linear Check Stamped
(rim); e, Saltillo Fabric Marked; f-g, Wakulla Check Stamped
(f, with "Weeden Island B" rim; g, circular, flat base); h-i,
Weeden Island Punctated (i, rim). Provenience: a-i, D33
(GCS/95/NI/7).

eastward along the creek from a bank projection near the
dock to the eastern end of the site. We made two separate
collections from Locale I: D33, from the redeposited material on the beach; and D34, from in situ midden exposed in
the bank face (Tables 9 and 10; Figures 38 and 39). Collection D33 features Weeden Island and Pensacola pottery
representing probable Tate's Hammock, Coden, Bottle
Creek I, and Bottle Creek II phase components. Collection
D34 largely comprises Tensaw Lake phase and Weeden
Island types.
Locale II-This is part of the bankline midden extending from the bank projection west of the dock to the
western end of the site (Figures 40 and 41). A thick
midden deposit at the eastern end of Locale II appeared to
be stratified, although easily separable layers were not
obvious. We made three collections in Locale II: D30, from
the upper in situ shell midden at the eastern end; D31,
from the lower midden at this same locale; and D32, from
the redeposited materials on the beach (Tables 11 and 12).
Our earlier collection, C28, also came from the beach in
Locale II (Table 13).

d

e

s""
I

Figure 39. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95)
site. a, Hubbard Check Stamped; b, Mobile Cord Marked;
c, Mississippi Plain, var. Devil's Bend (loop handle with
flattened node); d, Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified
(rim); e, Moundville Engraved, var. Havana; f, Pensacola
Incised, var. Holmes (rim). Provenience: a-f, D33 (GCS/
95/NI/8).
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Table 9. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (lBa195), Locale I, beach.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Collection No. D33

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Middle River Incised
vaT. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
vaT. Havana
Pensacola Incised
vaT. Gasque
vaT. Holmes
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Graveline Plain
vm: unsjJfcified
Guillory Plain
vm: ullsjJecijiNI
Mississippi Plain
vm: Bec/m III
vm: Devils Bl'I1d
Vlll: 'lIJlsjH'rijied

Late Woodland
Carrabelle Incised
FUlTS Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Indian Pass Incised
McLeod Linear Check Stamped
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Saltillo Fabric Marked
va I: lUlSjJerijil'd

Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Punctated
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
UID Roughened, Grit Tempered
UID Roughened, Sand Tempered
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
UID Incised, Coarse Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain
vm: 'llnsjJfcijied
Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Hammerstone
Other
Fired Clay

1
Rim (With Exterior Notched Lip)

1
1

Rim

1

2

7

1 Rim ("Gasque," Notched)

3

24

9

Rim ("Beckum")
2 Rims, 1 Loop Handle (With Flattened Node)
5 Rims

1

9
7

1 Rim

Rim
2

3
27
2
6

1 Rim
2 Rims (1 "Hubbard Landing," 1 "Weeden
Island B"); 1 Base (Circular, Flat)
1 Rim
1 With Incised Lines

1

9

17

3 Rims (2 "Weeden Island D")

4
6

1 Rim ("Weeden Island B")
3 Rims

152
Tabular Sandstone
Quartz Pebble
Possible Pottery Clay

Fuller and Brown
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Table 10. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95), Locale I, midden.
Artifact Class

No.

E. End (Collection No. D34)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
Late Woodland
Carrabelle Incised
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
1
UID Check Stamped. Coarse Sand Tempered
2
UID Roughened. Coarse Sand Tempered
3
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
13

Comments

Rim
Rim ("Weeden Island D")

1 With Diamond Checks

Figure 41. Profile of the western portion of Locale II at the
Little Lizard Creek (lBa195) site (GCS/94 N8 4).

Figure 40. Profile of the eastern portion of Locale II at the
Little Lizard Creek (lBa195) site (GCS/94/N8/5).

Batre Stamped. substantiating a Gulf Formational period
component for the site (Table 13).
Io al Ill-This is the low shell heap located at the
ext! erne southeastern end of the site. It is situated at the
southern end of the southward trending ridge which parallels Middle River. We collected several sherds from
around animal burrows at Locale III (D35). These represent Mississippian and Weeden Island-related components
(Table 14).
In summary. the Little Lizard Creek site was an important part of the late prehistoric settlement system in this
part of the Mobile-Tensaw delta. It represents long-term
intensive use of the abundant food resources available in
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Table 11. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (lBa195), Locale II, upper and lower middens.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Upper Midden (Collection No. D30)

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Middle River Incised
Va/: Middle River
Mound Place Incised
Val: Waltons Camp
Moundville Engraved
Val: unsjJecified
Moundville Incised
vm: Bottle Creell
Val: unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vw: Devil's Bend
Bell Plain
Val: ullsjJecijied
Guillory Plain
vw: Briar LallI'
Mississippi Plain
Va?: Devil's Bend
Va?: ullsjJecified
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Coon Neck Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal
Lower Midden
Indian Potttery
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
McVay Brushed
Mobile Cord Marked
Wakulla Check Stamped
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
Weeden Island Plain
Weeden Island Plain, wi Shell
Undetermined
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

Rim

2

1 With Wedge Punclations

2
Rim
9

5

I Rim
1 Rim

2

29

2
(Collection No. D31)

2

1 Rim ("Hubbard Landing")

1
1

On Weeden Island Ware

3
4
1
4
I

2
2
21

1 Rim ("Wakulla")

Rim
2 Rims (1 "Weeden Island B")
Rim ("Weeden Island A")

Fuller and Brown
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Table 12. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95), Locale II, beach.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Collection No. D32
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
O'Olive Engraved
Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. unspecified
Late Woodland
Oeas Pinched
French Fork Incised
vaT. unspecifipd
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Indian Pass Incised
Mobile Cord Marked
Pontchartrain Check Stamped
vaT. unspecified
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
Tucker Ridge Pinched
Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Puncta ted
Weeden Island Red
UIO Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
UIO Incised on Weeden Island Plain
UIO Roughened on Baytown Plain
var. unsperified
UIO Roughened, Coarse Sand Tempered
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vaT. unsjJpcified
UID Grit Tempered Plain
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Fragments
Unmodified Fragments
Faunal Remains
Bone
Drum Fish
UID Fish
Turtle
UIO Mammal
Other
Fired Clay

1
1
5

7

2 Rims (Bowls)

1

On Coon Neck Plain Ware

4

2 Rims ("Hubbard Landing")
1 Rim ("Hubbard Landing")

3

3

1

43

Late Variant; Rim
Rim ("Weeden Island B")
1 With Shell; 6 Rims (2 "Hubbard Landing,"
1 "Weeden Island A," 1 "Weeden Island 0")

1

2
1
13
1
1
8
15

Rim (Expanded With Flat, Tiered Lip)
2 Rims

Base (Circular, Flat)
4 Rims (1 "Weeden Is. A," 1 "Weeden Is. C")

2
2
5

5
129
2
3

Sandstone
Sandstone

Mandible With 1 Tooth
2
4

Carapace
1 Femur, 1 Tibia, 2 UID
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Table 13. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95), Locales I and II, beach.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Collection No. C28
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
Rim ("Dominic")

var. Dominic

Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creek

Pensacola Incised
var. Jessamine
vm: unspecified

UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend

UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. unspecified

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unsjJecified

Bell Plain
vm: unsjJecijied

5

1 Rim (,Jessamine")

35

5 Rims, 1 UID Loop Handle Fragment

Graveline Plain
vm:Ailiin

Mississippi Plain
Vlll: Devil:~
VllI:

Bend
unsjJecijied

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Carrabelle Incised
FUlTS Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
Pontchartrain Check Stamped

5

14
4
4

1 Rim ("Weeden Island B")
2 Rims ("Hubbard Landing")

2

vm: 11llsjJecijieri

Wakulla Check Stam ped
vVeeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Red
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
UID Incised on Weeden Island Plain
UID Roughened on Coon Neck Plain
UID Roughened, Sand Tempered
UID Stamped, Sand Tempered
Coon Neck Plain
Weeden Island Plain
Baytown Plain

30

2
5
1

2
Rim ("Weeden Island B")
2

21

vm: unsj!erijied

7 Rims (2 "Hubbard Landing," 1 "''''eeden Island D")
Rim ("Weeden Island B")

vm: umj!ecijied

Late Gulf Formational
Bayou La Batre Stamped
Undetermined
UID Punctated, Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

4 Rims (1 "Hubbard Landing," 2 "Wakulla")
Rims (I "Weeden Island B," 1 "Weeden Island D")
Rim ("Weeden Island A")
1 Rim ("Hubbard Landing")

Base, With Podal Support

2

1 Rim

12
164

Lithics
Ground Fragment
Unmodified Fragment
Other
Daub

4

Sandstone
Sandstone
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Figure 42. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (lBa195)
site. a, Furrs Cord Marked; b, Hubbard Check Stamped; c,
Middle River Incised, var. Middle River; d, Mound Place
Incised, var. Waltons Camp (rim); e, Moundville Engraved,
var. unspecified; f-g, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek (f,
with dot punctations; g, with wedge punctations).
Provenience: a-g, D30 (GCS/95/Nl/2).
the region. Even today, a very large, thriving Rangia
ctt1U'ata bed is present on Middle River only a few meters
from the site. The principal components at 1Ba195 date to
the Late Woodland and Mississippi periods. The high
numbers of large pottery fragments associated with the
extensive midden deposits suggest habitation at times may
have been on the level ofa seasonal hamlet, perhaps even
a village. The great numbers of broken Wakulla Check
Stamped and Weeden Island Plain vessels that were left
behind at 1Ba195 indicate this may have been one of the
more important Coden phase sites in the delta.
The collections from the bankline midden at the eastern end of Locale II reflect a long, perhaps continuous
sequence of components beginning around A.D. 400 or
500 or so and lasting a millennium. In addition, a Gulf
Formational period component may be present down
deep, as indicated by the fiber tempered pottery reported
by Stowe and the Bayou La Batre Stamped sherd in our
Collection C28.
IBa402
This site was recorded in 1976 by Caleb Curren. His site
form indicates 1Ba402 was located on the east bank of
Middle River where Interstate 65 crosses the river (see

Figure 43. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (lBa195)
site. a, Furrs Cord Marked (with "Hubbard Landing" rim);
b, McVay Brushed (on Weeden Island ware); c, Mobile
Cord Marked; d, Wakulla Check Stamped (with "Wakulla"
rim); e, Weeden Island Plain (with "Weeden Island B" rim).
Provenience: a-e, D31 (GCS/95/Nl/3).

Figure 4). This is opposite and just down river from the
mouth of Little Lizard Creek. The only other information
we have for the site is that it was a slight rise, it could only
be reached by boat, and several shell tempered sherds
were found. The site form does state that 1Ba402 was
destroyed by construction of the highway.
During our survey, we attempted to reach the location
of 1Ba402. However, recent siltation around the highway
bridge supports prevented our boat from getting close to
the location. Therefore, the current status of this site is
unknown.
IBa431
There is no existing information on this site other than
a location on a map. The latter shows a site on the south
side of Little Lizard Creek, about 1800 m west of its
confluence with Middle River (see Figure 4). We intended
to visit this site during our survey in order to fill in the
missing information. However, since it is outside the
project area (see Figure 2), this was considered a low
priority, something to be attempted only after the rest of
the survey was done. Unfortunately, rain delays cut short
the time available for such wish-list tasks, so we never got to
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Figure 44. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (I Ba195)
site. a, Indian Pass Incised; b, Swift Creek Complicated
Stamped (late variant; rim); c, Tucker Ridge Pinched (with
"Weeden Island B" rim); d-f, Wakulla Check Stamped (e,
with "Weeden Island A" rim; f, with "Weeden Island D"
rim); g-h, Weeden Island Plain (g, with "Weeden Island A"
rim; h, with "Weeden Island C" rim); i, Weeden Island
Punctated;j, Weeden Island Red (rim). Provenience: a-j,
D32 (GCS/95/NI/4).

the location. So, site IBa431 must remain a mystery until it
can be identified and recorded in a future project.
Tensaw River (IBa271)
The Tensaw River site is a Rangia shell midden lens in
the eastern bank of the upper end of Dominic Creek
(Figure 48). It is contained in an eroding bank projection
which is situated in an outside bend of the channel. The
exposed lens is about 70 m walking distance (50 m straightline distance) from the Tensaw River. It measures approximately 3 m long by 20 cm thick at the center, and is about
150 cm below the surface. In addition to the in-place
midden, abundant shell has been redeposited on the bank
below. Soil probe testing around the shell lens showed that
it extended only about 50 cm or so back into the bank
projection, and not at all into the more substantial and
intact bankline. This indicates site 1Ba271 probably will be
completely gone in a couple of years.

Figure 45. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (IBa195)
site. a, French Fork Incised; b-c, Pontchartrain Check
Stamped (b, with "Hubbard Landing" rim); d, Deas Pinched;
e, Furrs Cord Marked (with "Hubbard Landing" rim); f,
Hubbard Check Stamped (with "Hubbard Landing" rim).
Provenience: a-f, D32 (GCS/95/NI/5).

This part of the Dominic Creek channel contains little
or no water much of the year. However, it discharges a lot
of water as the periodically flooded Mound Island begins
to drain. This is what has caused the exposure and erosion
of the midden. The site itself may date to a time when the
channel was active year-round.
Artifacts are not numerous at IBa271. Much concentratedlooking during two different visits produced a few
sherds (Collection C33 and D67), all of which are shell
tempered (see Table 15). Several are diagnostic of the
Bear Point phase, including Moundville Incised, vm: Douglasand Guillory Plain, vm: GuillOl)'. The site seems to have
been a small protohistoric shellfish collecting locale. It is
related to the several Bear Point phase components
identified in the Mound Island area, including at the
Bottle Creek mound center (lBa2) located 700-800 m to
the south.
Bottle Creek (lBa2)
Bottle Creek was the principal political and ceremonial
center for the Pensacola variant, which was a regional
manifestation ofthe Mississippian cultural tradition. It was
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Figure 46. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95)
site. a, D'Olive Engraved; b, Kimmswick Fabric Impressed,
var. Langston; c, Mississippi Plain, var. unspecified (bowl
rim); d, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek (with dot
punctations). Provenience: a-d, D32 (GCS/95/NI/6).
occupied as early as A.D. 1150 by Mississippian people
who, initially at least, probably were affiliated with the
Moundville variant. Although possibly abandoned as a
Mississippian mound center by the 1600s, it continued to
attract sporadic occupation into the Historic period. Excavations by the University of South Alabama Center for
Archaeological Studies in 1990 and by the Gulf Coast
Survey of the Alabama Museum of Natural History in
1991, 1993 and 1994 have shown that there was a substantial Indian occupation at Bottle Creek in the eighteenth
century.
Site 1Ba2 is located at the northern end of Mound
Island, an extensive, mostly swampy tract bounded by
Dominic Creek, Bottle Creek, and the Tensaw River (Figure 49) . The site is associated with a slightly higher elevation that appears to be part relict natural levee and part
artificial construction. Bottle Creek is located in the very
heart of the Mobile-Tensaw delta. Situated as it was near
the intersections of m~or east-west trails and north-south
water routes, the mound center controlled or influenced a
large region in southwestern Alabama and the northcentral Gulf Coast. Otherwise, its setting in a bottomland
swamp is extremely unusual for a Mississippian mound
complex.

I

Figure 47. Artifacts from the Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95)
site. a-b, Furrs Cord Marked (b, rim); c-e, Wakulla Check
Stamped; f, Baytown Plain, var. unspecified (with "Weeden
Island B" rim); g, Mulberry Creek Cord Marked; h,
Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek; i, Pensacola Incised,
var.Jessamille. Provenience: a-i, C28 (GCS/95/NI/I).

The Bottle Creek site covers at least 20 hectares (see
Figure 3). The overall layout is an elongated arc oriented
west-southwest to east-northeast. There are at least eighteen mounds, the largest of which (Mound A) is a rectangular platform about 14 m tall. The others range from an

Figure 48. Jim Ambrosino records the shell midden at the
Tensaw River (IBa271) site (GCS 94 N9 22).
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Table 14. Artifacts from Little Lizard Creek (IBaI95),
Locale III.
Artifact Class

No.
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General Surface (Collection No. D35)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
var. Langston
1
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecified
1
UID Puncta ted on Mississippi Plain

Bottle Creek (lBa2) and
Northwest Portion of
Mound Island Project Area
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Sketched from Infrared Photo
Scott Flight 89, No. 811 2123/86
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var. unspecified

Bell Plain
var. unspecified

1

Guillory Plain
var. unspecified

Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
UID Incised, Sand Tempered
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal

1
3
N

1
2

t

1
13

.j()()m

Approllimale Scale

Figure 49. Sketch map of the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site and
the northwest portion of the Mound Island region.

2

elongated platform mound about 6 m tall (Mound B) to
low platform mounds, burial mounds, and midden heaps
1 to 3 m high. In addition to mounds, various low ridges
and irregular elevations show evidence of former habitation. Undoubtedly, there are many other features and

midden areas which lack obvious surface expression and,
therefore, have not been adequately documented.
Bottle Creek was placed on the National Register of
Historic Places in the 1970s. Most of the site was acquired
by the State of Alabama in 1991. Recently, it was declared a
National Historic Landmark.

Table 15. Artifacts from the Tensaw River site (lBa27I).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Redeposited Shell Midden (Collection Nos. C33, D67)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Moundville Incised
vm: Douglas

Bell Plain
vm: unspecified

4

2 Rims

Graveline Plain
var. unspecified

Rim

Guillory Plain
vm: Briar Lake
var. Guillor),

1

Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

9
17

History ofInvestigations
The earliest recorded description of the Bottle Creek
site may have been by Pierre Le Moyne d'Iberville in 1702.
Writing in his journal at the nearby French settlement,
Iberville tells of his brother Bienville's examination of
"several abandoned Indian settlements on the islands in
the vicinity" (McWilliams 1981:168). One of the abandoned settlements seems to have had special significance
to the Indians:

1 Rim

He got an Indian to show him the place where their
gods are, about which all the neighboring nations make
such a fuss and to which the Mobilians used to come and
offer sacrifices. The Indians claim that a person cannot
touch them without dying on the spot and that they came
down from the sky. A gun had to be given the Indian who
showed where they were; he did not get closer to them than
10 steps away, and with his back turned. It took a search to
locate them on a little hill among the canes, near an old
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village that is destroyed, on one of these islands. The gods
were brought here. They are five images-a man, a woman,
a child, a bear, and an owl-made of plaster in the likeness
of Indians of this country. [McWilliams 1981:168-169]

In addition to Iberville's description, there is historical
cartographic evidence which suggests the Bottle Creek site
was the location of the destroyed village and the "hill
among the canes" where the five pottery effigies were
obtained. Iberville sent the effigies back to France where,
apparently, they have since disappeared.
The first systematic description of the Bottle Creek site
was by Andrew Bigelow in the early 1850s (Bigelow 1853).
Included in Bigelow's report was the first published map of
the site (Stowe and Fuller 1993:Fig. 3). It depicts nine
mounds, a borrow pit and an "ancient canal." Bigelow also
indicated there were several other mounds at the site that
were not on his map. In addition to the various prehistoric
features and artifacts Bigelow noted at the site, he described an Indian burial associated with Mound F (Mound
o on the current map). The burial was accompanied by
eighteenth-century glass beads.
The August 18,1898, issue of the Baldwin Times contains
a story about a Mr. Walter W. English who had a collection
ofIndian relics from Bottle Creek. Apparently, Mr. English
had dug up an Indian burial at the site. Among the items in
his collection were a red pipe bowl (probably catlinite or a
related material), some stone effigy fragments, a badly
rusted flintlock gun, and a number of glass beads. Interestingly, the article's description of the beads indicates they
are the same kind as Bigelow's: large, pale blue to clear
spherical beads of wire-wound glass. Classifiable as type
WIAI or WIA 7 (Brain 1979:PI III), such beads typically are
associated with eighteenth-century sites.
In 1905, Clarence B. Moore briefly described the Bottle
Creek site. Although Moore claimed he did not dig there,
he obtained a collection from a large pit that had been
made in the western side of the big mound by "former
diggers." There is a good chance that the pit could have
resulted from one of Walter English's digs.
In the early 1930s, a crew from the Alabama Museum of
Natural History, directed by David L. Dejarnette, dug in
several of the smaller mounds at the Bottle Creek site.
Dejarnette encountered rich midden deposits and, in one
location, evidence of an Indian structure. No report of this
work was published, although Nicholas H. Holmes analyzed and reported on some of the artifacts many years
later (Holmes 1963). In 1991, the present authors reanalyzed Dejarnette's entire Bottle Creek collection, along
with all other artifacts from the site that were stored at
Moundville at that time (Fuller and Brown 1993). The
information from this work helped us to formulate a series
of hypotheses about the origins, culture-history, and demise of the mound center. These have since been tested
and revised based on the results of more recent excavations at the site.
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In 1990, the University of South Alabama conducted
test excavations in three of the smaller mounds at Bottle
(Gremillion 1993; Silvia n.d.). The
Creek: E, F and
excavations in E and F encountered rich midden deposits
containing numerous food remains and pottery sherds.
Artifact analysis and radiocarbon dating showed that
much of the activity in those locales occurred during the
Bottle Creek II phase, or about A.D. 1350-1550. The
Mound F unit also encountered an intrusive eighteenthcentury burial. The U.S.A. test excavation in Mound 0,
the location of Bigelow's burial, showed that it probably
was constructed in a single episode. Thin burned layers at
its base indicate a prepared surface. Pottery from the
Mound 0 unit form a nearly pure Protohistoric/Early
Historic period assemblage.
More important than their excavations, perhaps, was
the detailed topographic map of the Bottle Creek site
produced by the U.S.A. team (Waselkov 1993:Fig. 1). This
map, which has been revised and updated several times
since 1990, has proven to be an extremely valuable tool for
all subsequent work at the site.
In the summer of 1991, the Gulf Coast Survey of the
Alabama Museum of Natural History completed a onemonth archaeological investigation at Bottle Creek. Every
mound from A to 0 was surface collected, as were the areas
between and around the mounds. In addition to yielding
good intrasite surface pattern information, this initial collecting suggested which parts of the site would be productive for excavation.
Also in 1991, we opened two test excavations in Mound
L, a medium-size flat-topped mound in the southern part
of the site (Brown and Fuller n.d.b). These excavations
showed that the bulk of Mound L probably dates to the
Bottle Creek I and II phases. Early on, it supported a
workshop involving the manufacture and use of
microlithic tools. Remains of a wall-trench building or
retaining wall were observed deep in the mound. Also
associated with this early mound stage was a series of thin
burned layers plus several fire hearths. These early features and floors were buried by a thick clay cap. Numerous
features representing two late buildings were encountered
in the top 50 centimeters of the mound, above this cap.
One structure appeared to date to protohistoric times, ca.
A.D. 1550-1700, while the other was thought to be historic,
after A.D. 1700.
In 1993, we excavated two-meter test units in Mounds C
and 0, a close-spaced pair of small mounds located in the
northwestern part of the site. The excavations revealed
deep, very rich midden deposits. Among the more
significant findings were the following: evidence ofa palisade bordering this part of the site; remains of probable
house structures dating early in the site's history; tremendous quantities of very well preserved bone and shell;
large quantities of plant remains, including maize; and
abundant artifacts. Artifacts recovered from Mounds C
and 0 included numerous pottery sherds, pieces of cut
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mica, microlithic stone tools, fragments of cut shell, and
pieces of native copper. In addition to the craft activities
suggested by the cut shell, copper, mica, and microliths,
the abundant pottery provided insights into the chronology of Bottle Creek. Ceramic analysis indicated that the
first Mississippian occupants, probably around A.D. 11501250, had close ties to Moundville. They may even have
originated in the Moundville culture area. Some of the
pottery from this early component also shows ties to contemporary cultures in the Lower Mississippi Valley. Pottery
from the later levels indicates a progressive stylistic evolution away from Moundville and Plaquemine wares toward
a local Pensacola ceramic complex.
Also in 1993, a crew supervised by Diane Silvia opened
up a block excavation in the vicinity of the 1991 test units
in Mound L. The excavation partially uncovered the remains of at least two late structures on top of the mound.
Construction features indicated rectangular buildings
with walls made of vertical posts set in trenches. In addition
to a large sample of historic Indian pottery, a number of
European artifacts were recovered, including glass beads,
hand-wrought spikes and nails, and part of a flintlock
pistol. Also during the 1993 season, another small mound
(Mound P) was discovered west of Mounds C and D.
In 1994, the Gulf Coast Survey tested a midden deposit
at the base of Mound A. The excavation encountered wellstratified midden layers and construction zones associated
with the builders and residents of the big mound. Below
these was a series of pre-mound midden and alluvial deposits. Analyses of the stratigraphy and artifacts indicates the
construction of Mound A began as early as A.D. 1250 and
that it continued to be occupied and added to as late as the
1500s. The pre-mound midden deposits, probably dating
around A.D. 1150 to 1250, were somewhat sparse and may
have been associated with an active stream channel. The
latter is no longer in evidence, having been buried by
centuries of alluvial soil, mound construction, and
midden accumulation.
Also in 1994, we investigated an unusual terrace projection associated with Mound B. This odd, ramp-like feature
projects northeastward from the northern end of the
mound. An excavation trench across the terrace revealed
the remains of two walls representing portions of Indian
structures or palisades on its top. Artifacts suggest these
walls and an underlying clay cap date to the Bottle Creek I
phase or later (i.e., after A.D . 1250). Farther downslope
were the remains of a retaining wall which was used to
build the clay cap. Building layers below the cap show that
construction was started relatively early. Pottery from
those levels indicate a pre-Pensacola, Moundville-related
component, perhaps dating about 1150 to 1250. Shovel
tests in a large depression located acljacent to Mound B
showed that it was the likely source of the construction fill
for the Mound B terrace.
It should be noted that Bigelow's map, which is quite
accurate in many respects, shows a projecting rectangular
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platform associated with Mound B rather than the arcuate
ridge that is present today. His site map, perspective drawing, and descriptions all suggest this feature was rectangular with a level top, was about the same width and length
but half as high as the main part of Mound B, and projected from the entire eastern side of the mound rather
than just the northern end. Considering the detail and
accuracy of most of his descriptions and drawings of the
site, it is difficult to reconcile the current linear projection
at Mound B with Bigelow's bal\court-Iooking platform.
Thus, there is a strong possibility that the current shape
represents alteration of this feature sometime after his
visit. We know there was a hay barn on or near the Mound
B terrace when Dejarnette was at the site in the early 1930s.
The location was referred to as the Barn Mound in at least
one photograph from that period. Also, our excavation
trench uncovered features and artifacts relating to a late
nineteenth-century occupation on top of the terrace. We
do know that an African-American man was living on the
site in the 1890s; local informants told us that several
families may have lived there in the late 1800s and early
1900s. We also know that cattle and pigs were present at the
site during this period. Therefore, it is possible that the
shape of Bigelow's Mound B platform was altered after his
visit, perhaps to provide easier access to the top of the
mound for livestock during floods.
The large block excavation on top of Mound L was
completed during the 1994 season . Hundreds of features
relating to posts, wall trenches, daub deposits, fire hearths
and trash pits associated with the late structures were
uncovered, mapped and recorded. In addition, portions
of at least one other late building were found adjacent to
the original two. Therefore, although most of the mound
construction at Bottle Creek seems to have occurred in
prehistoric times, the summit of Mound L saw considerable house construction and habitation in protohistoric
and historic times.
The Recent Survey
Although our controlled surface collection of Bottle
Creek was conducted in 1991 and has been supplemented
by various additional surface collections since then,
we are presenting the results for the first time in this
report. Additionally, during our recent survey of Mound
Island, we revisited and recorded Mound P; at the same
time, we identified and recorded two previously unknown
mounds, Q and R, plus additional midden locales. Together, the new midden areas along with Mounds P-R
represent a poorly known sub-area of the Bottle Creek site.
This western complex is located across a relict channel
from Mounds C and D; it has not as yet been incorporated
into the current contour map of the site.
MOllnd A-This is by far the largest mound at the site
(Figure 50) . It is a rectangular platform mound about 14 m
high and with a basal diameter of about 75 m east-west by
65 m north-south. The flat, rectangular summit measures
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Figure 50. Collection areas at the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site.

approximately 25 m east to west by 10 m north to south.
The remnant ofa ramp is evident on the southern slope of
Mound A. It fronts a small plaza area between Mounds A,
B, L, M and N. Surface collections were made at eight
locations associated with Mound A.
Collection A56 came from in and around a looter's pit
at the eastern end of the summit, while A57 was from a
looter's pit in the center of the summit (Table 16) . The two
collections are very similar. Not surprisingly, they form a
Pensacola assem blage (Figure 51a-b). The Aihin, Dominic,
and Briar La/u sherds plus the "Dominic" rim point to a
definite Bottle Creek I phase occupation. No markers of
the Bottle Creek II phase or later are present.
Collections A58 and C20 came from the large looter's
trench on the upper western slope (Table 17). The trench
begins near the edge of the summit and continues about a
third of the way downslope. As with the collections from
the summit, the area produced Bottle Creek I phase pottery but no definite Bottle Creek II diagnostics. However, a
minor Late Protohistoric or Early Historic component is
indicated by a specimen of Graveline Plain, vm: Graveline.
The two Moundville sherds date either to the Bottle Creek
I phase component or to an earlier Andrews Place phase
occupation (Figure 51c).
Collection A59 was from a tree-fall and looters' pit on
the lower western slope, just below the trench (Table 18).
It features a Port Dauphin phase (Early Historic) assemblage plus several Bottle Creek I and Bottle Creek II phase
markers. Also, there seems to be a minor Late Woodland
period component, perhaps dating to the Tate's Hammock phase (Figure 51d-i).
Collection A60 came from a tree-fall on the northeastern toe of the mound (Table 19) . It yielded a less diagnos-
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Figure 51. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound A. a, Addis Plain, var. ullSpecified (rim); b, D'Olive
Incised, var. Dominic (with "Dominic" rim); c, Moundville
Incised, var. Moundville; d, D'Olive Incised, var. ullSpecified;
e, Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified (with "Jessamine"
rim); f, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek; g, Pensacola
Incised, var. ullSpecified; h, Weeden Island Punctated; i,
Unmodified Bladelet (unidentified white chert).
Provenience: a-b, A56 (east end ofsummit); c,A58 (looter's
trench on upper west slope); d-i, A59 (tree-fall/looter's pit
on lower west slope) (GCS/95/N2/14).
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Table 16. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound A,
summit.
Artifact Class
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No.

Comments

Surface, E. End (Collection No. A56)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
Rim ("Dominic")
V(//: Dominic
Bell Plain
4
2 Rims
Val: 111lsjJecijird
Graveline Plain
vm: Ai/dn
Mississippi Plain
1 Rim
vm: l111sjJecijied
14
Undetermined
Addis Plain
Rim
vm: UllsjJl'cijin/
Baytown Plain
VrtI: u1l.IjJecijied
Total Indian PoLtery
22
Other
4
Daub
UID Fired Clay
3
Near Looters' Pit, Center (Collection No. A57)
Indian Pouery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
On A ill in Ware
Vll1: Dominic
Bell Plain
VrtI: unspecified
Guillory Plain
vm: Briar Lake
Mississippi Plain
1 Black Filmed
6
Val: unspecijied
1 Rim
UID Shell Tempered Plain
5
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
var. unspecified
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
1
Total Indian Pottery
16
Metal
UID Iron Nail
Other
2
UID Fired Clay

tic Pensacola assemblage (Figure 52a-b). The Pensacola
sherd indicates a possible Bear Point phase (Protohistoric
period) component. Other pottery in the collection probably dates to the Bottle Creek I and/or Bottle Creek II
phase.
Collection A61 came from an eroded area in the middle
of the northern slope,just below the summit (Table 19). It
contains a small, undiagnostic Mississippian assemblage.
Collection A62 was from several closely spaced animal

Table 17. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound A,
upper west slope.
Artfact Class

No.

Comments

Looters' Trench (Collection Nos. A58, C20)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
Val: Dominic
vm: unsjJecijird
Moundville Incised
vm: MOU1ulviilr
2
UID Engraved on Lafitte Plain
1
vm: unspecijied
UID Incised on Bell Plain
Base (Flat)
V(l): u1J5jJecijied
2
UID Punctated on Bell Plain
V(l): unsjJecijird
Bell Plain
vm: Sloe/lion
2
VllI: ltnsjJecijirc/
8
Graveline Plain
vm: Ailtin
1
vm: Gravl'line
Lafitte Plain
2
vm: unspl'cijied
Mississippi Plain
6 Rims
21
VllI: unspecijied
UID Shell Tempered Plain
10
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vm: unspecified
Baytown Plain
var. unspecijied
Total Indian Pottery
53
Lithics
1 Chert Pebble;
Unmodified Stone
2
1 Sandstone
Other
4
UID Fired Clay

burrows located about halfway up the northern slope
(Table 20). It features a Bottle Creek I phase and/ or Bottle
Creek II phase pottery assemblage (Figure 52c). Salt Creeh
dates to both phases, while Moundville Incised with wedgeshaped punctations is most common during the Bottle
Creek I phase.
Collections A63 and D4 came from a tree-fall at the base
of the northwestern slope (Table 21). The tree-fall is near
the site of our 1994 test excavation (described above). In
fact, the large amount of shell midden we observed in its
roots was one factor in selecting this location for the
excavation. Another factor was the presence of Bottle
Creek I phase and Bottle Creek II phase markers, indicating some time-depth for the midden deposit (Figure 52dg).
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Table 18. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound A, lower
west slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

b

Tree-fall and Looters' Pit (Collection No. A59)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
var. MaryAnn
On AikinWare

c

e

var. unspecified

Mound Place Incised
Rim ('Jessamine")

var. unspecified

Moundville Engraved
var. un specified

2

1 Rim

Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creek
var. unspecified

3
2

g

1 With Wedge
Punctations

Pensacola Incised
var. unspecified

4

Port Dauphin Incised
var. unspecified

4

1 Rim ("Gasque")

6

1 Rim

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vm: unspecified

UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
Carinated Shoulder

var. unspecified

UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

2

Bell Plain
var. Ft. Conde
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

16
3
20

1 Rim
1 Rim

Graveline Plain
var. Graveline

2

Lafitte Plain
vm: unspecified

3

Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Weeden Island Punctated?
UID Incised, UID Sand Tempered
Addis Plain
var. unspecified

2
80 4 Rims (l With UID
Handle Scar)
11
2 Rims
1
1
4

Baytown Plain
vm: unspecified

UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Utilized Flakes
Unmodified Bladelet
Other
Daub
UID Fired Clay

Figure 52. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound A. a, D'Olive Engraved; b, Pensacola Incised, var.
Pensacola; c, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek
(with "Beckum" rim); d, D'Olive Incised, var. MaryAnn; e,
Moundville Engraved, var. Havana (rim); f, Moundville
Incised, var. Snows Bend; g, Pensacola Incised, var. Holmes
(rim). Provenience: a-b, A60 (tree-fall on northeastern
toe); c, A62 (animal burrows in northwestern slope); d-g,
A63 (tree-fall on northwestern toe) (GCS/95/N2/15).

5

2
177
1

1
2

Coastal Plain Agate
UID White Chert

In summary, the various collections from Mound A
reveal strong components dating to the Bottle Creek I
phase (ca. A.D. 1200/1250 to 1350/1400) and the Bottle
Creek II phase (ca. A.D. 1350/1400 to 1550). Minor components are indicated for the pre-Pensacola Andrews
Place phase, the Protohistoric period Bear Point phase,
and the Late Woodland period. The Early Historic period
Port Dauphin phase is represented by Collection A59 and,
to a lesser extent, Collections A58 and C20. Since these
collections came from within, around, andjust downslope
from a large pothunters' trench, they may represent discards from a looted historic burial which was intrusive into
the prehistoric mound. Surface collections and excavations elsewhere at the Bottle Creek site have shown that
Port Dauphin phase ceramics are fairly widespread across
the site. However, except for the summit of Mound L plus
a couple of intrusive burials, this late component does not
seem to be well-developed in terms of mound use, midden
deposits, or features.
Between Mounds A and B-There is a low spot between
the western toe of Mound A and the eastern end of the
Mound B terrace. An old tree-fall here had pulled up large
quantities of midden. Over the years we have noted numerous shells and artifacts associated with this uprooted
midden. Collection A64 came from this location (Table
22). The pottery assemblage contains many Bottle Creek I
and Bottle Creek II phase markers, including rim modes
and secondary decorative attributes which are diagnostic
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Table 19. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound A, north and northeast slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Tree-fall, Lower NE. Slope (Collection No. A60)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Engraved
Mound Place Incised
''''ith UID Appendage Scar

vm: H'ttltOl1S Call1/)

Pensacola Incised
vm: Pensacola

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: ltnsj)ecified

UID Punctated on Bell Plain
vm: unspecified

Bell Plain

9

vaf. unspecified

1 Rim

Lafitte Plain
vm: lt1ls/)ecified

Mississippi Plain

7

vm: unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain

4

vm: unsj)erified

UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

1

28

Lithics
Coastal Plain Agate

Utilized Flake
Upper N. Slope, Surface (Collection No. A61)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
V(l1:

unspecified

2

Graveline Plain
var. Ai/lin
Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

Undetermined
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain

Rim

3
1

7

of both phases (Figure 53). Also. there is minor evidence
of Port Dauphin phase and Late Woodland period components. The small bone assemblage in the collection and
the numerous clam shells observed at the location reflect a
diverse range of faunal resources. This subsistence diversity is typical of the midden deposits encountered in several excavations at the site.
NloundB-This is the second largest mOllnd at the site.
both in terms of its height and volume. The elongated
mound is a little over 6 m tall. Its main part measures about
100 m north to south by about 35 m east to west at the base;
the linear summit is about 50 m long by about 15 m wide.
An unusual ridge projection. perhaps representing the

remains of a ramp or a terrace. extends northeastward
from the northern end of Mound B in the direction of
Mound A. It measures approximately 60 m southwest to
northeast by 55 m northwest to southeast. The top of this
feature averages about 1.5 m high.
We obtained several surface collections from various
locations on MOllnd B and the associated terrace.
Collection A27 is from a series of small looters' pits and
other disturbances on the northeastern end of the terrace
(Table 23). Nearly the en tire range of Bottle Creek I and
Bottle Creek II phase pottery is present (Figure 54). As
with most large collections from the site. fragments of socalled "saltpans" comprise a significant minority. These
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Table 20. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound A, upper northwest slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Animal Burrows (Collection No. A62)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Moundville Incised
vaT. unspecified
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vaT. Salt Greek
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
6
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
15
Lithics
Unmodified Stone
1

b
a

e

Figure 53. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
between Mounds A and B. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Mary Ann
(with un-notched "D'Olive" rim); b, Moundville Engraved,
var. Havana; c, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek (with
wedge punctations); d, Pensacola Incised, var.Jessamine; e,
Unidentified Turtle Carapace; f, Garfish Scale. Provenience:
a-f, A64 (low area between Mounds A and B) (GCS/95/
N2/16).
are represented in Collection A27 by sherds of Salt O·eek
and Becltum. A very small Port Dauphin phase component
is indicated by a Port Dauphin Incised sherd. Similarly, a
minor Late Woodland period component is suggested by
an incised sherd of Weeden Island ware. In addition to the

Comments

With Wedge Punctations
Rim ("Beckum")

Native American occupations, an Albany-glazed stoneware
fragment marks a Late Historic period component. Several features and numerous artifacts relating to a late
nineteenth-century occupation on the Mound B terrace
were encountered in our 1994 excavation.
Collection A28 was obtained from several eroded
patches on the lower northwestern slope of the terrace
(Table 24). Although smaller, the pottery assemblage is
reminiscent of the A27 assemblage. However, the Bottle
Creek II phase is much more strongly represented, as
shown by the presence of vaTS. Gasque and Holmes,
"Gasque" rims, a "D'Olive" rim, plus the absence of wedge
punctations associated with Moundville Incised arches.
Once again, a minor Port Dauphin phase component is
indicated by Port Dauphin Incised. The four sherds of
Mississi ppi Plain, vaT. Pine Logmigh t be part of that com ponent or they might represent a separate Bear Point phase
occupation. Pieces of daub in the collection suggest the
remains of a structure may be associated with this part of
the terrace. Segments of wall trenches which may relate to
such a structure were uncovered in our 1994 excavation at
this location.
Collection A29 is from a number of large looters' pits
on the upper northern slope of the main part of Mound B
(Table 25). The abundant shells and dark soil thrown up
around the pits indicate a fairly well-developed midden
deposit on this slope of the mound. Once more, Bottle
Creek I and II phase pottery is present (Figure 55). How-
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Table 21. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound A, northwest toe of slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Tree-fall (Collection Nos. A63, D4)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
D'Olive Incised
var. MaryAnn
var. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
var.Havana
Moundville Incised
var. Snows Bend
var. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
var. Holmes
var. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified
UID Incised on Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake
Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified
Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. Pine Log
var. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
var. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Turtle
UID
Other
UID Fired Clay

ever, in contrast to Collection A28, Bottle Creek I phase
wares dominate Collection A29. In addition, sherds of
Langston, Akron, and Carter Engraved indicate the presence ofa pre-Pensacola Andrews Place phase component.
Seemingly missing from this assemblage are unequivocal
Port Dauphin phase or Late Woodland period diagnostics.
The presence of animal and bird bones along with the
numerous shells noted in the field indicates a potentially
productive location for future research into the subsistence practices of the residents of Mound B.
Collection A30 came from several looters' holes and a
tree-fall on the western slope of the mound (Table 26).
Again, Bottle Creek I phase and Bottle Creek II phase

1
Rim

1
5

2 With Wedge Punctations

1
6
1
2

1
5

10

1 Rim

2
19
1
30

1 With Loop Handle Scar
1 Rim

3

1
90

2
2

Carapace

2

ceramics are present (Figure 56a-g). This time, a small but
definite Bear Point phase component is revealed by the
recovery of a sherd of Pensacola Incised, vaT. Bear Point.
For Collection A30, there are no unequivocal markers of
components predating the Bottle Creek I phase or postdating the Bear Point phase.
Collection A31 derived from several looters' holes in
the southern part of the Mound B summit (Table 27).
Although the holes were small, numerous pieces of daub
scattered around them show the looting disturbed the
remains of at least one structure associated with this part of
the mound. The pottery assemblage from this location is
dominated by Late Protohistoric/Early Historic period
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Table 22. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), between Mounds A and B.
Artifact Class

No.

Surface, Low Area (Collection No. A64)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
I
vaT. Dominic
vaT. MaryAnn
2
Moundville Engraved
vaT. Havana
Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
4
vaT. unspecified
4
Pensacola Incised
1
vaT. Jessamine
vaT. unspecified
3
UID Incised on Bell Plain
13
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
1
vaT. unspecified
3
UID Incised, UID Shell Tempered
1
1
UID Incised, UID Sand and Shell Tempered
UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
1
vaT. Stockton
7
vaT. unspecified
21
Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin
vaT. Graveline
Guillory Plain
vaT. Briar Lake
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Beckum
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. Pine Log
vaT. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Turtle
Garfish
UID Large Mammal

2
2

Comments

On Aikin Ware
2 Rims (Un-notched "D'Olive")

I With Wedge Punctations
I With Wedge Punctations

1 Rim

1 Rim
cf. Moundville Incised

Rim
lRim
5 Rims (1 "D'Olive," 2 "Dominic,"
2 "Gasque"); 1 Base (Rounded)

1 Base (Flat)

2
1

2
39

1 With UID Handle Scar; 3 Rims

2
87

6 Rims;1 UID Handle Fragment

5

2
1
1
214

3

1 Sandstone; 2 Quartz

2

Carapace
Scale
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Table 23. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound B, terrace.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, NE. End (Collection No. A27)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
vaT. MaryAnn
vaT. unspecified

Rim (Un-notched "D'Olive")
1

Middle River Incised
vaT. Middle River

Mound Place Incised
vaT. McMillan
unspecified

Va1:

3

2

2 Rims
1 Rim ("Gulf Shores")

Moundville Engraved
vaT. unspecified

2

Moundville Incised
vaT.
vaT.
vaT.
vaT.

Bottle Creek
Moundville
Snows Bend
unspecified

4
1

2
2

2 With Wedge Punctations
With Long Rays
1 With Wedge Punctations

Pensacola Incised
vaT. Gasque
Holmes
vaT. unspecified

Base (Circular, Flat)

Va1:

6

1 Rim ("Gasque")

Port Dauphin Incised
Va1:

unspecified

Salt Creek Cane 1m pressed
vaT. Salt Creek

2

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. Stockton
vaT. unspecified

1

5

1 Rim ("Gasque")

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unIJpecified

8

Bell Plain
vaT. Hale
vaT. Stockton
vaT. 1t1lsPecififd

2

1 Rim

8
40

4 Rims

Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin
unspecified

Va1:

2
2

1 Rim

Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lakl'

4

Mississippi Plain
Bechu 11!
Devil Bend
vaT. unspecified

Va1:
Va1:

s

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
UID Incised on Weeden Island Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Euro-American Pottery
Albany Glazed Stoneware
Lithics
Biface Fragment
Unmodified Pebbles

42

74

Rim ("Beckum")
2 Rims
3 Rims

8
Base (Flat)
228

1

2

Chert
Quartz
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h
g

e

Figure 54. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound B terrace. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Mary Ann (with
un-notched "D'Olive" rim); b, Mound Place Incised, var.
McMillan (rim); c, Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified
(with "Gulf Shores" rim); d, Moundville Engraved, var.
unspecified; e, Moundville Incised, var. Moundville (with
long rays); f, Moundville Incised, var. Snows Bend (with
wedge punctations); g, Pensacola Incised, var. Gasque; h,
Pensacola Incised, var. Holmes; i, Biface Fragment.
Provenience: a-i, A27 (northeast end of terrace) (GCS /95 /
Nl/19).
wares, including Barataria Incised, Bell Plain, Val: Ft.
Conde, Graveline Plain, var. Graveline, and Lafitte Plain
(Figure 56h). Earlier components must be present as well;
a "Gasque" rim indicates a minor Bottle Creek II assemblage. However, it is obvious that the top of Mound B, like
the top of Mound L, saw some later occupation after much
of the site was abandoned.
Collections A32 and A33 are from the upper slope of
the southeastern end of the mound; the former is from a
looter's pit and the latter is from an eroded area (Table
28). Together, the pottery comprises a Bottle Creek I
phase and/or a Bottle Creek II phase assemblage. The
presence of shells and bones at the Collection A32 locale
indicates another midden deposit. The daub in Collection
A33 came from a location farther upslope; being nearer

Figure 55. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound B. a, D'Olive Incised, var. MaryAnn (with "Dominic"
rim); b, Kimmswick Fabric Impressed, var. Langston; c,
Mound Place Incised, var. Akron (rim); d, Mound Place
Incised, var. McMillan; e, Moundville Engraved, var.
Taylorville. Provenience: a-e, A29 (northwest end, upper
slope) (GCS/95/NI/20).
the summit it may be more closely related to structures on
the mound. The presence ofa beaker fragment and a rim
effigy bowl fragment in Collection A33, along with the
absence of Mississippi Plain, may indicate a more specialized pottery assemblage than typically is associated with
midden refuse at the site.
In summary, the various collections associated with
Mound B suggest it was largely built and used by Bottle
Creek I and Bottle Creek II phase peoples. Additionally, a
definite Late Protohistoric/Early Historic period component, probably dating to the Port Dauphin phase, is associated with the top of the mound. Perhaps lower platform
mounds such as Band L proved to be convenient locations
for Early Historic period Indian houses and garden plots
long after the site was abandoned by its original inhabitants. The latest occupation on the Mound B terrace is
represented by a late nineteenth-century, non-Indian component.
Mound C--This is the southeasternmost of a pair of
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Table 24. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound B, terrace.

No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Surface, Lower NW. Slope (Collection No. A28)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Mound Place Incised
vaT. Waltons Camp

3

1 Rim ("Gasque")

Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
vm: Moundville
vaT. unspecified

2

Pensacola Incised
vm: Gasque
vaT. Holmes
vm: unsjJrcified

I
7

Port Dauphin Incised
vaT. unspecified

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vm: Salt Creek

Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. ulls/Jecifird

3
27

1 Base (Circular, Flat)
2 Rims (1 "D'Olive," 1 "Gasque")

Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin
var. Graveline
var. unspecified

3
I

2

1 Rim

Guillory Plain
vm: Brim" Lake

3

Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. Pine Log
vaT. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

10
4

53

5 Rims

8

I
133

Lithics
Ground Stone

Sandstone

Other
Daub
UID Fired Clay

small mounds that are located at the western end of the
central site complex. Mound C has a gently rounded top
and is about 1.5 m high. Its basal diameter measures
approximately 45 m northwest to southeast by 35 m southwest to northeast.
Collection A34 covered the entire mound (Table 29).
Because of the absence of looters' pits, tree-falls and
animal burrows, Mound C is in excellent shape. However,
these conditions also resulted in a very small surface
collection. Several slightly eroded areas yielded a few
small sherds. These indicate a Port Dauphin phase component on top of the mound. A couple of sherds are

2

earlier, with a "D'Olive" rim marking a Bottle Creek II
phase occupation. In 1993, we dug a test unit in a rich
midden deposit on the western slope of Mound C. The
excavation revealed well-<ieve\oped Andrews Place phase,
Bottle Creek I phase, and Bottle Creek II phase components as
well as a superficial Port Dauphin phase occupation.
MoundD-This is the more northerly of the Mound CD pair. It is a small, round-top mound about 1. 75 m t.,ll. Its
basal diameter is approximately 30 m north to south by 35
m east to west. Like Mound C, Mound D was relatively free
of disturbances. However, three surface collections were
obtained from the northwestern slope.
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Table 25. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (1 Ba2), Mound B, main part of mound.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, NW. End (Collection No. A29)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Carter Engraved
vaT. unspecified

D'Olive Incised
vaT. MaryAnn
vaT. unspecified

1

Rim ("Dominic")

2

Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
vaT. Langston

Middle River Incised
vaT. Middle River

Mound Place Incised
vaT. Akron
vaT. McMillan
vaT. unspecified

1

2

Rim
2 Rims ("Gasque" With Ext. Folds)

Moundville Engraved
vaT. Tayloroille

Moundville Incised
vaT. Snows Bend
vaT. unspecified

3

Pensacola Incised
vaT. Jessamine
vaT. unspecified

1

7

1 Rim

5

Pensacola/ Mound Place Incised

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. Stockton
vaT. unspecified

UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified

UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
Carthage or Leland Incised; Rim

vaT. unspecified

UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified

UID Punctated, UID Shell Tempered
Bell Plain
vaT. Hale
vaT. Stockton
vaT. unspecified

2
5

28

2 Rims
1 Rim

Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin

2

Guillory Plain
vaT. Briar Lake

2

Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. Pine Log
vaT. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
Raccoon
UID Large Mammal
UID Bird
Other
Daub

12
4

2 Rims

25

3 Rims

4
118

Femur

1

2
2
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Table 26. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound B, main part of mound.
Comments

No.

Artifact Class

Surface, W. Slope (Collection No. A30)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Carthage Incised
var. unspecified

Rim ("Dominic")

D'Olive Engraved
D'Olive Incised
var. unspecified

1

Middle River Incised
1

var. Hastie

Mound Place Incised
var. Waltans Camp

2

Moundville Engraved
vm: unst)ecified

2

I Base

Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creel!
vm: Moundville
vm: unspecified

Pensacola Incised
var. Bear Point
Gasque
V(II: HollIIPs
V{II: JesSflm i ne
V(II: unspecified

V(lI:

Carinated Shoulder

2

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vm: Salt CTI!el!

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vm: 1l1lsj)prijied

8

3 Rims (l 'Jessamine")

6

5 Rims

UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vm: Gravpline

Bell Plain
vm: SloeMan
vm: 1l1lsppcified

Graveline Plain
V(II:

Rim

Ai/lin

Guillory Plain
Briar La/u'
vm: unsperified

V(II:

2

1 Rim
1 Rim ("Gasque")

19

1 Rim; I With Loop Handle Scar

2
30

2 Rims

3

Mississippi Plain
vm: Devil's Bend
Pine Log
vm: ullSJ)Pcijied

V(II:

Total Indian Pottery

91

Lithics
Retouched Pebble Fragment
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone

Collections A35, C14, and C27 came from the vicinity
of a looters' pit, a tree-fall and an erosional area on the
lower northwestern slope of Mound D (Table 30). The
eroded area had an exposed lens of burned clay, perhaps
indicating a hearth. Although, no midden was obvious in
this locale, sherds were relatively abundant. Much of the
chronology of the Bottle Creek site is represented by the

Chert-Heat Altered
Sandstone
Sandstone

pottery from this area (Figures 57 and 58a) . Bottle Creek
II phase and Bear Point phase markers appear to dominate. Minor Bottle Creek I phase and Port Dauphin phase
components are represented as well. The presence of
each of these components was verified by our 1993 excavation in a midden deposit on the southwestern slope of
Mound D.
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Table 27. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound B,
summit.
c

Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, S. End (Collection No. A31)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Barataria Incised
vm: !lllsperijiPr/
Leland Incised
d. vm: Williams
vm: ullsjJecijirc/
Bell Plain
vm: Fl. COll(/r
vm: Hale

Figure 56. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound B. a, Carthage Incised, var. unspecified; b, D'Olive
Engraved; c, Moundville Engraved, var. unspecified (cf.
Taylorville); d, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek; e,
Pensacola Incised, var. Gasque; f, Pensacola Incised, var.
Holmes; g, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek; h,
Leland Incised, var. ullspecified (cf. Williams). Provenience:
a-g,A30 (west slope); h,A31 (south 1/3 of summit) (GCS/
95/Nl/21).

lVloundl!-'-This is a low, ovate mound located northwest
of Mound B and northeast of Mound D. The gently
rounded top of Mound E is about 1.25 m high. It has a
long, gradual slope extending to the southwest toward
Mound D. Basal diameters are approximately 40 m northwest to southeast by 75 m southwest to northeast. We
obtained four surface collections associated with Mound E.
Collection A36 is from an eroded area on the southwestern toe of Mound E (Table 31). During flooding episodes,
water rushing through the saddle between Mounds D and
E washes out materials from the edge of the latter. As with
the Mound D collection locale, there is no obvious midden
at this location. Also like Mound D, Bottle Creek II phase
pottery is well represented in Collection A36 (Figures 58b
and 59a-b). In addition, a few Bottle Creek I phase and
Port Dauphin phase markers are present in the collection.
Collection A37 came from a series of erosional patches
and shallow looters' pi ts on the long southwestern slope of
Mound E (Table 32). Again, no obvious midden was exposed by these shallow disturbances. Even so, a fair collection of artifacts was obtained from this area (Figures 58d
and 59c-j). As with Collection A36, Bottle Creek II phase
diagnostics occur in A37. Also like A36, a minor Port
Dauphin phase component is represented. However,

vm: uns/Jecijirc/
Graveline Plain
vm: Graveline
Guillory Plain
v(u: tt1ls/Jecijied
Lafitte Plain
v(/./: unspecijied
Mississippi Plain
vm: Pine Log
vm: uns/Jecijieri
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vm: unspecijied
Total Indian Pottel1'
Faunal remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
Other
Daub

2
4

I Rim ("Gasque")

I

7

2 Rims

22

Humerus
10

Bottle Creek I phase pottery seems to be somewhat better
represented in Collection A37. The two collections also
are similar in that both contain fragments of rim effigy
bowls; in the case of Collection A37, it is a fragment of an
avian rim effigy head.
Collection A38 is from several small, superficially
eroded areas on the northeastern slope of Mound E
(Table 33). The pottery assemblage from this area is unusual in the number of "non-local" wares; these include
Plaquemine-related types such as Carter Engraved and
Leland Incised, Moundville-related types such as Moundville Engraved, and one of the few Fort Walton sherds
found on the entire site (Figure 60a-d). Whether these
wares represent actual imports or local copies is unknown.
Chronologically, the principal components appear to be
contemporary with the Bottle Creek I and II phases. Three
Bell Plain, V([1: Ft. Condesherds indicate a later component
as well, perhaps dating to the Port Dauphin phase. Once
again, a fragment of an avian rim effigy was found on this
part of the mound.
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Table 28. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound B, main mound.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Upper S. Slope (Collection No. A32)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
Rim

var. lHary Ann

Moundville Incised
Vll1:

var. Bottle Creek or Snows Bend

unspecified

Pensacola Incised

3

var. unspecified

UID Incised on Bell Plain
Pensacola/Mound Place Incised

4

var. unspecified

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
V{l1:

uw.pecified

Bell Plain
I

var. Hale
unspecified

3

V{l1:

Graveline Plain
vm: unspecified

Mississippi Plain
var. Devit's Bend
unspecified

1 Rim

9

V{l1:

Total Indian Pottery

25

Lithics
Chert-Heat Altered

Unmodified Flake
Faunal Remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
UID Mammal
Other
UID Fired Clay

Thoracic Vertebra

Surface, Upper SE. Slope (Collection No. A33)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mound Place Incised
Rim (Effigy Bowl)

vm: Waltolls Camp

Pensacola Incised
var. unspecified

2

1 Rim (Beaker)

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Incised on Addis Plain
Black Filmed

vm: unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

5

Other
Daub

Collection A39 was from exposed surface areas in the
northwestern part of the summit (Table 34; Figures 58c
and 60e-f). The small size of the collection is due to the
relatively pristine nature of the mound. Again, "non-local"
ceramics are well represented, including Coles Creek Incised, Moundville Engraved, and Bell Plain, vm: Hale. In
terms of the site's chronology, Collection A39 is less diag-

4

nostic than the other collections from Mound E. The
Bottle Creek I and/ or Bottle Creek II phase is represented
by the Salt Creeh and Waltons Camp sherds; the latter may be
another fragment of a rim effigy vessel. Once again, a
couple of sherds of Ft. Conde suggest a later occupation as
well.
The University of South Alabama excavated a test unit
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Table 29. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound C.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Entire Mound (Collection No. A34)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Moundville Engraved
vaT. unspecified
1
Port Dauphin Incised

a

Sc",
<.-..........-'------'_"'--..J'

vaT. unspecified

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain

c

vaT. unspecified

Bell Plain
Val:

3

unspecified

1 Rim ("D'Olive")

Graveline Plain
vaT. Graveline

Lafitte Plain
I
8

vaT. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Hammerstone
Other
Daub

b

1
1

Sandstone
Quartz Pebble

1

c

d

e

Figure 58. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
MoundsD andE. a, Bell Plain, var. unspecified (with "D'Olive"
rim); b, Bell Plain, var. Stocktoll (with "D'Olive" rim); c,
Coles Creek Incised, var. unspecified; d, Moundville Incised,
var. Snows Belld (jar, with peaked strap handle) . Provenience:
a,A35 (northwest 1/4 of Mound D); b,A36 (southwest end,
lower slope of Mound E); c, A39 (west summit of Mound E);
d, A37 (southwest slope of Mound E) (GCS/95/N2/8).

g

h
10m
L-~-,--,----,---,1

k

Figure 57. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound D. a, Aucilla Incised, var. unspecified (rim); b,
D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic (with close-spaced line
treatment on Aikin ware); c, Moundville Engraved, var.
Havana; d, Moundville Incised, var. Douglas; e, Old Town
Red, var. ullspecified; f, Pensacola Incised, var. unspecified
(with "Gasque" rim); g, Plaquemine Brushed, var.
Plaquemine; h, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek
(with "Beckum" rim); i-j, Pottery Discoidals (i, Salt Creek
Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek; j, Mississippi Plain, var.
unspecified}; k, Ground Sandstone. Provenience: a-k, A35
(northwest 1/4 of mound) (GCS/95/Nl/22).

in Mound E in 1990 (Gremillion 1993; Silvia n.d.). The lx2
m excavation was located on the upper western slope near
the location of our Collection A39. It revealed mound
construction zones and at least two midden strata. As
suggested by our surface collections, Bottle Creek I and II
phase components were well represented by the excavated
materials, as was a superficial Late Protohistoric or Early
Historic period occupation. Once again, fragments of rim
effigy vessels were common. Also, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, Va?: Salt Cree/{, the heavy utilitarian vessel of the
Bottle Creek I and Bottle Creek II phases, was present in
the U.S.A. test excavation.
In summary, Mound E appears to have good Bottle
Creek I, Bottle Creek II, and Port Dauphin phase components. Bottle Creek II seems to be the more dominant.
Sometime during the Bottle Creek I and/ or Bottle Creek
II phase, the rim effigy bowl was an important part of the
pottery complex, perhaps reflecting a specialized role for
the mound. Combined with the frequency of "non-local"
wares this makes Mound E an intriguing location for
future research.
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No.

Comments

Table 30. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound D.
Artifact Class

Surface, NW. Slope (Collection Nos. A35, C14, C27, C31)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Aucilla Incised
val: U1ls/)ecified
D'Olive Incised
vm:Dominic

u1!5J)ecified
Leland Incised
VlII: u1lspecified
Mound Place Incised
Va/:

Rim

3
2

All on Aihin ware

2

Rim (Effigy Vessel)

vm: Wal/olls Cam/)

Moundville Engraved
vm: Havana

Moundville Incised
vm: BoUie Creeh
Douglas
vm: unspecified

VlII:

2
2

Old Town Red
VlII: unspecified
Pensacola Incised
vm: BearPoint
vm: Holmes
vm: unspecified

1
1
5

1 Rim ("Gasque")

2

I Rim ("Beckum"); 1 Discoidal

13

3 Rim

Plaquemine Brushed
vm: Plaquemine
Port Dauphin Incised
vw: unspecified
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vm: Salt Creek

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vm: uns/)erified
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vm:Aikin

uns/)ecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
Vll1: uns/)erified
UID Punctated on Bell Plain
Val: ulls/)ecified
Bell Plain
Vll1:

vm: Boatyard
vm: Stock tOil
VllI:

Ulls/)erified

Graveline Plain
vm: Ai/lin
vm: Gmvl'line
vm: uns/)ecifieri

2
2

2
4

40

1 Rim ("D'Olive")
7 Rims (1 "D'Olive," 4 "Gasque,"
1 With Exterior Fold)

3
1
4

Guillory Plain
vm: B,iar Lake
Mississippi Plain
vm: Devil's Bend
vm: Pinl' Log

3

24
6

uns/)ecified

65

UID Shell Tempered Plain

16

VlII:

5 Rims
2 Rims
6 Rims; 1 Loop Handle Fragment
(With Flat Node); 2 Discoidals
1 Loop Handle Fragment
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Table 30. continued
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, NW. Slope (Collection Nos. A35, C14, C27, C31)
Undetermined
UID Incised, Fine Sand Tempered
Addis Plain
var. unspecified
Baytown Plain
vm: unspecified
5
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
4
Total Indian Pottery
225
Lithics
Ground Stone
2
Unmodified Stone
4
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal
Other
UID Fired Clay

Base (Flat)

Sandstone
2 Sandstone;
1 Limestone; I Quartz Pebble

5

,I

a
c

b

c

g

h

Figure 59. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound E. a, D'Olive Incised, var. MQ1yA1I1l (onAikinware);
b, Discoidal (Mound Place Incised, var. unspecified on Aikin
ware); c, Rim Effigy Fragment (Crested Bird/ Smooth c,-est
on Bell Plain, var. unspecified ware ); d, Mound Place Incised,
var. Waltons Camp (rim); e, Moundville Engraved, var.
Taylorville; f-g, Pensacola Incised, var. Gasque (f, with
"Gasque" rim); h, Pensacola Incised, var. Jessamine; i,
Cubic Object (on unidentified fine sand tempered ware);j,
White-tailed Deer Phalanx. Provenience: a-b, A36
(southwest end, lower slope); c-j, A37 (southwest slope)
(GCS/95/NI/23).

Figure 60. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound E. a, Fort Walton Incised, var. unspecified; b,
Moundville Engraved, var. Hemphill; c, Moundville
Engraved, var. Taylorville; d, Rim Effigy Fragment (CookieCutter Bird/ Geometric on Bell Plain, var. unspecified ware);
e, Mound Place Incised, var. Waltolls Camp (rim); f, Salt
Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek (with "Beckum"
rim). Provenience: a-d, A38 (northeast slope); e-f, A39
(west summit) (GCS/95/NI / 24).

Mound F-- This is a very small mound located westnorthwest of Mound A. It has a generally flat surface, is
about 1.25 m high, and has a basal diameter of about 30 m
southwest to northeast by 25 m northwest to southeast.
Along with the nearby Mound G, Mound F has suffered
from heavy looting in the recent past. Examinations of the
resultant pits indicated the mound contains abundant
shells and other midden refuse. It is difficult to tell from its
present condition, but Mound F (and Mound G) largely
may have been an accretional "midden-mound" resulting
from repeated refuse dumping. Whether the refuse is
associated with an immediately adjacent house location or
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Table 31. Artifacts from Botde Creek (lBa2), Mound E, southwest slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Lower Slope (Collection No. A36)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
var. MaryAnn

2

On A ikin ware

1
3

Rim (Effigy Bowl)
1 Discoidal-Aikin ware

Mound Place Incised
var. Waltons Camp
var. unspecified

Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creek

1

Pensacola Incised
var.Jessamine
var. unspecified

3

5

2 Rims (1 'Jessamine")

Port Dauphin Incised
var. un:.pecified

3

UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. unspecified

3

UID Punctated on Bell Plain
var. unspecified

Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

4
36

1 Rim ("D'Olive")
7 Rims (l "D'Olive,"
3 "Gasque"); 1 Base

Guillory Plain
var. unspecified

2

Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
Turtle

with the residents of the nearby Mound A has not been
determined.
We made surface collections in two locations on
MoundF.
Collection A40 is from a disturbed area at the northeastern end of Mound F (Table 35) . Bottle Creek II phase
markers, primarily in the form of "Gasque" rims, are common (Figure 61a-c). There is no obvious Bottle Creek I
phase component to the assemblage. Once again, a
smaller Late Protohistoric or Early Historic period occupation is indicated by a Port Dauphin Incised sherd.
Collections C16 and C30, which came from a looter pit
on the southern slope of the mound, present a very different picture than Collection A40 (Table 36). Bottle Creek I

4
61

3 Rims; 1 Loop Handle Fragment
(UID); 1 With Loop Handle Scar

2
131

1
2

Sandstone
Sandstone

4

Carapace

phase markers are common, including Dominir, Havana,
'Jessamine" and "Dominic" rims, and wedge-shaped punctations bordering Moundville Incised arches. Conversely,
no obvious markers of a Bottle Creek II phase or later
component are apparent. As with the collections from
Mound E, the relatively high frequency of Moundville
Engraved is notable.
Between Mounds F and G-This is a low saddle between
the two small mounds which are located northwest of
Mound A. We made one collection from this area.
Collection A41 is from the Mound G side of the low
saddle (Table 37; Figure 61d-I). Of the two mounds, the
collection probably is more closely affiliated with the western slope of Mound G. The artifacts came from several
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Table 32. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound E, southwest slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Upper Slope (Collection No. A37)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Carthage Incised
var. unspecified

D'Olive Incised
var.Dominic
var. unspecified

I

2

Leland Incised
var. unspecified

Mound Place Incised
var. Waltons Camp

Rim

Moundville Engraved
var. Taylorville

Moundville Incised
var. Carrollton
var. Snows Bend

Rim, With Peaked Loop Handle

Pensacola Incised
var. Gasque
var.Jessamine
var. unspecified

3

I Rim ("Gasque")

I

3

I Rim

13

1 Rim ('Jessamine")

Port Dauphin Incised
var. unspecified

UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

UID Incised on Graveline Plain
var. Aikin

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

I

2

UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

2

Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

3
45

4 Bases (I Flat; I Circular, Flat); 8 Rims
(I 'Jessamine," I "Gasque"); I Rim Effigy
Fragment (Crested Bird/ Smooth Crest)

Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake

3

Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Incised on Baytown Plain
var. unspecified

UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

30

57
5

4 Rims
9 Rims
I Rim

I

3
184

I Cubic Object

Lithics
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
UID Large Mammal

I

2

1
2

Sandstone
Sandstone

Phalanx
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Table 33. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (I Ba2), Mound E, northeast slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Surface, Lower Slope (Collection No. A38)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Carter Engraved
V(U: ullsjJecifieri
D'Olive Engraved
D'O!ive Incised
vm: wlsjJerified
Fort Walton Incised
vm: '1l1l.lpecified
Leland Incised
vm: unsjJecified
Moundville Engraved
V(U: Hemphill
vm: Taylorville
Moundville Incised
vm: unspecified
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
vm: 1tllsjJecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
3
VlU: unsjiecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecified
2
UID Finger-Trailed on Mississippi Plain
vm: '/IllSjJecified
UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
v(u: UllsjJecified
Bell Plain
3
vm: Ft. Conde
16
VllJ: 'llnsjJecified

Graveline Plain
vm: ullsperified
Mississippi Plain
vm: Devil's Bend
vm: unsjJecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vm: unspprified
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal
Other
Daub

Comments

I Rim; I Rim Effigy Fragment
(Cookie-Cutter Bird/ Geo/JIetric)

3

2

20
10

2 Rims
3 Rims
I Rim

72
2

Sandstone
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Table 34. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound E, summit.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, NW. End (Collection No. A39)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mound Place Incised
Rim

var. Waltons Camp

Moundville Engraved
vm: unspecified

Moundville Incised
var. unspecified

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
Rim: ("Beckum")

var. Salt Creek

Bell Plain
var.
var.
var.
var.

Ft. Conde
Hale
Stockton
unspecified

2

I Base (UID)

I

2
2

Graveline Plain
var. Aikin

Mississippi Plain
vm: Devil's Bend

13

var. unspecified

3

2 Rims; 1 Loop
Handle Fragment (UID)
I Base (Flat)

Undetermined
Coles Creek Incised
var. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

29

Other
Daub

looters' pits in the area of a University of South Alabama
test excavation. The 1x2 m unit, excavated in 1990, encountered virtually continuous refuse deposits to a depth
of at least 80 cm (Silvia n.d.). The U.S.A. excavation produced tremendous numbers of artifacts and ecofacts from
these deposits. Very large quantities of shells, animal
bones and fish bones were observed. Also, like the test
excavation in Mound E, the Mound G midden yielded
abundant remains of maize plus smaller quantities of seeds
and fragments of acorn shells and hickory nut shells
(Gremillion 1993).
The ceramics from the U.S.A. test excavation reflected a
clear transition from the Bottle Creek I phase in the lower
levels to the Bottle Creek II phase in the upper levels. Once
again, a number of fragments indicate rim effigy bowls
were relatively common for this part of the
site during one or both ofthese phases. The U.S.A. excavation revealed no unequivocal evidence of a protohistoric component. However, it did encounter an
eighteenth-century burial which was intrusive into the
midden deposits (Silvia n.d.). It was associated with several
European artifacts, including a type WIA1 glass bead. This
is the same kind of bead reported for Walter English's

collection and the same kind Bigelow reported for a burial
in Mound O. In addition to the Bottle Creek I and Bottle
Creek II components and the historic burial, several
Weeden Island and Coles Creek-related sherds were found
in the U.S.A. test unit, suggesting a Late Woodland period
component might be present below the depth reached by
their excavation.
Like the assemblage from the U.S.A. excavation, our
surface collection from between Mounds F and G contains
numerous Bottle Creek I and Bottle Creek II phase diagnostics. Not surprisingly, considering the intrusive burial
reported by Silvia, we also recovered a few sherds indicating an Early Historic period Port Dauphin phase component.
j\tIound G-This is another small "midden-mound"
northwest of Mound A. Like its neighbor, Mound F,
Mound G has been heavily potted, having suffered some of
the worst looting damage of any area ofthe site. Numerous
craters and elongated pits are clustered in the area of
Mound G. The elongated pits, combined with occasional
human bones scattered about their edges, indicate a burial
area is or was present at this location. This is what has
attracted the pothunters' attention and continued efforts.
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Table 35. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound F, northeast toe.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface (Collection No. A40)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/ Historic
D'Olive Incised
var. unspecified
Leland Incised
var. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
var. Waltons Camp
var. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
var. unspecified
Port Dauphin Incised
var. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified
Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake
Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend

var. Pine Log
var. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
var. unspecified
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Mammal
Other
Daub
Fired Clay Cane Core

2

1 Rim; 1 Base (Circular, Flat)
2 Rims (1 "Gasque")

6

1 Rim ("Gasque")

6

2 Rims (1 "Gasque")

4
46

9 Rims (3 "Gasque"); 2 Bases (Flat)

3

3

2
16

3 Rims (1 With Loop Handle With
Convex Node); 1 Sherd With Drilled Hole

33
3

1 Rim; 1 Base (Flat)
1 Rim

130

Most of the damage to Mound G, and to several other
locations at the site, was committed in the 1970s by an
outlaw group of looters from Tennessee. Even today, sporadic digging continues, though on a smaller scale.
The only benefit of this destruction has been the availability of surface materials in and around the looters' pits.
Although the amount of information that can be gathered
from such collections is minute compared to the huge
amounts of information destroyed by the vandalism, they
can give a general idea of the nature of the destroyed

Hematite
Sandstone

contexts. For example, an analysis of earlier collections by
the University of South Alabama provided some preliminary insights into the culture-history of the Bottle Creek
site (Stowe and Fuller 1993:19-22, Table 1). The U.S.A.
collection from Mound G came from some of the larger
looters' pits on the mound. It featured Bottle Creek I and
Bottle Creek II phase ceramics with little evidence of
earlier or later components.
We obtained one large surface collection from Mound
G. Because of the overlapping nature of the various loot-
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Table 36. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound F, south slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Looters' Pit (Collection Nos. CI6, C30)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
O'Olive Incised
On Aikin ware
vaT. Dominic
Rim ("Dominic")
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
vaT. Havana
1
Rim
vaT. Hemphill
1 Rim
3
Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
1
With Wedge Punctations
VaT. unspecified
2
Pensacola Incised
I Rim ('jessamine")
vaT. unspecified
2
UlD Engraved on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
I
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
2
vaT. unspecified
3
Bell Plain
I
vaT. Hale
vaT. unspecified
2
Guillory Plain
1 Rim
vaT. Briar Lake
2
Mississippi Plain
6 Rims (1 Notched)
vaT. Droit's Bend
31
vaT. unspecified
15
UID Shell Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
73
Lithics
Dark Gray Chert
Chipped Pebble
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal
Other
UID Fired Clay Object
I
Cylindrical Fragment (Fine Shell Tempered)

ing craters and the amount of disturbance in the area, we
decided not to subdivide the locale into smaller collecting
areas. Therefore, Collection A42 reflects a broad sampling
of Mound G (Table 38). Like the U.S.A. collection, both
the Bottle Creek I phase and the Bottle Creek II phase are
well represented (Figures 62 and 63). Also, there is a small
Plaquemine-related assemblage which is related to the
Bottle Creek I occupation or, perhaps, to a pre-Pensacola
Andrews Place phase component.
Two other artifacts from Mound G are notable. That
pottery-making was going on in the area is indicated by a
fired, kneaded mass of shell tempered pottery clay. Another item of interest is a molded miniature pot made
from temperless clay, perhaps representing a child's effort
to make pottery.

The presence of animal bones, along with the numerous shells exposed in the looters' pits, shows that much or
all of the elevation of Mound G was the result of refuse
disposal. A human mandible fragment again points to a
mortuary component for this area as well. Whether any
burials have survived the looting is unknown.
In summary, the closely spaced Mounds F and G are
similar to each other in a number of ways. Both are located
on the back side of Mound A, away from the plaza. Both
appear to be composed largely of midden refuse. Both
mounds are low and irregular, although this is at least
partly due to the illicit digging. Furthermore, both
Mounds F and G have major Bottle Creek I phase and
Bottle Creek II phase components. A test excavation by the
Gulf Coast Survey at the base of Mound A indicated the
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Table 37. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), between Mounds F and G.

No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Surface (Collection No. A41)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Engraved
D'Olive Incised

3

vm: Dominic
vm: unspecijied

2

Rim ("Dominic")
1 Rim ("D'Olive")

5

3 Rims (l "Gasque," 2 'Jessamine")

1

Middle River Incised
vm: unspecijied

Mound Place Incised
var. McMillan
vm: Waltons CamjJ

Moundville Engraved
var. unsjJecijied

Moundville Incised
Val: BoUle Creek
Va?: Snows Bend

3

Pensacola Incised
var. Gasque
va?:jessalllil1e
var. unspecijied

1

2
2

Rim (,Jessamine")
1 Rim ('Jessamine")

Port Dauphin Incised
Red Filmed

var. Port Dauphin

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vm: Salt Creek

4

1 Rim ("Beckum")

3
5

1 Rim

UID Engraved on Bell Plain
Va?: Ft. Conde

UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
Va?: unsjJf'cijied

UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. Stockton
vm: unsjJerijied

UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vm: Aikin

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecijiNl

2

Bell Plain
Va?: Hale
vm: Stockton
vm: ullsjJecijied

2
9
27

II Rims (3 "Gasque," 3 "Dominic") ;
3 Bases (2 Circular, Flat)

Graveline Plain
vm:Aillin
vrn: Gravl'line

4

I Rim

58

9 Rims
4 Rims (1 With Loop Handle With
Convex Node); 1 Base (Flat)

Mississippi Plain
V{l/:
V{//:

Devils Bend
llnsjJecijied

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vm: unsjJecijied

Total Indian POllery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal

35
8

1
185

3
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Figure 61. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound F and between Mounds F and G. a, f, Mound Place
Incised, var. Waltons Camp (a, rim); b, Mound Place Incised,
var. unspecified (with "Gasque" rim); c, Pensacola Incised,
var. u1lSpecified; d, D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic (with
"Dominic" rim): e, L'Eau Noire Incised, var. u1lSpecified
(rim); g, Moundville Engraved, var. unspecified; h,
Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek; i, Moundville Incised,
var. Snows Be1ld; j, Pensacola Incised, var. Jessamine (with
"Jessamine" rim); k, Port Dauphin Incised, var. Port
Dauphin; I, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek.
Provenience: a-c, A40 (northeast end of Mound F); d-I,
A41 (between Mounds F and G) (GCS/95/Nl/25).

peak of its construction and use was during these phases.
Mounds F and G may have been directly related to Mound
A, either as refuse dumps by the residents of the big
mound or as food processing areas utilized by people in
the service of those residents.
lvlound H-This is a small, oval-shaped mound located
northeast of Mound A.1t has a generally flat summit which
is about 1.5 m high. The base measures about 35 m north
to south by 40 m east to west. The summit of Mound H was
badly damaged by the same vandals who devastated
Mound G in the 1970s. N. R. Stowe of the University of
South Alabama also made a collection from Mound D
shortly after the looting occurred (Stowe and Fuller 1993:
19-22, Table 1). Stowe's collection indicated a Bottle
Creek I phase component plus possible Bottle Creek II
phase and Bear Point phase components. Of interest is
the relatively high percentage of Salt Creek sherds in the

Figure 62. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound G. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic (with "Dominic"
rim); b, Middle River Incised, var. unspecified; c, Mound
Place Incised, var. McMillan (with "Gasque" rim); d, Mound
Place Incised, var. Waltons Camp (rim); e, Moundville
Engraved, var. Hemphill; f, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle
Creek; g, Moundville Incised, var. SlIOWS Belld; h, Pensacola
Incised, var. Gasque; i, Pensacola Incised, var. Holmes.
Provenience: a-i, A42 (general surface) (GCS/95/N2/1).

collection, accounting for over 13% ofthe total decorated
ware. Although Salt Crep/l occurs almost everywhere at the
site, it rarely exceeds 7% of decorated totals. Perhaps a
specialized function is indicated for Mound H by the high
number of heavy utility pans represented by these sherds.
We made three surface collections on Mound H.
Collection A43 was from the heavily disturbed summit
(Table 39). Numerous Rangia shells scattered about the
looters' pits indicate Mound H is at least partly composed
of midden deposits. This is verified by the presence of
animal bones in this same context. The pottery in Collection A43 verifies the strong Bottle Creek I phase component indicated by the U.S.A. collection (Figure 64). Similarly, a minor Bottle Creek II phase occupation is represented. A Bear Point phase component could not be
verified by our collection. In contrast to the U.S.A. collection, Salt Cn'ek sherds in our collection from the top of
Mound H exhibit a more typical frequency for the siteabout 5% of all decorated ceramics. However, one other
artifact may reflect a specialized activity on the mound. A
kneaded and fired mass of coarse-shell tempered pottery
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Table 38. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound G, entire mound.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface and Looters' Pits (Collection No. A42)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
D'Olive Incised
var.Dominic
Rim ("Dominic")
Middle River Incised
var. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
var. Akron
1
var. McMillan
Rim ("Gasque")
1
var. Waltons Camp
1 Rim
2
var. unspecified
Rim
1
Moundville Engraved
var. Havana
1
var. Hemphill
1
1 Base (Circular, Flat)
var. Taylorville
2
Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creek
6
var. Carrollton
1
var. Snows Bend
1 With Wedge Punctations
3
var. unspecified
1
Pensacola Incised
var. Gasque
var. Holmes
1 Rim ("Gasque")
var.Jessamine
5
var. unspecified
2
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
1 Rim ("Beckum")
var. Salt Creek
3
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
With Hatched Triangles
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. Stockton
2
var. unspecified
16
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
1
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil s Bend
1 Rim
5
UID Punctated on Misssissippi Plain
var. unspecified
With Loop Handle Scar
Bell Plain
var. Stockton
1 Base (Flat)
14
7 Rims (1 "D'Olive," 1 "Dominic," 1
var. unspecified
47
"Gasque"); 3 Bases (1 Flat; 2 Circular, Flat)
Graveline Plain
var.Aikin
1
var. Graveline
2
Guillory Plain
var. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
var. Devils Bend
76
11 Rims (1 Notched); 1 Base (Flat); 1
Loop Handle Fragment With Flat Node
var. unspecified
101
15 Rims
UID Shell Tempered Plain
14
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Table 38. continued
Comments

No.

Artifact Class

Surface and Looters' Pits (Collection No. A42)

Indian Pottery (cont.)
Undetermined
UID Incised on Addis Plain

cr. Carter Engraved; Rim

Ua1; un~jiecified

UID Incised on Baytown Plain
Ua1; unspecified
Addis Plain
Ua1; ullSpecified
Baytown Plain
um; unsJ)ecified
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
UID Temperless Plain
Total Indian Pottery

3

2

I Rim

I

Miniature "Pinch Pot"

325

Lithics

2

Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
Human
Turtle
UID Large Mammal
UID Bird
Other
Fired Pottery Clay
Daub
UID Fired Clay

r

3

2
3

Mandible
Carapace

''''ith Fingernail Marks; Shell Tempered

a

.

~

L-",-~---,-~----,I

c

Sandstone
2 Sandstone, I Chert

Figure 63. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound G. a, Pensacola Incised, var. Jessamine (with
"Gasque" rim); b, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt
Creell (with "Beckum" rim); c, Unidentified Engraved on
Bell Plain, var. unspecified ware; d-e, Bell Plain, var.
unspecified (d, with "D'Olive" rim; e, with "Dominic" rim);
f, Unidentified Temperless Plain (miniature "pinch pot");
g, Fired Pottery Clay (shell tempered, with fingernail
impressions). Provenience: a-g, A42 (general surface)
(GCS/95/N2/2) .

d

clay has a flat side that bears the obvious impressions of
woven cane matting. Perhaps one stage in the manufacture of the coarse, heavy, utilitarian "saltpans" (Salt Cn'eli,
Langston, Ber/!U'IIl.) is represented by this artifact.
Collections A7 and A44 are from the eastern slope of
Mound H (Table 40). Exposed on this slope is a dense
concentration of tiny shell fragments and very small pottery fragments. This unusual deposit may represent
backfill from one of Dejarnette's excavations or from the
later looting; or, it could be a function of the ongoing
erosional processes; or, it may reflect a poorly known
aspect of the Indians' refuse disposal patterns.
The pottery in Collections A 7 and A44 again verifies the
presence ofa Bottle Creek I phase component (Figure 65).
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Figure 64. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound H. a, Carthage Incised, var. unspecified; b, D'Olive
Engraved (with "Dominic" rim); c, D'Olive Incised, var.
Mary Ann (on Aikin ware); d, Mound Place Incised, var.
McMillan (with "Jessamine" rim); e, Mound Place Incised,
var. Waltom Camp; f, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek;
g, Moundville Incised, var. Snows Bend (with wedge
punctations); h, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek.
Provenience: a-h, A43 (summit) (GCS/95/N2/3).

However, in contrast to Collection A43, a strong Bottle
Creek II phase component is represented as well. In addition, a Port Dauphin phase component seems to be
present. Like the U.S.A. collection from Mound H, our
collections from the eastern slope of the mound feature a
relatively high frequency of Salt Creek sherds.
In summary, Mound H is another small mound located
near Mound A. Like Mounds F and G, Mound H is composed at least partly of refuse deposits and it features welldeveloped Bottle Creek I phase and Bottle Creek II phase
components. Also like Mounds F and G, it is tempting to
relate the function of Mound H directly to Mound A.
Evidence of pottery-making was found at both Mound G
and Mound H.
Mound J-This is a medium-sized, ovate mound located
a short distance east of Mound H. Mound I measures
about 40 m north-south by 45 m east-west at the base. It is
about 2.5 m tall. The rounded top has been partially
destroyed by several large looters' pits. We made one
general surface collection on Mound I.
Collection A45 came from both the looter-disturbed
area on the summit and from an eroding midden on the
northeast slope (Table 41). The latter exhibited very good
preservation of organic materials, based on the excellent
condition of the shells and bones observed in this location.
The ceramic assemblage is very differen t from many of the

g

.""

L-.........---'---'_-'---',

Figure 65. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound H. a-c, Bell Plain, var. umpecified (a, with "D'Olive"
rim; b, with "Dominic" rim; c, with "Gasque" rim); d,
Mound Place Incised, var. McMillan (with ''Jessamine''
rim); e, Mound Place Incised, var. Waltom Camp (rim with
effigy head scar); f, Moundville Incised, var. Carrollton; g,
Pensacola Incised, var. Holmes; h, Port Dauphin Incised,
var. Port Dauphin; i, Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt
Creek (with "Beckum" rim); j, Discoidal (unidentified
engraved on Mississippi Plain, var. Devil's Bend ware).
Provenience: a-f, h-j, A44 (east slope); g, A7 (east slope)
(GCS/95/N2/4).

other collections from the site (Figure 66). Both Bear
Point phase and Port Dauphin phase diagnostics are numerous, so Protohistoric and Early Historic period components are clearly represented. Also, a weak but definite
Bottle Creek II phase component is present.
Apparently, Mound I either was continuously occupied
from late prehistoric times until the eighteenth century or
it was reoccupied in the Protohistoric and Early Historic
periods. The later components may represent hamlet/
farmstead occupations which were part of the dispersed
settlement pattern documented for the region during and
after European contact. Considering that eighteenth-century burials have been reported for at least three different
locations at Bottle Creek, it is possible that the Port Dauphin phase assemblage, and perhaps the Bear Point phase
assemblage as well. derived from the fill of a looted burial.
An even later historic component is indicated by
the neck of an early nineteenth-century wine bottle
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Table 39. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound H, summit.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface and Looters' Pits (Collection No. A43)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Carthage Incised
vaT. unspecified

D'Olive Engraved
D'Olive Incised

Rim ("Dominic")

vaT. MaryAnn
vm: unspecified

I

2

On Aikin ware
On Aikin ware

1

Rim ('Jessamine")

Leland Incised
vaT. unspecified

Mound Place Incised
vm: MrMilla1l
vm: WaLLons Camp

2

Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
vm: Snows Bend
vaT. unspecified

2
1

I With Wedge Punctations
With Wedge Punctations

2

Pensacola Incised
vm: u1lspecified

4

Salt Creek Cane Impressed

2

vaT. Salt Creek

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vm: Stockton
vm: unspecified

11

UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecified

UID Incised, UID Shell Tempered
Bell Plain
vaT. Hale
Stockton
vm: unspecified

Vll1:

5
1
1

17
31

2 Rims
8 Rims (1 "Gasque," 2 'Jessamine")

Graveline Plain
3

vaT. Aikin

Guillory Plain
1

Rim

vm: Devil's Be1ld

69

vaT. unspecified

44
6

7 Rims; 1 Base; 1 Sherd With
UID Handle Scar
7 Rims

vm: Brim" La/Ie

Mississippi Plain

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vm: u nsjJecijied

Total Indian Pottery

2
210

Lithics
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
Turtle
UID Large Mammal
Other
Fired Pottery Clay
UID Fired Clay

2

I Sandstone; 1 Quartz Pebble

1

Carapace

6

Coarse Shell Tempered, With Flat Surface
& With Impression of Woven Cane Mat

2
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Table 40. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound H, east slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Eroded Area (Collection Nos. A7, A44)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian/ His toric
D'Olive Incised
var. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
var. McMillan
var. Waltons Camp
Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creek
var. Carrollton
var. Moundville
Pensacola Incised
var. Holmes
var. unspecified
Port Dauphin Incised
var. Port Dauphin
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
var. Salt Creek
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified
Bell Plain
var. Ft. Conde
var. Stockton
var. unspecified
Graveline Plain
var. Graveline
var. unspecified
Guillory Plain
var. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
Turtle
Other
UID Fired Clay

3

2
2

1 Rim ('Jessamine")
2 Rims (1 With Effigy Head Scar)

1
2

5

3

2 Rims ("Beckum")

1

1

Discoidal

2

1 Rim

1
1
3

4
53

17 Rims (1 "D'Olive," 1 "Dominic,"
6 "Gasque"); 1 Base (Flat)

4
1

2

7

23

9 Rims (1 With Loop Handle

8

[With Flat Node]); 1 Base
1 Rim

1
133

8

7 Sandstone; 1 Chert Pebble

1

Carapace

1

With Red Paint?
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Table 41. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound I, summit and northeast slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface (Collection No. A45)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Alabama River Painted
var. Cork
Barataria Incised
var. unspecified
ChicotRed
var. unspecified
D'Olive Incised
var. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
var. Waltons Camp
var. unspecified
Moundville Incised
var.Douglas
var. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
var. Bear Point
var. Gasque
var. Jessamine
var. Perdido Bay
var. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
UID White Filmed on Bell Plain
var. unspecified
Bell Plain
var. Ft. Conde
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

Graveline Plain
var. Graveline
Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. Pine Log
var. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
var. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Unmodified Stone
Glass
Bottle Fragments
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID Large Mammal
UID Small Mammal
Shell
UIDMussel

1

Flared-rim Bowl

1
2
4

1
1

2
3

Rim (on Aikin ware)
cf. Port Dauphin Incised;
Red Filmed on Interior

1 With Wedge Punctations

2

1 Carinated Shoulder
Rim ("Gasque")

5

1 Rim ("Gasque")

3

2

1 Rim

5

1 Rim
2 Rims (1 "D'Olive")
9 Rims (l
"D'Olive," 1 "Dominic,"
1 "Gasque"); 3 Bases

9
31

1

8

12

42
11

2 Rims
2 Rims
7 Rims (lWith UID Handle Scar)
1 Rim

1
149
3

2 Sandstone; 1 Limestone

2

Dark Green; 1 Neck With Tool-finished
Lip (Probable Early 19th-cen tury Bottle)

7
3
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Figure 66. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound I. a, Alabama River Painted, var. Cork (flared rim
bowl); b, Barataria Incised, var. unspecified; c, Chicot Red,
var. unspecified; d, Mound Place Incised, var. Waltons Camp
(rim); e, Pensacola Incised, var. Bear Point; f, Pensacola
Incised, var. Gasque (with "Gasque" rim); g, Pensacola
Incised, var. Perdido Bay; h, Unidentified White Filmed on
Bell Plain, var. unspecified (rim). Provenience: a-g, A45
(summit and northeast slope) (GCS/95/N2/5).
(Figure 67). This artifact may not relate to the Native
American occupations at all. Instead, it probably reflects
one aspect of the Euro-American plantation system that
dominated this part of the delta in the late eighteenth,
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Between Mounds I andJ-A narrow swale between the
closely spaced Mounds I and J consistently features so
much surface material that we have taken to calling it
"Sherd Alley." It is literally paved with shells, pottery fragments, and food bones which have been redeposited by
rushing water during periodic flooding. We are still uncertain whether this material derives from both mounds, from
one mound, or from the ridge upon which they sit. We
obtained one surface collection at this location.
Collection A46 came from the saddle between Mounds
I and J (Table 42). It is just a sample of the numerous
secondarily deposited artifacts and ecofacts that litter the
surface here. Analysis of the pottery reveals a strong Bottle
Creek I phase component and a fairly strong but secondary Bottle Creek II phase component (Figure 68). Also

o

Scm

I

I

Figure 67. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound I. Wine Bottle Fragment, Dark Green Glass (neck
with tool-finished lip, ca. early 19th century). Provenience:
A45 (summit and northeast slope) (GCS/95/N2/6).

present are small numbers of plain sherds dating to the
Protohistoric/Early Historic period and the Late Woodland period.
A human rim effigy head fragment from this collection
area probably dates to the Bottle Creek I phase or Bottle
Creek II phase (Figure 69). Along with the other rim effigy
vessel sherds in the collection, it indicates the occurrence
of ritual-related activities in this area. The predominance
of Bottle Creek I and II phase materials in Collection A46
and the relative lack thereof in the collection from Mound
I suggest the center of such activities may have been
Mound]. The presence of stone, shells and animal bones
in Collection A46 indicates more mundane activities ocCUlTed in this location as well.
Collection A46 also contains a sherd of green leadglazed earthenware. This artifact, which probably is eighteenth-century French, verifies the Early Historic period
component indicated by the Indian pottery.
Mound J -This very low mound is located just east of
Mound I. MoundJ has a gently rounded summit which is
only about a meter high. Its base measures about 35 m
north-south by 25 m east-west. We made a single surface
collection for all of Mound].
Collection A47 was a general surface collection from
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Table 42. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), between Mounds I and].

No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Wash-out Area (Collection No. A46)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
vm: Dominic
vm: Shell Banks
vm: unspecified

2
I

3

On Aikin ware; 1 Rim ("Dominic")
Rim ("Dominic")
2 Rims (I "Dominic")

Mazique Incised
1

vm: N/anchac

Mound Place Incised
vm: Akron
vm: McMillan
vm: Waltons Camp

1

Rim

2

2 Rims ('Jessamine")

7

vaT. unspecified

4

5 Rims (1 "Gasque," 1 With UID
Effigy Scar); I UID Effigy Head Support
2 Rims

4

2 Rims (l "Gasque")

Moundville Incised
vm: Bottle Creel!

Pensacola Incised
vaT. unspecified

Salt Creek Cane Impressed
Rim ("Beckum")

vaT. Salt Creel!

UID Engraved on Bell Plain
Base (Circular, Flat)

vaT. unspecified

UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified

II

4 Rims (I 'Jessamine")

UID White-filmed on Bell Plain
Rim (With UID Effigy Scar)

vaT. unspecified

Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
vaT. Stockton
vaT. unspecified

2
2

32

10 Rims (2 "Dominic," 2 "Gasque"); 2
Bases (Flat); 1 Rim Effigy Head Fragment
(Mound Island Human/ Unspecified)

Graveline Plain

2

vaT. Graveline

Guillory Plain
vaT. Guillory

Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. PineLog
vaT. unspecified

2
7
50

I Rim
1 With UID Handle Scar
10 Rims (I With Conical
Node); 1 Discoidal

2

I Rim

Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

139

Lithics
Cores
Ground Stone
Polished Stone
Unmodified Stone
European Ceramics
Coarse Earthenware

2
3
I

Coastal Plain Agate
Sandstone
Quartz Pebble (Pottery Tool?)
Sandstone
Green Lead-glazed
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Table 42. continued
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Wash-out Area (Collection No. A46)
Faunal Remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
Probable White-tailed Deer
UID Large Mammal
Other
Fired Pottery Clay
UID Fired Clay

a

3

AntlerTine (Possible Flaker)
1 Astragalus; 1Tibia Fragment
UID Longbone Fragments

I

Fine Shell Tempered

1

2

2

b

e

o
I

h

~

k

Figure 68. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
between Mounds I andJ. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic
(on Aikin ware, with "Dominic" rim); b, D'Olive Incised,
var. Shell Banks (with "Dominic" rim); c, Mazique Incised,
var. Mallchac; d, Mound Place Incised, var. Akroll (rim); e,
Mound Place Incised, var. McMillall (with "Jessamine"
rim); f, Mound Place Incised, var. Waltons Camp (rim); g,
Bell Plain, var. ullspecified (with "Dominic" rim); h, Fired
Pottery Clay (tempered with fine shell); i, Core, Coastal
Plain Agate; j, Polished Quartz Pebble; k, Green Leadglazed Coarse Earthenware. Provenience: a-k, A46 (wash
area) (GCS/95/N2/9).

5cm

I

Figure 69. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
between Mounds I and J. Rim Effigy Fragment, Mound
Island Human/ unspecified (on Bell Plain, var. unspecified
ware). Provenience: A46 (wash area) (GCS/95/N2/10).
the entire mound, with mostofthe materials comingfrom
several superficially eroded areas on the eastern slope
(Table 43). The pottery assemblage, though smaller, is
similar to Collection A46 from the swale between Mounds
I and J and is quite different from the collection from
Mound I itself. Like Collection A46, A47 features definite
Bottle Creek I phase and Bottle Creek II phase components, with only hints of Protohistoric/Early Historic and
Late Woodland period occupations (Figure 70a-e). The
latter is represented by a Weeden Island Plain sherd that
bears a rim mode which is believed to be diagnostic of the
Tate's Hammock phase. Collection A47 also is similar to
A46 in the presence of rim effigy vessel fragments, includ-
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Table 43. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), MoundJ, entire mound.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Mostly E. Slope (Collection No. A47)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
Va?: Dominic
2
Va?: 1l1lsj)ecified
Mound Place Incised
Va?: lvlcMillan
Va?: WaltOllS Camp
1
Va?: unspecified
Moundville Engraved
1
vm: unsj)ecified
Moundville Incised
vm: unsj)ecifieri
3
Pensacola Incised
Va?: U1J.sj)ecified
2
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
vm: lt11.sj)ecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
v(n: UllsjJerified
6
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: ull~perified
2
UID Decorated on Graveline Plain
vm: 1l1Bpecified
Bell Plain
vm: Ft. Conde
2
vm: llnsj)ecified
20

Mississippi Plain
vm: Devil's Bend
vm: Pine Log
vm: unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
Total Indian Pottel],
Lithics
Cylindrical Stone Object
Ground Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
Turtle
White-tailed Deer
UID Mammal

ing an avian rim effigy head. All of these similarities
support the hypothesis that the redeposited materials in
the swale are more closely affiliated with Mound J than
Mound I.
Mound K-This is a small mound which is spacially
separated from the main group of mounds (A-J). It is
located about 90 m east ofMoundJ. Mound K is about 1.5

I on Ai/dn ware; 2 Rims ("Dominic")

With UID Rim Effigy Scar

Rim
2 Rims (1 "Gasque")
I Rim

2 Rims; 1 Base (Flat); 1 Rim Effigy
Head (Crested Bird/ U11specified,
"Weeping Eye Surround")

4

8

I Rim
I Rim; 1 Loop Handle Fragment
(With Concave Node)
1 Rim

2

I Rim ("Weeden Island B")

2
35

93

Sandstone
Sandstone

2
3

Carapace
Antler Tine
UID Fragments

m high with a rounded top. Its base measures approximately 45 m north-south by 40 m east-west. It has a long,
gentle slope to the south which might be the remains ofa
ramp. However, since the main path and an old logging
trail cross this southern slope, its extended shape may be
due to more recent causes. Curiously, except for a couple
of trees and some scattered palmettos, the top of Mound K
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Figure 70. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mounds] and O. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic (widespaced line treatment, with "Dominic" rim); b, Mound
Place Incised, var. McMillan; c, Pensacola Incised, var.
unspecified; d, Bell Plain, var. umpecified, Rim Effigy Head,
Crested Bird/ Umpecified ("Weeping Eye" surround); e,
Cylindrical Stone Object; f, D'Olive Incised, var. umpecified
(with scalloped rim); g, Moundville Incised, var. Bottle
Creek; h, Graveline Plain, var. umpecified (with "Bear Point"
rim). Provenience: a-e, A47 (east slope of Mound]); f-h,
A48 (east slope and summit of Mound 0) (GCS/95/N2/
11).
is en tirely devoid of surface vegetation. No grasses, weeds,
ferns or, for that matter, humus is present on the summitjust bare earth. The reason for this lack of ground cover is
not clear, but it may be due to the flooding which periodically submerges the mound.
We made two surface collections on Mound K.
Collection A65 was from around an animal burrow on
the northern part of the summit (Table 44, Figures 71 b, d,
f-h and 73b). The backfill from this burrow contained
shells, bones and artifacts, indicating the animal had dug
through a midden deposit. Though somewhat small, the
pottery collection represents a relatively early Mississippian assemblage. A Bottle Creek I and/ or Andrews Place
phase component is marked by the sherds of Moundville,
Snows Bend with wedge punctations, and a fragment of a
scalloped-rim plate.
Collection A66 was a general collection from the north
slope of Mound K (Table 45, Figure71 a, c, e). The material
came from the bare, superficially eroded surface that characterizes this part of the mound. Although the pottery
assemblage is small, it verifies the relatively early Mississippian component indicated by Collection A65 from the
animal burrow. Moundville Incised, var. Moundville and
the "Dominic" rim mode are thought to be restricted to

f

h

Figure 71. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound K. a, D'Olive Incised, var. Mary Ann; b, D'Olive
Incised, var. umpecified (with scalloped rim); c, Moundville
Incised, var. Moundville; d, Moundville Incised, var. Snows
Bend (with wedge punctations); e, Pensacola Incised, var.
unspecified (similar to Carthage Incised, var. Summerville);
f, Bone, White-tailed Deer Astragalus; g, Bone, Unidentified
Large Mammal Lumbar Vertebra (probably white-tailed
deer); h, Bone, Turkey Tibiotarsus (left). Provenience: a, c,
e, A66 (upper northern slope); b, d, f-h, A65 (animal
burrow) (GCS/95/N2/17).

the Bottle Creek I phase (ca. A.D. 1200/1250 to 1350) and
the pre-Pensacola Andrews Place phase (ca. A.D. 11001250). The sherd resembling Carthage Incised, var.
Summerville may be a key. Summerville is a marker of early
Moundville culture, which may lend some support to an
interpretation of an Andrews Place phase occupation for
Mound K. If so, it could be one of the earliest mounds at
the site.
Mound L-This is a medium-sized, elongated platform
mound in the southeastern part of the site. Along with M
and N, Mound L is part of a southern cluster which lies
apart from the rest of the site and which is located across
the plaza from Mound A. Mound L has a long, flat top
which is about 2.5 m high. The main part of the mound is
generally rectangular with a basal diameter of about 25 m
north to south by 35 m east to west. It rests on a large Lshaped terrace which averages about 1 m high. The terrace is part of a small peninsula which projects southward
into the swamp. Thus, it is perpendicular to the generally
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Table 44. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound K, summit.
No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Animal Burrow, N. End (Collection No. A65)

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
D'Olive Incised
var. unspecified

1

Rim (Scalloped); Crude, Amateurish
Decoration (Beginner's Effort?)

1

With Wedge Punctations

4
4

1 Rim

9
12
4

3 Rims
2 Rims

1
1

Base (Flat)

Moundville Incised
var. Moundville
var. Snows Bend

UID Engraved on Bell Plain
var. unspecified

Bell Plain
var. Stockton
var. unspecified

Graveline Plain
var. Aikin

Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Engraved on Baytown Plain
var. unspecified

UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

40

Ground/Polished Fragmen t

1

Lithics

Hammerstone
Unmodified Fragments
Faunal Remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
UID Large Mammal
Turkey
UID
Other
UID Fired Clay

east to west orientation of the principal ridge which supports most of the Bottle Creek site. There is some evidence
that this entire peninsula and terrace may be artificial in
origin.
Mound L has seen some excavation in the last few years.
This work already has been described in detail on pp. 5758. In summary, the following sequence of construction
and use is postulated for Mound L based on the current
excavation data:
Sometime during or before the Bottle Creek I phase, an
artificial terrace was added to the southeastern edge of the
east-west ridge (natural levee?) which supports most of
the site. A broad, flat platform was constructed on this
terrace. Then, a rectangular flat-topped mound was added

1
2

"Greenstone" (Flake from a
Polished Stone Object)
Quartz
1 Chert; 1 Sandstone

1
1
1
2

Astragalus
Vertebra (Possible Deer)
Tibiotarsus
UID Fragments

3

to the top of this platform, probably during the Bottle
Creek I phase. The mound seems to have been designed
for a specialized activity. No midden deposits were observed on the surface, in tree-falls or animal burrows, in a
series of soil probe tests around the slope, or in the excavations. From the beginning, prepared surfaces were kept
free of refuse except for numerous microlithic tools associated with burned areas. Mound L then seems to have been
abandoned for some period of time. Finally, a thick clay
cap was added to the top and the mound was reoccupied
during the Late Proto historic or Early Historic period.
Rectangular wall-trench structures, including at least one
dating to the eighteenth century, were erected on the new
summit.
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Table 45. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), Mound K, north slope.
Comments

No.

Artifact Class

Surface, Mostly Upper Slope (Collection No. A66)

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
D'Olive Incised
Rim ("Dominic")

var. MaryAnn

Moundville Incised
var. Moundville

Pensacola Incised
var. unspecified

1

cf. Carthage Incised, var. Summerville

11

3 Rims (l "Dominic,"
1 With Notched Lip Exterior)

7
2

2 Rims

Bell Plain
var. unspecified

Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Faunal Remains
Bone
UIDFish

During our recent survey, we made five collections from
three locations on Mound L.
Collections A49 and A52 derived from the vicinity of a
tree-fall on the northeast slope (Table 46, Figure 72g).
The small pottery assemblage features several Late
Protohistoric or Early Historic period markers, including
Ft. Conde, Graveline, and Chicot Red. Undoubtedly, these
sherds are related to the late structure (s) uncovered by the
excavations on the summit.
Collections A50 and A53 derived from several eroded
areas on the southwest slope of the mound (Table 47).
Although there is no evidence of midden refuse in this
location, the numerous sherds indicate a disposal area of
some sort. The majority of the classified pottery appears to
date to the Early Historic period Port Dauphin phase
(Figure 72a-f, h-i). Once again, this component corresponds to the late occupation (s) identified on the summit.
Additionally, a small number of Bottle Creek I, Bottle
Creek II, and Late Woodland period diagnostics are
present in the collections from this area. Also, a
protohistoric component may be represented by some of
the plain wares.
In addition to these collections, a quartz cobble
hammerstone/abraderwas found on the southeast base of
Mound L (Collection A54; Figure 73a).
In summary, when the peninsula, platform, and the
rectangular mound are considered together, the Mound L
locale represents one of the largest earth construction
projects at Bottle Creek. It is obvious that the layout was
incorporated into the overall site plan for the core of the
site. In some ways, the elongated mound and the underly-

24

Possible Drum

1

e

g

Figure 72. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mound L. a, Mound Place Incised, var. Waltons Camp (rim);
b, Pensacola Incised, var. Gasque; c, Pensacola Incised, var.
unspecified; d, Port Dauphin Incised, var. unspecified (rim);
e, Unidentified Incised and Excised on Graveline Plain,
var. Gravelineware; f, Ground Stone Fragment (hematite);
g, Carter Engraved, var. unspecified (base, rectangular, flat);
h, Pensacola Incised, var. unspecified; i, Yon Engraved, var.
Woodruff. Provenience: a-f, A50 (southwest slope); g, A52
(tree-fall, northeast slope); h-i, A53 (southwest slope)
(GCS/95/N2/12).
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Table 46. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound L, northeast slope and southeast toe.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Tree-fall (Collection Nos. A49, A52)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Carter Engraved
vaT. unspecified
ChicotRed
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
3
vaT. unspecified
12
Graveline Plain
vaT. Graveline
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Pine Log
1
vaT. unspecified
3
UID Shell Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
26
Other
UID Fired Clay

Base (Rectangular, Flat)

2 Rims

Rim

Surface, SE. Toe (Collection No. A54)
Lithics
Pecked and Ground Cobble

Hammerstonel Abrader; Quartz

b

a
'om
I

Figure 73. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (IBa2) site,
Mounds K and L. a, Hammerstone/Abrader (pecked and
ground quartz cobble); b, Hammerstone (quartz cobble).
Provenience: a, A54 (southeast base of Mound L); b, A65
(animal burrow, Mound K) (GCS/95/N2/13).

ing terrace are reminiscent of the unusual configuration
of Mound B. Along with Mounds A and M, which are
oriented in the same east-west direction, and Mound B,
which is perpendicular to that direction, Mound L is one
element of a more or less typical Mississippian mound/
plaza arrangemen t. The somewhat smaller size and sligh tly
skewed layout relative to the standard Mississippian plan
probably is due to the small size and unique shape of the
available landform. It appears that the peninsula which
supports Mound L represents a drastic attempt to alter the
shape of the natural terrain to fit the needs of a growing
mound center. Furthermore, it is possible that the slightly
higher elevation which underlies Mounds A through J
(corresponding to the 1.50 m contour line in Figure 3)
also represents artificial enhancement of the natural topography.
Excavations and surface collections indicate the terrace
feature underlying Mound L was constructed during the
Bottle Creek I phase. The mound itself probably was begun and initially utilized during that phase, when it was
devoted to some sort of craft activity involving microliths.
This function continued until the Bottle Creek II phase.
Evidently, the mound was abandoned sometime during or
at the end of that phase. Later on, it was increased in
height and the summit was reoccupied during the Late
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Table 47. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound L, southwest slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Eroded Areas (Collection Nos. A50, A53)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Mound Place Incised
vaT. Waltons Camp
1
Pensacola Incised
vaT. Gasque
2
vaT. Holmes
1
3
vaT. unspecified
Port Dauphin Incised
vaT. unspecified
2
Yon Engraved
vaT. Woodruff
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
2
vaT. unspecified
8
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
UID Incised, UID Shell Tempered
UID Incised and Excised on Graveline Plain
1
vaT. Graveline
UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. Boatyard
5
vaT. Ft. Conde
25
vaT. unspecified
33
Graveline Plain
vaT. Graveline
2
Guillory Plain
vaT. unspecified
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Pine Log
5
37
vaT. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
12
Late Woodland
UID Incised on Weeden Island Plain
1
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
1
UID Fine Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
153
Lithics
5
Chipped Pebbles
Pecked and Ground Cobble
(Hammerstone/ Abrader)
1
Unmodified Pebbles
8
Ground Fragments
2
Other
5
UID Fired Clay

Comments

Rim

2 Mend
2 Mend
1 Rim

1 Rim

1 Rim

1 Rim
3 Rims (2 "Dominic"); 1 Base (Flat)

2 Rims; 1 UID Loop Handle Fragment
2 Rims

1 or 2 Flakes Removed; Chert
Quartz
Chert
Hematite
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Table 48. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (1 Ba2), Mound M, southwest slope.
Comments

No.

Artifact Class

Surface, Upper Slope (Collection No. A55)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
vm: Ft. Conde
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vm: unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecified
UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
vm: Ft. Conde
Bell Plain
vm: Ft. Conde
vm: unspecified
Graveline Plain
V(l1:

2

I Rim

3
3
14

I With Interior Black Film; 2 Rims

58

9 Rims

Gmveline

Lafitte Plain
var. unspecified

Mississippi Plain
vm: unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Black Filmed,
UID Fine Sand Tempered
Addis Plain
vm: unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Retouched Flake
Utilized Flakes
Unmodified Flakes
Core Fragment
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
Faunal Remains
Bone
White-tailed Deer
UID
Shell

4

I

88
I

3
II

1
1
2

Secondary; Coastal Plain Agate (Heat Altered)
2 Secondary (Heat Altered),
1 Tertiary; All Coastal Plain Agate
I Primary, 2 Secondary,
8 Tertiary; all Coastal Plain Agate
Coastal Plain Agate
Sandstone
Sandstone

Tibia Fragmen t

Rangia Cuneata

UID

Whelk or Busycon Fragment

Other
UID Fired Clay

Protohistoric or Early Historic period. Several structures
were built on top of Mound L at this time. At least one of
these was occupied during the eighteenth century, as evidenced by Port Dauphin phase pottery and European
artifacts.
Mound M-This is a small, ovate to rectangular mound
located about 60 m west of Mound L. Mound M has a fairly
broad, flat top which is approximately 1. 75 m high. The

base measures about 35 m northwest-southeast by 50 m
southwest-northeast. The orientation of Mound M
roughly parallels that of Mounds A and L and seems to be
part of the mound/ plaza arrangemen t for the core of the
site. It rests upon a low terrace which extends into the
swamp and which probably is artificial.
Collecting the surface of Mound M was difficult due to
a dense tangle of vegetation which covered most of the
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Figure 74. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mound N. a, Mound Place Incised, var. McMillan (rim); b,
Moundville Incised, var. Snows Belld (with loop handle scar
and wedge punctations); c, Pensacola Incised, var. Holmes.
Provenience: a, A51 (tree-fall, east side); b-c, A74 (treefall, east side) (GCS/95/N2/1S).
mound. One collection, ASS, was made in a disturbed area
on the upper southwest slope (Table 48). The pottery
indicates a strong Late Protohistoric or Early Historic
period component, probably dating to the Port Dauphin
phase. This suggests a relationship with the later
occupation (s) on top of the nearby Mound L. Collection
A55 also contains a number of flakes and a core fragment
of Coastal Plain Agate (CPA), the same material from
which the Bottle Creek I/II phase microliths in Mound L
were made. An analysis of the lithics from the test units on
Mound L showed that the CPA microliths and the
bladelets and splinters from which they were manufactured were restricted to those early levels (Jackson 1993).
In contrast, the late occupations on top of Mound L
produced a few CPA flakes but no microliths, blades or
splinters. Since only Port Dauphin phase diagnostics were
identified in the Mound M surface collection, we may
speculate that the debitage in the collection is related to
that phase as well. Unlike Mound L, Mound M contains
midden deposits, as revealed by the presence of clam shells
and animal bone in the disturbed area. Perhaps one function of Mound M was as a refuse disposal site for the latest
residents of Mound L. Mound N was closer to Mound L but
its surface collection contained only prehistoric pottery.
At[ound N-This is a very small, circular mound located
about 15 m northwest of Mound L. Mound N is only about
a meter high and about 20 to 25 m in basal diameter. Two
collections, A51 and A74, came from a tree-fall on the
southeast slope of the mound (Table 49). The pottery
assemblage features a number of Bottle Creek I phase
markers (Figure 74). The Hol17lessherd (Figure 74c), possi-
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bly the McMillan specimen (Figure 74a) and some of the
plain sherds date to the Bottle Creek II phase. There are
no unequivocal indicators of earlier or later components.
Thus, in contrast to Mound M, Mound N seems to be more
closely affiliated with the people who initially built and
utilized Mound L rather than with the ones who reoccupied it later on. The tree-fall on Mound N pulled up a
number of shells in addition to the sherds and bone that
we collected. Considering the lack of midden on Mound L,
Mound N may represent a refuse disposal locale for the
postulated microlith-using Bottle Creek I/II folks on
Mound L. If so, such formal spatial separation of midden
from Mound L, which is in contrast with the typical slopeside disposal pattern noted elsewhere at the site, would
reinforce our hypothesis that the mound served a special
function during the climactic period of the site's occupation.
Mound 0-This is a small, ovate conical mound located
at the extreme eastern end of the site. It has a rounded top
and stands about 2 m high. The basal diameter measures
about 60 m north-south by 45 m east-west. Mound 0 is
isolated from the rest of the site; it is 90 m southeast of its
nearest neighbor, Mound K.
Previously, we noted that Mound 0 is the location ofthe
eighteenth-century burial described by Bigelow. We also
have described the 1990 University of South Alabama test
excavation in the mound. The U.S.A. excavation showed
that Mound 0 was raised rather quickly on a prepared
surface. There was no evidence of multi-stage construction
or sequential re-use of the mound; the artifacts from the
excavation indicated very little time depth.
We believe Mound 0 was a Bear Point phase burial
mound. Such mounds are diagnostic of the Ginhouse
Island complex, characterized by a number of small,
protohistoric burial mounds identified in the upper Mobile-Tensaw delta and the Forks region (Fuller n.d.b;
Fuller et al. 1984). The size and structure of Mound 0 are
similar to other burial mounds of the Ginhouse Island
complex that have been recorded to date. Bigelow's burial
may represent a later intrusion, a trait noted for an eighteenth-century burial in the western edge of Mound G.
Mounds P, Qand R,located at the extreme western end of
the site, also may be proto historic burial mounds. Like
Mound 0, they are situated well apart from the rest of the
mound center.
We made one collection, A48, from a looters' pit on the
summit, plus erosional areas on the eastern slope (Table
50). The pottery assemblage contains markers of the
Bottle Creek I or Bottle Creek II phase, the Bear Point
phase, and the Port Dauphin phase. The latter two phase
identifications match our interpretation of the mound's
history based on the U.S.A. excavation. The Bottle Creek
I/II materials may have been contained in the fill used to
build the mound.
Mound P-This small conical mound is located about
163 m west-southwest of Mound C (Figure 75). The two
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Table 49. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (1Ba2), Mound N, southeast slope.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Tree-fall, Upper Slope (Collection Nos. A51, A74)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mound Place Incised
Rim

vaT. McMillan

Moundville Incised
With Wedge Punctations

vaT. Snows Bend

Pensacola Incised
vaT. Hohnfs

Bell Plain
Val:

Stocilton

Graveline Plain
Val: Aikin
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
vaT. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

1

5
13
I
24

Lithics
Unmodified Pebble
Faunal Remains
Shell
Rangia Cuneata
Bone
UID Large Mammal
Other
UID Fired Clay

are separated by a water-filled channel, the "ancient canal"
described by Bigelow. Mound P is about 1 m high and
about 40 m in diameter north to south by 35 m east to west.
A small borrow pit depression is located immediately to
the southeast.
Seven collection areas were recorded on or around
Mound P (Figure 76): Locale I (Collections C37, C38,
D59) was a tree-fall located about 33 m east-northeast of
the mound's center; Locale II (Collection D60) was a treefall about 57 m northwest of the mound; Locale III (Collections C34 and D61) was a tree-fall about 25 m westsouthwest of the mound's center; Locale IV (Collection
D62) was an animal burrow about 29 m to the northnortheast; Locale V (Collection D66) was an animal burrow on the eastern edge of the mound; Locale VI (Collection C41) was a small tree-fall or looters' pit on the
southern slope; and Locale VII (Collection C36) was a
tree-fall or looters' pit on the northwestern slope. Collection C40 (not mapped) came from the surface on the
northwestern side of the mound. Another sherd was
found at an un-recorded location somewhere south of
Mound P (Collection D65).
The pottery from Mound P features an excellent Bear
Point phase assemblage (Tables 51-53, Figure 77a-d).

1

Quartz

1

8

Markers include the following: Pensacola Incised, vaT.
Bem' Point; Moundville Incised, vaT. Douglas; and Mississippi Plain, vaT. Pine Log. Several collection areas also had
shells, indicating the presence of buried midden deposits
covering an area at least 60 m by 75 m. Numerous pre-Bear
Point phase sherds in the collections around Mound P probably came from an earlier occupation underlying the mound.
Examples of Hardy, Deep Ba)lou, Dominic, Canvllton, Moundville,
SnolUs BPnd (with wedge punctations), D'Olive Engraved,
Mound\~lle Engraved, and "Dominic" lims point to an
Andrews Place and/or Bottle Creek I phase component.
Mound P probably is a Bear Point phase burial mound
associated with the Ginhouse Island complex. Its small
size, conical shape, and adjacent borrow pit are typical of
such mounds. Probe tests in the top and sides of the
mound revealed no evidence of building stages, suggesting rapid, one-stage construction (Figure 78), This fits
what we know of Bear Point phase burial mounds as well as
historically documented, eighteenth-century Choctawan
burial patterns. Possibly contradicting this burial mound
hypothesis was our probe test on the northern toe of the
mound, which struck a very dense shell deposit at about 1 m
below the surface. However, we believe this midden predates the mound. The other probes yielded mostly gray-
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Bottle Creek (lBa2)
Additional Midden Areas in
the Vicinity of Mound P
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Figure 75. Sketch map of Mound P and nearby midden
areas at the Bottle Creek ( 1Ba2) site, showing their locations
relative to the main mound group.
brown to tan fine silty sands with no obvious stratification
to depths of 120 cm.
Mounds Q and R-This is a close-spaced pair of small
conical mounds located about 200 m west-southwest of
Mound P. They are situated on the edge of a narrow, relict
natural levee overlooking a wide, cypress-filled channel
(Figure 79). This is the same channel feature which borders the Dominic Creek site (lBa263) about 1.5 km to the
south. The orientation of the two mounds is northeast to
southwest, roughly paralleling the trend of this relict channel.
Mound Q is about 20 m in diameter and about 1 m tall.
A soil probe test in the center showed fine tan sandy silt to
about 10 cm below the surface, then a thick layer of patchy
light gray and orange silty clay to about 78 cm. The latter
might indicate the presence of a clay cap. Below this
possible cap was tan silty sand to a depth of over 120 cm.
Except for the layer of clay, there was no other evidence of
stratification, construction, or habitation-no charcoal,
fired clay, shell, bone, etc.
The southwestern mound, R, is about 16 m in diameter
and about 50 to 70 cm high (Figure 80). It is located very
close to Mound Q. A soil probe test in the northern end of
the Mound R summit revealed tan silty sand to a depth of
about 85 cm. Below this was mottled gray and tan sandy silt
to about 105 cm, then mottled tan to beige sandy silt to

over 120 cm. Another probe test in the center of the
mound revealed brown sandy silt to a depth of 15 cm;
gray-brown silt with possible fired clay from 15 to 80 cm;
orange-brown oxidized (burned) sandy soil with charcoal
from 80 to 83 cm; homogenous beige silty sand from 83 to
86 cm; homogenous dark gray, organic silt from 86 to 90
cm; beige silty sand with gray mottling from 90 to 108 cm;
and mottled brown silty sand with charcoal flecks from
108 to at least 120 cm. So, it appears that Mound R may
have been erected on a burned, perhaps intentionally
prepared surface, and that pre-mound cultural stratigraphy may be present.
We obtained collections from two tree-falls in the vicinity of Mound R: Locale I (Collection D63), approximately
50 M to the west-southwest; and Locale II (Collection
D64), about 50 M to the east-southeast (Table 54). Locale
II yielded a sherd of Pensacola Incised, vaT. Jessamine. We
are not sure if this Bottle Creek I phase marker relates to
the mounds or to other occupations detected in this part
of the site. Unlike Mound P, and unlike everywhere else at
1Ba2 except for Mounds Land 0, no shell appears to be
associated with Mounds Q or R. Just like Mound P, however, a small borrow pit is locatedjust southeast of Mound
R. Again, this suggests the immediate, one-stage construc-
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(lBa2) site.
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Table 50. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), Mound 0, entire mound.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Mostly from Looters' Pit on Summit (Collection No. A48)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
D'Olive Incised
vaT. unspecified
2
Moundville Incised
vaT. unspecified
3
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
6
Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
4
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Mississippi Plain
Val: Pine Log
4
vaT. unspecified
16
UID Shell Tempered Plain
4
Total Indian Pottery
50
Lithics
Ground Stone
Unmodified Stone
1

tion of a special purpose tumulus, a pattern which is
reminiscent of Ginhouse Island complex burial mounds
of the Bear Point phase.
Buried Midden North of Mound P-Beginning a few
meters north-northeast of Mound P, we observed pottery
and shell fragments in several crawfish chimneys. A piece
of pottery was collected from one of these chimneys (Collection D68, Table 53). Although unclassified, the incised
sherd is reminiscent of Bottle Creek 1111 phase pottery
decoration. After flagging the locations, we conducted a
series of soil probe tests in and around this area. They
detected the presence of a buried shell midden in a long,
narrow configuration oriented northeast to southwest and
occurring at depths between 70 and 115 cm (Figure 75).
The principal deposit appears to be about 50 m long and
about 10 to 15 m wide. The general orientation is approximately parallel to the trend of all of the old channels and
levee ridges in this part of Mound Island. As with Mounds
P, Q, and R, the midden may have been associated with a
formerly active channel, probably the one that connects
this part of the Bottle Creek site with the Dominic Creek
site. Also, it would have connected the Tensaw River with
Middle River. Of the three main relict channels in this
area, the other two being the "canal" channel to the east
and Dominic Creek to the west, this channel seems to be
the only one that might have been large enough to have
supported a significant Rangia population.

I Rim (Scalloped)
1 Base (Rectangular, Flat)

I Rim ("Bear Point")
1 Base

Sandstone
Quartz Pebble

Interestingly, the probe tests also revealed deposits of
very coarse sand in the area immediately around the
buried shell deposit and at about the same depth. This
sand seems to verify the former presence of a very active
fluvial system. How this relates chronologically to the
occupation of IBa2 and, especially, to the construction of
Mounds Q, R, P, C and D, is not certain. However, it
promises fascinating research potential for the future.
The "Canal" Midden-One other collection was made in
the "western complex" at Bottle Creek. It came from the
western edge of the channel which separates Mound P
from Mounds C and D (Figure 75). This relict channel
contains water only because it is blocked by a series of
beaver dams. Otherwise, except during seasonal flooding,
it would be dry like the numerous other abandoned channels located between the mound center and Dominic
Creek. During the climax of Bottle Creek's occupation, ca.
A.D. 1250-1600, this channel may have been an active
stream, thus providing easy access to the western part of
the site.
Collection C39 was from a small area of shell midden in
the channel bank about 90 m east of Mound P. Shells and
artifacts occurred near a beaver lodge and next to a log
which crosses the channel. The disturbed midden covered
an area only a couple of meters across. The original provenience is uncertain. However, it may be related to other
buried shell midden deposits which we noted in the vicin-
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Table 51. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), vicinity of Mound P, mapped locales.
Artifact Class

No.

Locale I, Tree-fall E. of Mound (Collection Nos. C37, C38, D59)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Coles Creek Incised
1
vaT. Hardy
D'Olive Engraved
2
D'Olive Incised
vaT. Dominic
vaT. unspecified
Leland Incised
1
vaT. Deep Bayou
Mound Place Incised
2
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
vaT. Taylorville
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Incised
1
vaT. Carrollton
1
vaT. Douglas
2
vaT. Moundville
1
vaT. Snows Bend
5
vaT. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
1
vaT. Bear Point
4
vaT. unspecified
Port Dauphin Incised
4
vaT. unspecified
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
1
vaT. unspecified
8
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
6
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
14
vaT. Ft. Conde
vaT. Stockton
3
43
vaT. unspecified
Graveline Plain
vaT. Ai/tin
1
vaT. Graveline
9
Guillory Plain
3
vaT. Guillory
vaT. unspecified
Lafitte Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
18
vaT. Pine Log
79
vm: unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
36
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vm: unspecified
2
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
UID Sand Tempered Plain
258
Total Indian Pottery

Comments

Rim
1 Rim ("Dominic")
Aikin Ware; Rim ("Dominic")

2 Rims

Rim

1 Rim
With Wedge Punctations

Rim ("Bear Point")
1 Rim ("Bear Point")
2 Rims

2 Rims
1 Rim
2 Mend
2 Rims

I Rim; With Lip Node

3 Rims
4 Rims
1 Rim
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Table 51. continued
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale I, Tree-fall E. of Mound (Collection Nos. C37, C38, D59)

Lithics

2

Fire-cracked Rock
Faunal Remains
Teeth
White-tailed Deer
Bone
UID Fragment
Other
UID Fired Clay

Claystone

4
Locale II, Tree-fall NW. of Mound (Collection No. D60)

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log
var. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

1
1
2

Rim

Locale IV, Animal Burrow, NE. of Mound (Collection No. D62)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
var. unspecified

1

Black Filmed

Mississippi Plain
var. unspecified

2
Rim (With Loop Handle
With Conical Node)

UID Sand and Grog Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

ity of Mound P and which we believe predate that mound.
The pottery assemblage indicated Bottle Creek I and
Bottle Creek II phase components; one sherd suggests a
possible Late Woodland occupation as well (Table 55).
Summary of the Bottle Creek Collections--Bottle Creek
(IBa2) is, by far, the largest and most important site in the
survey area. Long known as a major center of Mississippian
culture for the north-central Gulf Coast, recent research
has verified the presence of significant Protohistoric and
Early Historic components as well (Tables 56-58). Currently, it appears that the climax of mound building and
mound occupation was during the Bottle Creek I and
Bottle Creek II phases, about A.D. 1200/1250 to 1550.
However, some mound construction did occur in later
times, as suggested by the small conical mounds thought to
be protohistoric burial mounds (O-R) and by the latest
occupation on top of Mound L. There are indications that
most of the platform mounds were abandoned at the end
of the Bottle Creek II phase. Few of the well-developed
midden deposits associated with those mounds show
significant Bear Point phase contributions to the domestic refuse. However, a recent test excavation at the base of

4

Mound A did reveal a probable Bear Point phase slope
midden deposit in the upper levels. Obviously, this large and
physically complex site has a long and complex settlement
history. Our surface collections reflect that complexity.

Dominic Creek (IBa263)
The Dominic Creek site is located on the southeastern
point of the juncture of Dominic Creek with a relict channel feature. The latter begins near Mounds Q and R at the
Bottle Creek site, crosses Dominic Creek, and continues to
Middle River. It carries water occasionally and so still acts
as an intermittent tributary/distributary of both Dominic
Creek and Middle River. Site IBa263 is situated on the
opposite side of Dominic Creek from Mound Island (Figures 81 and 82). It is approximately 2.5 km northwest of
the juncture of Dominic Creek and Bottle Creek (3 km by
water), and about 1.5 km south of the Bottle Creek site
(1 Ba2). The general terrain in this area is low and swampy
but the location of the site is slightly higher. A camp known
as "The Dog House" is located on top of IBa263.
The Gulf Coast Survey first located this site in 1991. We
visited it again during the Mound Island Survey in 1994.
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Table 52. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), on Mound P, mapped locales.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale V, Animal Burrow, E. Toe of Mound (Collection No. D66)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
Pensacola/ Mound Place Incised
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Mississippi Plain
2
var. unspecified
6
Total Indian Pottery
Locale III, Tree-fall, SW. Toe of Mound (Collection Nos. C34, D61)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Moundville Incised
vaT. Douglas
I
vaT. unspecified
2
Bell Plain
2
vaT. unspecified
Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log
4
Most from 1 Large Vessel; 1 Rim
vaT. unspecified
23
UID Shell Tempered Plain
2
35
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Possible Pottery Tool; Quartz
Polished Pebble
Locale VI, Small Pit, S. Slope (Collection No. C41)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Bell Plain
var. Stockton
Mississippi Plain
Va?: unspecified
I
2
Total Indian Pottel}'
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Moundville Incised
var. Bottle Creelt
vaT. Moundville
Bell Plain
var. unspecified
1
Graveline Plain
Val: Graveline
Guillory Plain
vm: Guillory
Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log
I
var. 1l11sjJecified
3
UID Shell Tempered Plain
I
Total Indian Pottery
10

Rim ('jessamine")

Rim
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Artifacts from Bottle Creek (lBa2), on and near Mound P, unmapped locations.

Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Next to Tree, W. Toe of Mound (Collection No. C40)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Mound Place Incised
vm: Waltons Camp
1
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Total Indian Pottery
3

Rim

General Surface (Collection No. C35)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Guillory Plain
vaT. Guillory
Total Indian Pottery

2
2

Both from Same Vessel

Approximately 80 Meters S. of Mound (Collection No. D65)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
Crawfish Hole, N. of Mound (Collection No. D68)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery

Both times, shell midden was observed in the bank at two
locales. One is located on the Dominic Creek side of the
site; it is a small pocket of Rangia shell about 5 cm below
the surface. A couple of shell tempered plain sherds were
collected here in 1991 (Collection A14; Table 59). A second, somewhat larger Rangia midden is present in the
bank on the eastern side of the relict channel. It is located
about 10 m from the point and about 3 m from a small
wooden dock. This midden deposit is about 5 m long. As
with the other lens, it begins only about 5 cm below
the surface of the bank edge. Two fragments of a single
Pensacola Incised, vaT. Bear Point vessel with a "Bear Poin t"
rim were collected here in 1991 (AI3; Table 59; Figure
83b). In 1994, examples of Mississippi Plain, vaT. Pine Log
and Graveline Plain plus a late-looking sherd of
Moundville Incised, vaT. Bottle Creek were found at this
location (D 13; Figure 83a).
The pottery from IBa253 forms a good Bear Point
phase assemblage. Bottle Creehwith dot punctations generally is considered to be a good marker of the Bottle Creek
II phase. However, the specimen from IBa263 looks like a
terminal example of the variety; in many ways, especially

Pensacola or Mound Place Incised

in ware attributes, it tends toward Douglas, the Bear Point
phase variety.
We performed several soil probe tests at IBa263 to
search for buried deposits (Figure 84). They showed that
the two middens extended only a short way back from the
bank and were buried by 5 to 10 cm of overburden. A third,
more extensive midden was identified through probing. It
begins under the camp house and extends southward
beyond the house some 3 to 4 m. The midden deposit
measures about 7 to 8 m northwest to southeast. Its northeastern extent under the house could not be determined.
The probe tests showed that it is buried about 10 to 15 cm
below the surface and is about 15 cm thick in some areas.
Because no artifacts were recovered from this deposit, its
age is uncertain. It probably is contemporary with the
bankline midden which dates to the Bear Point phase.
This seems to be a single-component Bear Point phase
site. We still know very little about this proto historic phase.
Although a small site, the middens are very shallow and are
well-defined. Therefore, the Dominic Creek site would be
ideal for investigating Bear Point phase chronology, settlement, and subsistence in the Mobile-Tensaw delta.
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Figure 77. Artifacts from the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site,
Mounds P and R. a, Coles Creek Incised, vaT. Hardy (rim);
b-c, Moundville Incised, vaT. Moundville; d, Unidentified
Sand and Grog Tempered Plain (jar, with noded loop
handle fragment); e, Pensacola Incised, var. Jessamine.
Provenience: a-c, D59 (tree-fall, east edge of Mound P); d,
D62 (animal burrow, northeast edge of Mound P); e, D64
(east-southeast of Mound R [Locale II) (GCS/ 95/N2/ 7).

Figure 78. Jim Ambrosino and Rick Fuller perfonn a soil
probe test in Mound P at the Bottle Creek (lBa2) site
(GCS/94/N9/14).
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Table 54. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), near Mound R.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

wsw. of Mound (Collection No. D63)
Indian Pottery
Undetermined
Baytown Plain

1
1

var. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery

BigCypreu

___ _-

~
ESE. of Mound (Collection No. D64)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Pensacola Incised

/

var.Jessallline

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
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Table 55. Artifacts from Bottle Creek (IBa2), west bank of
"canal" channel.
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Figure 81. Sketch map of the Dominic Creek (lBa263) site.
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1
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1
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1
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Bell Plain
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Rim
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3
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Total Indian Pottery

1
17

Figure 82. The Dominic Creek (lBa263) site as seen from
the southeast (GCS/94/N7/9).
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Table 56. Bottle Creek (lBa2)-intrasite surface distribution of diagnostic pottery classes.
Mounds (Combined Collections)
Pottery Class

A

B BT* C D E

Port Dauphin Phase
Barataria Incised
Val: unspecified
ChicotRed
var. unspecified
Port Dauphin Incised
var. Port Dauphin
var. unspecified
4
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
var. Ft. Conde
UID Engraved on Lafitte Plain
UID Incised on Bell Plain
Val: Ft. Conde
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
var. Graveline
1
UID Incised on Lafitte Plain
UID Incised and Excised on Graveline Plain
var. Graveline
UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
vm: Ft. Conde
Bell Plain
16 2
Val: Ft. Conde
Graveline Plain
3
vm: Graveline
Lafitte Plain
7 I
Subtotal
31 6
Bear Point Phase
Alabama River Painted
vm: Cork
Moundville Incised
vm: Douglas
Pensacola Incised
vm: Bear Point
vm: Pensacola
V(lJ: Perdido Bay
Bell Plain
vm: Boatyard
Guillory Plain
vm: Guillory
Mississippi Plain
vm: Pine Log
7
Subtotal
8
Bottle Creek 1/11 Phases
D'Olive Incised
vm: Dominic
3
vm: lVIm)'Ann
2 2
vm: Shell Banks
Leland Incised
var. Deep Bayou
Middle River Incised
vm: Hastie
1
var. Middle River
1
Val: unspecified
Mound Place Incised
var. McMillan
2
var. Waltons Camp
3
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Table 56. continued
Mounds (Combined Collections)
Pottery Class

A

B BT* C D E

Bottle Creek I/II Phases (cont.)
Moundville Engraved
var. Hemphill
1
var. Taylorville
Moundville Incised
3 1 6
var. Bottle Creek
Pensacola Incised
var. Gasque
2 2
var. Holmes
1 1 2
var.Jessamine
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
var. Salt Creek
1 1 3
UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
UID Incised on Bell Plain
var. Stockton
1
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
UID Incised on Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake
1
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
var. Devil's Bend
Bell Plain
8 6 11
var. Stockton
Graveline Plain
var. Aikin
335
Guillory Plain
var. Briar Lake
5 7
Mississippi Plain
var. Beckum
1
var. Devil's Bend
15 32 52
Subtotal
39 64 98
Andrews Place Phase
Anna Incised
var. unspecified
Carter Engraved
var. unspecified
Coles Creek Incised
var. Hardy
D'Olive Engraved
1
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
var. Langston
Mazique Incised
var. Manchac
Mound Place Incised
var. Akron
1
Moundville Engraved
var.Havana
Moundville Incised
var. Moundville
212
Plaquemine Brushed
var. Plaquemine
Bell Plain
var. Hale
4 2
4 9 4
Subtotal
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Table 56. continued
Non-Mound Areas* *

Mounds (Combined Collections)
Pottery Class

A

B BT* C D E

UID Mississippi-Early Historic Period
Aucilla Incised
Carthage Incised
vaT. unspecified
D'Olive Incised
vaT. unspecified
2 3
Fort Walton Incised
vaT. unspecified
Leland Incised
vaT. unspecified
1
Mound Place Incised
vaT. unspecified
112
Moundville Engraved
2 2 2
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Incised
vaT. Carrollton
vaT. Snows Bend
1 1 2
vaT. unspecified
8 5 3
OldTown Red
vaT. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
vaT. unspecified
6 13 13
Yon Engraved
vaT. Woodruff
UID Engraved on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Finger-trailed on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
10 17 5
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
2 8
UID Incised, UID Shell Tempered
UID Incised, UID Sand
and Shell Tempered
UID Punctated on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
2 1
UID Punctated, UID Shell Tempered - 1
UID Trailed-Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID White Filmed on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Decorated on Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
Addis Plain
10 vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
55 41 67
vaT. unspecified
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Table 56. continued
Mounds (Combined Collections)
Pottery Class

B BT* C D

A

Graveline Plain
1 4
vaT. unspecified
Guillory Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Mississippi Plain
149 71 127
vaT. unspecified
6 18
UID Shell Temp. Plain
34
284 172 252
Subtotal
Tate's Hammock/Coden Phases
Coles Creek Incised
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on
Weeden Island Plain
Weeden Island Plain
1
Subtotal
0
0
UID Woodland Period
UID Engraved on Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
Baytown Plain
vaT. Valley Park
8
vaT. unspecified
Subtotal
8
0 0
Total
367 259362

E

4

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

Non-Mound Areas**
M

N

1

3
2

1

0

P

4

1

1

3

2

4

5

6

Total

1

19

1

2

10

-

65 141 48 101 67 42 3519 40 58
- 16 15 3 14 14 11 8 6 14 4
5 155 313 127 143 210 103 8144 119 80

12 16 110 87 35 50 1
1 4 39
5 8
14 33 239 143 84 108 3

3
1
13

1
1

1277
222
2776

1

1
1
0

0

0

0

0

0

2 1
2 1

-

1

0

0

0

0

1
1

1
1

0

0

2
5
8

0

0

1

1

1

2
1

1
1
1 1
5
2 2
1
1 1 0
0 5
1 0
3 2 0 0 1 1 0
0 0
8 220410199321 341 150 9563 179 90 24 50 320 214186141

1
1
3

0
4

1
17

1
22
26
4023

*BT=Mound B Terrace. **l=Between Mounds A & B; 2=Between Mounds F & G; 3=Between Mounds
I &J; 4=Vicinity of Mound P; 5=Vicinity of Mound R; 6=West side of "canal," opposite Mound C.

Table 57. Bottle Creek (IBa2), surface collections-distribution of diagnostic rim modes.
Mounds (Combined Collections)
Rim Mode

A

Bear Point Phase
"Bear Point"
Bottle Creek IIII Phases
"Beckum"
"D'Olive"
Notched Variant
Un-notched Variant
"Dominic"
1
"Gasque"
1
"Gulf Shores"
'Jessamine"
Tate's Hammock/Coden Phases
"Weeden Island B"
Total
4

B BT* C D

E

F

G H

I

J

K

L

N on-MoundAreas**
M

N

0

P

1

2

3

1

1
1
2
4

7

1

3
1

7

1

1

1

1

2

2

5

5

1
6

2

- 8 10

1
2

2
3

2
7

1
3

1

-

4

8

7 16

6

2
1

1
4

2

2

1
2
2
2

2

2

0

0

1

5

6 Total

2

2
1

4

1

7

1

1
4
4

5
4

4

3

14 13

*BT=Md. B Terrace.
**l=Between Mounds A & B; 2=Between Mounds F & G; 3=Between Mounds I &J;
4=Vicinity of Mound P; 5=Vicinity of Mound R; 6=West Side of "Canal," Opposite Mound C.
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-

-

-

9

-

- -

2

1
1
1

12
3
29
49
1
18

3

1
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-
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Table 58. Bottle Creek (lBa2), surface collections----distribution of diagnostic pottery sherds by cultural component.

,j:>.

Mounds (Combined Collections)
Component

A

B

*BT

31
8.2

6
2.3

3
0.8

E

F

G

H

9
2.2

1
0.5

2
0.6

318 250 358
5 206 394 196 314
84.6 96.5 98.9 62.5 91.6 94.7 98.0 96.6

C

D

I

Non-Mound Areas**

L

P

J

K

8 9
2.3 6.0

2
2.1

-

12 30
24.0 9.4

4
1.9

333 140
96.593.3

91 61 131 79 24 38 283
95.8 95.3 73.2 87.8 100 76.0 88.4

205
95.8

M

N

0

2

3

4

3
1.6

4
2.8

-

5

6 Total

Possible Historic

#

%

3
4
37.5 1.8

41
9
22.9 10.0

-

181
4.5

Pensacola/ Moundville

#

%

182 133 4
15 3762
2
97.9 94.3100 66.7 88.2 92.8

Fort Walton

1
0.6

#

%

0.4

0.2

4
1.8

4
1.0

3
0.1

Plaquemine-related

#

%
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2.7

3
1.2

2
1.0

4
1.2

1
0.3 0.7

3
1.7

4
1.3

1.1

2
0.9

3
2.1

-

0.5

1
0.7

-

5.9

43
1.1

Weeden Island-related

#

%

0.3

#

8
2.1

1
0.3

2
2.1

1
1.6

1
0.6

1
1.6

1
0.6

8
0.2

UID Woodland

%

5
2.2

2
0.5

3
0.9

2
0.6

-

0.3

0.5

-

0.5

1
33.3

1
5.9

27
0.7

Undetermined
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Z
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%
Total # of Sherds
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rr-

8
2.1
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8

6
5
2
2.2 1.4 0.5 0.6
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1
1
1.6 0.6 1.1
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2
0.6
320

0.5
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4

3
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0.7
17 4053

*BT=Md. B Terrace.
**l=Between Mds. A & B; 2=Between Mds. F & G; 3=Between Mds. I &J;
4=Vicinity of Md. P; 5=Vicinity of Md. R; 6=W. Side of "Canal," Opposite Md. C.
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Table 59. Artifacts from the Dominic Creek site (IBa263).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Channel SW. of Creek, Bankline Midden (Collection Nos. AI3, DI3)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Moundville Incised
Ware cf. var. Pine Log

var. Bottle Creek

Pensacola Incised
var. Bear Point

2 Same Vessel; 1 Rim ("Bear Point")

2

Graveline Plain

2

var. unspecified

Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log
var. unspecified

1
7

Total Indian Pottery

Rim

SW. Bank of Dominic Creek (Collection No. AI4)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain

1

var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery

1

2

d

Figure 83. Artifacts from the Dominic Creek (IBa263) and
Bayou Jessamine (lBa264) sites. IBa263: a, Moundville
Incised, var. Bottle Creek; b, Pensacola Incised, var. Bear
Point (with "Bear Point" rim). IBa264: c, Graveline Plain,
var. unspecified (with "Bear Point" rim); d, Guillory Plain,
var. Guillory. Provenience: b, A13; d, A15; c, A25; a, Dl3
(GCS/95/NI/13).

Figure 84. Rick Fuller uses a soil probe at the Dominic
Creek (lBa263) site. Midden along the east edge of the gut
and behind the camp (GCS/94/N7/8).
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Table 60. Artifacts from the BayouJessamine site (lBa264).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Bankline Shell Lens (Collection No. A15)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Guillory Plain
vaT.

Guillory

Total Indian Pottery
Non-shell Midden, S. of Shell Lens (Collection No. A25)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Graveline Plain
Rim ("Bear Point")
vm: unspecified
Total Indian Pottery

BayouJessamine (lBa264)
Site 1Ba264 is located in the eastern bank of Bottle
Creek about 250 m south of the mouth of Bayou Jessamine. When we first saw the site in 1991, we noted a very
small lens of Rangia shells in the eroding bank face. This
lens was only about a meter long by 10 cm thick. A band of
dark middeny soil, about 5 to 10 cm thick, extended a
couple of meters northward from the shell lens. The very
small size of the cultural deposi t suggested it either was the
edge of a larger site or a single short-term refuse dump. We
returned to the site during the recent survey but could
find no shells, organic soil, artifacts, or any other remaining evidence of a site at this location. As with the Tensaw
River site (lBa271), a very small, single-component
midden lens seems to have been briefly exposed and then
destroyed by erosion.
We made two collections at the BayouJessamine site in
1991 (Table 60, Figure 83c-d). Collection A15 was a single
specimen of Guillory Plain, var. Guillory that came directly
from the shell lens. Collection A25 was a sherd of
Graveline Plain with a "Bear Point" rim. As small as this
pottery collection is, it points to a definite Bear Point
phase component.
River Cane (IBa247)
This is a Rangia shell midden located in the southeastern (downstream-left) bank of Bottle Creek. It is approximately 600 m east of the mouth of Dominic Creek and
about 800 m southwest of the mouth of a small bayou
which leads to Lower Fisher Lake. The midden is contained in a high sandy bank which is covered with cane,
greenbriars, and oak trees.
Site 1Ba247 was reported in 1986 by N. R. Stowe and
Diane Silvia of the U niversi ty of South Alabama. Th eir si te
form describes two shell midden strata-Zone B, about 20
cm thick and starting about 25 cm below the surface, and
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Zone D, 180 cm thick and starting 105 cm below the
surface. Stowe and Silvia recovered fine sand tempered
plain (Weeden Island Plain?) sherds from Zone Band
Middle Woodland (Porter phase?) sherds from Zone D.
During our visit, we observed a single, very thick shell
midden zone which probably corresponds to Stowe and
Silvia's Zone D. At that time, approximately 55 cm of this
deposit was above water, with at least another 95 cm (as
indicated by probing) continuing below the water. The
resulting estimate of over 150 cm is not much different
from Stowe and Silvia's estimate for Zone D. As to what
happened to their upper shell layer, Zone B, we can only
speculate that it eroded completely into the creek in the
eight years since it was first reported. We conducted a
number of soil probe tests from the surface of the site but
detected no midden above Zone D. While examining the
bank face, we did see some stratification within the thick
band of shell visible above the water, including a dark gray
layer containing burned shells and patches of charcoal.
We tried to determine the interior extent of the shell
deposit by probing from the top of the bank. However, it
was beyond the reach of our probe except along the bank
edge, which was lower in elevation than the rest of the

b

,...

'--""----'--'-~_'

Figure 85. Artifacts from the River Cane (lBa247) site. a,
Basin Bayou Incised (late, rectilinear variant); b, Saltillo
Fabric Marked, var. China Bluff; c, Unidentified Sand
Tempered Plain; d, Furrs Cord Marked (rim); e, Hubbard
Check Stamped. Provenience: a-c, D53; d, D54; e, D55
(GCS/95/Nl/18).
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Table 61. Artifacts from the River Cane site (lBa247).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Within Bankline Shell Midden (Collection No. D53)
Indian Pottery
Middle Woodland
Basin Bayou Incised
1
Saltillo Fabric Marked
1
var. China Bluff
Undetermined
3
UID Decorated, Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain
3
var. unspecified
UID Sand Tempered Plain
33
Total Indian Pottery
41
Lithics
Hammerstones
2
Unmodified Pebbles/ Fragments
3
Faunal Remains
Bone
UID
3
Shell
UIDMussel
2
Top of Shell Midden (Collection No. D54)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
2
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
3
Redeposited Beach Midden (Collection No. D55)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Hubbard Check Stamped
1
Undetermined
4
UID Sand Tempered Plain
1
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
6
Lithics
Hammerstone
Faunal Remains
Bone
1
UID Bird

surface. There, we encountered homogeneous tan silty
sand from the surface to a depth of about 105 cm. Below
this was 15 cm of dark gray silty midden soil without shell.
Finally, we reached the top of the shell layer at about 120
cm below the surface. Other soil probe tests located back
from the bank edge failed to reach the underlying
midden.
At the time of our visit, we noted a continuous midden
stratum extending about 25 m northeast to southwest in
the bank face. From a thin band at or just below the water

Rectilinear Incisions (Late Variant)

2 Rims (I cf. "DeSha"); 1 Base

Quartz
Quartz

1 Rim

Quartz

surface this primary deposit rose to a thick layer near the
center. The curvature of the upper surface suggests this
was a shell mound before it was covered by alluvium. The
absence of alluvial layers within the thick shell zone and
the presence of over a meter of silty sand above it indicate
a rather sudden and drastic change in the flow regime of
this part of Bottle Creek. The pottery collected from the
midden suggests this shift took place sometime during or
after the Late Woodland period.
We made three collections from the site: D53, from
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within the primary shell midden deposit exposed above
the water; D54 from the surface of the shell zone and from
the thin layer of dark soil immediately overlying this surface; and D55, from redeposited shell midden just below
the water level (Table 61).
Most of the pottery in collection D53 is a fine sand
tempered ware similar to Baldwin Plain or vVeeden Island
Plain (Figure 85a-c). One of these has a wedge-shaped rim
similar to the "DeSha" mode, a marker for the Late
Marksville to early Baytown period in the Lower Mississippi
Valley. Also present are several sherds of Baytown Plain.
Decorated pottery includes Saltillo Fabric Marked, vm:
China BlufJplus a late variant of Basin Bayou Incised. This
ceramic assemblage indicates a late Middle Woodland
period component dating about A.D. 350 to 500. It is part
of an as yet un-named pottery complex that is transitional
between the Porter phase and the Weeden Island-related
Tate's Hammock phase. Although not securely dated, it
has been found in reasonably good stratigraphic contexts
in at least two other sites in the upper Mobile-Tensaw
delta. Stowe and Silvia's report of an Alligator Bayou
Stamped sherd and a Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
sherd from their Zone D suggests a slightly earlier Porter
phase component may be present as well. However, late
variants of these types are known to occur as late as the
early part of the Tate's Hammock phase.
Collection D54, representing the latest component of
Zone D, contains two sherds ofFurrs Cord Marked (Figure
85d). Furrs Cord Marked occurs throughout the Late
Woodland period in southwestern Alabama. However, in
the Mobile-Tensaw delta it was more common during the
earlier part of the period than it was later on, when it
largely was replaced by Mobile Cord Marked. Collection
D54 represents the terminal period of occupation for the
principal shell midden zone, perhaps around A.D. 500 to
700. It was followed by what seems to have been a continuous period of heavy alluviation. Stowe and Silvia's Zone B,
which we were unable to detect during our visit, must
have represented a relatively brief Late Woodland occupation, perhaps during the Tensaw Lake or Coden
phase.
Collection D55, which was obtained from eroded
midden redeposited on a low-water shelf, included a sherd
of Hubbard Check Stamped (Figure 85e). This is additional evidence of a definite Late Woodland period component at IBa247. Some of this redeposited midden observed at the waterline may be the remains of the Zone B
reported by Stowe and Silvia.

lBa246
Our information on this site is limited to the site form
submitted by the University of South Alabama in 1986. It is
reported to be a sparse lithic scatter located on the west
bank of Bottle Creek about 510 m above its confluence
with Middle River (see Figure 4). It was found on a high
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Figure 86. Ian Brown stands before the Larry Island Branch
(lBa269) shell midden (GCS/94/N8/16).
sandy levee about 570 m below a small drainage which
leads to Lower Fisher Lake. According to the site form,
several cores of Tallahatta Quartzite and fine-grained
sandstone were present on the surface along with some
pieces of brick and rusted metal. Apparently, no ceramics
or diagnostic stone tools were noted.
This odd assemblage is difficult to interpret. Considering the relatively young land surfaces involved, it is hard to
believe there would be an Archaic site at this location. The
presence of historic/recent materials suggests a possibly
disturbed and/ or secondary deposit of some sort. To try to
shed some light on the problem, we attempted to locate
1Ba246 during our survey. However, despite the precise
locational information on the site form, we were unable to
find any artifacts or any other evidence of a site on this
entire stretch of Bottle Creek. We did locate a high sandy
ridge where it was supposed to be, but a thorough search
came up empty. Therefore, we are unable to verifY the
location of site 1Ba246 or add any information about its
age, function, or condition.
Larry Island Branch (lBa269)
This is a Rangia shell midden site in the east bank of a
branch ofTensaw Lake (Figure 86). The branch forms the
eastern boundary of Larry Island, which is situated at the
entrance to Tensaw Lake and which lies opposite 1Ba269.
The site is located about 100 m northeast of, and upstream
from, the Tensaw River. The river forms the other boundary of Larry Island.
The main part of the Larry Island Branch site is a welldefined Rangia midden stratum beginning at the southwestern end of the site and extending about 20 m to the
northeast. The top ofthe shell stratum is about 50 to 70 em
below the surface of the bank. It is approximately 25 em
thick near the center and tapers out at either end. Artifacts
directly associated with this midden were very scarce. We
collected a few sherds from the shell stratum (Collections
A69 and D38) and from a small pit feature associated with
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Table 62. Artifacts from the Larry Island Branch site (lBa269).
No.

Artifact Class

Comments

Small Pit Feature in Bank (Collection No. A68)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery
Dense Shell Midden, Center of Site (Collection No. A69)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain
Val:

1

unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Fragmen ts

2

1 Rim

1
2
7
Sandstone

4

Above Shell Midden Layer (Collection No. D37)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Moundville Incised
var. Douglas

1

Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log
var. unspecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Coon Neck Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Other
Fired Clay

5
5
1

1 Rim

1
13

2

Within Shell Midden Layer (Collection No. D38)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Mobile Cord Marked
Rim (With Random Crescent Punctations)
UID Punctated on Coon Neck Plain
Coon Neck Plain
Total Indian Pottery
4

that stratum (Collection A68). We also obtained pottery
from the non-shell zone immediately overlying the shell
midden (Collection D37; Table 62). This later zone was
characterized by dark, organic soil; however, no obvious
features or midden deposits were visible in the bank face
above the shell layer.
The shell midden yielded Late Woodland period sherds
representing a probable Tensaw Lake phase component
(Figure 87a,c). The Furrs Cord Marked sherds suggest this

component might date early within the phase, while the
three shell tempered sherds are thought to post-date the
shell midden. However, it is possible that the site has a late
Tensaw Lake phase component characterized by Mobile
Cord Marked and Hubbard Check Stamped pottery in
association with minor numbers of early Mississippian pottery. If so, this would make the primary midden zone at the
Larry Island Branch site approximately contemporary
with Zone B at the Middle River site (lMbl07).
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a
b

c

e

'''''
J
Figure 87. Artifacts from the Larry Island Branch (IBa269)
site. a, Hubbard Check Stamped; b-d, Mobile Cord Marked;
e, Moundville Incised, var. Douglas. Provenience: b, A68; a,
c, A69; e, D37; d, D39 (GCS/95/NI/ll).
The organic zone immediately above the shell primarily yielded Mississippian pottery, including Moundville
Incised, var. Douglas (Figure 87e) and Mississippi Plain,
var. Pine Log. Both are common in the protohistoric Bear
Point Phase, although Pine Log has been identified in very
early eighteenth-century contexts as well.
We also obtained a collection (D39) from a low-water
shelf below the midden, where shells and artifacts that
have eroded out of the bank are exposed at low tide (Table
63). The pottery in this collection was dominated by
Tensaw Lake phase sherds (Figure 87d). Also present were
a couple of shell tempered sherds. Massacre is a sandy
variety of Mississippi Plain which is believed to date to the
Protohistoric and Early Historic periods. For sites in the
Mobile-Tensaw delta, Addis Plain is a minority element in
components dating from the Early Mississippi period
through the Early Historic period.
Another small lens of shell midden is located just north
of the main midden deposit. It is about the same thickness
and occurs at about the same relative depth below the
surface as the principal midden area described above. We
believe the two middens occupy the same old levee surface. We collected a Mississippian sherd and a Tensaw Lake
phase sherd from this smaller, secondary lens (Collection
D40; Table 63).
In summary, Larry Island Branch (lBa269) features a
Tensaw Lake phase shell midden which is overlain by a
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non-shell component dating to the Protohistoric or, possibly, the Early Historic period. The earlier occupation is
typical of the many Late Woodland period sites in the
region. The later component may represent one of the
numerous late period Indian farmsteads that were scattered throughout the delta. Al though the dispersed
hamlet/farmstead pattern has been documented for the
region ethnohistorically, it has not been documented
archaeologically. The Larry Island Branch site might
present an opportunity to fill in this gap in the settlement
pattern database for the region.
Briar Lake Slough (IBa270)
This Rangia shell midden site is located opposite Larry
Island on the east side of a branch ofTensaw Lake (Figure
88). Site IBa270 is situated just southwest of a short,
narrow channel which connects Tensaw Lake with Briar
Lake. It is about 600 m upstream from the Larry Island
Branch site (IBa269). We observed two areas of shell
midden deposit exposed in the bankline at Briar lake
Slough. These were designated Locale I and Locale II.
Locale J-This was the southernmost of the two midden
locales. It measured about 3 m long and was 30 cm thick in
the center. The top of the shell layer was about 110 cm
below the surface. Collection D41 consists of a single large
Table 63. Artifacts from the Larry Island Branch site (lBa269).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Redeposited "Beach" Midden (Collection No. D39)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
1
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Massacre
1
1
vaT. unspecified
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
1
Mobile Cord Marked
5
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vaT. unspecified
Total Indian Pottery
10
Lithics
Unmodified Fragments
Sandstone
2
Bankline Shell Midden, N. End of Site (Collection No. D40)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Late Woodland
Coon Neck Plain
1
2
Total Indian Pottery
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Figure 88. Close-up of the shell midden at the Briar Lake
Slough (lBa270) site (GCS/94/N8/17).
Mobile Cord Marked sherd from this deposit (Table 64),
indicating a Tensaw Lake phase component.
Locale II-This northern midden was more extensive
than the midden layer recorded at Locale I. It measured
about 15 m long and was about 20 cm thick near the
middle. The shell zone began some 120 to 150 cm below
the surface. A gap of approximately 15 m separated Locale
II from Locale I to the south. The pottery collected directly
from the shell stratum at Locale II (Collection D42) is
dominated by Weeden Island Plain (Table 64). Additional
collections from the redeposi ted midden at the base of the
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bank (A72 / D43) also feature Weeden Island Plain pottery.
Thus, the principal occupation for this part of the Briar
Lake Slough site was by Weeden Island-related people.
Significantly, the primary shell midden deposit at Locale II
is at a slightly lower elevation relative to the surface than
the shell zone at Locale I, which dates to the Tensaw Lake
phase. The absence of decorated sherds or diagnostic rims
prevents assignment of the Locale II component to a
specific Weeden Island-related phase such as Coden or
Tate's Hammock.
Near the southern end of Locale II, a small pocket of
shell was observed about 35 cm above the principal shell
midden layer, suggesting a later occupation. This pocket
measured about 15 cm high by about 10 cm wide. A short,
narrow midden band extended horizontally from the top
of this small feature, indicating it was associated with a
living surface. However, the latter was not traceable for any
significant distance within the generally dark soil overlying
the shell midden zone. No artifacts were found in direct
association with the presumably later feature . However, its
relative elevation is above the Weeden Island deposit;
furthermore, it is comparable to the elevation of the Locale I midden as well as the principal midden deposit at the
nearby Larry Island Branch site. This indirect evidence
points to a probable Tensaw Lake phase association.

Table 64. Artifacts from the Briar Lake Slough site (IBa270).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale I, Bankline Shell Midden (Collection No. D41)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery

N

f

Locale II, Bankline Shell Midden (Collection No. D42)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Weeden Island Plain
5
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
7

305m
Approximate Scale

~ Bankline

Locale III, Redeposited Beach Midden
(Collection Nos. A72, D43)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
1 Base (Circular, Flat)
Weeden Island Plain
2
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
1
Total Indian Pottery
3
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Figure 89. Sketch map of the Fisher Island South (lBa273)
site.
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Table 65. Artifacts from the Fisher Island South site (lBa273).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

General Surface (Collection No. D36)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Pensacola Incised

Base

var. unspecified

Mississippi Plain
var. Pine Log

Total Indian Pottery

I
2

June I, 1998

Table 66. Artifacts from the Farmar's Bluff site (IBa275).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Surface, Area A (Collection No. A24)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Port Dauphin Incised
var. unspecified
1
Bell Plain
Val:

unspecified

Graveline Plain
Val:

Graveline

3

Guillory Plain

In summary, the two primary shell midden deposits at
Briar Lake Slough, although both Late Woodland in age,
apparently represent two different phases of occupation.
Together with the shell midden at the Larry Island Branch
site, they demonstrate repeated utilization of a nearby
Rangia clam bed throughout most or all of the Late Woodland period. As noted at a number of other sites recorded
during our survey-for example, Little Lizard Creek
(lBaI95), Squirrel Bayou (lBa262), Mifflin Lake #1
(lBa499), and Middle River (lMbl07)-the same Rangia
collecting locales were used by Weeden Island-related
groups and by later Tensaw Lake phase peoples. It is
significant that the relative elevations of the various shell
midden deposits at 1Ba269 and 1Ba270 seem to reflect this
relative chronology even though the sites are over half a
kilometer apart.

Fisher Island South (IBa273)
This is a not very impressive site which is in a fairly
impressive setting. It is located on the west (downstream,
left) side of the Tensaw River about 1 km below the mouth
of Bayou Jessamine and about 1.5 km above a bend known
as Sandy Hook. Site 1Ba273 is associated with a heavily
eroded bank face in a high, narrow levee of the river
(Figure 89). The specific site location is identifiable by a
concave area in an otherwise straight stretch of bank line.
It is recognizable also by the spreading, overhanging tops
of several large oak trees and by clusters of knees associated with nearby cypress trees. The cypress knees are
visible in a beach area which is exposed at low water. That
this exposure is due to recent bank-cutting is suggested by
the slumped topsoil/root layer which hangs down over
and partially obscures much of the bank face. Also, at the
time of our visit, two of the oaks were on the verge of
toppling off the bank into the river.
The narrow natural levee quickly drops off to a cypress
swamp to the west. The levee itself supports deciduous
trees, oaks, palmettos and green briars. A fairly recent
clear-cut area is present sOllth and southwest of the site.
Two pottery sherds were found on the beach near the
base of the high bank (Collection D36). They are

Val:

uns/)ecified

UID Shell Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Glass
Bottle Fragment

1

1
7
Olive Green

Surface, Area B (Collection No. A26)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Lafitte Plain
var. unspecified

Total Indian Pottery
Euro-American Pottery
Powder Purple Delft
Glass
Bottle Fragment

1
1

1

Olive Green

Surface, Top of Bluff (Collection No. D12)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian/Historic
Bell Plain
var. Ft. Conde

Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Euro-American Pottery
Blue-on-White Tin-Glazed
Coarse Earthenware
Plain Tin-Glazed
Coarse Earthenware
UID Plain Refined Earthenware

1

2

Possible Faience
With Basal Ring
2

4
Glass
Bottle Fragment

Olive Green

classifiable as Mississippi Plain, vm: Pine Logand Pensacola
Incised, vm: unspecified (Table 65). The latter is a large base
fragment from a late-looking vessel, possibly a large bowl
or casuela. Both indicate a probable Bear Point phase
component.
Despite intense examinations of the bank face and
levee top, and despite several soil probe tests, there was no
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Figure 90. Artifacts from the Farmar's Bluff (lBa275) site.
a-b, Graveline Plain, var. Graveline; c, Port Dauphin Incised,
var. unspecified; d-e, Tin-Glazed Earthenware (Probably
Faience); f, Powder Purple Delft; g, Olive Green Bottle
Glass. Provenience: a-c, A24; f-g, A26; d-e, D12 (GCS/
95/NI/IO).

evidence of a cultural stratum, midden deposits, features,
additional artifacts, or anything else that would suggest an
origin for the pottery. We are speculating that a small site,
perhaps only a single burial, recently was destroyed by
severe bank cutting. If additional site areas or materials are
present at this location, we could not detect them during
our survey. Return visits in the future might produce more
evidence ofa site.
Farmar's Bluff (IBa275)
This eighteenth-century site is located at Lower
Bryant's Landing, which is a cluster of camp houses and
trailers associated with a boat launching facility. The landing is on the east (downstream, left) side of the Tensaw
River, approximately 2 km below the entrance to Briar
Lake and about 4 km above the mouth of Hastie Lake
(Figure 4). The site is associated with a high clay terrace,
known as Farmar's Bluff, which is exposed in the outside
bend of the river. It was part of the eighteenth-century
plantation of Major Robert Farmar, who commanded the
British occupation of Mobile before retiring to his estate
on the Tensaw River in the 1770s. Earlier in that century,
the area was known as Tensaw Bluff. It was named for the
Taensa Indians, who had settled there in the early 1700s
after leaving their home on the Mississippi River.
We first identified a site associated with the bluff area at
Lower Bryant's Landing in 1991. Artifacts were sparsely
scattered across the top of the bluff and in a couple of
eroded footpaths in the bluff face. We collected several
sherds of Early Historic period Indian pottery, a piece of
powder purple delft (tin-glazed coarse earthenware), and
a couple offragments of olive green glass (Collections A24
and A26) (Table 66, Figure 90). During the recent survey,
we picked up a few more Historic period artifacts, includ-
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ing additional sherds of tin-glazed earthenware (Collection DI2). The latter appear to be faience rather than
delft.
The Indian pottery assemblage points to a definite Port
Dauphin phase component at 1 Ba275. The faience fragments probably go with this component. Anyone of several early eighteenth-century Indian groups in the region
could have been responsible for this occupation. However,
the historically documented Taensa settlement is the most
likely candidate. The delft sherd probably was associated
with Farmar's plantation, since the powder blue and powder purple varieties were in common use only after about
1760. The other earthenwares and the glass fragments are
less diagnostic temporally, although they substantiate the
presence of an eighteenth-centUl), component or components at the site.
IBa212
This site was recorded in 1980 during a survey by the
University of South Alabama (Stowe 1981:224-225). !twas
located on the east side of the Tensaw River about 600 m
below the mouth of Hastie Lake (Figure 4). IBa212 was
reported to be a Rangiashell midden in a high bank of the
river between the lake and the boat launching ramp at Live
Oak Landing. The site form for IBa212 states the midden
was buried 30 cm below the surface and that there were
intermittent deposits extended some 400 m along the
bank. The U.S.A. crew collected Bayou La Batre, Weeden
Island, and Mississippian pottery from the site, suggesting
considerable time-depth.
We were unable to relocate this site during our sunTey.
Live Oak Landing has grown tremendously in the decade
and a half since the site was first recorded. It is now one of
the largest and busiest landings in the en tire del tao During
that time, a lot of construction has taken place between the
boat ramp and Hastie Lake. The many wharves, bulkheads, houseboats, and trailers that now characterize this
part of the river made it virtually impossible to get close to
the bank. Therefore, we were unable to assess the status of
site IBa212 in the wake of this growth. It is possible the site
has been destroyed, although some portion of its original
400 m extent may have survived.
Live Oak Landing (IBa438)
This site was recorded by the University of South Alabama in 1980 (Stowe 1981:76-94). It is located on a low
bluff at Live Oak Landing on the east side of the Tensaw
River, about 625 m south-southeast of the mouth of Hastie
Lake (Figure 4). The site extended northeastward from
the river bank (near site IBa212) for about 150 m. Artifacts
were found along a small gully and on both sides of a pond.
Surface collections made by the U.S.A. team included
eighteenth-century European and Indian artifacts (Stowe
1981 :Table 17). Also, a large oak tree which had been
overturned by Hurricane Frederic in 1979 exposed a trash
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pit which contained additional eighteenth-century European materials and Early Historic period Indian pottery.
The University of South Alabama also excavated two test
pits in the edge ofthe trash pit and dug a number of shovel
tests across the site. The two test squares produced a large
sample of artifacts from the trash pit and the shovel tests
verified the presence of an extensive eighteenth-century
component across the site area (Stowe 1981:Table 17).
Also, a sparse Late Woodland component was revealed by
the recovery of several cord marked sherds.
Many of the eighteenth-century artifacts reported by
Stowe indicate the Early Historic period component at
Live Oak Landing dates to the latter half of the century.
This location may have been part of Robert Farmar's
plantation of the 1770s-1780s. A British map dating to this
period shows a plantation at the precise location of
present-day Live Oak Landing. The historic Indian pottery
is related to any of several possible Indian groups in the
region during that period. However, the Taensa are the
best candidates.
As stated earlier, Live Oak Landing is now a bustling
facility which has seen much land alteration in the past
decade. With the recent disturbance, plus the amount of
activity and traffic that characterized this landing during
our project, it was not feasible to relocate and re-record
this site during the survey. The winter off-season would be
the best time to return to the site and update its condition.
It is possible that some small portion remains of this once
significant Colonial period site.
IBa253
This site was reported by C. B. Curren in 1976. It was
said to be located south of the Tensaw River where a power
line right-of-way crossed the 1-65 r.o.w. (Figure 4). It was
about 180 m back from the river bank. Curren's site form
contains little additional information except that sand
tempered check stamped (Wakulla?) pottery and shell
tempered sherds were collected. He does state that the site
was destroyed, presumably by the highway construction.
We did not attempt to relocate this site during our
survey. Curren's pottery collection indicates Late Woodland and Mississippian components for the destroyed site.
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Stowe's site form stated that most of the site had eroded
into the river in 1971. Twenty-three years later, the destruction of site IBa214 maybe complete.
Squirrel Bayou (lBa262)
This site consists of in-place and eroding midden in the
south (downstream, left) bank of the Tensaw River (Figure
91). 1Ba262 is located on the inner, point-bar portion of a
bend in the river. It is about 4 km downstream from Live
Oak Landing and about 500 m upstream from a powerline
crossing.
The Gulf Coast Survey first recorded the Squirrel Bayou
site in 1991. We revisited it and made additional collections in 1994. On both occasions, in situ midden was visible
in a sandy bank which is eroding in two adjacent areas.
Also, patches of slumped midden were present on the
beach at each of these locations. The site was divided into
these two areas during recording and collecting.
Locale I-This westernmost location included a concave, eroded portion of the bank plus an associated beach
area. A band of shell midden contained in a dark, sandy
matrix was evident in part ofthe bank in Locale I. Another
small, dark lens was observed just above it. The lower
deposit was 1.3 m below the top of the bank; the upper lens
was about 1 m below the surface. The adjacent beach
featured several patches of slumped shell midden associated with dark gray sand. No artifacts were found in direct
association with the in-place midden deposits at Locale I.
Artifacts from the redeposited midden on the beach were
collected as A9 and D19 (Table 67; Figure 92b-c).
Identified pottery types included Hubbard Check
Stamped and Weeden Island Plain. These types along with
their associated rim modes indicate the presence of two
different Late Woodland period occupations for this part
oflBa262.
Locale II-This was another eroding location which was
separated from Locale I by a narrow bank projection. A
layer of in situ shell midden was observed in the western

Squim!l Bayou (1&262)
Cell"".... AlA,A'-tO. DI9·1I

IBa214
Site IBa214 was recorded by N. R. Stowe in 1971. According to his site form, the site was located on the south
(downstream, left) bank of the Tensaw River, approximately 1 km upstream from Squirrel Bayou (lBa262; see
below) and about 2.5 km downstream from Live Oak
Landing. Stowe reports that a Rangia shell midden at this
location was buried under about 2 ft. of alluvium. The site
was identified by shells and sand tempered plain pottery
eroding out of the bankline. The pottery may relate the
principal occupation at IBa214 to a Weeden Island-related
component identified at the nearby Squirrel Bayou site.
We were unable to relocate this site during our survey.
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Figure 91. Sketch map of the Squirrel Bayou (lBa262) site.
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edge of Locale II, beginning about 1.6 m below surface
(Figure 93). Slumped shell midden was present on the
beach at several locations within Locale II. At the extreme
eastern end of the site, a dark, organic soil layer containing
sherds but no shells was exposed in the bank. The relative
depth of this latter stratum was approximately equivalent
in elevation to that of the lowermost in situ middens noted
in several places at 1Ba262.
Additional pottery came from the ligh ter colored sandy
soil above the shell midden lenses at either end of Locale II
(Collection D20; Figure 92d-e). The sherds were about
1m below the top of the bank, well above the dark midden
zones. There was no obvious midden, feature, or habitation surface associated with this later pottery. Additional
sherds came from the bank near the center of Locale II
(Collection A8A; Figure 92a). They, too, were found about
a meter below the surface. Although they were associated
with a lens of slightly reddish sand, once again there was no
obvious feature or midden.
Artifacts from the lower non-shell and shell midden
strata in Locale II were collected as D21. The identified
pottery strongly points to a Weeden Island component,
probably dating to the Coden phase (Table 67 and Figure
92f). Material obtained from the slumped, redeposited
midden was designated Collection AIO. Again, a Coden
phase component is indicated by the pottery in this collection.
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Figure 92. Artifacts from the Squirrel Bayou (IBa262) site.
a-b, Hubbard Check Stamped (b, with "Hubbard Landing"
rim); c, Weeden Island Plain (with ''Weeden Island A" rim);
d, Furrs Cord Marked; e, Mobile Cord Marked; f, Wakulla
Check Stamped. a, A8A; b-c, A9; d-e, D20; f, D21 (GCS/
95/NI/9).
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Table 67. Artifacts from the Squirrel Bayou site (lBa262).
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale I, Redeposited Midden (Collection Nos. A9, Dl9)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Hubbard Check Stamped 6 2 Rims ("Hubbard Landing")
Weeden Island Plain
9
3 Rims ("Weeden Island A")
15
Total Indian Pottery
Locale II, River Bank, Upper Zone (Collection Nos. A8A, D20)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped 3
Mobile Cord Marked
4
Coon Neck Plain
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
Val: unspecified
2
11
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Unmodified Fragment
Sandstone
Locale II, River Bank, Lower Zone (Collection No. D21)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Wakulla Check Stamped
1
Weeden Island Plain
8
2 Rims
Undetermined
Addis Plain
vm: unspecified
Total Indian Pottel)'
10
Glass
Olive Green
Melted Fragment
Locale II, Redeposited Midden (Collection No. AI0)
Indian Pottery
Late Woodland
Wakulla Check Starn ped
3
Weeden Island Plain
6
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain 3
1 Rim
12
Total Indian Pottery
Other
Daub
Fiber Tempered

Mobile Cord Marked, Hubbard Check Stamped, and
Coon Neck Plain sherds from the upper, non-midden
contexts in Locale II (Collections A8A and D20) indicate a
Tensaw Lake phase date for this component. The upper
midden lens observed in Locale I represents a related
occupation.
In summary, a Tensaw Lake phase component appears
to be stratified above a Weeden Island-related component
at Squirrel Bayou. The strong showing of Wakulla Check
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94). Site IBa499 is situated in the outside of a bend in this
channel; it is about 2 km north of the confluence of the
lake with the Tensaw River and is approximately 1.3 km
north ofInterstate 65. The site was reported in 1987 by N.
R. Stowe of the University of South Alabama. Stowe's site
form lists Mississippian, Tensaw Lake phase, and Weeden
Island pottery from the site.
When we first visited the site in 1994, it was below the
existing water level. However, two tree-falls and an overturned clump of palmettos, all situated directly at the
water's edge, contained large masses of uprooted shell
midden. These made relocating and collecting the site
relatively easy.
As best we could determine with the water level conditions, the site extends about 40 m southwest to northeast.
Soil probe testing revealed a buried midden, both with and
without shell, continuing at least 12 m back from the water.
The probing also showed that this midden is 85 to 95 cm
below the surface and as much as 25 cm thick. It was 10 to
20 cm below water during our visit. The shell seems to be
concentrated nearest the bank edge, with dark organic soil
and artifacts extending for some distance beyond. Although scattered shells were observed below the surface of
the water, no in-situ shell layer could be detected in the
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Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499)
CollectioN: 049-52, 056-58
locI: 049,052
Beach south of Loc. I: D56
Locll: D50
Beach at Loc. I: 057
Loc. III: 051
Beach at Loc. III: D58
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Figure 93. Jim Ambrosino records the Squirrel Bayou
(IBa262) site stratigraphy in the west end of Locale II
(GCS/94/N7/18).
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Stamped and Weeden Island Plain suggests the earlier
occupation dates to the Coden phase. Along with other
stratified shell midden sites in the survey area, such as
Middle River, Little Lizard Creek, and Briar Lake Slough,
the Squirrel Bayou site has helped pin down the relative
chronology of the different phases of Late Woodland culture in the region. Test excavations at sites such as these
would be extremely productive for anyone wishing to study
the chronology, subsistence practices, and settlement patterns of the various Late Woodland period groups who
occupied the Mobile-Tensaw delta. The sandy soil at
Squirrel Bayou would make for easy digging. It also means
that the site is eroding quickly. A possibly related site
located about a kilometer upriver, IBa214, apparently has
completely eroded into the river. A similar fate may befall
IBa262 in a few years. At a minimum, the site merits
periodic collecting visits as it continues to erode.
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Mifflin Lake #1 (lBa499)
This is a Rangia shell midden site located in the east
bank of Mifflin Lake, which is a relict river channel (Figure
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Figure 94. Sketch map of the Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499) site.
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Figure 95. Close-up of Locale I at the Mifflin Lake #1
(IBa499) site (GCS/94/N9/9).
bank. However, we felt that an intact midden stratum
probably would be visible at extreme low tide.
As noted above, quantities of midden were readily apparent and easily accessible in the roots of two toppled
trees and an overturned clump of palmettos. We labeled
these Locales I, II, and III and collected them separately.
Locale I-This was a large mass of Rangia shell midden
in the roots of an overturned tree (Figure 95). Some
portions of this midden clump contained burned shell
fragments and reddened soil, indicating uprooted hearth
areas. Otherwise, the matrix was organic dark gray silty
clay. This latter soil extended both above and beyond the
shell and contained artifacts throughout (Collection
D49). We collected a soil sample from the midden clump
at Locale I (Collection D52) which has yet to be analyzed.
The pottery assemblage from Locale I is dominated by
Late Woodland types, including Mobile Cord Marked,
Furrs Cord Marked, Wakulla Check Stamped, Weeden
Island Plain and Coon Neck Plain (Table 68). These indicate strong Coden phase and Tensaw Lake phase components. A minor Mississippian component is represented by
unidentified varieties of Mississippi Plain, Bell Plain, and
Mound Place Incised (Figure 96e). Altogether, the ceramics in Collection D49 reflect the same components
identified from Stowe's collection.
Lomle II -This was a smaller, sparser clump of midden
contained in the roots of an overturned tree about 8 m
northeast of Locale I. Soil matrix was the same as Locale I
except that there was no evidence of burning. The small
collection from Locale II (D50) includes a sherd each of
Mobile Cord Marked and Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var.
Salt Creek (Table 68). These indicate Tensaw Lake phase
and Bottle Creek lor Bottle Creek II phase components.
Lomle III -This was an overturned cluster of palmettos
containing a mass of shell midden. It was located about 11
m northeast of Locale II. Locale III was similar to Locale I
in the size and abundance of shells and in the presence of
burned shells. Pottery from Locale III (Collection D51)

includes Mobile Cord Marked, Hubbard Check Stamped,
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked, and several sherds from
what appears to have been a single vessel of Mississippi
Plain, vm: Pine Log (Table 68; Figure 96f). Again, Tensaw
Lake phase and Mississippian components are represented,
although the latter may date to the Bear Point phase.
We revisited Mifflin Lake #1 during extreme low tide.
As at Little Lizard Creek, the partially exposed beach was
covered with shells and pottery. We obtained a large collection from the beach area south of Locale I (D56), a smaller
collection below the tree-fall at Locale I (D57), and another large collection from the beach in the vicinity of
Locale III (D58). The pottery in all three collections substantiated the presence of Coden Phase, Tensaw Lake
phase, and Bear Point phase occupations (Tables 69 and
70; Figures 97 and 98). Several decorated types and rims
indicate a Tate's Hammock phase component is present as
well.
In summary, Mifflin Lake #1 appears to have been
utilized by some of the same folks responsible for the
Rangiashell middens at Little Lizard Creek, Middle River,
Larry Island Branch, Briar Lake Slough, and many other
sites in the delta. The presence of a Bear Point phase
component at IBa499 is intriguing, as it may indicate at
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Figure 96. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499) site.
a, Hubbard Check Stamped; b-c, Mobile Cord Marked
(with "Hubbard Landing" rims); d, D'Olive Incised, var.
Arnica (with "D'Olive" rim); e, Mound Place Incised, var.
unspecified; f, Mississippi Plain, var. Pine Log; g, Biface
Fragment (quartz). Provenience: e, g, D49; f, D51; a-d,
D56 (GCS/95/Nl/15).
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Table 68. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 site (lBa499), Locales I-III.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Locale I (Collection No. D49)
Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Mound Place Incised
vaT. unspecified
1
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
2
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
4
Mobile Cord Marked
14
Wakulla Check Stamped
3
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
1
UID Roughened on Weeden Island Plain
5
Coon Neck Plain
1
Weeden Island Plain
6
Undetermined
UID Sand Tempered Plain
3
43
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Biface Fragment
1
Unmodified Stone
2

Indian Pottery
Mississi ppian
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vaT. Salt Greek
Late Woodland
Mobile Cord Marked
Total Indian Pottery

Locale II (Collection No. D50)
No.

1 Rim
2 Rims (l With Exterior Fold)

Quartz
Sandstone

Comments

1
1
2
Locale III (Collection No. D51)

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Pine Log
vaT. unspecified
Late Woodland
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
UID Roughened, Sand Tempered
Total Indian Pottery

least partial continuity of Late Woodland subsistence
practices and settlement patterns into the protohistoric
period. This is just one of several reasons why Mifflin Lake
#1 would be an interesting and productive site to investigate further. However, the thick overburden of dense,
sticky clay plus the subsided nature of the deposit relative
to the water table would make excavation difficult. A

14
1

1
8
1
1

1 Rim

1 Rim

26

number of other sites would yield similar components,
subsistence data, and so on with less effort.
Mifflin Lake #2 (lBa500)
Mifflin Lake #2 also was reported by Stowe in 1987
(Figure 4). Stowe's site form states it was located in a bend
on the eastern side of Mifflin Lake. It was about 1 km below
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Table 69. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 site (lBa499), beach south of Locale I.
Artifact Class

Comments

No.
Collection No. D56

Indian Pottery
Mississippian
D'Olive Incised
vaT. Arnica
vaT. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Pine Log
vaT. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Furrs Cord Marked
Hubbard Check Stamped
Keith Incised
Mobile Cord Marked
Tucker Ridge Pinched
Wakulla Check Starn ped

1
2
1
9
1
2
3

17
16
1

60
1
44

Weeden Island Incised

2

Weeden Island Punctated

3

UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Tempered
UID Incised on Weeden Island Plain
UID Roughened on Coon Neck Plain
UID Roughened, Sand Tempered
Coon Neck Plain
Weeden Island Plain
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
Undetermined
UID Incised, Sand Tempered
UID Punctated, Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Sand Tempered Plain
Total Indian Pottery
Lithics
Ground Stone
Hammerstone
Unmodified Stone

Rim ("D'Olive")

1
1
1
4
4
33
9

2 Rims ("Hubbard Landing")
1 Rim
2 Rims ("Hubbard Landing")
4 Rims (1 "Hubbard Landing");
1 Sherd With Repair Hole
1 With Interior Decoration,
1 With Exterior Decoration
2 With Interior Decoration,
1 With Exterior Decoration

1 Rim
3 Rims (2 "Weeden Island A"); 1 Base
1 Rim ("Weeden Island A")

5
1
1

12
235

the Mifflin Lake #1 site (lBa499) and about 2 km above
the confluence of Mifflin Lake with the Tensaw River.
At the time of Stowe's visit, the surface had been cleared
recently and the location was being used as a log-loading
ramp. Stowe reported a small scatter of prehistoric pottery
plus a biface stone tool and numerous fragments of
unworked sandstone. Identified sherds included the following: Mobile Cord Marked, UID check stamped, UID

4
1
6

1 Rim

2 Pitted "Nutting Stones," Sandstone
Quartz
Sandstone

brushed, UID incised, and a Bayou La Batre Plain base.
These indicate a Late Woodland period component or
components (Tensaw Lake and possible Weeden Island)
plus a Late Gulf Formational period component (Bayou
La Batre). The Late Woodland people probably were the
same ones who utilized the nearby Mifflin Lake #1 site.
Tensaw Lake phase and Weeden Island-related components (Tate's Hammock and Coden phases) are common
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Table 70. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 site, beach at Locales I and III.
Artifact Class

No.

Locale I, Beach (Collection No. D57)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Bell Plain
vm: 'ltllsjJecijird
5
Graveline Plain
V(I/: 'ltllsjJecifiPf/
Mississippi Plain
v(n: Devils Bend
v(n: Pine Log
2
v(n: unsjJecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
5
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
1
Wakulla Check Starn ped
2
UrD Roughened on Coon Neck Plain
2
2
Coon Neck Plain
Weeden Island Plain
2
Undetermined
Baytown Plain
vm: ullsjJecified
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
29
Lithics
1
Hammerstone
Unmodified Stone
3

Comments

I Rim

Quartz
2 Sandstone, 1 Quartz

Locale III, Beach (Collection No. D58)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Pensacola Incised
Base
vm: unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vm: Pine Log
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Late Woodland
1 Rim (With Repair Hole)
FUlTS Cord Marked
4
1 Rim ("Hubbard Landing")
Hubbard Check Stamped
2
Mobile Cord Marked
13
1 With Punctations; 3 Rims (l "Hubbard Landing")
Rims (1 "Hubbard Landing," 1 "Weeden Island B")
Wakulla Check Stamped
6
Coon Neck Plain
2
Undetermined
UID Decorated, Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain
vm: unspecified
1
UID Coarse Sand Tempered Plain
2
Total Indian Pottery
34
Lithics
Ground Stone
4
Sandstone
2 Sandstone, 1 Quartz
Unmodified Stone
3
Dark Green With Possible Retouched Edge
Bottle Fragment
Faunal Remains
Bone
64
UID Fragments
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Figure 97. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499) site.
a-b, Furrs Cord Marked (with "Hubbard Landing" rims);
c, Keith Incised; d, Tucker Ridge Pinched; e, Weeden
Island Incised; f, Weeden Island Plain (with "Weeden
Island A" rim); g-h, Weeden Island Punctated (h, on
interior); i, Wakulla Check Stamped (with "Hubbard
Landing" rim). Provenience: a-i, D56 (GCS/95/Nl/14).

in the project area. In contrast, Bayou La Batre componen ts are very rare, having been securely iden tified at only
one site (Low Water, IBa443) during our survey.
We made several attempts to relocate this site, examining the area on three different occasions and at varying
water levels. Although the location of Mifflin Lake #2 is
accurately pinpointed by Stowe's site form, and although
we found the old clear-cut area, we saw no artifacts and no
evidence of a site. Because it was on the point side of the
channel bend, and because Mifflin Lake does not have the
kind of current which characterizes the nearby active rivers, it is unlikely that stream erosion has completely destroyed the site. The most probable explanation is that
IBa500 was eradicated by the log-loading activities that
exposed it in the first place.
The Alligator Lake "Mound" (No Site No.)
This alleged site is located at the entrance to Alligator
Lake, a small, swampy lake west of Dominic Creek (Figure
99). The lake is connected to the creek by a narrow
channel. In the past, there have been reports of a mound
or mounds at the juncture of this channel with the lake
(Rushing 1976). However, no artifacts have been reported,
no site form has been submitted, and no number has been
assigned. One of the present authors (Fuller) visited the
location with N. R. Stowe years ago. At that time, we were

d

Figure 98. Artifacts from the Mifflin Lake #1 (lBa499) site.
a, Furrs Cord Marked (rim with repair hole); b-c, Wakulla
Check Stamped (b, with "Hubbard Landing" rim; c, with
"Weeden Island B" rim); d, Hubbard Check Stamped (with
"Hubbard Landing" rim); e-f, Mobile Cord Marked (f,
with "Hubbard Landing" rim). Provenience: a-f, D58 (GCS/
95/Nl/17).

uncertain whether the low rises at this location represented actual mounds or natural features, although we
suspected the latter.
The location was surveyed during our recent project
and the rises at the entrance to the lake were closely
examined. Only the one on the southwestern side of the
small channel bore any resemblance to an artificial
mound. The shape and orientation of the very low, elongated rise on the opposite side indicated it was a natural
alluvial feature. Although both rises were eroded on the
sides facing the channel, no artifacts, ecofacts, or evidence
of stratification were noted. Both appeared to be composed solely of alluvial clays.
To investigate further, we performed two soil probe
tests on the higher of the two rises (Figure 99). This
southwestern "mound" measures about 17 m northwest to
southeast by 7 m southwest to northeast. The soil probe
tests revealed a sequence of culturally sterile silts and clays
typical of natural levees in the region. Although the probe
tests went down a meter, they encountered no midden,
shell, charcoal, artifacts, bone, or any other evidence of
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Figure 99. Sketch map of the "mound" at Alligator Lake
outlet.
habitation or construction. Therefore, we are convinced
that the two rises at the entrance to Alligator Lake are
natural in origin. Almost certainly, they are the result of
floodwater sediments which settle out when the flow patterns are interrupted by the narrow constriction at the
lake's entrance.
lBa173
This site was reported by E. G. Nicar in 1935 as
"shellbanks at the junction of Tensaw Lake with the
Tensaw River." Maps in the State Site Files show IBa173 as
being located on the west side of Larry Island, which is
situated at the juncture of Tensaw Lake and the river.
When we were excavating at Bottle Creek in 1991, a
Table 71. Artifacts collected by Robert McMillan from a site
near Larry Island.
Artifact Class

No.

Comments

Unverified Provenience (Collection No. A67)
Indian Pottery
Mississippian
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
3
Late Woodland
Coon Neck Plain
Total Indian Pottery
4

local resident, Robert McMillan, showed us a small collection of pottery which he said he had collected from an
eroding shell midden at Larry Island (Table 71). Although
undecorated, the sherds indicated Late Woodland and
Mississippi period components for McMillan's site. At that
time, we believed his sherds probably came from Nicar's
site 1Ba173, although we had not visited that location and
could not be certain. Later on during that same season, we
did a quick survey of Larry Island during a weekend boat
tour of the delta. We exam ined closely the map location of
the reported site but did not see any shell, artifacts, or any
other indication of a site on the west side of Larry Island.
We did discover two bankline shell midden sites on a
nearby branch of Tensaw Lake. These sites, Larry Island
Branch (lBa269) and Briar Lake Slough (1Ba270) (pp.
118-122), are located across the branch from Larry Island.
During our recent survey, we tried once again to identify a site where Nicar's 1Ba173 was shown on the map.
Several times we examined the location at various water
levels, again with negative results. We returned to the two
sites that we had identified previously, recorded them, and
made additional collections. The pottery from the Larry
Island Branch (lBa269) site revealed strong Late Woodland and Mississippi period components (see Tables 6263). This site is located very close to thejuncture of Ten saw
Lake and the Tensaw River. Therefore, we believe it might
be the location of Nicar's site, which could have been
improperly located on the map. Alternatively, site 1Ba173
may have completely eroded away in the six decades since
it was first reported. We are not certain which is the case,
but we recommend number 1Ba173 be dropped from the
site records.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Our survey of the Mound Island portion of the MobileTensaw delta has added eleven new sites to the archaeological record for the region and updated six previously
recorded sites. Although this represents a significant increase in the local database, we encountered far fewer sites
than we expected. Many parts of the delta have much
higher site concentrations. For example, Tensaw Lake,
which is located 2 km northeast of the survey area, has
eighteen known sites along its banks between Dead Lake
Island and Upper Bryant Landing, a distance of only about
2.5 km. Dense concentrations of sites also are present on
Stiggins Lake to the north and Dead Lake to the southwest,
as well as in various other areas throughout the delta
(Brose etal. 1983; Stowe 1981).
Prior to the project, we believed the low frequency of
known sites in the area probably was due to a survey bias
involving one or more of the following factors: less thorough survey coverage for the region; a distribution pattern
featuring sites located in poorly accessible areas; or poor
recognizability of sites that lack shell. Our field methodology was geared specifically toward addressing these biases.
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We made particular efforts to survey remote relict channels and backswamp areas as well as the banks of readily
navigable streams. Also, we attempted to examine closely
all locations deemed to have good site potential, whether
shell was visible or not. The latter effort may have been
only partially successful. For example, the Bear Point
phase component that overlies the Late Woodland
midden at Larry Island Branch (lBa269) was identified
when the highly visible shell stratum caused us to spend an
extended period of time studying the bankline there.
A survey bias also may be preventing the consistent
identification of the Mississippi, Protohistoric, and Historic period Indian hamlets and farmsteads that we know
were present in the region. Some of the larger village sites
on the terrace margins adjacent to the delta have been
identified because of erosion and recent development in
those areas. At the same time, the smaller deltaic hamlets
and farmsteads that were associated with those villages
have been poorly documented archaeologically. Only
through extensive subsurface testing or natural or mechanical disturbances will this segment of the late period
settlement pattern be adequately revealed. However, this
still does not explain the relatively small number of sites
recorded in the Mound Island region, including easily
identifiable bankline shell middens, as compared to other
parts of the delta. Either it reflects a real settlement pattern variable or it is a function of geomorphology.
A study of the existing site distributions shows that the
densest concentrations of shell middens occur along the
older relict stream channels on the margins of the delta.
These are the long, sinuous bodies of water such as Tensaw
Lake, Briar Lake, Dennis Lake, Dead Lake, and Stiggins
Lake. These lakes receive enough seasonal flow to have
exposed the sites, yet they have been relatively stable for a
sufficient length of time that their site-bearing natural
levees have not been eradicated. Components ranging
from Gulf Formational to Mississippian have been recorded for these settings. Late Woodland period occupations are especially common, indicating the presence ofa
large population in the central and upper Mobile-Tensaw
delta around A.D. 700-1100.
Subsidence is another factor in the apparent distribution of sites. Sedimentation in the marginal lakes described above has been minor compared to interior
floodbasin lakes such as Alligator Lake, Fisher Lake, and
Lower Fisher Lake. The natural levees of these interior
relict channels, along with any associated sites, are deeply
buried and probably will come to light only through
dredging, geological coring, or some other intrusive process. A good illustration of the role subsidence plays in the
identification of archaeological sites can be found at
Mifflin Lake. Two sites, IBa499 and IBa500, have been
recorded for the lower part of the lake. This stretch of the
ancient channel still exhibits some modest natural levees.
In contrast, the upper portion of the lake is the center of
an interior floodbasin that continually receives large vol-
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umes of sediment. No elevated banklines and, therefore,
no sites are present here. If any exist, they have subsided
beyond the reach of conventional archaeological survey
techniques. A similar pattern exists for the southern delta.
Numerous sites have been identified along the older, more
stable banklines of Dead Lake, yet none have been reported for Negro Lake and The Basin just a short distance
to the east.
In terms of the currently active stream channels, another factor that plays a role in the relative distributions of
discoverable sites is related to the stability of the channels
since the sites were formed. It probably is no accident that
the less sinuous portions of Mobile, Middle, and Tensaw
rivers have higher concentrations of prehistoric sites while
the more meandering segments such as the upper end of
the Tensaw virtually are devoid of sites. Two variables are
involved: actively shifting stream courses with erratic
fluvial regimes have buried or destroyed their associated
sites; and they have not supported Rangia clam beds to the
same degree as the more sedate and mature stream
courses. Thus, for example, the straighter reaches of
Middle River, such as are present in the vicinity oflMbl07,
IMb179, and IBa195, exhibit greater numbers of sites as
well as much larger sites. A broad, straight segment near
the mouth of Little Lizard Creek today features thriving
Rangia populations, including an extensive bed in the
vicinity of the large, multicomponent Little Lizard Creek
site (lBa195). In contrast, Bottle Creek, which seems to
have had an erratic fluvial history, has few sites. Despite its
proximity to the premier Mississippian site in the region,
no significant Mississippian components have been
identified on the creek itself. One protohistoric site,
IBa264, apparently was never more than a tiny midden
lens and seems to have disappeared completely in recent
years.
The reasons for the paucity of sites on Bottle Creek were
evident in the exposed bank profile at River Cane
(lBa247). The cultural and natural stratigraphy indicated
the creek in Middle Woodland times had a modest flow
regime that supported healthy Rangia populations. The
presence ofa thick layer of sand above the shell midden at
IBa247 suggests a change in the fluvial pattern occurred
sometime during the Late Woodland period, a change that
would have destroyed any existing clam beds and prevented the formation of new ones. The absence of
significant cultural deposits above the midden and the
general lack of later components on Bottle Creek as a
whole shows the area attracted little occupation after that
time. Today, Bottle Creek still funnels a large volume of
water through its narrow channel. No active Rangia beds
have been identified along its course. Rather, small beds of
freshwater mussels are associated with sandy spits at its
confluence with BayouJessamine and with Middle River.
Although no sites affiliated with IBa2 were found on
Bottle Creek, we noted several late period archaeological
middens and features between the main part of the
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Figure 100. Sketch map showing two of the more prominent
relict channel features between Dominic Creek and the
central mound group at the Bottle Creek site (shaded area).
Dots mark the locations of protohistoric and presumed
protohistoric components believed to be associated with
the Doghouse channel.

mound center and Dominic Creek. We located and recorded three small mounds and several shell deposits in
this area. This part of Mound Island features numerous
relict channel scars, suggesting active stream migrations in
the past. Two of the more well-defined channels appear to
have been important in the history of human occupation
on Mound Island. They approximately parallel the course
of present-day Dominic Creek, which runs generally
north-south and bends around the central mound group
(Figure 100). At some time in the past, these older stream
channels probably connected what today are segments of
Tensaw and Middle rivers.
We have termed the easternmost of the two relict features the "Canal channel," as Bigelow and others have
noted its resemblance to an artifical canal. We believe it
may have been associated with the climax period of construction and occupation of the mound center, probably
during the Bottle Creek I and Bottle Creek II phases. Shell
middens dating to those phases are present on both sides
of the Canal channel. Furthermore, recent excavations
east of the channel have revealed sandy and silty alluvial
layers that suggest the presence of an active stream early in
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the Mississippian occupation of the site. Thus, the Canal
channel probably was an important water course during
the early history of the mound center. Also, it may have
been a direct source of mollusks and fish for the site's
residents. The numerous midden deposits in its vicinity
contain abundant remains of both.
Between the Canal channel and the Dominic Creek
channel is another well-defined feature which we have
designated the Doghouse channel. The name comes from
a modern camp located at the intersection of this channel
with Dominic Creek. The Doghouse channel is evident as
a wide swale immediately west of Mounds Q and R (see
Figure 79). From there, it trends southward, eventually
crossing Dominic Creek at the aforementioned camp location. The old channel then bends to the west and continues on to Middle River. North of Mounds Qand R it curves
gently to the northeast in the same general arc as Dominic
Creek and the Canal channel. Finally, it merges with the
present channel of Dominic Creek which then connects
with the Tensaw.
Of significance regarding the age of the Doghouse
channel is the presence of three definite and two possible
Bear Point phase components along its course. Three of
these-Dominic Creek (lBa263), Mound Q, and Mound
R-are situated directly on the old channel, and Mound P
is only a short distance away to the southeast. The Tensaw
River site (lBa271) may be associated with the same channel. This site is located on the upper end of Dominic
Creek. However, it appears that this portion of the creek's
course represents part of the earlier Doghouse channel as
well as the present Dominic Creek channel. The channel
at the upper end of Dominic Creek is deeper than anywhere else along its length, perhaps indicating a greater
time depth. Farther south, starting where the Doghouse
channel begins its separate route, the Dominic Creek
channel bends abruptly to the southwest, apparently
reflecting a more recent deviation from an earlier course.
Despite intensive boat and foot surveys along the entire
length of Dominic Creek, we identified no sites between
IBa271 and the intersection with the Doghouse channel
(the location of site 1Ba263) . Except for the northernmost
end, the present course of Dominic Creek may be relatively young. Certainly, it has very low banks along either
side.
Thus, it appears that the Mound Island region has
tremendous potential for research involving stream channel morphology and chronology as they relate to human
culture-history and sett:ement patterns. It is tempting to
speculate that the building and occupation of the Bottle
Creek mound center had something to do with changes in
the stream channel patterns. Our recent excavations at the
site have shown that at least part of the high ridge that
supports the mounds is artificial. Such extensive landscape
modification, including what must have been a large
amount of fill-borrowing, is certain to have had a
significant impact on the local drainage patterns.
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Excluding the Bottle Creek site, archaeological components identified in the Mound Island region range in time
from the Gulf Formational period to the Early Historic
period (Tables 72-73). Not counting the ones listed as
"possible," they break down as follows: 2 Late Gulf Formational, 1 Middle Woodland, 8 Late Woodland, 3 Mississippi, 6 Protohistoric, 1 Early Historic. The high frequency
of Late Woodland period components in the Mound Island region closely compares with distributions noted for
other parts of the delta (Brose et al. 1983; Stowe 1981).
The relatively high number of proto historic components
is misleading. Three of these (lBa271, IBa264, and
IBa273) were very small, ephemeral sites, each of which
may have disappeared completely since our survey. The
low number of Historic period components compared to
the frequency of those recorded in other surveys in the
region is due at least partly to the limited terrace and bluff
areas within the project area. The small number of Gulf
Formational and Middle Woodland period components
plus the apparent absence of earlier components is due
largely to subsidence. This is demonstrated clearly by the
fact that the two best components for these periods-the
principal shell midden strata at Low Water (lBa443) and
River Cane (lBa247)-are visible only during periods of
extremely low water levels.
When tabulated by phase, we get the following component frequencies for the survey area: 2 Bryant's Landing, 1
Porter, 5 Tate's Hammock/Coden (i.e., Weeden Islandrelated), 8 Tensaw Lake, 1 Andrews Place (pre-Pensacola
Mississippian), 3 Bottle Creek I/II, 6 Bear Point, and 1 Port
Dauphin (Table 74). If the analysis is limited to collections
from controlled stratigraphic proveniences, the following
distribution results: 1 Bryant's Landing, 1 Porter, 4 Tate's
Hammock/Coden, 7 Tensaw Lake, 0 Andrews Place, 3
Bottle Creek I/II, 3 Bear Point, 1 Port Dauphin (Table 75).
Outside of the mound center itself, the Tensaw Lake
phase represents the most intensive and wide-spread presence in the Mound Island region, as it does throughout
the Mobile-Tensaw delta. Why the phase seems to be
absent at the Bottle Creek site remains a mystery, especially
as slightly earlier Weeden Island-related components have
been identified there. Our controlled collecting of several
stratified Late Woodland shell midden sites in the project
area plus Stowe's excavated materials from the Middle
River site show that the Tensaw Lake phase post-dates the
Tate's Hammock and Coden phases in the delta. This
indicates a gap in the cultural sequence at Bottle Creek.
On the Alabama coast, where the Tensaw Lake phase does
not occur at all, the Coden phase appears to have been
followed immediately by the Early Mississippian Andrews
Place phase. This suggests a series of very interesting hypotheses for future research into the Woodland to Mississippian transition in southwestern Alabama. Does the
Tensaw Lake phase represent a terminal Woodland period
intrusion into the Mobile-Tensaw delta by descendents of
the Miller variant? Did this intrusion truncate the Coden
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phase in the delta which then continued until Mississippian times along the coast? Finally, could the earliest
Mississippian occupation at the Bottle Creek site, which
our excavations show probably was by Moundville-related
people, be contemporary with late Tensaw Lake phase
occupations in the surrounding delta? Our recent discovery of a possible defensive wall bounding the western edge
of the central mound group may be significant in this
regard.
Mississippian Indians continued to utilize some of the
same Rangia bed locales used by their Woodland predecessors. We identified Bottle Creek I phase and/or Bottle
Creek II phase occupations at the three largest shell
midden sites in the project area: Middle River (lMbl07),
Little Lizard Creek (lBa195), and Mifflin Lake #1
(lBa499). Each of these has one or more strong Late
Woodland period components. Also, Rangia shells along
with the usual mix offish, turtle, deer, small mammal, and
bird remains are extremely common in the refuse deposits
so far investigated at the Bottle Creek site. However, in
terms of relative site size and midden volume, the large
Pensacola oyster mounds that have been recorded for the
Alabama coast far outweigh the generally small Pensacola
Rangia middens in terms of resource use intensity.
The identification of maize in Bottle Creek I and Bottle
Creek II phase contexts at IBa2 shows that it was an important food source. Therefore, we believe our survey and
others in the delta probably have failed to pick up evidence
of Mississippi period farmsteads which should be present in
the area. One possibility is the Louis Lake site (lMbl0l)
which is located outside the survey area at the confluence
of the Mobile and Tensaw rivers. In the past, we have
collected large numbers of Bottle Creek II phase sherds at
this site. Although lacking mounds, site IMbl0l appears to
be a village or, at a minimum, a major hamlet locale.
Based on ethnohistorical information, Protohistoric
and Early Historic period hamlets and farmsteads should
be scattered about the delta. If so, they generally are being
missed by archaeological surveys. One such site may be
represented by the Bear Point phase component which
overlies the Late Woodland shell midden at Larry Island
Branch (lBa269). Again, poor site visibility along with
possible geomorphological factors may be preventing the
consistent identification of these elements of the late period settlement pattern through standard survey methods.
During the project, we did identify two minor Bear Point
phase shell midden lenses, Tensaw River (lBa271) and
BayouJessamine (lBa264), and one good shell midden
site, Dominic Creek (lBa263). Altogether, however, these
deposits do not approach the volumes represented by the
Bottle Creek 1/11 phase middens, and they certainly come
nowhere near the volumes represented by the Late Woodland sites. Whether this difference reflects a real shift in
subsistence patterns, reductions in population, or a combination of both is uncertain, especially in ligh t of the potential difficulties in recognizing non-shell sites in the delta.
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Table 72. Mound Island Survey-diagnostic pottery classes by site (excluding Bottle Creek).
Sites (see key at end of table)
Pottery Class

1

Port Dauphin Phase
Port Dauphin Incised
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
Graveline Plain
vaT. Graveline
Lafitte Plain
Subtotal
Bear Point Phase
D'Olive Incised
vaT. Arnica
Moundville Incised
vaT. Douglas
Pensacola Incised
vaT. Bear Point
Guillory Plain
vaT. Guillory
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Massacre
vaT. Pine Log
Subtotal
Bottle Creek lIII Phases
D'Olive Incised
vaT. Dominic
Middle River Incised
vaT. Middle River
vaT. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
vaT. Waltons Camp
Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
Pensacola Incised
vaT. Gasque
vaT. Holmes
vaT. Jessamine
Salt Creek Cane Impressed
vaT. Salt Creek
UID Engraved on Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil s Bend
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devit's Bend
Graveline Plain
vaT. Aikin
Guillory Plain
vaT. Briar Lake
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Beckum
vaT. Devils Bend
Subtotal

0

2

0

3

0

4

0

5

0

6

0

9

0

11

0

12

0

13

0

1

15

0

16

0

17

0

18

23

24 Total

1

1

3
1
6

0

3
1
6

1

1

0

2

1

2

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

1
3

1

0

5
7

0

1
1

0

0

18
19

1
25
33

1

5

*1

4

1

2

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

I
74
91

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

*Several attributes suggest this is a terminal version of the variety probably dating to the Bear Point phase.

0

1
2

1
76
96
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Table 72. continued
Sites (see key at end of table)
Pottery Class

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

23

Andrews Place Phase
D'Olive Engraved
Kimmswick Fabric Impressed
vaT. Langston
Moundville Engraved
vaT. Havana
Subtotal

0

0

0

0

0

1
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

UID Mississippi-Historic Period
D'Olive Incised
vaT. unspecified
Mound Place Incised
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Incised
vaT. unspecified
Pensacola Incised
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Punctated on Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
Guillory Plain
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
UID Shell Tempered Plain
Subtotal
Tensaw Lake Phase
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
UID Punctated on Coon Neck Plain
UID Roughened on Coon Neck Plain
UID Decorated on Coon Neck Plain
Coon Neck Plain
Subtotal
Tate's Hammock/Coden Phases
Carrabelle Incised
Indian Pass Incised
Keith Incised
Pontchartrain Check Stamped
vaT. unspecified
Swift Creek Complicated Stamped
Late Variant
Tucker Ridge Pinched

24 Total

0

1
3

2

2

1

1

1
2

4

1

1

1

4

4

2

2

15

4

1

2
2

1

4
1
1

0

2

1

0

30
1
63

4

-

10

17
11

0

2
2
15

0

4

3
33

40

1

6
5

1
9
14

2
1
5

1

0

7
3
12

0

1

1
3

1
9

2

0

16

10
5
36

60
11
139

9 20
4 101

49
140
1
5
2
19
216

0

3

0

0

0

3
14

0

0

1 10
14 134

3
2

3
2

2

2

1

1

1
2
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Table 72. continued
Sites (see key at end of table)
Pottery Class
Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Red
UID Incised on Weeden Island Plain
UID Roughened on Weeden Island Plain
Weeden Island Plain
Subtotal

1

2

3

4

5

6

-

104

9

11

12

13

15

16

17

18

4

6
2
2

0

0

60
184

0

23

0

0

0

7
7

0

0

24 Total
55
2
3

1
6
23 41
27 110

0

0

2

3

25

3

2
2
29

163
3
9
2
3
6
133
330

UID Late Woodland Period
Autauga/Whiteoak Punctated
Deas Pinched
French Fork Incised
var. unspecified

Furrs Cord Marked
McLeod Linear Check Stamped
McVay Brushed
Mulberry Creek Cord Marked
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Temp. Subtotal
0

33

0

2

0

2

1
5
27
69

0

0

0

Porter Phase
Basin Bayou Incised
Saltillo Fabric Marked

0

0

0

1

1

var. China Bluff

Subtotal
UID Middle/Late Woodland Period
Saltillo Fabric Marked

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

var. unspecified

1
66
1
2
7
29
108

1
2

3

UID Brushed on Baytown Plain
var. unspecified

UID Roughened on Baytown Plain
var. unspecified

Grit Tempered
Coarse Sand Tempered
Sand Tempered
UID Stamped, Sand Tempered
Baytown Plain

2

3
3

var. unspecified

Subtotal
Bryant's Landing Phase
Basin Bayou Incised
on Bayou La Batre ware
Bayou La Batre Stamped
Bayou La Batre Plain
Subtotal
Total

l=Middle-TensawPoint (lBa272)
2=LowWater (lBa443)
3=Middle River (lMbl07)
4=Whip-O-Will (lBa274)
5=Carpenter (lMbI79)

0

0

1
3
3
7
8

0
13

3

0
0
2 21

12
9

11
38

1
482

0

0
17

0

0
9

Key to Sites
9=Tensaw River (1 Ba271)
l1=Dominic Creek (lBa263)
12=BayouJessamine (lBa264)
13=RiverCane (lBa247)
15=Larry Island Branch (lBa269)

0

0
2

3
3

0
8

0

0
36

0

0
8

0

0
2

0

0
9

2
2

5

14
14

3
8

24
59

1
4
3
0
0
8
44 338 1000

16=Briar Lake Slough (1 Ba270)
17=Fisher Island South (1 Ba273)
18=Farmar's Bluff (lBa275)
23=Squirrel Bayou (lBa262)
24=Mifflin Lake #1 (lBa499)
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Table 73. Mound Island Survey-distribution of components by cultural period (excluding Bottle Creek).
Sites
Period

1

2

3

4

5

6

11

9

12

13

15

16

17

?

xx

x

Mississippi

xx

Late Woodland

xx

x

xx

?

?

xx

x

x

24

x

x
x

x

XX

XX

xx

XX

XX

Middle Woodland
Late Gulf Formational

23

xx

Early Historic
Proto historic

18

xx

x

Early-Middle
Gulf Formational
X= component present; XX= strong component present; ?= possible component.
Key to Sites
I=Middle-TensawPoint (IBa272)
2=LowWater (IBa443)
3=Middle River (lMbl07)
4=Whip-O-Will (lBa274)
5=Carpenter (lMbI79)
6=Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95)
9=Tensaw River (lBa271)
II=Dominic Creek (IBa263)

We have identified one important facet of the
protohistoric site pattern in the Mound Island regionthe construction of Bear Point phase burial mounds on
the peripheries of the late prehistoric mound center at
Bottle Creek. Mounds 0, P, Q, and R all may be related to
the Ginhouse Island mortuary complex that has been
defined for the upper Mobile-Tensaw delta and the Forks
region. The placement of these small burial mounds adjacent to but outside of the prehistoric mound complex
might reflect a perception of spiritual power associated
with the old site. This perception may have been prevalent as
late as 1702, if the mound that Bienville's Indian guide approached so reluctantly was indeed located at Bottle Creek
(see p. 56). Not too many years later, burials were being
interred directly into some of the earlier mounds at the site.
Recent excavations and surface collections have documented a thin but widespread eighteenth-century occupation associated with the core of the mound complex,
including at least one structure on Mound L. Several
artifacts suggest this component dates after 1720. If there
were any taboos associated with the site in the
Protohistoric period, they had eased considerably after
Bienville's visit. Part of the reason may be revealed in

12=BayouJessamine (lBa264)
13=River Cane (1 Ba24 7)
15=Larry Island Branch (lBa269)
16=BriarLake Slough (IBa270)
17=Fisher Island South (lBa273)
18=Farmar's Bluff (lBa275)
23=Squirrel Bayou (lBa262)
24=Mifflin Lake #1 (l Ba499)

Iberville's comments about the fate of the five "gods" after
they were removed from their hiding place:
We have them at the settlement. The Indians who see
them here are amazed at our boldness and amazed that we
do not die as a result. I am taking the images to France,
though they are not particularly interesting [McWilliams
1981:169].

The Indians' amazement at the apparent immunity of
the French to the statues' power may have been shortlived. In the fall of 1703, Iberville became seriously ill and
had to leave the settlement to recover. In the summer of
1704, a devastating epidemic struck the colony killing
many of its French inhabitants. Continually plagued by
disease, famine, and floods-events that would have
satisfied the conditions of an Old Testament curse if not a
New World one-the settlement was abandoned a few
years later. Even though all mound-building activity had
long since ceased, including construction of small burial
mounds, Mound Island continued to support sporadic
Indian habitation. At least one of the flat-topped mounds
was used as a platform for eighteenth-century Indian
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Table 74. Mound Island Survey-distribution of components by phase (excluding Bottle Creek) .
Sites
Period

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

11

12

13

15

16

17

Port Dauphin
Bear Point

23

24

XX
?

X

Bottle Creek IIII

X

XX

X

X

X

X

XX

Andrews Place

X

X

Tensaw Lake

XX

Tate's Hammock/Coden -

X

-

XX

X

X

XX

Porter
Bryant's Landing

18

XX

X

X

XX

X

XX

XX

XX
XX

X

Coon Neck
X= component present; XX= strong component present; ?= possible component.
Key to Sites
I=Middle-Tensaw Point (IBa272)
12=BayouJessamine (IBa264)
2=Low Water (l Ba443)
13=River Cane (l Ba247)
3=Middle River (lMbl07)
15=Larry Island Branch (lBa269)
4=Whip-O-Will (lBa274)
16=Briar Lake Slough (lBa270)
5=Carpenter (lMbI79)
17=FisherIsland South (lBa273)
6=Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95)
18=Farmar's Bluff (lBa275)
9=Tensaw River (lBa271)
23=Squirrel Bayou (IBa262)
II=Dominic Creek (lBa263)
24=Mifflin Lake #1 (IBa499)

structures. These later buildings may represent seasonal
occupations by hunting parties or farming groups. Also,
eighteenth-century Indians sometimes buried their dead
in the tops of the old mounds.
By the latter part of the 1700s, following transferal of
the colony to England, Indian habitation of Mound Island

seems to have ended completely. The tract became part of
the vast commercial farming and grazing lands held by
British and, later, American plantation owners. Like other
remote parts of the delta, it served as an occasional refuge
for renegades, escaped slaves and outlaws, each of whom
added to the many legends of Mound Island.
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Table 75. Mound Island Survey-diagnostic pottery classes by controlled provenience.
Provenience (see key at end of table)
Pottery Class

2 3A 3B 6A 6B

Port Dauphin Phase
Port Dauphin Incised
vaT. unspecified
Bell Plain
vaT. Ft. Conde
Graveline Plain
vaT. Graveline
Lafitte Plain
Subtotal
Bear Point Phase
Moundville Incised
vaT. Douglas
Pensacola Incised
vaT. Bear Point
Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
with "Bear Point" rim
Guillory Plain
vaT. Guillory
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Pine Log
Subtotal
Bottle Creek I/II Phases
Middle River Incised
vaT. Middle River
Mound Place Incised
vaT. Waltons Camp
Moundville Incised
vaT. Bottle Creek
UID Incised on Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
Guillory Plain
vaT. Briar Lake
Mississippi Plain
vaT. Devil's Bend
Subtotal
UID Mississippi-Historic Period
Bell Plain
vaT. unspecified
Graveline Plain
vaT. unspecified
Guillory Plain
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Engraved
vaT. unspecified
Moundville Incised
vaT. unspecified
Mississippi Plain
vaT. unspecified
Subtotal

0

0

0

0

0

11

0

12 13A 13B 15A 15B 16A 16B

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18 23A 23B

Total

1

1

1

1

3
1
6

3
1
6

0

0

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

1
3

2

1

1

1

1

2

0

0

5
6

0

0

0

0

0

0

6
11

1

1

1

1

2

-

1*

3
1

1

0

1

0

9
15

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

2

2
1

0

0

0

10
17

1

1

1

1

1

5
7

0

2
4

0

0

0

5
5

1
2

0

0

2

*Several attributes suggest this is a tenninal version of the variety probably dating to the Bear Point phase.

0

0
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Table 75. continued
Provenience (see key at end of table)
Pottery Class
Tensaw Lake Phase
Hubbard Check Stamped
Mobile Cord Marked
UID Punctated on Coon Neck Plain
Coon Neck Plain
Subtotal
Tate's Hammock/Coden Phases
Wakulla Check Stamped
Weeden Island Plain
Subtotal
UID Late Woodland Period
Furrs Cord Marked
McVay Brushed
UID Check Stamped, Coarse Sand Temp.
Subtotal
Porter Phase
Basin Bayou Incised
Saltillo Fabric Marked
var. China Bluff
Subtotal
UID Middle/Late Woodland Period
Baytown Plain
var. unspecified
Bryant's Landing Phase
Basin Bayou Incised
on Bayou La Batre Ware
Bayou La Batre Stamped
Bayou La Batre Plain
Subtotal
Total

2 3A 3B 6A 6B

4

0

0

4

0

0

1
1

1

12 13A 13B 15A 15B 16A 16B

3

1

0

11

0

1
2

4

0

4
5
9

2

2

2

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

4
1
2
8

0

0

5
5

18 23A 23B Total

0

0

0

0

2

4

0

4
24

0

1
8
9

5
19
24

0

10
1
1
12

1

2

0

3
16

4

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
2

1
1

2
2

1
1

1
1

0

0

0

0

3
3

0

0

0

0

0

1
1

0

9
9

1
3
3
7
8

7
8

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

27

17

8

2

2

0 0 0
5 12 12

0
1

0
5

0
8

Key to Proveniences
13B=River Cane (1 Ba247), midden layer
2=LowWater (lBa443), midden layer
15A=Larry Island Branch (l Ba269), above midden
3A=Middle River (IMbI07), upper midden layer
15B=Larry Island Branch (l Ba269), midden layer
3B=Middle River (I Mbl 07), lower midden layer
16A=Briar Lake Slough (lBa270), Locale I, midden
6A=LittIe Lizard Creek (IBaI95), Locale II, upper
6B=Little Lizard Creek (lBaI95), Locale II, lower
16B=Briar Lake Slough (lBa270), Locale II, midden
II =Dominic Creek (I Ba263), midden layer
18=Farmar's Bluff (lBa275), surface
23A=Squirrel Bayou (lBa262), upper midden layer
12=BayouJessamine (lBa264), midden layer
23B=Squirrel Bayou (lBa262), lower midden layer
13A=River Cane (lBa247), above midden layer

0
6

0
9

1
3
3
7
132

CHRONOLOGY OF INDIAN CULTURE IN
SOUTHWEST ALABAMA, 1400 B.C. TO HISTORIC
PERIOD

VARIANT

PHASE (Complex)

HORIZON

19oo.-------------~----------~------------------~~------. .

LATEHISIDRIC
1770~------------~

EARLY HISTORIC

ICHClCTAWAN

Undefmed

Removal

PORTDAUPHIN (Doctor Lake)

Colono

1700.-------------~~~~~~~----------~------~

POINT

PROTOHISTORIC

1900
1770
1700

Burial Urn

1550

1550~-------------J~

LATE MISSISSIPPI
1400~-------------J"

~

BOTTLE CREEK IT
........"....,__ ,_____ (Salt Creek) 2_____ _

MIDDLE MISSISSIPPI

1400

S.E.C.C.
Salt Pan

BOTTLE CREEK I

1250

1250~-------------J~·~~

ANDREWS PLACE

EARLY MISSISSIPPI
11001---------

1100

'IERMINAL WOODlAND

Late Paddle St.
Tenninal Gulf 900

900
750

CODEN

750

LATE WOODLAND
TATE'S
HAMMOCK

?

Gulf III
Plainware

4001--------

400

GulfH

PORTER

150
BLAKELEY

Gulf I

~

100

100~------

LATE GULF
FORMATIONAL

BRYANT'S
LANDING

Proto-Gulf

(Alexanderrelated)

5001---------

500

700

700

MIDDLE GULF
FORMATIONAL
(View Point) 1

10001-------

---------------(Coon Neck) 2

Fiber Temper

1000

____________________~______~1400
1400~----~------

CULTURAL STAGES
GULF
FORMATIONAL
1 Principally in the south

D

2 Principally in the north

Figure 101. Chronology of Indian culture in southwest Alabama, 1400 B.C. to Historic.

HISTORIC

Appendix
Archaeological Phases and Complexes of the Mobile-Tensaw Basin and
Alabama Coast from 1400 B.C. to the Historic Period

PRINCIPAL PHASES AND COMPLEXES
Andrews Place Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin and Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Early Mississippi
Time: A.D. 1100-1250
Culture (Variant): Moundville
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: The phase is characterized by early
Moundville types/varieties (such as the
"early" variant of Moundville Incised, var.
Moundville) sometimes associated with
terminal Woodland period ceramics.
The latter usually are check-stamped,
cord marked or plain bowls and jars.
Chronological Relationships: Moundville I phase.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b.

Bear Point Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin and Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Protohistoric
Time: A.D. 1550-1650/1700
Culture (Varian t): Pensacola
Horizon: Burial Urn
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: Major markers are: Pensacola Incised,
vars. Bear Point and Perdido Bay; D'Olive
Incised, var. Arnica; Moundville Incised,
var. Douglas; plus lesser amounts of
Pensacola Incised, vars. Pensacola, Rutherford, and Matthews Landing. Diagnostic
rims include "Arnica," "Bear Point," and
"Douglas."

Chronological Relationships: Ginhouse Island complex;
Alabama River phase.
Bibliography: Fuller 1985b; n.d.b; Fuller and Brown 1993.

Blakeley Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin and Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: (early) Middle Woodland
Time: 200/100 B.C.-A.D. 150
Culture (Variant): Santa Rosa
Horizon: GulfI
Pottery Tradition: Gulf
Pottery
Diagnostics: The most important trait is zoned decoration, especially zoned Bayou La Batretype stamping (resulting in a sandy version of Mabin Stamped, var. Crooks). Another marker is an early variant of Santa
Rosa Stamped (an unzoned rocker
stamped type related to Indian Bay
Stamped in the Lower Mississippi Valley).
Also diagnostic is a simple stamped herringbone motif on the rim. This mode is
related to the type Twin Lakes Puncta ted.
Other Characteristics: The temper has changed from
the heavy, coarse grit tempered Bayou La
Batre ware of the previous phase to a
finer, sandier ware. In the latter part of
the phase the ware becomes even finer,
harder, and less abrasive, and grog tempering increases in popularity. There is a
reduction in the frequency and size of
podal supports during the Blakeley
phase. Early Marksville, Early Swift Creek,
and Late Deptford sherds occur in minor
amounts.
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Chronological Relationships: An indigenous development out of the Bryant's Landing phase
with secondary influences from the
Southern Appalachian tradition. It is
closely related to southern Early
Marksville period phases in the Lower
Mississippi Valley. As with Marksville, the
emphasis on formal, incised decoration
during the Blakeley phase as compared
to the overall surface texturing of the
previous phase marks the onset of the
Gulf Tradition.
Bibliography: Fuller 1990; n.d.b.

Bottle Creek I Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Lower Alabama River,
Lower Tombigbee, Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Middle Mississippi
Time: A.D. 1200/1250-1350/1400
Culture (Variant): Pensacola
Horizon: Salt Pan
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: The principal markers are: D'Olive Incised, var. Dominic, Pensacola Incised, var.
jessamine, and Mound Place Incised, var.
McMillan. Others are D'Olive Engraved
plus the "Dominic" and 'Jessamine" rim
modes.
Other Characteristics: Secondary occurrences of late
Moundville I and early Moundville II pottery, such as Kimmswick Fabric Impressed, var. Langston; Moundville Incised, vars. Carrollton, Moundville and
Snows Bend; Mound Place Incised, var.
Akron; Moundville Engraved; Mississippi
Plain, var. Warrior; and Bell Plain, var.
Hale. Other markers include Mississippi
Plain bowls and peaked loop handles on
jars. Also present are contemporary
Plaquemine ceramics of the Lower Mississippi Valley.
Chronological Relationships: Moundville II phase; Anna
phase; early Salt Creek complex.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b; Fuller and Brown 1993.
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Time: A.D. 1350/1400-1550
Culture (Variant): Pensacola
Horizon: Southeastern Ceremonial Complex
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: D'Olive Incised, vars. Mary Ann and
D'Olive; Pensacola Incised, vars. Gasque
and Holmes; very high frequencies of
Moundville Incised, var. Bottle Creek.
Other markers are "D'Olive" and
"Gasque" rims. Also common are Mound
Place Incised, var. Waltons Camp and Salt
Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek.
Generally, incising increased and engraving decreased from Bottle Creek I to
Bottle Creek II times; thus, Pensacola Incised and D'Olive Incised increased at
the expense of Moundville Engraved and
D'Olive Engraved.
Chronological Relationships: Moundville III phase; late
Salt Creek complex.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b; Fuller and Brown 1993.

Bryant's Landing Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Lower Tombigbee,
Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Late Gulf Formational
Time: 700-200/100 B.C.
Culture (Variant): Bayou La Batre
Horizon: Proto-Gulf
Pottery Tradition: Circum-East
Pottery
Diagnostics: Early Bayou La Batre Stamped (heavy grit
tempering, stab-and-drag dentate stamping); Bayou La Batre Scallop Impressed;
heavy sub-conoidal pots with conical or
wedge-shaped podal supports; often, the
bases have been stamped with the back of
a ridged shell.
Other Characteristics: Secondary occurrences of
Tchefuncte and Alexander types.
Other Artifacts: Flint Creek points/knives; amorphous
fired clay objects.
Chronological Relationships: Tchefuncte culture; Alexander culture.
Bibliography: Fuller 1990; n.d.b; Stowe 1990.

Bottle Creek II Phase
Coden Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Lower Alabama River,
Lower Tombigbee, Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Late Mississippi

Location: Southern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: (late) Late Woodland
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Time: AD. 750-1100
Culture (Variant): "Wakulla" (late Weeden Island)
Horizons: Terminal Gulf, Late Paddle Stamping
Pottery Tradition: Mixed-Gulf and Southern
Appalachian
Pottery
Diagnostics: Significant increases in check stamped
(Wakulla and Pon tchartrain Check
Stamped) and plain wares at the expense
of the rectilinear and curvilinear incised
and punctated (i.e., the Gulf Tradition)
decorations that characterize the preceding Tate's Hammock phase.
Chronological Relationships: Weeden Island 3 through 5
(Wakulla) phases to the east; Bayou
Ramos and Morgan phases to the west;
McLeod and Autauga phases to the
north.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b.
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vertical collar, often notched on outer
edge of lip).
Other Artifacts: Small stone tools and debitage, usually
made from white quartz pebbles, are
common. Diagnostic tools include small,
crude triangular, lanceolate, and irregularly shaped points, plus small scrapers,
perforators and numerous tiny flakes.
Early eighteenth-century European artifacts often occur in association.
Chronological Relationships: Port Dauphin phase. Also,
horizonal relationship with certain Late
Protohistoric/Early Historic period lithic
complexes in the Southeast and Midwest
(variously called "Russell," "Armorel,"
"Oliver," "Quapaw").
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.a; n.d.b; Fuller et al. 1984.

Ginhouse Island Complex
Coon Neck Complex
Location: Northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin
Culture-History
Period: Middle Gulf Formational
Time: 1400-700 B.C.
Culture (Variant): Wheeler?
Horizon: Fiber Temper
Pottery Tradition: Proto-ceramic
Pottery
Diagnostics: Undecorated fiber tempered pottery; similar to Wheeler Plain.
Chronological Relationships: Related to the View Point
complex to the south and other fiber tempered complexes throughout the Southeast.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b; Stowe 1990.

Doctor Lake Complex
Location: Northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin
Culture-History
Period: Early Historic
Time:AD.1650-1750
Culture (Variant): Eastern Choctawan
Horizons: Colono; "Late Lithic"
Tradition: Gulf Historic
Pottery
Diagnostics: Bell Plain, vm: Three Rivf'l's (well-made
ware tempered with very fine shell and
very fine sand); Doctor Lake Incised (rectilinear and curvilinear parallel lines on
Three Rivers ware); the typical vessel form
is a bowl with a "Doctor Lake" rim (short

Location: Northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin
Culture-History
Period: Protohistoric
Time: AD. 1550-1700
Culture (Variant): Pensacola
Horizon: Burial Urn
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: Same as for the Bear Point phase, plus
occasional Alabama River phase wares. A
diagnostic trait is the use of pottery vessels to cover or enclose disarticulated
burials.
Other Artifacts: Shell beads, shell pins, plain shell
gorgets, and late sixteen th-cen tur), or seventeenth-century European artifacts
sometimes occur wi th burials.
Settlement Data: Clusters of small protohistoric burial
mounds in the northern Mobile-Tensaw
Basin, especially in The Forks region.
Chronological Relationships: Bear Point phase; Alabama
River phase.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b.

Guillory Complex
Location: Southern Mobile-Tensaw Basin and the Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Protohistoric (and Early Historic?)
Time: A.D. 1550/1600-1700?
Culture (Variant): Eastern Choctawan
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
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Pottery
Diagnostics: Markers are Mississippi Plain, var.
Guillory (tempered with coarse angular
shell), Bell Plain, var. Graveline (tempered with fine angular shell), and the
"Guillory" rim mode (large, heavy nodes
on the upper rim exteriors of jars). Also
diagnostic are Pensacola Incised, var.
Pensacola simple bowls with ware characteristics equivalent to Graveline.
Other Characteristics: Bear Point phase pottery may
occur in association with Guillory components.
Chronological Relationships: Bear Point phase; the
Guillory complex may be ancestral to the
Port Dauphin phase.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.a; n.d.b.

McLeod Phase
Location: Extreme northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin and
lower Tombigbee Valley
Culture-History
Period: Late Woodland
Time: AD. 750-1100?
Culture (Variant): "Wakulla"?
Horizon: Late Paddle Stamping
Pottery Tradition: Southern Appalachian
Pottery
Diagnostics: Fine-sand tempered, paddle stamped
pottery. The principal markers are
McLeod Check Stamped, McLeod Linear
Check Stamped and McLeod Simple
Stamped. Occasional Weeden Island
sherds occur in early McLeod components; late McLeod sites may have a few
shell tempered specimens.
Settlement Data: A number of late McLeod sites cluster
around saline springs located near the
lower Tombigbee River.
Chronological Relationships: The dating of McLeod is still
controversial. It is at least partly contemporary with the Coden phase to the
south, with obvious parallels between
McLeod and Wakulla Check Stamped.
McLeod also shows some affinities with
Autauga and related phases of the Alabama River Valley.
Bibliography: Brose et al. 1983; Fuller 1985a; 1990;
n.d.b; Trickey 1958; Wimberly 1960.

Port Dauphin Phase
Location: Southern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Alabama Coast
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Culture-History
Period: Early Historic
Time: AD. 1700-1770
Culture (Variant): Eastern Choctawan
Horizon: Colono
Pottery Tradition: Gulf Historic
Pottery
Diagnostics: Principal markers are well-made bowls
tempered with very fine angular shell
(Bell Plain, var. Graveline) or fine flaky
shell (var. Ft. Conde). Decoration includes
parallel, narrow-line incisions in curvilinear patterns (Port Dauphin Incised, stylistically related to Fatherland Incised), red
filming (Chicot Red), or, rarely, zoned
punctation (late, narrow-line version of
Owens Punctated).
Other Characteristics: "Colono" attributes, such as ring
bases and cup handles.
Other Artifacts: Early eighteenth-century French artifacts
typically occur in Port Dauphin phase
components.
Settlement Data: Components cluster in and around
French colonial settings in the region.
Chronological Relationships: Doctor Lake complex;
Natchez phase.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.a; n.d.b.

Porter Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin, lower Tombigbee River,
lower Alabama River, and Alabama Coast.
Like its western relative, Issaquena, the
geographical extent of Porter is large for
a phase yet too small for a culture.
CuI ture-His to ry
Period: (late) Middle Woodland
Time: AD. 150-400
Culture (Variant): Santa Rosa
Horizon: Gulf II
Pottery Tradition: Gulf
Pottery
Diagnostics: Decoration zoned by neat, broad
(Issaquena-like) lines is diagnostic, and
includes zoned punctation (Santa Rosa
Punctated) and zoned rocker stamping
(Alligator Bayou Stamped). Non-zoned,
broad-line incised motifs (Basin Bayou
Incised) also are typical, increasing in frequency through time. Basin Bayou Incised, var. Porter (zoned-incised) and a
late variety of Santa Rosa Stamped (neat,
shallow stamping on a fine, hard ware)
are minor markers. An undefined rectilinear variety of Basin Bayou Incised
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which is transitional to Carrabelle Incised became common toward the end of
the phase.
Other Characteristics: Paste and temper are quite fine.
Podal supports have virtually disappeared
by this time. The "Franklin" rim (vertical,
slightly flared rim with a notched or scalloped lip) is diagnostic of late Porter.
Chronological Relationships: Ceramically, Porter shows
strong parallels with the Issaquena phase
in the Lower Mississippi Valley. The two
share numerous decorative modes, vessel
shape attributes, and secondary ware
characteristics.
Bibliography: Brose, et al. 1983; Fuller 1990; n.d.b;
Walthall 1980.

Salt Creek Complex
Location: Northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, especially the
extreme lower Tom bigbee Valley
Culture-History
Period: Middle/Late Mississippi
Time: A.D. 1250-1550
Culture (Variant): Pensacola
Horizon: Salt Pan
Pottery Tradition: Middle Mississippian
Pottery
Diagnostics: Characterized by heavy concentrations of
broken salt pans. Salt Creek Cane Impressed, var. Salt Creek is diagnostic. Mississippi Plain, var. Beckum (plain salt pans)
is common; Kimmswick Fabric Impressed, var. Langston occurs less frequently. Salt Creek appears to increase
through time at the expense of both
Langston and Beckum. Also possibly diagnostic are heavy Mississippi Plain jars with
crude, peaked loop handles. Secondary
numbers of Bottle Creek 1/11 phase types
often are associated with Salt Creek complex components.
Settlement Data: Because Salt Creek complex components
represent a specific activity-salt collecting-they tend to cluster around the saline springs in the extreme lower part of
the Tombigbee Valley.
Chronological Relationships: Bottle Creek 1111.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d. b; Fuller et al. 1984.

Tate's Hammock Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Alabama Coast

June 1, 1998

Culture-History
Period: (early) Late Woodland
Time: A.D. 400-750
Culture (Variant): Weeden Island
Horizon: GulfIII
Pottery Tradition: Gulf
Pottery
Diagnostics: Largely characterized by Weeden Island
types and, secondarily, by Coles Creek
types. Designs feature rectilinear neck
decoration (such as Carrabelle Incised,
Carrabelle Punctated, Coles Creek Incised, Mazique Incised, Tucker Ridge
Pinched, Evansville Punctated) and curvilinear zoning (Weeden Island Incised,
Weeden Island Punctated, French Fork
Incised). Another marker is Weeden Island Red Filmed. Wakulla Check
Stamped and Pontchartrain Check
Stamped are present but are not as common as during the later Coden phase.
Early Tate's Hammock phase components may resemble Troyville to the west;
they are marked by terminal varieties of
Alligator Bayou Stamped and Basin
Bayou Incised along with occasional Mulberry Creek Cord Marked sherds.
Chronological Relationships: An indigenous development
out of the Porter phase. Tate's Hammock
pottery shares numerous parallels with
Troyville and early Coles Creek ceramics
to the west and early Weeden Island ceramics to the east. In some parts of the
northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, a complex characterized by high percentages of
plain pottery may be contemporary with
late Porter and early Tate's Hammock.
This complex may be more closely related to Miller or Baytown culture than
Weeden Island or Troyville.
Bibliography: Brose et al. 1983; Fuller n.d.b; Walthall
1980.

Tensaw Lake Phase
Location: Mobile-Tensaw Basin
Culture-History
Period: (late) Late Woodland
Time: A.D. 850-1100
Culture (Variant): Miller
Horizon: Late Paddle Stamping
Pottery Tradition: "Northern"
Pottery
Diagnostics: The pottery is tempered with large
amounts of very coarse grit. Types in-
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elude Mobile Cord Marked, Hubbard
Check Stamped, and Coon Neck Plain.
Also, minor occurrences of sand tempered Furrs Cord Marked and Wakulla
Check Stamped plus occasional Weeden
Island types such as Tucker Ridge
Pinched. Cord marking increased in frequency throughout the phase. Late
Tensaw Lake components may contain
small amounts of shell tempered pottery.
Settlement Data: Tensaw Lake people rapidly spread
throughout the Mobile-Tensaw delta and
the adjacent uplands, taking advantage of
all resources. Tensaw Lake pottery is common in many Rangiashell middens in the
delta. Small campsites occur in the
nearby uplands. Mounds are not known
for the phase.
Chronological Relationships: The Tensaw Lake phase
probably derived from the north as the
Gulf Tradition waned. It appears to be
related to the Claiborne phase in the
Lower Alabama Valley and the Tuckabum
phase in the Lower Tombigbee Valley. At
Hubbard's Landing (IBaI81), a stratified
midden site in the delta, a Tensaw Lake
component overlay a Weeden Island/
McLeod component that was dated at
A.D. 830±60. Shell tempered sherds were
noted in late Tensaw Lake contexts at
Middle River (IMbl07) and Bryant's
Landing (IBaI75/176). The earliest
component at the D'Olive Creek site
(lBaI96) probably dates to the Tensaw
Lake phase.
Bibliography: Brose et al. 1983; Fuller 1985a; 1990;
n.d.b; Stowe 1981.

View Point Complex

Location: Southern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Alabama Coast
Culture-History
Period: Middle Gulf Formational
Time: 1400-700 B.C.
Culture (Variant): Norwood?
Horizon: Fiber Temper
Pottery Tradition: Proto-ceramic
Pottery
Diagnostics: Undecorated fiber tempered pottery,
usually with additional sand or fine grit;
similar to Norwood Plain.
Other Artifacts: Late Archaic and Gulf Formational period
stemmed bifaces, especially in the Little
Bear Creek, Flint Creek, and Pickwick
projectile point styles; plummets and
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other ground and polished stone items;
steatite vessel fragments.
Chronological Relationships: Contemporary with the
Coon Neck complex to the north and
with other fiber tempered complexes
throughout the Southeast.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b; Stowe 1990.

OTHER COMPLEXES
Alexander-related Complex

Location: Northern Mobile-Tensaw Basin, Lower
Tombigbee Valley
Culture-History
Period: Late Gulf Formational
Time: 700-200 B.C.?
Cui ture (Varian t) : Alexander
Pottery Tradition: Gulf Formational
Pottery
Diagnostics: Alexander Incised; Alexander Pinched;
O'Neal Plain; "O'Neal" rim mode (row of
small, rounded nodes, punched from the
inside, on the rim exterior below the lip).
Other Characteristics: Early Bayou La Batre types. Secondary occurrences of Tchefuncte pottery? Occasional early Deptford sherd?
Other Artifacts: Flint Creek points/knives?
Chronological Relationships: Henson Springs phase;
Tchefuncte; Bayou La Batre.
Bibliography: Fuller n.d.b; Stowe 1990.
Comments:
Several sites in the northern portion of
the Mobile-Tensaw Basin have produced
Alexander sherds. One site, Coon Neck
(lBa290), yielded Alexander and Bayou
La Batre sherds in a stratum which overlay a zone that contained fiber tempered
sherds. The earlier zone dated to
1120±110 B.C. The McQuorquodale
Mound (lCk25), located on the lower
Tombigbee river, produced a fairly pure
collection of (late?) Alexander pottery
(Wimberly and Tourtelot 1941).
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